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Introduction
For the past decade or two, much of the world has come to me at the click of a button.
Via computers, tablets and smartphones, numerous physical and virtual buttons allow
me to explore and experience the world. For instance, when online, I can communicate
with distant friends and nearby strangers and with nearby friends and distant
strangers. I can react to others and learn their opinions. When online, I find, create and
distribute information and I play games, watch movies and listen to music.
These new experiences are, to a great extent, facilitated by the technology in use. The
technological conditions of the online domain help to shape my experience of all that I
find there. This applies both to when I engage with other people and to when I engage
with online objects. The appearance of friends and strangers is different when I meet
them online than when I meet them in the physical world. The appearance of online
information is different than the appearance of physically tangible information, and
online games provide a very different gameplay experience than physical games. The
online domain adds entirely new possibilities for how we can engage with the world.
The online domain allows many examples of friendship and companionship, but also for
many of hate and hostility. With many others, I witnessed a controversial case of the
latter in November 2014 in the Netherlands. A Dutch international football player, who
is of color, posted a photo of himself posing with eight teammates. The severity and
quantity of the racist remarks on this group photo of players of color were beyond
belief, with many remarks linking the players to a football team of primates and Black
Petes1 (NOS, 2014). The football player that posted this photo reacted in astonishment
to the racist remarks and openly wondered whether these people were the same “fans”
who cheered for the Dutch national football team’s successes (Algemeen Dagblad,
2014).
It is important to note that, for every act of online hostility, an example of friendship can
be found. The online domain does not consist of immoral conduct only. Nonetheless, it is
interesting to analyze the domain’s role in this occurrence of hostility. What was
remarkable was that very few commentators made their remarks anonymously.
Instead, many posted their remarks while being clearly identifiable by profile picture
and name. It is tempting to say that, in this case, the online domain simply displayed the
current political climate and social norms. The commenters may have explicit racist
ideas, and the online domain simply allowed them to express these accordingly. But at
1

Black Pete (Zwarte Piet) is the companion of Sinterklaas in a Dutch folklore tradition. Every year,
Sinterklaas and Black Pete “visit” the Netherlands to amuse children (and adults) by bringing them
presents and sweets. The character has polarized the Netherlands between supporters, who see him as a
fun tradition, and opponents who criticize him as a racist figure.
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least some of these commenters seemed to act impulsively. In reply to questions from a
national news agency, one commenter said remorsefully: “I deleted the comment
immediately. I don’t want to be compared to people who post comments like FC ape. It
was a stupid comment, which I regret. I thought it was not a big deal”2 (NOS, 2014).
The online domain allowed this commenter to engage in an impulsive relation with the
football player that would not have been possible outside the domain. It facilitated the
commentator’s impulse to express his racist remark directly to the football player, yet
from a safe distance. Perhaps he followed the racist tone set by the previous remarks in
order to be “funny” or to align with presumed group norms and would not have made
such racist remarks when meeting the football player face-to-face. But online, he made
them.
In this illustration of hostile online behavior, the role of the online domain seems clear:
it is a technological instrument that facilitates and defines the conditions of
communication. It functions as a facilitator in which a particular moral relation is
established between the football player who posted the photo and the commentators
who reacted to it. This online relation intrinsically comes with certain conditions that
make it different from offline relations. These conditions, like physical distance,
anonymity and visible group norms, define the instrumental context of communication
and may influence how the relation further materializes. The online domain allows for
easy and fast reactions to the photo while the conditions that come with the technology
may partially define those reactions, as they define the instrumental context in which
those reactions are made.
Though this view of the online domain as a technological facilitator of relations between
actors unmistakably helps in our understanding of online moral behavior, it also raises
a question. The online domain appears to be so much more than a simple facilitator of
new relations between people. The technology not only facilitates people’s contact with
other people (or with the available information), it also allows users to actively engage
in a technological experience. We modify and personalize social media platforms to
communicate with people whom we can select from a long list. We open search engines
and specify what we are looking for in order to find specific information that we can
copy, paste, edit and send. And to kill the avatars of other gamers, we navigate our
personally tailored avatars around them in a self-designed online game world. It seems
that we actively engage in new relations with people and information in the online
domain by first having an active relation with the online domain.

2

Translated from Dutch by the author: “Ik heb de reactie gelijk verwijderd. Ik wil me niet vergelijken met
mensen die reacties als FC Aap sturen. Het was een domme opmerking, waar ik spijt van heb. Ik dacht dat
het wel zou kunnen.” (NOS, 2014)
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This notion is in itself interesting because it opens a new viewpoint into how the online
domain shapes moral conduct. If we say that our relations in the online domain have
moral significance in our online behavior, might our relation with the online domain
also have moral significance in our online conduct?
At first sight, this notion seems unusual. Why would a relation with a technology have
moral significance in the first place? Is the online domain not simply an instrument that
allows people to interact with other people and content in moral or immoral ways? Why
make a forced distinction between having relations in and with the online domain to
explain online moral conduct? And even if people have a particular relation with the
online domain, can this relation really be appointed a role in how people behave
morally in that domain, for example, in how they comment on a football player’s selfie?
These questions will be examined and answered in this dissertation. I will combine the
philosophy of technology with structured empirical observations to analyze how and to
what extent our relation with the online domain has moral significance in our online
practices. However, I will first introduce and discuss the post-phenomenological
approach to human-technology relations in order to conceptualize the moral
significance of our relation with the online domain itself.

The post-phenomenological approach to human-technology
relations
The moral relevance of things
An influential philosophical approach that studies the role of technology in our morality
is the post-phenomenological approach to human-technology relations (Ihde, 2003;
Introna, 2017). It examines the kinds of relations humans can have with technological
artifacts and analyzes how these specific relations contribute actively to how the world
is experienced and acted upon. It is central to post-phenomenological studies that we do
not approach technological artifacts as merely functional and instrumental objects, but
as mediators of human perception and action (Rosenberger & Verbeek, 2015). When
people engage with the world by means of technology, the world is revealed in new
ways that create new perceptions and enable new actions. Post-phenomenology studies
those effects when the direct relation of human – world becomes the mediated relation
of human – technology – world as is displayed in figure 1 (Verbeek, 2011). While
interacting with a technology, that technology may transform how the world is present
for us and/or translate how we are present in our world (Verbeek, 2011).
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The mediating role of technologies in our relations with the world can have a distinctly
moral dimension (Verbeek, 2011). In use, technology can shape our perceptions and
actions in the world and may therefore actively contribute to our moral decisions and
intentions. When humans use technological artifacts, they are not using simple
instruments to perform certain moral actions; rather the artifacts mediate a complex
human-technology relation with the world that may shape our actions and the
interpretations we use to make moral decisions (Verbeek, 2011). When our perceptions
and action-potentials in the world alter because of technology, so may our moral
decisions and conduct.

Perception

Human  Technology  World

Action

Figure 1. Post-phenomenology examines how particular technologies mediate our relations
with the world (Verbeek, 2011).

Studying the moral mediation of concrete technological artifacts
Central to the post-phenomenological approach is that its analysis of the moral role of
technology is based on concrete technological artifacts (Achterhuis, 2001; Johnson,
2009; Verbeek, 2009). The approach combines philosophical analysis with empirical
investigation by examining how particular technologies play a moral role in our
existence and our society. This does not imply that post-phenomenology is a positivist
science; instead it implies that the post-phenomenological study of technology is often
empirically informed.3
One consequence of using concrete technological reality as a starting point is that it has
resulted in a philosophy of technology that intrinsically accompanies and closely
attends to social-technical advances in society (Johnson, 2009). Post-phenomenological
analyses of technology have taken a position in many societal debates regarding how a
3

For detailed discussions on the use of empirical investigation in the philosophy of technology, see
Achterhuis (2001), Brey (2010), Fransen, Vermaas, Kroes and Meijers (2016) and Kroes and Meijers
(2000).
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particular technology changes reality. Therefore, not surprisingly, a growing field in
analysis of technological mediation specifically reflects on digital media (Eede, Irwin, &
Wellner, 2017; Irwin, 2016). Arguably, few would disagree with the suggestion that the
exponential development of the online domain has resulted in significant differences
between todays’ way of life and that of 10 or even only 5 years ago.
Several post-phenomenological studies have focused on the role the online domain
plays in our relation with the world and how this relation may shape our morality (Ihde,
2003; Introna, 2017). They examined what it means to live in a world that is
increasingly shaped by media technologies, and the consequences of actions,
interactions and communications increasingly happening in a digital sphere. Van den
Eede, Irwin and Wellner (2017) show that post-phenomenology is a useful method for
exploring several issues relating to how media technologies mediate our relations with
the world. For example, analyses have been made regarding how digital media may
relate to cognitive skills and reading habits (Rosenberger, 2017), how Photoshop
rewrites peoples’ perception of human beauty (Irwin, 2016), and how implicit online
algorithms that create a “personal internet” may mediate our notions of the world
(Keymolen, 2014).
The post-phenomenological approach to technology analyzes how particular
technologies mediate our human-world relations and therefore our moral actions and
perceptions. In this sense, the task of the post-phenomenological approach to
information technology is to shed light on how the online domain shapes the relation
between humans and their world and to examine how this mediated relation may guide
and rewrite human perceptions and actions. Post-phenomenological analysis starts
with the following question: How does a particular technology mediate our relation with
the world?
But to what extent is post-phenomenology useful for understanding our relation with
the technology itself and for understanding whether that relation plays a role in how
the technology mediates moral conduct? Figure 1 shows that our relation with a
particular technology plays an essential part in this mediation. People not only perceive
and act upon the world through technology, they often do so by perceiving and acting
upon the properties and functions of the technology itself. If technologies shape our
moral relation with the world, is it not reasonable to expect that our relation with these
technologies could play a significant role in that? This notion represented by the first
dash in figure 1, can be examined by questioning what role our relation with a specific
technology plays in how that technology mediates our moral actions and perceptions.
This notion may be of particular concern for the online domain. Before one can
experience a new mediated world that can be perceived and acted upon in the online
domain, there must first be an active relation with the numerous and multifaceted
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properties and functions available within the domain itself. While the online domain
mediates the world, the domain itself is mediated by its technological properties and
functions as visualized in figure 2. Not only is a “new world” experienced online, this
new world is formed via an active relation between the actor and the online domain
itself. It is literally formed via specific actions directed toward the technology in use.

Perception

Perception

Human  Online domain - World

Human  Properties / functions  Online domain

Action

Action
How can our relation with the online
domain be conceptualized, and what
role does this relation play in our online
moral practices

This dissertation will focus on the
relation a user has with the online
domain
via
its
technological
properties and functions

Figure 2. This dissertation will analyze how our relation with the online domain mediates
users’ moral actions and perceptions in that domain. Left: The online domain mediates a
human-world relation. Right: The online domain is mediated by its technological properties
and functions.

Users engage in new online experiences by perceiving and interacting with physical
devices (e.g., the mouse) and virtual functions (e.g., clicking hyperlinks) to get things
done. For example, today, much online communication between human beings happens
on social media platforms. Indeed, these platforms facilitate new relations between
people, but these relations are established in an online domain that allows for an active
engagement with the technology in use. Personal pictures can be uploaded as a
background. All sorts of information can be searched, found, retrieved, posted and
distributed. Avatars can be created, altered and sometimes navigated through massive
game worlds. The list of online actions seems endless. Before relating to others in the
online domain, users appear to first become involved in an active relation with the
domain itself via its technological functions. And this particular relation with the online
domain may have moral significance in how the domain shapes our online moral
practices. This suggestion will be further developed and validated as this dissertation
tries to answer to the following central research question: How does our active
relation with the online domain mediate our moral practices in that domain?
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To answer this question, this dissertation combines the philosophy of technology with
structured empirical observations. Our relation with the online domain will be
examined via the philosophy of technology. By combining the post-phenomenological
approach of human-technology relations with the ontology of virtual places, I will show
how our active relation with the online domain can be conceptualized and why that
relation has moral significance in our online practices. The second part of this
dissertation presents three structured empirical studies that show whether the moral
significance of our active relation with the online domain in our online practices can be
empirically observed.
As mentioned previously, as phenomenological approaches to the moral mediation of
technology have become empirically informed, this has resulted in a philosophy of
technology that closely accompanies and attends to social-technical advances in society.
As relevant as that may be, I intend to go one step further in involving the role of
empirical research. Chapters 3-5 are dedicated to the question of whether structured
empirical observations can reveal the role our active relation with the online domain
plays in our online moral practices.
My objective is not to start a positivist approach to the philosophy of technology, nor
am I suggesting that the philosophy of technology is only useful when its findings can be
empirically validated. But I do believe that empirical results may provide insights into
the philosophical conceptualization of the role of technology in our world, which may
validate this new explanation of why we do what we do when we are actively present in
the online domain. This new explanation of online moral conduct is rooted in a
philosophical analysis of how our relation with the online domain mediates our
perception of how the world is. To examine the worth of this philosophical viewpoint
for the empirical explanation of moral practices in the online domain, this dissertation
investigates whether this conceptualized mediation between our relation with the
online domain and our online moral practices can be found in structured empirical
studies.

Outline of chapters
To understand and analyze the moral significance of our relation with the online
domain in our online moral practices, the first two chapters are devoted to getting a
clearer picture of how our relation with the online domain can be understood morally.
Chapter 1 will start with an overview of the contemporary explanations of online
morality. The aim of this overview is to examine if the current explanations of online
morality provide useful suggestions for understanding how our relation with the online
domain could play a role in our online moral practices.
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I will show that because those explanations focus on the online domain’s instrumental
role in enabling moral practices, they may disregard the moral significance of our active
engagement with the online domain. Thus, the current explanations do not give clear
leads on the moral significance of our relation with the online domain in our online
practices. Therefore, in the second part of chapter 1, I will present the postphenomenological approach to human-technology relations to explain how the humantechnology relation may have moral significance in itself, beyond being a mere
instrument of moral conduct. I will end the chapter by concluding that our relation with
the online domain is constituted by the actual actions that can be conducted toward its
properties and functions. This notion forms the basis of chapter 2.
Describing our active relation with the online domain requires a better understanding
of what the online domain is. To this end, the first part of chapter 2 is devoted to better
conceptualizing what the online domain is. That chapter will introduce the
philosophical approach to the ontology of virtual places, which describes those
properties that come with virtual places. Based on the ontology of virtual places, I will
categorize two types of actions directed toward the online domain that define our active
relation with that domain. First, there is the operational interactive relation with the
online domain. Operational interactivity permits users to navigate through simulated
places and to utilize objects. Second, there is the personalized interactive relation with
the online domain. Personalized interactivity allows users to actively modify the form
and content of these simulated places and objects, with users’ choices persisting across
sessions.
In the second part of chapter 2, I will elaborate on why these two active relations with
the online domain can be understood as separately mediated human-technology
relations, apart from the instrumental outcomes they produce (e.g., communication
with others). This separation means that our active relation with the online domain is a
self-standing mediation of online moral practices and not part of the instrumentally
mediated relations established in that domain. I will show that our active engagement
with the online domain may transform our personal perception of what the domain is
and may therefore actively contribute to how we “do ethics” in it.
To validate this claim, chapters 3 – 5 are dedicated to further examining, via structured
empirical observations, how our active relation with the online domain mediates our
perception of that domain and how this may contribute to our online moral practices.
Chapter 3 reports on the first structured empirical study. Through diary research and
focus groups, I investigate whether our active relation with the online domain can be
recognized as a significant mediator of online moral practices. A total of 67 participants
kept diaries regarding their online practices for 7 days. Of these, 11 participants joined
one of two focus groups to further discuss their diaries. Based on the results of the
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diaries and focus groups, I concluded that our active relation with the online domain
plays a role in how we relate to personal benefit, how we respond to others and
evaluate personal responsibility and accountability in that domain.
Chapter 4 and 5 further develop the findings from chapter 3. Although the empirical
method used in chapter 3 provides interesting insights, an essential problem exists with
its value in answering the central question. Because the empirical observations of
chapter 3 are based on self-reports of participants’ practices in actual online domains,
they do not yet give a decisive answer to the question of whether our relation with the
online domain indeed plays a role in our online moral practices. The results could be
solely due to the online domain enabling moral practices, with our active relation with
that domain playing no significant role.
In chapter 4, an empirical route is developed that provides a solution to this problem. In
this chapter, I propose that, to test how our active relation with the online domain
mediates our online moral practices, a structured, fully controlled experiment serves
best. This type of experiment allows for specifically examining the influence of our
active relation with the online domain on online moral practices while other factors are
held constant.
Chapter 5 reports the set-up and results of the experiments conducted. A new online
platform was designed, and participants’ interactive relation with it was manipulated
based on the online relations categorized in chapter 2. The newly built platform allowed
the manipulation of both operational interactivity and personalized interactivity. This
made it possible to validate whether these relations with the online domain contributed
to participants’ moral practices in the new platform. The chapter reports on three
experiments that validated the role that having an active relation with the online
domain played in how participants related to personal benefit in the online domain,
how they responded to others in the online domain and how they evaluated personal
responsibility in the online domain. Empirical evidence that people’s relation with the
online domain plays a role in their online moral practices was found.
To conclude, chapter 6 will bring together the philosophical conceptualization of
chapters 1 and 2 with the structured empirical results derived from chapters 3 – 5. The
main implications will be discussed, both for the understanding of online morality and
the post-phenomenological approach to technology. And I will provide an answer
regarding what role commentators’ active relation with the online domain played in
their so openly expressing such racist online remarks to the Dutch football player’s
selfie.
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Chapter 1: Explaining moral practices in the
online domain
Introduction
In what way does the online domain shape our (moral) practices in it?
Since the introduction of the consumer internet, this question has quickly
become important as many functions in the online domain can be used
for diverse practices (Moor, 1985). To name a few, community platforms
allow for many wonderful conversations with friends and strangers, but
simultaneously gives rise to cyberbullying; the online domain allows the
spread of new scientific knowledge, but also enables the distribution of
fake news; and easy online file sharing allowed for fast and efficient
work, but also constitutes new challenges to intellectual property.
What defines how someone behaves in the online domain? How do
people come to engage in polite or hostile online practices? How do
people come to aid in spreading valid information or in distributing
obvious lies? Why do people conduct online piracy?
The first part of this chapter describes current theories about these
issues. As the central focus of this dissertation is how our relation with
the online domain plays a role in our online moral practices, I will
analyze how the current theories describe the role of technology in their
explanations
of
negative
online
moral
conduct.
Though these theories provide important insights into how the online
domain influences our negative moral conduct, this chapter will show
that the current theories on online moral conduct disregard the possible
influence of our active engagement with the online domain in their
explanations.
For that reason, in the second part of this chapter, I will analyze how the
moral significance of our relation with the online domain can be
understood. To this end, I will look at the post-phenomenological
approach to human-technology relations. Via Søraker’s (2010) work,
however, I will conclude that post-phenomenology is not yet able to
satisfactorily explain how the online domain mediates our online moral
practices. I will end this chapter by suggesting that a more fundamental
analysis of our actions toward the online domain is needed.
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1.1 Current explanations of online moral practices
Since research on how users behave in the online domain began, there has been a
general recognition that people show different moral conduct in online settings
compared to roughly equivalent offline settings (Joinson, 1998; 2003; Suler, 2004).
Joinson (1998) coined this as “the online disinhibition effect”. The main idea behind
online disinhibition is that, in the online domain, people perceive a lack of restraint and
experience less guidance by general norms. As a result, people may demonstrate
inconsistent moral behavior in more or less equal online and offline settings. For
example, online disinhibition is associated with increased deviance (Suler & Phillips,
1998), content piracy (Hinduja, 2008), verbal aggression (Moore, Nakano, Enomoto, &
Suda, 2012), self-disclosure (Joinson, 2001) and cyber bullying (Udris, 2014), but also
with extraordinary generosity (Suler, 2004). These studies found that, in the online
domain, people generally perceive fewer restraints and fewer consequences for their
actions compared to the physical world. As a result, they do not align their moral
actions with general norms that apply in the physical world. General norms (e.g., thou
shalt not bully) are perceived as providing less guidance in online domains.
A typical association with weakened moral norms is that people simply engage in
increased self-interested actions, like copyright infringement, but studies show that the
relation between moral norms and moral practices is more complicated. Hirsch,
Galinsky and Zhong (2011) showed that when people perceive less influence from
general norms, the chances that they will express the most salient action are increased.
Being in a disinhibited state minimizes restraints to commit actions and may therefore
influence both self-interested and altruistic actions (Lammers, Galinsky, Dubois, &
Rucker, 2015). Galinsky, Gruenfeld and Magee (2003) found that when the perceived
prominence of moral norms was reduced, participants were as eager to take resources
from the collective in a common goods dilemma, as they were to give away resources in
a public goods dilemma.4 In other words: when general moral norms are perceived as
less apparent in a given context, this intriguingly encourages one to act. And the
discourse of action is found in the specific opportunity of the setting.
To explain why the online disinhibition effect occurs (why people online are less
inclined to follow general moral norms in their conduct), two socio-technical themes
are widely discussed in the current literature: (1) online deindividuation and the
absence of cues and (2) online social networks (Connolly, Palmer, Barton, & Kirwan,
2016; Joinson, 2007; Runions & Bak, 2015). The next two sections examine how these
themes describe the role of the online domain in our online moral practices.

4

While a common goods dilemma examines how much participants take of a shared resource, a public
goods dilemma examines how much participants will contribute to create or maintain a public good.
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1.1.1 Deindividuation and the absence of cues as explanations of
online morality
The first theme that is widely discussed in current explanations of online morality
relates to the concept of deindividuation and the online absence of (physical) cues.
With perceived anonymity as its most prominent component, deindividuation is the
psychological state of decreased self-evaluation and decreased personal apprehension
causing anti-normative practices. The concept of deindividuation is largely based on the
theory of crowd psychology originally introduced by Gustave Le Bon in 1895 (Le Bon,
2002). Deindividuation implies that people are not paid attention to as individuals, not
by others and not by themselves, and therefore they may lose connection with personal
and social norms. Deindividuation, for example, may increase aggression (Barton, 2016)
and bullying (Hardaker, 2010). Deindividuation theory proposes that factors such as
anonymity and invisibility cause anti-normative practices and stimulates bad over good
practices.

Anonymity
Within online deindividuation, anonymity is of special interest in explaining online
moral practices (Christopherson, 2007). Suler (2004) explains that, when a user is
online it may be difficult for others to identify him or her because many elements that
reveal one’s identity in the physical world stay concealed. Suler (2004) claims that
anonymity results, “in a process of dissociation, they do not have to own their practices
by acknowledging them within the full context of an integrated offline and online
identity” (p. 322). Therefore, they may feel less vulnerable in disclosing themselves,
pursuing self-interest and acting out because anonymity lessens the focus on individual
judgments of right and wrong and on general social norms.
Wright (2013) shows that two types of anonymity, the idea of not getting caught and
not believing in the permanency of online content, are related to online moral practices.
The basic assumption behind the influence of anonymity is that in an anonymous state,
individuals cannot be evaluated, criticized, judged or punished for their practices.
Online anonymity therefore resembles the influence of being part of a large crowd.
Andrew Chadwick (2006) argues that, because individuals can hide behind a cloak of
anonymity or pseudonimty, racism, sexism and other prejudices can flourish online.
Users feel anonymous and therefore perceive de-individuation resulting in reduced selfobservation, reduced self-evaluation and reduced social evaluation. Alonzo and Aiken
(2004) found that the psychological trait of assertiveness correlated positively with
insulting others. They theorized that because everybody appears to be equal in
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anonymous platforms, this may induce the need to appear dominant over others
through aggressive practices. Santana (2014) found that anonymous commenters were
more likely to assert their opinions about a news article with uncivil comments than
were non-anonymous commenters. Cho and Kwon (2015) found that, when the degree
of anonymity in online discussions was lowered, insults were reduced. Similarly, several
studies have indicated a link between cyber bullying and anonymity (Raskauskas, 2009;
Slonje, Smith, & Frisén, 2013; Vandebosch & Van Cleemput, 2008).
Christie and Dill (2016) found that anonymity accounted for variation in how people
react to opposing opinions, but its effect was strongly moderated by individual factors
like high self-esteem and a sense of autonomy. In a meta-analytical study on
cyberbullying, Tokunaga (2010) showed that many properties and functions might
stimulate such behavior. Among these are anonymity, the lack of perceived supervision,
and the accessibility of the target. Larson, Svensson and Kaminski (2013) found a
relation between increased online piracy and the use of online services that safeguard
anonymity. DeAndrea, Tom Tong, Liang, Levine, and Walther (2012) showed that, in
anticipation of being measured online, participants were more likely to provide honest
reports about themselves.

Invisibility and minimization of status and authority
In addition to creating conditions in which people feel anonymous, the online domain
also elicits perceptions of invisibility in interpersonal contact. Often related, but not
identical to anonymity, being invisible in the online domain means that one acts in
absence of the many physical and social cues that occur during physical interactions
(Suler, 2004). Online, one may be invisible while being identifiable or one may be visible
while being unidentifiable. Lapidot-Lefler and Barak (2012) found that invisibility is an
important factor in explaining online practices. Schroeder, Kardas and Epley (2017)
found that opinions are judged more harshly when read then when listened to, which
can explain online fierceness. The nature of computer-mediated contact does not allow
for the same amount of cues compared to the physical world. In many virtual
communication settings, no visual contact is established. And when it is, delicate cues
like body language and facial expression appear not as forward as in the physical world.
Smith (2012) names this as one of the main reasons why cyberbullying may persist.
Because perpetrators usually do not see their victim’ faces, they do not see the severity
of the bullying, at least not directly. Using an experimental design, Lapidot-Lefler and
Barak (2012) concluded that lack of eye contact is a significant contributor to online
disinhibition. In their experiment, when eye contact was enforced, overall negative
disinhibited practices decreased strongly, while absence of anonymity only reduced one
specific aspect of negative disinhibited practices (threatening others).
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Often simultaneously with the absence of physical cues, online platforms may bring
minimization of status and authority (Christopherson, 2007). In the early studies of
computer-mediated communication, increased equalization was already hypothesized
as an intriguing factor in online practices (Dubrovsky, Kiesler, & Sethna, 1991; Kiesler,
Siegel, & McGuire, 1984; Siegel, Dubrovsky, Kiesler, & McGuire, 1986). Online,
everybody appears equal because status functions like clothing: the influence of
physical appearance and use of voice, as well as gender and education are all discarded.
However, empirical findings regarding equalization hypotheses have not been decisive.
Some studies (Dubrovsky et al., 1991; Postmes & Spears, 2002) found that education
had less influence on social contact in an online setting. However, Postmes and Spears
(2002) concluded that the equalization effect of the online domain actually accentuated
gender stereotypical practices. Even more so than in the actual world, women were
judged more severely than men online. In line with that conclusion, Herring and
Stoerger (2014) found that online equalization does not include gender.
In sum, deindividuation and the absence of cues as explanations for online morality
emphasize the moral consequence of relations between people that happen via the
online domain. The technology plays an important role in immoral online behavior
when it provides anonymity, physical distance and/or invisibility as well as a loss of
status functions. The second current theme in explaining online moral practices,
extensively described in the literature, emphasizes the networking capability of the
online domain. This theme is further presented in the next section.

1.1.2 Online networks as explanation of online morality
The second theme in current literature that explains online disinhibition emphasizes
the network capability of the online domain. It relates to the concepts of online
networks and online social identity and online norms in those networks.

Online social identity in online networks
The idea of online social identity proceeds from the notion that content is found and
interpersonal contact is set in a technological networked domain. Reicher, Spears and
Postmes (1995) agree that effects in online environments have similar properties and
functions as do the effects of perceived anonymity in crowds. However, they suggest
that the effect of anonymity is different than theorized in deindividuation theory. In a
meta-analysis of 60 studies on the general effect of deindividuation in social groups,
Postmes and Spears (1998) did not find strong support for deindividuation theory.
Instead, their social identity model of deindividuation effects (SIDE) was found to be a
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better predictor of online disinhibited practices. The SIDE model states that anonymity
does not lead automatically to anti-normative practices because of decreased selfevaluation and decreased perceived social evaluation as de-individuation theory
suggests. Rather, it triggers the support of local institutionalized group norms. When a
person is de-individuated, local institutionalized group norms become dominant over
personal norms or general norms. When people observe others breaking general moral
norms online there is a high chance that they will act accordingly because of looser
constraints. The same is true when one perceives others doing exceptionally good.
Deindividuation can facilitate a transition from a personal to a social institutionalized
identity that is grounded not only in anonymity but also in the online domain’s
networking capability of the online domain to bring people (virtually) together. Online,
people are confronted with the practices and opinions of many others. Because of weak
constraint and low accountability, many people are inclined to express a social identity
and go along with the institutionalized group practices and opinions they find most
convincing (Hogg, 2006). This notion is grounded in both deindividuation theory and
social identity theory. The primary goal of social identity theory is to understand in
what situations people refer to themselves as we, rather than I. It analyses the role of
self-conception when people are part of a group (Hogg, 2006). Social identity theory
describes the group cognitively, as members’ understanding of being a member of a
specific group, and describes the contextual factors that provide cues for desirable
online practices and opinions.
The perception of group membership and group influence can be strong. Tajfel (1978)
found that, when group members in an offline setting had few shared attributes, no
social interaction and no grasp of who other members were, they still tried to maximize
their group profit at the expense of other groups. Based on minimal identification, a
group norm was formed that strongly affected the practices of its members. Bae (2016)
found that, when participants perceived more group homogeneity, their comments
during a group discussion were far less critical.

The potential permanence of online information and online social norms in
online networks
By means of social identity, the internet’s networking capabilities may further stimulate
disinhibited practices through permanent access to networked information and online
group polarization. Sunstein (2008) suggests that, because humans are natural inclined
to move their position to what they find most persuasive, people may move to more
extreme positions when confronted with new information. In the online domain, people
encounter groups with many subjective ideas and opinions. Groups have the tendency
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to offer a disproportionately small number of counter arguments and a
disproportionately large number of supporting arguments on their own positions. For
this reason, after becoming part of a group, one may slowly advance toward its
extremes. Since the online domain is an easy and functional portal for numerous likeminded people to meet, the position people take becomes more extreme every day.
Digital data is potentially permanent and can be easily accessed by many. This feature of
easy access and permanence of information may fuel online disinhibition because other
users’ opinions and views, even if they no longer apply, can be easily retrieved and
talked about again (Runions, Shapka, Dooley, & Modecki, 2013). And a tendency toward
negativity appears to exist. Anderson, Brossard, Scheufele, Xenos, and Ladwig (2014)
found that, when a reader’s opinion was in line with the sentiment, uncivil responses
contributed more to polarization than did civil responses. In other words: online,
uncivil comments are more easily picked up and can skew perception.
Explaining online morality through social identity, the permanence of information and
online norms is based on the fact that, because of the networking capability of the
online domain, users can learn new ideas under certain technological conditions. In the
online domain, users communicate with numerous others, learn from others and
oppose and support others. Users see others expressing all kinds of online practices,
opinions and ideas and adjust their beliefs of what they think is right or wrong
accordingly (Hogg, 2006; Sunstein, 2008). This is caused by the “simple” fact that new
ideas and norms emerge when people gather. And because of the conditions of the
online domain (e.g., anonymity), people are inclined to follow local institutionalized
group norms. New groups are formed, political ideas are developed and new norms are
set when people come together in the online domain. This materializes in the physical
world too, but learning new ideas is simpler and faster in the online domain, and
anonymity may accelerate the need for a social identity (Postmes & Spears, 1998). In
relation to anonymity and online disinhibition, Rösner and Krämer (2016)
experimentally found that, when the group’s social norm was aggressive, participants
on a weblog used more aggressive expressions in their comments than when the social
group norm was non-aggressive. Anonymity had no direct effect, but the tendency to
conform to an aggressive social norm was stronger in an anonymous environment. In
line with those results, Bae (2016) found that anonymity did not directly induce
flaming.5 However, anonymous participants appeared to be more open to changing
their attitude toward group opinion compared to non-anonymous participants.
Apparently, when identifiable, people stand their ground to protect their own values.
Regarding online piracy, Morton and Koufteros (2008) found that subjective norms in
online groups were significant factors in one’s moral perception of online piracy,
leading to increased piracy behaviour if supporting norms were perceived.
5

Flaming is posting hostile aggressive and profaning messages during online communication with the
intention to hurt people
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Both themes discussed in this section, deindividuation and the absence of cues, and
online networks and online social identity provide an extensive understanding of why
(im)moral practices may occur in the online domain. However, do they also say
something about the role our relation with the online domain plays in our online moral
practices? This question will be answered in the next section.

1.1.3 Our relations in the online domain versus our relation with
the online domain
When analyzing current explanations of moral practices in the online domain, it seems
that the online domain is primarily understood as an instrument of moral practices.
Current explanations emphasize the influences of network (mass) communication and
its technological context to explain the occurrence of certain online moral conduct. The
functions available within the online domain allow users to meet and discuss ideas,
learn from others and form new moral beliefs. The online domain actively facilitates
mass communication, enabling users to encounter new ideas, views and opinions. It also
allows users to acquire all sorts of content. It opens up the world, to the many people
who gather on the internet. It also allows users to acquire all sorts of content, including
detrimental content and worldviews. These encounters may actively change users’
ideas of the world and thereby influence how people perceive and confront the world.
As the amount of information is nearly endless, people are inclined to move to the most
extreme positions that best fit their opinions. Moreover, as the condition of anonymity
may trigger a deindividuated state, in online networks users are disposed to following
group norms above personal or general norms. And all this happens under anonymous
conditions and a lack of (physical) cues. These conditions are important because they
influence how we relate to others. Others cannot identify us, and we are not influenced
by their physical reactions to our practices.
Current explanations depart from the notion that the online domain’s main influence on
moral practices is that it sets an instrumental context in which moral practices are
conducted and decisions are made. Let me explain this important notion more
extensively. Current theories state that the network capability of the online domain
enables interpersonal relations, and the technological setting intrinsically comes with
certain factors that define these relations. Perceived online anonymity and the lack of
physical cues are primarily caused by the fact that actions are set in a technically
mediated context instead of in the physical domain. To put it more clearly, in current
explanations of online moral practices, all proposed conditional factors (like anonymity,
lack of physical cues and loss of status functions) are consequences of relations being
formed in the online domain. These conditions do not describe our relation with the
online domain but how our relations in the online domain are set. The context of the
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online domain permits the disguise of many personal characteristics of the “real” self
(e.g., position in the physical world, gender, visual appearance, identifiability, and so on)
while relations are formed and practices are conducted. When engaging in online
relations with other people, it is possible to hide behind an unspecified avatar or
nickname. When conducting online piracy, it is possible to use proxy servers to prevent
identification. So users may be unfriendly to others because their victim remains
invisible. Users may conduct online piracy because they perceive they cannot get
caught. And users may post false information and follow negative group norms, because
there is little risk of being exposed.
Though I do not claim that these explanations of online moral practices of online moral
practices are incorrect, they seem to disregard the role of our relation with the online
domain. The online domain is primarily seen as a technology that makes moral
practices possible under certain conditions. Current explanations emphasize our active
relation with others and with information in the online domain, but not our active
relation with the online domain. The online domain consists of properties and functions
that can be used to engage other people and new information in online networks. In
engaging these relations, the perceived conditions (e.g., the amount of anonymity or
invisibility) may vary and may therefore account for different immoral actions. Our
online actions are important as they make moral conduct possible in the first place, but
the properties and functions available within the online domain are otherwise not
considered an essential determinant in our online moral practices. When Fox, Cruz and
Lee (2015) found interesting empirical evidence that writing sexist messages increased
sexist attitudes more than forwarding sexist messages did, our online actions were still
primarily defined as a particular relation with specific information in the online
domain: either creating immoral content or forwarding immoral content. The question
of why online immoral actions exist is thus generally solved by either merging the
online domain as an enabler and the technological context as the explanation – “because
it is possible” + “online, people perceive to be anonymous” – or by merging the online
domain as an enabler and group influence as the explanation – “because it is possible” +
“everybody does it”.
But is the online domain indeed nothing more than a technological instrument that
enables the realization of new relations with other people and new information under
certain conditions? To develop new relations and learn new information in the online
domain, we first interact with the online domain through its user interface. When in the
online domain, we do not interact directly with others (or with information); instead we
interact with specific properties and functions that mediate our actions. First, we use
computer devices, like laptops and smartphones. Then, we use a computer mouse,
keyboard and/or touchscreen to perform actions in the online domain. We use a mouse
to click virtual hyperlinks and use a (virtual) keyboard to type online messages to
friends. We can modify font and text size and press send to make ourselves heard. We
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command search engines to search for new pictures, and we can copy and paste these
into our messages with just two clicks. We navigate personally developed avatars
through game worlds before killing the avatars of our best friends. Thus before we
interact with others, numerous technological online properties and functions first
enables us to interact and engage with the online domain itself.
Are these technological properties and functions available within the online domain
indeed nothing more than instrumental means to an end, or may there be more to it?
Does a distinction exist between our relations in the online domain and our relation
with the online domain? And could this distinction indeed aid us in understanding how
the online domain shapes our online moral conduct? To develop an answer to these
questions, I turn to the theory of technological mediation to investigate how the relation
between humans and technological artifacts could be conceptualized.

1.2 Human-technology relations
Is the online domain simply a neutral extension of general human practices and needs,
or may there be more to it? When understood as the former, the online domain is not
much more than an instrument that humans can actualize and implement in their lives
to fulfill their needs. For instance, communicating with others and finding information
are human needs that materialize in both physical and online places. For entertainment,
infotainment, facts and figures people can read books but they may also use the online
domain. In many ways, the online domain has expanded our courses of action by
opening up new possibilities for deep-rooted human habits. Based on this
interpretation, the introduction of a new technology does nothing more than enable a
specific, “program of human action” that existed all along. People communicate, and the
online domain enables easier communication with distant others. People like reading
and may read print books, but they may also read e-books. People like to play games
and therefore may turn to both physical and virtual games. And some people are bullies.
And bullies persist in their practices both in the virtual domain and in the physical
world. There are people who limit their bullying misdemeanors to the virtual domain.
But in that case, these online bullies perceive conditional boundaries in the physical
world that are reduced in the online domain. In the physical world, people may keep up
appearances partly because of certain risks that derive from insulting others (e.g.,
getting smacked). However, since the online world comes with fewer (or different) risks
(for instance, because one feels anonymous), the program of action for insulting others
may be more quickly activated.
As intuitive as this interpretation of the online domain may seem, there are good
arguments for why seeing the online domain as an instrumental extension of human
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actions and needs may be too simple. Latour’s (1992; 1999) work provides an
supplementary perspective on the role of technological objects in human conduct.
According to Latour, having a program of action is not restricted to humans.
Technological objects also possess them. When both programs (human and
technological object) are combined, the connection obtains a new program of action,
different from both original action programs (Waelbers & Swierstra, 2014). In many of
these new programs of actions, a moral role of technology may appear. Latour suggests
that, when a person uses a gun for killing, this is not initiated from an already existing
program of action. Instead, a new program is formed: the gun gives the ability to
transform aggressive practices into the act of killing (Latour, 1999). The gun is not
simply an instrument that can be used for an immoral act, it reshapes our aggressive
actions.
Many examples can be given in which technology rewrites an existing moral program of
action. Speedbumps force us to slow down, automatic door closers correct us for
forgetting to close the door. Technological objects and humans mutually constitute each
other in action and transform old action programs into new ones. Technologies do not
have a passive position outside human ethics, just waiting to fulfill an existing program
of human action. They actively shape our moral actions and moral routines.
Latour’s perspective on the mutual constitution of humans and technological objects
aids our understanding of the moral role of technology in society. The strength of
Latour’s perspective is the notion that technologies do not extend human moral actions
but rather hold a network in which humans and technologies equally constitute moral
practices. Nonetheless, for a general understanding of how technological objects shape
human morality, analyzing technologies as transformations of programs of actions is
not sufficient. Waelbers (2011) and Waelbers and Swierstra (2014) suggest that
technologies do not only affect peoples’ actions, they also mediate why people should
act in a particular way. Motorists’ programs of action for slowing down for speed
cameras or for speedbumps may be identical, but the reasons why they slow down
differ significantly, preventing a speeding ticket, on the one hand, and avoiding a
damaged car, on the other. The possibility of getting pulled over by a police officer may
lead to yet another reason to slow down, to avoid a personal reprimand and time delay.
Waelbers and Swierstra (2014) conclude that technologies do not simply transform our
action programs; they also mediate why we do what we do. According to Waelbers and
Swierstra, technology may mediate peoples’ beliefs about how the world is, how they
can act in the world, and how they should act in that world.
Technologies mediate our moral actions and moral perceptions by giving us new
options for acting and altering our perception of the world. Old beliefs disappear
because we understand the world in a different manner.
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In his theory of moral mediation, Verbeek (2011) analyzes how technologies may
constitute our relation with the world. He specifies technologies in terms of their
mediating roles in human-world relations. The basic premise of technological mediation
is that technology mediates our relation with reality. Because of technological objects,
human – world becomes human – technology – world. When technological objects are
used, they mediate how we are present in the world. Speedbumps mediate how fast we
can drive but simultaneously help to shape our perception of the road and distances
and may generally influence how we should act regarding speed (to some extent).
Technologies constitute our directedness to our environment.
Verbeek suggests that this is what can makes technology morally significant.
Technology mediates how humans are directed at reality and therefore shapes our
moral intentions. To clarify this, let me turn to an example frequently used by Verbeek.
Verbeek (2008) illustratively explains how obstetric ultrasound not only visualizes
unborn children but simultaneously constitutes our directedness and intentions toward
them. Primarily, an obstetric ultrasound shapes how a fetus is perceptually present. On
screen, the ultrasound depicts a fetus as considerably larger than it actually is and it
displays the fetus as rather independent from the mother. Verbeek suggests that
bringing the fetus onto the screen simultaneously produces new ontological statuses for
the fetus and the mother. Its separate imaging constitutes the fetus as an individual
person instead of as part of a child-mother unity. This may have intriguing moral
consequences. It may influence the relation between parents and the fetus. A mother’s
privilege of having a singular relation with the fetus is lessened as the father becomes
more involved because he can see his unborn child which most likely creates a stronger
bond between father and child. Moreover, some privilege may shift from mother to
health-care professionals, who suddenly get to co-decide about the baby’s health. The
mother may be increasingly seen as the environment in which the fetus is living.
(Verbeek, 2011).
Nonetheless, the most important mediating role of an obstetric ultrasound is that, in
case of developmental anomaly, it empowers the parents as decision-makers regarding
the life of their unborn child. Though the role of the ultrasound is ambivalent here, the
information it provides may encourage abortion, but it may also discourage abortion
because of the enhanced bond between the parents and the unborn child: a simple look
into the womb becomes a first step in a moral decision-making process for which many
couples had not opted (Verbeek, 2008)
The various approaches to how technology influences our life-worlds, as developed by
Latour (1992; 1999), Waelbers and Swierstra (2014) and Verbeek (2008; 2011),
demonstrate that, when humans use technologies, these must not be appreciated as
mere neutral extensions of human practices and needs. Instead technologies actively
shape life-worlds. Via Latour’s work, it is understood that when technology is in use, the
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relation between technology may constitute new goals. Waelbers and Swierstra further
explain that technologies may also mediate why we do what we do. Verbeek suggest
that technology acts as a mediator between humans and the world that shapes a new
constitution between the human subject and the world. Technologies disclose new
relations with reality and may shape our moral actions and moral perceptions.
Not all technologies are alike in how they disclose reality. Different technologies may
constitute a different relation with reality and therefore constitutes moral intentionality
differently. In the next section, I will further elaborate on how human-technology
relations can be understood. But before describing these relations, it is useful to recall
this chapter’s objective in order to accentuate the purpose of the next section. This
dissertation tries to develop an answer to whether our relation with the online domain
has a role in our online moral practices. To that end, this chapter tries to develop how
our relation with the online domain could be understood. The purpose of the next
section is thus to examine whether it is possible to conceptualize our active relation
with the online domain as a post-phenomenological human-technology relation that is
independent from the relations that are constituted in the online domain. This is
required to explain why our active relation with the online domain may have moral
significance in itself beyond enabling moral conduct. How does our active engagement
with the online domain influence how we conduct ethics in it? Or is the morality of the
online domain indeed primarily located in the relations we have there? If the latter is
true, then our active relation with the online domain does nothing more than disclose a
“new world”, rather than also shaping our moral practices in that world. Can postphenomenology help answer questions about how our active relation with the online
domain can be understood in order to examine that relation’s moral significance in our
online practices? To provide an answer to this question, I will first elaborate on postphenomenological human-technology relations.

1.2.1 Post-phenomenology
An influential philosophical approach to analyzing human-technology relations was
developed by Ihde (1990) and expanded by Verbeek (2011). Their concept of postphenomenology has its roots in phenomenology, but it is intended to be a new
explanation of human experience (Ihde, 2009). Phenomenology, as originally
introduced by Edmund Husserl in the first decades of the twentieth century, is the study
of the structures of experience from a first-person view. It is the study of how things
appear in our consciousness, and it allows us to describe our mental perceptions
(Smith, 2016). Because of its basic level of thought, phenomenology is limited to certain
kinds of topics that concern the experiential relation between object and subject. For
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instance, phenomenology cannot be used to describe grass. Rather, phenomenology is
used to describe what it means to see, smell and feel grass (Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008).
The study of phenomenology seeks to understand the structure of various types of
experience ranging from perception and thought to social activity. According to Husserl
(2001), these structures consist of a certain intentionality that directs our experience of
the world. In this description, intentionality refers to a state of mind that is directed
toward, for instance, some particular goal, thing, property or state of affairs (Jacob,
2014). Intentionality suggests that an experience is always an experience of something in
the world (Smith, 2016). An experience is directed toward things in an environment
through particular concepts, ideas, thoughts, and so on. We live through these
experiences or even perform them. Husserl did not specifically direct phenomenology
toward the study of technological objects, nor toward morality, as not all experiences
have direct, obvious moral meaning (e.g., the sense of grass). Still, the concept of
phenomenology opens up many possibilities for studying subjective moral impact.
Using phenomenology as a basis, Ihde’s (1990) post-phenomenology investigates how
technology helps to actively shape the relation between human beings and reality. Its
main property is that it analyzes how users perceive their environment with the help of
technology and how users are engaged toward their world. Technology constitutes a
certain human-world relation and, in this constitution, the properties and functions of
technology play an active part in how the world is experienced. Post-phenomenology
suggests that technologies are not simply used by people; they help to shape new moral
relations with the world (Rosenberger & Verbeek, 2015). Ihde (1990) distinguishes four
human-technology relations: 1) embodiment relation, 2) hermeneutic relation, 3)
alterity relation and 4) background relation.
(1) Embodiment relations are those technological relations between human,
technology and world that let users perceive their surroundings through a
technological product while their perception of the product itself moves to the
background. The technology becomes part of the user’s body scheme. In use, a
symbiotic relation is established between human and technological object.
Some well-known examples are cars, hammers and eyewear. We do not often
pay attention to every move we make when engaged with these technologies
and often unaware of their presence or importance. For example, when
driving a car, we are primarily fixated on the road, while shifting gears,
steering and acceleration become automatic actions.
(2) The hermeneutic relation implies that a technology represents a reality
without the technology being embodied. In a hermeneutic relation the user
experiences a transformed encounter with the world. Such a relation involves
reading and interpretation of technology and creates a reflection of reality that
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needs interpretation. An analogy for the hermeneutic relation is to compare
reading the world through a mediating technology with reading written
language. Simple examples include a wristwatch, a thermometer and medical
ultrasonography. Using ultrasonography, we observe a world, that we
otherwise cannot see.
(3) In an alterity relation, a technology is seen as being a quasi-other. We interact
with a coffee machine to get our doses of caffeine in the morning; we interact
with robots to help us do our jobs. A technological product is not embodied; it
is the technological product itself with whom we are interacting, and it asks
for direct and focal attention. The technology must be interpreted and
“conquered”. Examples are automatic teller machines, robots and
speedbumps.
(4) The final category is the background relation. The background relation is
understood as “present absence”. There is no direct engagement and the
technology is neither autonomous nor adaptable, yet it gives structure and
creates a context for our experiences. Examples include a running refrigerator
and the constant temperature in a room maintained by central heating.

Ihde regards these four relations as a continuum in which the embodiment relation is
considered closest to human bodily perception, while the background relation is
furthest away. The main idea of these relations is that technology can transform a user’s
actional and perceptional experiences with the world and thus alter intentionality and
engagement. How this happens is dependent on the type of relation a technology
enables. The obstetric ultrasound mentioned before is an illustrative example of a
hermeneutic technology. The technology displays the fetus, and with this display,
parents’ and health-care professionals’ engagement toward the fetus is altered. A gun is
clear example of an embodiment relation that alters both one’s actional and
perceptional involvement with the world. Holding a gun, a man becomes a gunman.
Aggression may be transformed into the act of shooting and the idea that the victim
deserves to die.
Along with these four human-technology relations, Ihde introduces the concepts of
transparency and multistability. Transparency is strongly related to embodiment and
hermeneutics and refers to the degree to which a device (or a prominent aspect of that
device) fades into the background of a user’s awareness as it is used. When a user grows
accustomed to and embodies the technology, the technology may take on a degree of
transparency. A pair of glasses has a high transparency. When worn, their presence and
importance often go unnoticed. However, when the lenses are smudged, their
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technological transparency is reduced. Ihde (1990) argues people maintain a double
desire regarding embodied technologies. We want a technology to both optimally
transform our relation with the world and have the highest transparency possible.
The concept of multistability relates to how technology can be both something we
design and use for our own purposes as well as something that restricts and controls us.
Multistability refers to the idea that a technology can be put to multiple purposes and
can be meaningful in different ways to different users. It can belong to multiple
contexts. Technologies may have multiple stabilities and may prove their use in
different settings. With multistability, a technology may support multiple embodiment,
hermeneutic, or alterity relations. A technology that supports multiple stable
embodiment relations is one that could offer various transformations of a user’s bodilyperceptual encounters with the world. For example, a hammer, regardless of its
intended use, can become a murder weapon, a paperweight or a door-stop (Ihde, 1999).
In a further examination of how technology mediates our actions and perceptions of the
world, Verbeek (2000) translates and expands Ihde’s and Latour’s work into a postphenomenological vocabulary. He identifies an existential and hermeneutical side to
how technology mediates our life world.
In explaining the existential perspective’s influence, Verbeek also builds on the concept
of scripts developed by Madeleine Akrich. By a script, Akrich (1992) means the
inscripted definition of what a technological object can do. Scripts function on two
different levels. First, scripts embody ideas and connotations of technology, society and
people. They embody how people are present in their world. Second, scripts guide the
specific use of an object. Latour (1992) speaks about delegated morality. Moral
practices are not only delegated by other people but also by the material environment.
In this case, moral imposition is shifted from humans to non-humans. Many people
forget to close the door, and thus door-closing is delegated to automatic door closers.
We delegate the moral practices of driving slowly to speed bumps and ensuring safe
crossing to traffic lights. Many moral delegations are subtle. For instance, we delegate
the act of not-missing-calls to ringtones. And we delegate flawless writing to grammar
checkers. In the context of the practices in which these technologies function, their
moral roles appear via invitation, inhibition and translation of action.
While the existential perspective relates to how people are present in their worlds, the
hermeneutical perspective shapes how the world is present for people – how our
perception of reality is amplified and reduced. Using technology, people experience
micro-perceptions of the world, which shape their macro-perceptions and their
contexts of interpretation. As our perceptions are mediated by technologies,
technologies provide new beliefs for practices on which people can reflect. The
mediation of perception is characterized by transformation as certain technologies
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amplify and reduces certain characteristics of the world. A microscope amplifies the
small, but immediately reduce the vastness of our experience. A letter amplifies the
possibility of communicating over distances, but reduces what can be communicated
(e.g., emotional body language).
With his translation of Ihde’s and Latour’s work, Verbeek further clarifies how
technologies constitute our engagement with the world and positions Ihde’s relations
accordingly. Alterity relations involve people changing their actions. A speedbump
inhibits speeding and delegates what society finds important. Grammar checkers
translate spelling and grammar errors to visible recommendations and invite users to
improve their texts. When we use hermeneutical technological devices, our views and
perceptions of the world may change as our understanding of our position in it changes.
The world is experienced from a new perspective, which requires people to reset and
reinvent their ideas of the world. With the discovery of bacteria, our ideas about life on
earth radically changed but also our perceptions of hygiene. And obstetric ultrasound
displays a picture of children to come but also changes our perceptions of abortion.
While alterity relations redefine our actions and hermeneutical relations transform how
we perceive the world, embodied relations do both. Embodied relations guide our
actions and shape our perceptions of how reality is. First they allows for certain actions.
When on highways, a car invites driving; yet for most cars, the smallest off-road hills are
enormous obstacles. Cars inhibit our ability to visit landscapes, other than roads
because many cars are not built for off-road driving. Further, when we step into a car,
we engage in a new perception of the world. The car is embodied in our body scheme.
When driving, our body scheme merges with the car in such a way that we do not
perceive our surroundings from the point of our actual body, but instead from the car’s
outline. Consequently, the environment – and our position in it – are perceived in a
different way. As the context of interpretation changes because of our extended body
scheme, so do our actions and perceptions. Guns give men and women the ability to
commit the act of killing and change aggressive beliefs into killing beliefs. A summary of
the existential and hermeneutical mediation of technologies is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1
How technology mediates our involvement with the world
Existential
Praxis
Mediation of action
Translation of action
Invitation and inhibition
Embodiment relation
Alterity relation

Hermeneutical
Experience
Mediation of perception
Transformation of perception
Amplification and reduction
Embodiment relation
Hermeneutic relation

Note: Retrieved from What Things Do (Verbeek, 2000).

Ihde’s post-phenomenological relations are helpful in elaborating our technologically
mediated relations with our world and thus our directedness in the world. Nonetheless,
Verbeek (2009; 2011) has argued that new technologies like brain implants, domotics
and virtual reality are not fully clarified by the post-phenomenological spectrum
proposed by Ihde; instead, he states that Ihde is primarily relevant for configurations in
which technologies are used. But at both extremes of this spectrum, contemporary
technology moves further away. To account for the contemporary technological
developments, Verbeek (2011) adds a fifth and sixth relation: (5) fusion and (6)
immersion relation.
(5) Fusion refers to technologies that fuses with the user. With fusion,
technologies literally merge with our physical bodies. Contrary to the
embodiment relation, no clear distinction can be made between the human
and the non-human elements in this relation. Examples are cochlear implants
and pacemakers.
(6) The immersion relation is when the reality is constructed by technology. A
prime example of this is virtual reality. Virtual reality perceives its user and
constructs a virtual world around the user, therefore making the relation
between user and environment interactive. These technologies create an
interactive context between human, technology and world. The immersion
relation is bi-directional. Human beings are directed toward a technology that
in turn is directed at them.

A schematic summary of the six human-technology relations is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2
The six different human-technology relations
Author

Relation

Scheme

Example

Verbeek (2011)
Ihde (1990)

Fusion
Embodiment
Hermeneutic
Alterity
Background
Immersion

(human/technology)  world
(human –technology)  world
human  (technology-world)
human  technology (-world)
human  (technology / world)
human  (technology → world)

cochlear implant
glasses, hammer
echoscope
toys
refrigerator
virtual reality

Verbeek (2011)

1.2.2 Analyzing the online domain using post-phenomenology
Though theories of post-phenomenological human-technology relations could be
applied to many technologies, Søraker (2012) shows that analyzing our relation with
the online domain by means of such theories soon becomes complicated. An important
reason why is that it is difficult to determine what is actually acted upon in the online
domain. Post-phenomenology describes how technology mediates our relations with
the world, but what is this world exactly when it comes to the online domain? Is it the
physical world? In which case, would the online domain be best conceptualized as a
hermeneutical technology that represents the world? Or should the online domain be
understood as a world in itself, one that could be best described by the alterity relation?
The online domain appears to be both a world and a technology simultaneously
(Søraker, 2012).

Does the online domain constitute a hermeneutic or an alterity humantechnology relation?
In a post-phenomenological review of an early portable computer device (palmtop),
Verbeek (2000) suggests that the online domain (and the computational device) has the
ability to constitute several human-technology relations. First, the computational device
constitutes an embodiment relation when, for instance, it is used to write text. Skilled
users are not focused on the device and its keyboard anymore but on the text itself.
Additionally, when sending or receiving an email, the device constitutes a hermeneutic
relation with the world. The device’s interface shows virtual content that is not
perceivable without the device. The online domain mediates many human-world
relations. Online world maps reveal one’s location, online software is used for sending
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and receiving all sorts of messages, and online algorithms decide which relevant
personal information is presented online and shape how people perceive the world
(Keymolen, 2014). The online domain also has the ability to enable real-time
interpersonal communication through video or audio.
Additionally, the online domain may constitute an alterity relation, as it is possible to
interact with it as it being a quasi-other, for example, when altering and revising a
document online (Verbeek, 2000). Extending this last argument, Ihde (2002) suggests
that digital games can be explained as an alterity relation. Ihde argues that virtual
worlds are constructed fictive world in which the machine entity becomes a quasiworld with which people can relate.
Verbeek (2000) suggests that we have two relations with computer devices and the
virtual world behind them: an embodied-hermeneutic relation and an embodiedalterity relation, Both relations begin with an embodied computer device, followed by
either a hermeneutic or alterity relation with the world. His analysis suggests that
active engagement toward the online domain is either part of a hermeneutic relation
with the world or an alterity relation with the online domain. For instance, while
sending an email, our relation with the online domain is hermeneutical because we are
sending the email to another human being; while slaying an artificial dragon, however,
our relation with the online domain could be described as an alterity relation because
we are primarily focused on the technology itself.
Though this breakdown is reasonable in terms of human-technology relations, Søraker
(2012) shows that it does not yet fully describe our active engagement with the online
domain. Let me illustrate this important point more thoroughly.
Imagine a simple computer game that allows the gamer to operate an avatar that walks
around in the game world searching for an artificial dragon. According to Ihde, when
this computer game does not allow for multiplayer access, it can be regarded as
constituting an alterity relation with reality. The player uses the properties and
functions available within the game to engage with the technical game environment, the
avatar and the dragon. The player interacts with the technology while the physical
world is more or less pushed to the background. The game asks for the player’s focal
attention, and the main relation is with the technology itself, instead of with using the
technology as a conduit to perceive the physical world (e.g., other humans). In this case,
applying post-phenomenology, the properties and functions available within the game
invite and inhibit particular actions regarding the gameplay. The functions available
within the game translate actions to the online domain.
But what happens when other human beings join this game and take over the artificial
dragon? Then the game turns into an online multi-player game, and suddenly the gamer
interrelates with actual human beings through the online domain. The technology now
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represents a reality for how the user encounters the world. The player suddenly reads
and interprets the actions of another human being through the technology. Abruptly,
the game converts to a hermeneutical relation.
This change does not appear to be a big deal. The intention of the game changes from
“fighting” technology to “fighting” other human beings. However, post-phenomenology
suggests that the meaning of the player’s actions also changes. Where the gamer’s
online actions first mediated an alterity relation, they are now directed at other humans
and primarily become the means of communication through which the experience of
the other human player is amplified or reduced. The actions toward the online domain
become actions to create a representation of the world. Their mediating role changes
from the focal point of one’s actions to a transformation of perception that constitutes
how the world is represented and experienced. Suddenly the properties and functions
available within the online domain are reduced to being not much more than properties
and functions that are in service of communicating with the other player.
But, what about the actions directed toward the game environment? Users are still
primarily engaged toward their personal avatars, and the properties and functions
available within the game still invite and inhibit specific actions. Possibly, the properties
and functions amplify the intensity of the constituted relation with the other player, as
is central in the hermeneutical relation, but their primary intentionality of invitation
and inhibition does not disappear. Users are still primarily engaged with the
technological domain, and not all online actions are directly related to how the other
player is perceived. Understanding users’ active engagement with the game as a
hermeneutical relation is quite unsatisfactory as many of their actions are still directed
toward a wide-ranging world that is created by the computer and that is bigger than the
hermeneutic experience. When users actively engage other (human) players, they first
engage their avatars. Moreover, the online domain contains so many examples in which
the properties and functions used are independent from the intended hermeneutical
experience that it seems rather disappointing to talk about this game solely using the
hermeneutical vocabulary. Truly, one of the entertaining elements of online
communities is that their properties and functions add a rich technological interactive
layer to human-to-human communication that we can actively engage. Users may
interact with both the incoming messages and the platform in which these messages are
read. Users may return messages in a self-chosen font and font size and enrich their
responses with pictures. Functioning as a silent third mediator, the properties and
functions available within the online domain add value to the hermeneutic experience
of that domain. When taking part in an online social community, users communicate
with each other, but the technology adds such an impressive active experience that we
cannot ignore its role when analyzing their communication. How do we comprehend
the relation between users who start a sword fight using 3D avatars in a fictional game
world? The mediated relation not only represents a reality, the action potential also
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invites for a wide range of actions. The gamers may easily climb hills and trees, engage
in sword fights or fly away on eagles. All action-possibilities define the experience of the
online relation with the other user. Reality is not only represented by the technology,
reality itself is also actively engaged. The online experience of both players cannot be
completely understood if their active engagement toward the technology is not
considered. But to see the online domain primarily as an alterity relation, even when we
interact with real people in it, makes little sense because we cannot simply ignore how
it constitutes relations between people.
Our active relation with the online domain appears to be neither purely alterity nor
hermeneutic, which makes conceptualizing the online domain in terms of one or the
other, or even both, ambiguous (Søraker, 2012). To fully understand the moral
significance of the online domain in our online practices, describing our active relation
with the online domain as “sometimes hermeneutic” and “sometimes alterity” is not
enough.

Post-phenomenological alternatives to our relation with the online domain
As an alternative, the immersion relation introduced by Verbeek (2011) seems to be a
promising option for better understanding our relation with the online domain
(Søraker, 2012). The immersion relation implies that technologies do not only
represent reality, they also construct it and provide an interactive context. This seems
to be exactly what the online domain does. Verbeek’s immersion relation suggests that,
with many technologies, we are not only directed toward the technology, the technology
is also directed at us. There exists a bi-directional character. In the immersion relation,
technologies merge with the environment, and the relation between users and
environments is interactive. Here technologies do not solely mediate reality but also
add an artificial layer to human actions. There is a central role for the technology itself
in how reality is constituted. The result is a new constructed reality that has no original
counterpart in everyday reality (Verbeek, 2011). This new constructed reality is
relevant in itself because it is aimed at revealing a reality that can only be experienced
by means of the technology that created it in the first place. As mentioned previously,
virtual reality is a clear example of the immersion relation. However, even though it is
applicable to single-player virtual reality, the immersion relation does not fully apply to
understanding our relation with the online domain, as an important aspect of the online
domain is that it allows people to interact with others through the technology while the
technology adds interactive potential. Therefore the immersion relation cannot
adequately explain what it means to actively engage the online domain to relate to other
human beings (Søraker, 2012).
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Another possible answer might be to understand our relation with the online domain in
terms of multistability. Through active engagement, the online domain can establish
both an alterity and a hermeneutic relation with the world at the same time. For
example, when a player is fighting an artificial intelligence dragon, the online game
initially constitutes an alterity relation. But when a human player suddenly takes over
control of the dragon, the game becomes multistable: the player’s actions are now
simultaneously directed toward both another human player as well as the game (by
fighting the opponent’s avatar, the dragon). However, Søraker (2012) shows that the
concept of multistability does not allow different human-technology relations to occur
simultaneously. For example: a knife may be a murder weapon or a kitchen utensil, but
it cannot be both at the same time.
A last possible conceptualization of our relation with the online domain using postphenomenology is to stretch the concept of transparency. In a hermeneutic context,
transparency depends on the particular level of familiarity one brings to interpreting a
technological readout (Rosenberger & Verbeek, 2015). In that sense, a multi-player
game can be seen as a hermeneutic relation, and the functions available within the game
as its technical read-out. Often this read-out is highly transparent as many functions
fade to the background during play (like a physical game controller does) and are
waiting to be used. A player does not always use the functionality of the sword, making
that functionality highly transparent, but when the sword is in use its functions have
low transparency. This implies that, while playing, users are able to vary their
hermeneutic experience via the low-transparency interactive features. The properties
and functions available within the online game become part of the hermeneutic relation
when they are used and fade away when not used. However, this solution encounters
the same problem as when online interactivity was considered a part of the
hermeneutic or alterity relation. Considering the properties and functions available
within the online domain in terms of low transparency would reduce them to
something that needs improvement, but these functions are often a key factor why
people use the online domain in the first place.
In sum, the above analysis makes it clear that using the post-phenomenological
vocabulary to understand our human-technology relation with the online domain raises
challenging questions. The online domain challenges post-phenomenological humantechnology relations because it both constructs an active virtual world and it enables
users to actively relate with the physical world via the technology. Post-phenomenology
would see the online domain as something that either mediates a hermeneutical
relation with the physical world or, when no other humans are involved, constructs an
alterity relation, but in fact, many online actions cannot not be defined as purely
hermeneutic or purely alterity. When I use the interactive potential of the online
domain to develop and interact with a virtual avatar and then use that avatar to fight
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my friend’s avatar, does the online domain constitute an alterity or a hermeneutic
relation between myself and the world?
How can this problem be solved? A solution may be to approach our relation with the
online domain in a more fundamental way. Not in terms of what kind of relation with
the physical world is constituted via the online domain, but in terms of what kind of
relation is constituted with the online domain via its actual properties and functions. If
post-phenomenology overemphasize the role technology plays in how we perceive and
act in the physical world, a possible step is to focus on how we perceive and act in the
online domain via its properties and functions. By zooming in on the actual properties
and functions available within the online domain, it may be possible to develop a better
understanding of how our active engagement plays a role in our perception of what the
online domain is. What meaning and purpose do our online actions provide? By
examining how our particular actions to the online domain itself shape our perception
of that domain, it may be possible to extend our understanding of the role our online
actions play in our online moral practices beyond the idea of a simple means to an end.
To realize this, in the next chapter, I will introduce a philosophical approach to the
ontology of the online domain.

1.3 Conclusion
This dissertation tries to develop an answer regarding how we can understand the
significance of our active relation with the online domain in our online moral practices.
This chapter began by examining whether the current explanations about how the
online domain shapes our moral practices provide clues to how our relation with the
online domain itself may play a role in this. I concluded that the current explanations
identify the online domain primarily as an enabler of moral practices and not something
that in itself makes an active moral contribution to these practices. The current
explanations for online moral behavior point to the facilitation of (mass)
communication and conditional factors (like anonymity) to explain the occurrence of
certain moral practices. When numerous people meet, new ideas are formed and new
behavior can be triggered. The scale of the online debate is immense, which causes
people to learn and adopt more extreme positions every day. Additionally, everything
happens under specific conditions that influence people’s perceptions of whether they
can actually conduct immoral actions without consequences. For instance, anonymity
reduces the perceived risk of being caught and could therefore trigger immoral
practices.
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Though these explanations are undeniably important, the question is whether there
may be an additional relation that explains our online moral practices. It appears that in
the online domain, we may not only have relations with others; we may also have a
particular relation with the online domain itself, in the sense that all our actions are
directed toward the online domain, and not directly to for instance, other people. Does
this relation with the technology also have moral significance in our online practices?
To develop an answer to this question, I turned to the post-phenomenological approach
to human-technology relations in the second part of this chapter. Post-phenomenology
investigates how our relation with technologies actively contributes to our moral
actions and perceptions. Its central premise is that, when technologies are used, they
help to shape new moral relations between user and world. Technology redefines how
people perceive the world and how people may act in it. Post-phenomenology
distinguishes six different human-technology relations regarding how technology
constitutes our relation with the world. At first sight, the online domain seems to
constitute two of these human-technology relations. The online domain constitutes a
hermeneutical relation when the main involvement is with the physical world (e.g.,
other people). In that case, the online domain both amplifies and reduces our
perception of the physical world. On the other hand, the online domain constitutes an
alterity relation when the main involvement is with the online domain itself, for
instance, when playing a single-player game. The question raised in this chapter was
whether these two relations provided an incomplete representation of the moral
constitution of the online domain,
Søraker (2012) suggests that the online domain challenges human-technology relations
as it seems to simultaneously construct an active computer-generated world and allows
users to actively relate to the physical world via that active computer-generated world.
Our actions toward the online domain are almost never (if not always) purely alterity or
hermeneutic. We appear to have a specific relation with a technology, even when that
technology constitutes a hermeneutic relation between the user and the physical world.
We are always primarily engaged with the technological domain even if we are
interacting with the physical world (e.g., another human). In addition, not all online
actions are directly related to how the physical world is perceived.
The chapter concluded by proposing that a more fundamental analysis might provide a
solution to this problem. By first focusing on our active relation with the online domain
via its properties and functions, rather than describing how that domain constitutes our
relation with the physical world, an improved understanding of how our actions toward
the online domain influences our online moral practices may come within reach.
The next chapter will therefore address the question: what kind of relation with the
online domain is constituted via its actual properties and functions? This question will
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be answered with the aim of using this understanding to explain how our active relation
with the online domain can play a role in our online moral practices.
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Chapter 2: The morality of our active relation
with the online domain
Introduction
Throughout the history of civilization, people have communicated and
transmitted information using things. Since long ago, messages have
been left for others to find, letters have been posted and books have been
distributed. Recently, we started to call, listen to the radio and watch
television. And for two decades, much information transfer has happened
in a digital online domain. The online domain is immense. There are
webpages presenting all kinds of information. There are fictional game
worlds and virtual reality simulators. The online domain allows a
multitude of actions in countless locations to innumerable digital objects.
We can interact with text-based objects, photos, videos, crypto
currencies and music files. In online game worlds, there are swords,
boats, cars and coins. Most of these objects we can use, delete, alter, copy
or paste by pressing a few buttons. There are entities that show
intelligent reactions to our actions. While controlling a 3D graphical
representation, users engage in sword fights to kill ingenious dragons.
We also communicate with other people, synchronously and asynchronously. We transfer information and content. We converse with
others in numerous ways, ranging from live video chat to avatars that
speak emoticon. The list is endless.
The broad range of the online domain makes defining our relation with
that domain and everything we find there challenging. Many (technical)
definitions are centered on the idea that the internet consists of
interconnected computer networks that facilitate the transmission of
digital information. In stressing the significance of the internet, many
textbooks on mediated communication describe the internet as the next
wave of mass communication (McPhail, 2014). In facilitating contact
between people, the internet is the logical next step from few-to-many
communication to many-to-many.
Though accurate, these network- and communication-based definitions
do not really aid us in our understanding of what types of actual actions
are possible in the online domain and how these actions help to shape a
relation between users and the virtual domain.
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But what description does provide an adequate conception of how our
online actions help to shape a purposeful relation with the online
domain? And why would this relation play a role in our online moral
practices? This chapter will develop answers to these questions.
In the first part of the chapter, I will introduce a philosophical approach
that studies the ontology of virtual places. By describing the properties
that come with virtual worlds defined by Søraker (2010), I aim to gain
knowledge about how the meaning and purpose of our online actions can
be understood. Based on the ontology of virtual places, I will describe
what properties of virtuality define what types of actions are possible
toward online domains and what is interacted with in those domains.
In the second part of this chapter, I will describe how our actions in
virtual worlds provide online meaning and purpose and thus define our
relation with the online domain. Based on the ontology of virtual places,
two types of relations with the online domain are categorized and
explained.
After this categorization, in the final part of this chapter, I will return to
post-phenomenology to describe how the role of these relations with the
online domain in our online moral practices may be understood.

2.1 The ontology of the online domain
What types of actions are possible toward virtual domains and what is interacted with?
One of the philosophical subfields that have investigated these questions is the ontology
of virtual places (Brey & Søraker, 2009). This subfield examines the properties that
come with virtual worlds and environments and provides answers regarding how our
actions toward the virtual domain could be understood.
To help us begin understand the enormous variety of virtual actions that are possible
toward the virtual domain, Søraker’s (2010) work stressing the importance of seeing
the virtual domain as a place rather than a channel is useful. In his view, the essence of
the online domain lies in the fact that it allows users to visit virtual places rather than in
it being a channel that simply transports information to users. In the online domain, all
forms of direct and indirect interpersonal contact happen in places that can be visited
by multiple users simultaneously. The online domain is therefore best described as
using a computer network to visit shared informational places rather than a
computerized network channel through which information is transferred. Søraker
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further clarifies this argument by comparing the online domain with other (non-virtual)
media. A television, for example, is highly functional in transferring information from a
central source to many recipients. An audience of millions is reached and informed
simultaneously. Nonetheless, all spectators are dependent on what is broadcasted.
Naturally, viewers may decide what channel to watch, but they have no further control
of when, what and how information is shown. The online domain is different. Not
because of the number of viewers it can reach simultaneously, but specifically because it
allows access to virtual places in which information is made available. To find
information, users are not restricted to specific time-slots, as they are with television.
Instead, users may retrieve information through specific actions they carry out
(Søraker, 2010). Being online means being able to actively choose between one of many
multi-access virtual places to retrieve and modify information at will. Instead of waiting
for informational objects to come to them, users interact with both virtual places and
virtual informational objects to retrieve information at will.
Seeing the online domain as a portal to virtual places where information is made
available is a good starting point in understanding the variety of online actions. The
essence of virtual places is that they are, to a great extent, characterized by the
properties that allow for specific user-based actions. Søraker (2010) explains two
ontological properties of virtual domains that define the scope and experience of online
actions: interactivity and computer simulation.
The next two sections discuss these ontological properties in order to understand how
they define our relation with the online domain. The first section describes the property
of interactivity. Interactivity defines what types of actions are possible toward the online
domain.

2.1.1 The online domain is interactive by nature
A first ontological property of the virtual domain is that users can interact with both the
domain and with objects within the domain. To be clear, when discussing the aspect of
online interactivity, it is essential to keep in mind that, in the literature, online
interactivity may refer to two different types of actions. With interactivity, Søraker
(2010) emphasizes those actions directed toward a computerized domain. He defines
interactivity as “the user, as both sender and receiver, can choose between when, how
and what information to retrieve according to specific actions carried out” (p. 37). But
frequently the term online interactivity is used to describe computer-mediated
communication between two or more (human) users and to explain interpersonal
transmission (McMillan, 2006; Szuprowicz, 1995). Many online places are created to
enable human contact and communication. The online domain enables users to affiliate
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with others through online services such as videoconferencing, email, social media
messages and real-time text chat, to name a few.
In his definition of interactivity, Søraker explains those actions that are not directed at
other humans, but at the virtual place itself. Naturally, the online domain can be
described as a connection between people, but rather than connecting people, it
connects people to shared virtual places in which they can be actively present. In online
virtual places, users are not only directed toward others but also toward the virtual
place itself and all the virtual entities within in. When users enter a virtual online place,
they may find all kinds of virtual entities they can act upon. Søraker (2010) defines a
virtual entity as: “a computer-simulated interactive information object, that physically
exists in the form of a program, and a database construct that appears to us as a
pictorial representation” (p. 40). The number of online virtual places is immense, and
the number of entities we encounter in these online virtual places is even larger.
Examples of virtual entities are virtual informational objects like music files, text
documents, avatars, game swords and ingenious dragons. And all can be acted upon to
some extent.
Søraker (2010) sees interactivity in itself as an intrinsic property of the virtual domain.
Actions are considered interactive when they modify the form and content of virtual
places or objects for the benefit of retrieving specific information (Søraker, 2010). A
virtual sword fight against another player is not interactive because it is directed at
another (actual) person, it is interactive because a range of properties and functions
allows users to participate in certain actions toward an online place and its objects, of
which garner specific informational outcomes. Interactive properties and functions
available within online places are those properties and functions that let users decide
how an online place or object can be utilized, transformed and modified. These include
those properties and functions provided by the online domain that allows users to
influence the design of the online place and its objects.
An illustrative perspective on interactivity that explains which virtual properties and
functions define our online actions is provided in The Ontology of Interactive Art by
Dominic McIver Lopes (2001). Lopes suggests that virtual domains can be weakly or
strongly interactive. Strong interactivity implies that users can largely determine the
state of affairs in a computer simulation. For example, in massive multiplayer online
role playing games (MMORPGs), interactivity concerns modification of both the state of
the virtual domain as well as the avatar itself. Players can influence the properties and
functions available within the virtual environment and location in which their avatars
reside, and they can change their avatar’s appearance, armaments and abilities. The
more action possibilities a virtual place allows, the more those actions could be
considered interactive. Lopes’s definition is in line with Steuer’s (1992) influential
suggestion about which medium properties account for human-computer interactivity.
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Steuer defines interactivity as “the extent to which users can participate in modifying
the form and content of a mediated environment in real time” (p 84). Without claiming
these are the most important, Steuer suggests that three medium properties and
functions may specifically contribute to high interactivity.
(1) Speed refers to the immediacy of input and output responses. Steuer defines
real-time interaction (e.g., real-time text chat, a phone call) as the highest level of
input-output response. If a response takes time (e.g., regular mail), the medium
can be considered to have low interactivity.
(2) Range indicates the degree to which form and content can be modified and
includes spatial organization (e.g., where objects appear), intensity (e.g.,
brightness and sound) and object properties (e.g. object color). In the quote
below, Steuer (1992) shows that range also includes temporal ordering: the
capability to influence when something happens and when information is
retrieved.
“The greater the number of parameters that can be modified, the greater the
range of interactivity of a given medium. Video-based systems, listed here by
increasing range, provide a good set of examples along which a subdimension of
range, temporal ordering, can vary: A television broadcast permits a very small
number of possible actions at a given instant, since a particular program is either
on or off (continuous play). A program recorded on videotape can be paused at
any time (start-stop), and portions may be skipped or repeated at the whim of
the viewer (search). An interactive laserdisc augments these capabilities by
allowing random-access jumps to any portion of the program in a matter of
seconds. A computer-based animation system actually can permit interaction
with objects in the mediated environment (rather than with the environment as
a whole) in real time” (p. 86).
(3) The third medium property of interactivity discussed by Steuer is mapping.
Mapping is the ability of a system to present its action possibilities in a natural
manner. Mapping relates to how actions in virtual places lead to outcomes. Some
medium actions are closely connected to physical actions. Steuer uses the
example of virtual reality to further explain his concept of mapping. Imagine a
player throwing a virtual ball using a glove controller and a headset. After
gearing up, the player uses the glove controller to take a virtual ball from the
ground and throw it. Though everything is simulated in virtual reality, the
virtual actions that require actions in the physical reality may feel highly natural.
In contrast, actions based on the position of the letters on a QWERTY keyboard
remain arbitrary and can only be successful when standardized by collective
agreement. Pressing specific buttons for letters requires standardization and
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new learning. Mapping is thus a function that describes how we interact with a
mediated place (glove or keyboard) and how our functional actions are naturally
connected to actions within that environment (what exactly happens because of
our offline actions). Hence, mapping also relates to the navigational competence
of a medium. Steuer describes a motion-control wheel as an example of
interactive mapping. Turning a physical motion-control wheel means turning a
marker backwach and forward on-screen. Likewise, using a computer mouse to
click an internet hyperlink is an example of online mapping. A hyperlink is a
reference to further data “behind” the text, which can be clicked on to visit that
information. Often, hyperlinks are placed on an anchor text and are revealed
using blue characters that are sometimes supplemented with underlining.
Through hyperlinks on Wikipedia.com, for example, you can easily wander from
a page describing Star Wars to one about droids (robots) to another one about
artificial intelligence, finishing with an article about the calculus ratiocinator
described by Gottfried Leibniz.6 Though all are information sources on their
own, they are directly linked through interactive mapping.
While medium properties and functions of human-computer interactivity emphasize
those properties and functions that allow for fast, extensive and “natural” modification
of form and content, several scholars (Ariel & Avidar, 2015; Haeckel, 1998; Kiousis,
2002; Rafaeli & Sudweeks, 1998; Rafaeli & Ariel, 2007) suggest that interactivity is not
(merely) a medium feature. A medium is not intrinsically interactive just because it
allows for changing form and content in a fast, wide-ranging or natural way. According
to Rafaeli and Ariel (2007), in any definition of interactivity, the transmission of
relevant information should play a central role. Haeckel (1998) emphasizes the concept
of exchange in defining interactivity. Emphasizing modification of form and content
does not take into account that this modification should also provide information
through a predictable process. To put it more specifically, before a medium can be
identified as interactive, its responses need to be understandable, relevant and
meaningful, and they should predictably follow previous actions. Rafaeli and Sudweeks
(1998) define interactivity as “the extent to which messages in a sequence relate to each
other, and especially the extent to which later messages recount the relatedness of
earlier messages” (p. 3). In their definition, interactivity is grounded in the relatedness
of information. This does not mean the information should be relevant and informing in
itself, but only that it should logically follow the action and make sense in relation to
previous information.

6

I strongly believe that, today, writing in blue font trigger some form of ‘clicking intention’. For those
reading this dissertation in its physical form, the least I can do is to include the first full link:
https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Wars
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To further clarify the importance of the transmission of relevant information, let us
return to the video systems Steuer presented. Can changing a channel be explained as
an interactive action? Following medium properties, changing a channel can be
considered an (low) interactive act as it entails an action (pressing a button) and a
response (a different channel). However, this new channel has no informational link to
the previous channel. Apart from both being TV channels, they do not relate to each
other. Rafaeli and Sudweeks (1998) conclude that a TV has a reactive response instead
of an interactive response, as the informational messages provided by the channels do
not relate. Interactivity may therefore depend on real-time participation in which
actions are presented in a directional and related sequence that shows relevant
transmission. According to Rafaeli and Sudweeks (1998), a medium is not interactive
when it reacts randomly to your acts or when the information that results from an act
has no clear link to the former information (like different television channels). A
response does not count as interactive unless the information shown is determined by
previous responses. Hyperlinks are therefore not interactive because “something
happens”. They are interactive because the natural actions (clicking open the
information) are followed by hierarchal and contingent information that predictably fits
the anchor text (Sundar, Kalyanaraman, & Brown, 2003; Sundar, Jia, Waddell, & Huang,
2015).
Rafaeli (1988) explains that interactivity is realized when previous messages encourage
the continuation of actions. From this perspective, interactivity can be defined as the
degree to which a person actively engages in gaining a continuous and hierarchal
relation with the online domain. A computer system linked to the online domain is not
intrinsically interactive when it allows one to change the form and content of a virtual
place and the informational objects within it. The system may be called interactive only
when it creates a natural, process-hierarchal and engaging transmission of hierarchal
and relevant information that fuels continuation (Ariel & Avidar, 2015).
To conclude, this section described that the first property of our relation with the online
domain is interactivity. Using the work of Søraker (2010), this section explained that, in
the online domain, users can choose when, how and what informational objects to
retrieve in a hierarchal and logical transmission. But interactivity also enables users to
modify the form and content of online places. These two action possibilities, (the ability
to retrieve information and modify the place) are important in categorizing our specific
relations with the online domain. But before categorizing what our relation with the
online domain looks like, it is necessary to first describe what is interacted with in
virtual places.
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2.1.2 Virtual places present a computer-simulated reality
Interactivity is just one of two foundational properties that help us understanding the
essence of (online) virtual places (Søraker, 2010). The other involves the question of
what users can interact with. This comes down to a question of what exactly can be
simulated by computers. Computer simulation explains the difference between the
virtual domain and the physical domain and describes what can be modified and
manipulated with interactive actions and what changes are restricted. According to
Søraker, computer simulation means that a computational underpinning is able to
create a digital surrogate of a physical counterpart, which appears to us as a pictorial
representation. Søraker shows that computers are able to simulate a wide range of
places and informational objects, but not all that can be found in the physical world can
be simulated satisfactorily. To further clarify this, Søraker discusses two central
distinctions that define what a computer can simulate. A simulation can be defined as
either (1) type-or-token, or (2) concrete-or-abstract
Type-or-token simulation refers to the difference between of a general kind of thing
(e.g., a mountain) being a type, and a particular instance of this general thing (e.g.,
Mount Everest) being a token. Concrete-or-abstract simulation refers to the difference
between entities entities and environments that occupy actual physical space (existent)
and those that do not (non-existent). Concrete entities exist in the physical world and
have (or had) real physical properties and functions (e.g., a horse), whereby abstract
entities lack these physical properties and functions (e.g., a unicorn). Abstract entities
do not occupy spatiotemporal locations and hence have no mechanical-causal powers. A
horse can directly alter environments in the physical world, while a unicorn cannot
since it has no actual physical properties and functions (Søraker, 2010).
By combining the dimensions of types and tokens and concrete and abstract, Søraker
identifies four kinds of potential virtual simulations. These four kinds of potential
virtual simulations are shown in table 3.
Table 3
Four possible virtual simulations
Concrete (existent)

Abstract (non-existent)

Type

Dolphin, Church

Dragons, Fantasy realms

Token

Flipper, San Pietro

Smaug, Walhalla

Note: From Søraker (2010).
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Everything that is computer made, either a place or an object, is necessarily placed in
one of these four quarters. Some examples are a virtual place like a restaurant (type,
concrete), an object like a pint of Guinness (token, concrete), orcs in World of Warcraft
(type, abstract) or digital documents like an audio file of Pink Floyd’s Wish You Were
Here (token, concrete) and digital photos (type, concrete).
The assumption that all virtual simulations must have real-life counterparts
immediately implies that the virtual world cannot contain parts of reality that are
absent in the offline physical world. Some virtual entities might look like they are
restricted to the virtual environment (e.g., a cursor), but they have a theoretical physical
counterpart. Like no other technology, computers are capable of producing and
showing surrogates of much that we can encounter and can imagine in the physical
world (Søraker, 2010).
Nonetheless, not all reality can be simulated, and many simulations do not realize the
same characteristics as their physical counterparts. Based on the work of John Searle
(1995), Philip Brey (2003) elaborates on those parts of reality that can be fully
computer simulated and those parts that cannot. In his analysis, Brey distinguishes
physical reality (rocks, trees) from ordinary social reality (screwdrivers, chairs) and
institutional reality (money, marriages).
Physical reality is genuinely objective and includes entities that exist independently of
human representation. To functionally exist, physical reality does not need any form of
human agreement or social construct. For instance, a rock needs no human agreement
to be part of reality. Neither does Mount Everest or all the trees in the world. This does
not suggests that humans may not interact with these entities or appoint function to
them (many trees today are planted by humans for the purpose of becoming Christmas
trees), but their primary existence is independent from human representation.
While the concept of physical reality defines many of the entities that exist in our world,
many of our daily actions involve social reality. Social realities are those human-made
objects and institutions that come into existence through the collective imposition of
function. Ordinary social reality specifically applies to material human-made objects.
These objects come into existence through the collective human delegation of function
and social fact. Brey uses the screwdriver as an example of a material human-made
social function. Humans make all kinds of objects, some of which have a certain form
and are called screwdrivers. They are delegated with the specific function to drive
screws. Ordinary social objects come into existence by collectively imposing an object
with function that is related to its human-made physical constitution.
Brey (2003) suggests that it is this physical constitution that limits the feasibility of
computer simulation since much of our physical and ordinary social reality cannot be
satisfactorily simulated. A computer-simulated rock is far from reality, as computers are
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unable to reproduce the essential physical properties and functions that come with
being a rock. The same holds for ordinary social reality. Certainly, it is possible to create
a virtual screwdriver. Yet, it will lack the physical ability to drive screws in the physical
world. If the main purpose of this virtual screwdriver is to drive screws, it can only
fulfill this purpose in the virtual world. Brey (2003) discusses some important
exceptions to this limitation. Some elements of our physical and ordinary social reality
can be reproduced in virtual environments when these environments are able to create
the essential physical properties and functions. The physical built of computational
systems enables the reproduction of images (a pixel representation of text or pictures,
and so on) and sounds. With sound and images, the actual reality and the virtual reality
have the same underlying structure. When only looking at the aspect of simulation, few
differences appear between reading a note written on a physical piece of paper and one
written on a computer-simulated piece of paper.7
While computers have difficulties simulating much of physical- and ordinary social
reality that is not grounded in images or sound, institutional reality can be very well
simulated and even reproduced in virtual environments. Institutional reality is
characterized by its relative independence from physical constitution. As defined by
John Searle (1995), institutional reality is ontologically constituted through the
assignment of a status function. This status function has the standardized form of “X
counts as Y”. In this form, institutional reality is largely set by human agreement and a
collective imposition of function. Institutional reality contains human agreement about
what counts as money, marriage, language and law. It includes agreements regarding
who is part of a club and what rules are used to determine the winner of a board game.
Indeed, it includes all settlements that are human made and that require a form of
agreement among a substantial group of people. Many of our actions and perceptions in
the real world are institutional by nature: they involve people (people carrying money),
physical objects (bills), events (shopping), and actions (paying for a product), including
those actions we believe are important in interpersonal communication (shaking hands
as a form of respect). Instead of material essence, institutional reality works by means
of status functions, that is, “X may count as Y”. Thus, if a certain institutional reality
exists in the physical world by means of a status function, by definition, it can exist in
the virtual world (Brey, 2003). Especially when institutional reality is vastly
independent from physical properties and functions there will be hardly any differences
between simulations and that which is simulated. When the value of virtual money is
agreed upon, the institutional practice of paying for a product online with virtual money
has many similarities with paying for a product in the physical world.
In his definition of simulation, Søraker (2010) suggest that simulation means that
virtual entities and environments retain some of the properties and functions available
7

The only significant restriction being would be the physical properties of the screen (Søraker, 2010).
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within an actual entity, but not necessarily all of them. Søraker defines simulation in
combination with virtuality as “almost but not quite real” (Søraker, 2010, p. 41). Thus,
computer simulation comes with restrictions compared to the actual world. A virtual
pint of water may look beautiful, but no one would prefer a virtual pint to an actual pint
when in the desert. And a networked virtual bar may be very social engaging, but it does
not allow bodily contact.
In conclusion, this chapter began by questioning how our actions toward the virtual
domain could be understood in order to conceptualize our relation with the online
domain. Via the work of Søraker (2010), it was suggested that two properties of virtual
places define our virtual actions, first that virtual places are interactive by nature and,
second, that virtual places are computer-simulated, which defines the restrictions and
possibilities regarding what aspects of the physical world can be reproduced.
So how do these properties define our relation with the online domain? How do our
actions in a virtual domain provide particular meaning and purpose and thus constitute
a relation between users and that domain? In the next section this question is answered
by categorizing two different types of relations with the online domain.

2.1.3 Categorizing an operational and personalized interactive
relation with the online domain
Linking the properties of interactivity and computer simulation gives us an idea about
how we relate to the online domain via the different types of purposeful actions we can
conduct toward the virtual domain. Though many online practices in the online domain
are institutional (buying products, making friends, beating others with online games) all
actual actions toward the online domain are focused on virtual representations of
physical and ordinary reality, (pictures, text, a virtual place representing a bar) and are
(in most cases) informational objects that strongly rely on sound and vision.
What makes these virtual representations special is that interactive actions can be
conducted toward them. To start, in online virtual places, users can choose between
when, how and what informational objects to retrieve. But equally important, users can
commit actions that modify the online virtual place and its informational objects to fit
their personal preferences. Not only can users choose when and what information is
retrieved through their actions, but online virtual places often allow for modification
and tailoring of how the online place and the informational objects will appear. Imagine
interacting with a virtual rock in an online platform. If the algorithms allow it, users can
navigate around the rock to look at it from different angles, and they can copy it and
delete it, all at will. And often, the rock (and its background) can be modified and
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tailored to online preferences, especially if they relate to graphical outcomes. The rock
can be made purple, or yellow, or grey. It can be enlarged or downsized, or shaped
differently. Many changes are possible, but not all; for instance, mass cannot be added
or detracted.
The previously mentioned properties of virtual places make it clear that two types of
active relations with virtual domains (and thus online domains) are constituted via our
actions. First, there are actions toward the virtual domain that facilitate operation in a
hierarchal and natural setting in order to discover and retrieve information. This
operational interactive relation, or operational interactivity, refers to the types of virtual
actions that enable navigation through virtual places, and it refers to the functional
ability to use virtual objects that logically follow actions and provide a natural
informational response. It also refers to how online information and content is
discovered and acted upon. A user can search through multiple channels using search
engines and can navigate through information using hyperlinks and full-text search.
Users can scroll through information and zoom in and out. They can navigate an avatar
through a virtual world and discover rich simulated worlds within which they can
wander for days. Users learn how these worlds work and make numerous choices about
which direction they want to go. While a TV permits hardly any navigational freedom,
the online domain allows interactive engagement with information by means of
scrolling, searching, and copying and pasting, just to name a few of the operational
functions in virtual places. Furthermore, all this is supported by a system of visual and
audial responses that confirm the hierarchal process. Hyperlinks make the appearance
of a cursor change. Clickable buttons are highlighted when hovered over and pop-ups
show previews of the next landing page.
The second relation, the personalized interactive relation, or personalized interactivity,
refers to the types of virtual action that allow for active modification of the form and
content of the virtual domain. It includes all actions of tailoring a virtual environment or
virtual object to personal preferences that persist across sessions (Kwon, Cho, & Park,
2010; Kwon & Kim, 2012; Sunikka & Bragge, 2012). Personalized interactivity consists
of those actions that create a more personally relevant experience by permitting the
active organization of preferences and modification of settings (Fan & Poole, 2006).8
The main examples of personalized interactivity are those actions that relate to the
modification of the user interface. The user interface is the structure, look and feel of
virtual places and virtual objects, like background, architectural preferences and text
and pictures. It allows modification of how information is presented. For example, a text
8

Two types of personalization are typically distinguished. User-initiated personalization (often called
explicit personalization, customization or user-initiated customization (Sundar & Marathe, 2010)) requires
direct personalization actions by users. System-initiated personalization is based on analysis of user
actions by intelligent information systems. In this thesis, personalized interactivity will always refer to
user-initiated personalization.
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editor allows for high levels of personalization: a text can be made bold or italic; it can
be displayed in different fonts and sizes. Many online places allow actions that create
a personalized user interface. Similarly, many social media sites permit users to choose
personal screen photos, and many websites and computer systems allow users to, at
least, adapt font size. The personalization of functionality means that users can arrange
the system in such a way that what they can do with it becomes personally relevant. In a
personalized computational system, a combination of hardware and software allows
users to personalize the functionality of their computational devices. One minute after
buying a smartphone, many users have already personalized it by downloading
different apps. Even within apps, the ability to buy add-ons makes the functionality of
these applications personally relevant. Personalized interactivity also relates to content
personalization. Interactive content personalization implies that users in virtual
environments can actively predetermine what information is seen or shown and what
information is not, with the goal of creating unique personal informational places (Fan
& Poole, 2006). A well-known example of content personalization is the ability to tailor
a virtual system to specifically present information according to personal preferences.
Lastly, personalization of channel refers to the fact that a user can differentiate between
different channels for different purposes. Users can not only decide which information
is provided and through what interface; they can also decide which channel is used to
receive that information. For example, flight schedules could be sent through e-mail,
looked up in a personalized app, sent as push notifications or found on the general
website. With channel personalization, users can indicate what information is received
where (Fan & Poole, 2006).

Online actions are either operational interactive or personalized interactive
In relation to the online domain, operational and/or personalized interactivity apply to
all online places in the sense that an online place constitutes no active relation with its
user if it does not allow for at least one of these two types. All interactive actions are
either operational or personalized interactive and this applies to all online virtual
places. Søraker (2010) categorizes three different online virtual places: (1) virtual
communities, (2) virtual worlds and (3) (multiple access) virtual reality.
Virtual communities are online places that allow the exchange of information without
its users having a clear online virtual shape. Most websites, forums and social media
platforms can be labelled as virtual communities. With many online virtual
communities, operational and personalized platforms go hand in hand. Most websites
allow for easy operational interactivity through hyperlinks, scrolling and copy/paste
functions. Information can be utilized easily.
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As with offline computer text editors, large amounts of text can be searched and
scrolled through. Information can be found easily and text can be cut and pasted into
personal documents. Many websites also allow the personalization of text size. Most
online social media communities are even more interactive, often allowing for strong
operational and personalized interactivity. In many social media communities,
information about other people can be found effortlessly and at will. These platforms
allow for easy scrolling through information and profiles, and content can be easily
copied and pasted. Additionally, most social media platforms contain many
personalized interactivity functions. For example, user interface can be modified, font
can be adapted, content can be personalized, and photos can be uploaded to serve as
background.
Virtual worlds and virtual reality are different from virtual communities because, in the
former two, users have an apparent position that can be identified by other users
(Søraker, 2010). In virtual worlds, users have a spatial temporal location, for example in
the form of a 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional avatar or any other manifestation of
position. Virtual worlds are multiple-access by definition. In virtual worlds and
multiple-access virtual reality that are accessed through a networked system, a user’s
location is perceptible by anybody who is present in the same domain.9 Virtual reality is
categorized separately from virtual worlds because it is experienced from an immersive
first-person view, but both allow many interactive properties and functions. In many
virtual worlds, users can navigate their avatars through amazing fantasy realms and
utilize various virtual objects. Many virtual worlds and avatars allow personalized
interactive actions. In addition, many avatars can be adapted to personal preferences,
and achieving lasting upgrades is an essential goal of players with gaming avatars.
Table 4 provides a summary of the types of online actions in these different virtual
places.

9

When this networked access is absent, Søraker talks about virtual environments (e.g., offline video
games).
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Table 4
Operational and personalized interactive actions in the online domain
Examples

Operational
interactivity

Personalized
interactivity

Virtual
community

Standard websites,
discussion fora,
Wikipedia, social
media websites

Navigation through
hyperlinks, scrolling,
text / photo / video
manipulation,
copy/paste functions

Personalizing userinterface and
background,
uploading personal
content

Virtual world /
(multiple
access) virtual
reality

2-D or 3-D avatarbased networked game
worlds, like World of
Warcraft. 3-D virtualreality simulators
(e.g., flight simulator)

Navigating 3D avatars,
utilizing virtual
objects

Modifying the online
world (e.g., dressing
avatars, choosing
landscape)

Online domain

It is the variety of operational and personalized actions that makes the online virtual
domain so attractive. The clear benefits of operational and personalized interactivity
have ensured the vast integration of the online domain in our lives. Books are amazing,
but retrieving specific information is much easier on the internet because of operational
functions like search-engines and full-text search. Meeting friends in a bar is fun, but
meeting them in a personalized online domain with all the interactive properties and
functions these communities offer may be just as engaging.
So far in this chapter, I have explained that our actions toward the online domain can be
defined as constituting either an operational or personalized interactive relation with
that domain. I will now return to post-phenomenology to conceptualize why this active
relation10 with the online domain could mediate our online moral practices.

10

Throughout the rest of this dissertation, when I write about our active relation with the online domain, I
am referring to our interactive relation with those properties and functions that allow for purposeful
operational or personalized actions.
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2.2 The moral significance of our active relation with
the online domain
2.2.1 Defining our human-technology relation with the online
domain
At the end of chapter 1 I described how the post-phenomenological approach to humantechnology relations was not yet fully able to explain the human-technology relation
between humans and the online domain, and that a more fundamental analysis of our
actual actions toward the online domain was required. The question now is this: Can
our human-technology relation with the online domain indeed be better understood by
focusing on our actual actions directed toward the online domain? And, how can we
best understand the moral significance of this active relation with the online domain?
Does our active and purposeful relation with the online domain play a role in our online
moral practices? For this, I return to the post-phenomenological approach of humantechnology relations.
Defining our interactive relation with the online domain allows me to separate our
online actions toward the domain from both the physical embodiment of computer
hardware and the constituted relation with the physical world. All actions in the online
domain start with the physical embodiment of the computational device. We embody
the computer mouse, keyboard or touchscreen to engage in real time with online virtual
places and virtual objects. While our physical movements are often fairly modest and
alike (e.g., small movements of a mouse or finger) our online actions to the online
domain are highly diverse and multi-dimensional (e.g., clicking hyperlinks,
personalizing an interface, searching text documents, navigating avatars). Since our
online actions are directed toward online technological properties and functions (e.g.,
hyperlinks or text editors), it is tempting to see these actions as mediating an alterity
relation, as Ihde and Verbeek do. This view suggests that the properties and functions
available within the online domain are the center of our attention. However, when
interacting with other people through the online domain, our active relation with the
domain may be described as part of a hermeneutical relation that transforms how the
physical world is represented.
The crucial question is, however, whether the interactive properties and functions
available within the online domain (which constitute an operational or personalized
interactive relation with the online domain) mediate a transformed encounter of the
physical world (as in the hermeneutic relation), replace humans as the center of our
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attention (as in the alterity relation) or mediate our relation with the online domain
through them (as in an embodied relation)?
Robert Rosenberger (2009) answers this question by defining online actions toward the
functions made available by computers as embodied relations. In a review of the
experience of computer use, Rosenberger takes our embodied relation with the
computer device one step further than the physical devices to include interactive
properties and functions. Not only do computer devices (like the keyboard, touchscreen
or mouse) fade into the background during use, interactive functions may also become
embodied as we work through them to reach our goals. For example, when users visit a
website, they focuses more on what is being done with the website (chatting with
friends or writing a text) than on the particular way they interact with the website, even
if it concerns a personalized interactive relation (setting a personal background). They
may not pay much attention to their interaction with any of the functions (Rosenberger,
2009). This suggests that our relation with the virtual (online) domain is mediated
through its interactive properties and functions. Therefore, Rosenberger (2009)
differentiates two different types of embodiment with the computer, an embodied
constitution with the physical devices and an embodied constitution with the
interactive properties and functions available within the virtual domain. When writing a
doctoral thesis on a computer, users first need to embody the keyboard. But soon after,
they embody many functions available within the application, such as reversing existing
sentences with copy, cut and paste functions, and setting words in italics. Such functions
are clearly lacking when writing with physical artifacts like pencils. The embodied
relation with virtual properties and functions becomes extra clear when a user
suddenly experiences an unexpected occurrence such as a slow-loading hyperlink or a
refresh button that appears to be stuck. In that case, interactive properties and
functions remerge into the forefront of the experience, and the embodied relation loses
its transparency (Rosenberger, 2009).
Rosenberger’s analysis regarding the embodiment of functions available within the
virtual domain immediately exposes two interesting questions concerning the
embodied constitution of virtual places and informational objects that he does not
further address. These questions relate to Ihde’s original conceptualization of embodied
human-technology relations. First, when analyzing embodied relations, Ihde (1990)
discusses embodiment in terms of “patterns of experience”. Embodied relations are
constituted by the incorporation of objects into one’s body scheme. In Ihde’s analysis,
this often refers to passive objects that may shape one’s experiences, like a pair of
glasses. However, Rosenberger’s analysis of embodying interactive properties and
functions clearly contains an active component. Properties and functions do not only
create a mediated passive perception, they primarily enable intentional acts through
interactivity: opening and closing webpages, scrolling, following hyperlinks, copy, cut
and pasting and changing user interfaces. How can these actions be understood within
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an embodied relation? Second, Rosenberger classifies the acts related to the physical
computer mouse and the actions through online functions both as embodied. This raises
the question of whether “non-bodily” and “non-ready-to-hand” objects may indeed be
embodied into one’s body scheme similar to tangible objects. Is it possible to
conceptualize non-tangible properties and functions as a part of one’s body scheme? Or
are they simply part of the embodiment of physical devices?

Embodying non-tangible properties and functions
Translating the work of Merleau-Ponty (1962), Brey’s (2000) work provides answers to
these questions. Brey argues that the concept of embodiment identified by Ihde does
not satisfactorily explain the various constitutions of embodied relations. He states that
numerous embodied entities do not just passively mediate perceptions; rather, they
mediate motor skills too. Motor skills are actions of handling an object in a deft manner.
Brey discusses two different ways that embodied objects may also mediate motor skills.
Navigational skills are those skills a person needs to navigate an environment. Many
embodied objects require navigation through space, for instance, bikes and backpacks.
Brey relates Merleau Ponty’s example of a woman wearing a large feathered hat. When
entering a museum, she must be very aware of her reach and needs to carefully steer
her extended self through the museum. Interactive skills are those skills that are needed
to operate the object as a tool for physical interaction with the environment. Examples
are pens, doors, vacuum cleaners and razors (Brey, 2000). Using a pen is a good
example of an embodied constitution between user and object based on motor skills. A
pen enables writing on a piece of paper. While using the pen, the writer is not focused
on the pen but rather on the piece of paper and on what he or she wants to write.
Certainly, the pen enables writing and the world may be observed differently, becoming
a world that can be written to, but this requires motor skills that perform the act of
writing. The pen therefore constitutes an embodied relation, as the pen becomes a tool
through which the world is engaged. The piece of paper is perceived and the world
becomes one that is disclosed through mail. The pen does not give a specific
representation of the world that needs interpretation (hermeneutic relation), neither
does it become a quasi-other to which the user relates (alterity) nor is it moved to the
background. Using the pen is an embodied act that requires interactive skills to engage
the world. Some embodied objects may require both navigational skills and motor skills.
Brey discusses Merleau-Ponty’s example of a blind man’s stick: as the man performs
repeated motor and navigational skills, the stick maps the environment.
The pen and the blind’s man stick are clear examples of direct bodily extensions.
However, online interactive properties and functions are not material or tangible
extensions of the body, as is, for example, a material computer device (mouse,
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keyboard). Brey postulates that the central theme in Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of
Perception is that there is a fundamental difference between one’s body and objects
located outside one’s body in the external environment. Though many objects are not
direct extensions of the human body, they still could be incorporated into one’s body
scheme. Brey (2000) describes a body scheme as an “organizing structure contained in
one’s body that presents one with a unified understanding of one’s body, which is
experienced as a unified whole or ‘Gestalt’” (p. 6-7).
According to Merleau-Ponty, when one learns how to use a tool, it becomes part of one’s
body scheme regardless of its spatial location. Undeniably, many objects in use are in
contact with a user’s body (e.g., scissors, pen, hammer). But equally, many objects may
become part of one’s body scheme without being in direct contact to one’s body. When
listening to a loudspeaker, the speaker becomes part of one’s body scheme but is never
incorporated. When flying a drone, the drone is clearly unattached to the user’s body,
but it still becomes a part of user’s constituted body scheme. Brey’s analysis of the
embodied relation sheds light on potential distant embodied relations people may have
with their surroundings. An embodied object does not always need to be an integral
part of the body as a means of expressed skills. It may also be the object of skilled actions,
like flying a drone. Both examples may explain how specific technologies can be
embodied differently. Table 5 shows a categorization of some embodied objects.

Table 5
Examples of embodied relations
Skills Primarily interactive
motor skills
Means
Object of
skilled action.

Closing a door
Personalizing a
website

Primarily
navigational motor
skills
Steering a drone
Navigating a virtual
avatar

Perceptual skills

Listening to a
loudspeaker

Means of
expressed
skills.

Using a computer
Riding a bike
Looking through a pair
device (mouse)
Wearing a feathered
of glasses
Using a hammer
hat
Using a pen
Note: Classification based on “Technology and Embodiment in Ihde and Merleau-Ponty”
(Brey, 2000).

It should be noted that many embodied objects are not restricted to just one of the six
categories shown, as many technologies relate to more than one domain. Thus, the
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arrangement of categories gives an inaccurate representation of the potential of most
technologies. For example, a blind man’s stick requires interactive skills and
navigational skills and is primarily used for perception purposes. That being said, for
the purpose of understanding our active embodied relation with the functions available
within the online domain, this table clarifies how interactive functions may account for
different embodied relations.
With Brey’s translation of Merleau-Ponty’s work, a more profound analysis of the
specific embodiment of computer devices and the online domain becomes possible. To
start with, it immediately becomes clear that the embodied relation with physical
computer devices (e.g., mouse) requires motor skills. For instance, the perceptual
functions available within the computer mouse and touchscreens are subordinate to
their motor functions. We do not use these devices to experience the world; rather, we
embody these physical objects for operation. Moreover, for this dissertation, it is clear
that there exists a fundamental difference between the embodiment of the physical
device and the embodiment of the interactive properties and functions available within
the online domain. Operating a computer mouse or touchscreen are, above all, means of
expressed skills, while the interactive virtual properties and functions available within
the online domain are embodied objects of skilled action. While we embody the
computer device, we do not subsequently relate to interactive functions as in an alterity
relation. Instead, the virtual domain simultaneously gives room for another embodied
relation: the embodiment of interactive actions that are available within (online) virtual
places. Some of these interactive properties and functions require navigational skills
(e.g., to navigate an avatar through a game world) and some require interactive skills
(e.g., to operate hyperlinks or personalize a social media site). For example, navigating
an avatar through a game world requires two profound embodied actions. First, a
player must embody the computer mouse (or game controller). Second, a player must
embody the operational interactive properties and functions available within the virtual
avatar. What properties and functions available within the avatar allow for an active
relation with the gamer? In a specific game, the embodied relation with the physical
device and the embodied relation with the interactive functions available within the
game are connected. But between games, they are not. One may be highly skilled in
using a physical game controller, but the required embodied operational and
personalized interactive skills vary between games and thus need to be learnt for each
game. The intriguing aspect of the computer is therefore, not simply that it discloses an
interactive alterity or hermeneutic relation with world, but that it allows people to
include interactive properties and functions in their body scheme. And this may
subsequently mediate how we morally engage in both hermeneutic and alterity
relations in the online domain. In the next section I will explain why this may be so.
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2.2.2 The significance of our active relation with the online domain
in our online moral practices
The conceptualization of our actions toward the properties and functions available
within the online domain as an embodied relation opens up some interesting insights
about our online moral conduct. In chapter 1, section 1.2, I described how embodied
relations both translate our actions and transform how we perceive reality. From the
perspective of technological mediation, our embodied interactive relation with the
online domain helps to shape our actions because they contribute to our perceptions
and interpretations of reality that form the basis for our decisions to conduct certain
practices. Adding interactive properties and functions into our body scheme may elicit
our engagement toward the online domain and that engagement may mediate how we
perceive and act upon all that is encountered in the online domain, including that which
can be considered morally relevant. In this way, our embodied interactive relation with
the online domain can be morally relevant because it may mediate our engagement with
the online domain in which we sometimes have to make moral decisions. And our
increased engagement with the online domain may have relevance for how we make
those decisions.
Within his conceptualization of technological mediation, Verbeek (2011) gives an
example of how embodied actions can play a role in shaping new engagement. He
discusses the embodied relation a pianist has with the piano while playing. For a piano
to function, the pianist must exert effort to the object itself. And this effort can increase
engagement with the music that is played. When playing the piano the pianist’s
experience of the embodied active relation with the piano plays an essential role in how
the music is perceived. That active relation translates actions into music and
simultaneously transforms how the pianist perceives the music. Playing the same music
on a CD player most likely provides a different perception of the music.
This active embodied relation with the online domain may differentiate our engagement
with that domain from other informational devices. After turning on a television, people
may become involved in active engagement and meaning toward what they see on it.
When watching analogue TV, engagement follows content almost entirely. Once a
channel is actively chosen, there appears to be no extra properties and functions to
increase engagement with the technological device besides adjusting volume. The
information provided by the device is most essential in one’s engagement with the
device, not what can be done with that content or with the device that broadcasts it.
However, with the online domain, there seems to exist an association between action
and engagement. Our active relation with the online domain is directed not only at the
instrumental function of the online domain (using the online domain as an instrument
for finding information and having contact with others) but also toward the context of
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how information and others are perceived and acted upon. By means of an embodied
relation with the online domain, we literally can operate and modify the context in
which we conduct certain moral actions and make moral decisions. This has a
noteworthy consequence: it separates the significance of our online actions from their
intended instrumental function relating to online moral conduct. Not only is the
instrumental function essential in understanding how the online domain mediates our
online moral practices, but the ability to operate and modify the online domain and
everything within it, including the content itself, may have moral significance.
Interactive properties and functions enable users to actively engage the online domain
by operating and personalizing it, creating new meaning and perceptions of what the
online domain is. Operational and personalized online interactivity allows one to
personally investigate, alter and enrich the online domain. Therefore, interactive
properties and functions constitute a purposeful and relation with the domain and may
therefore also shape our interpretation of and engagement with what is found there.
This happens not simply because we embody our computer mouse to find information
(we also embody a remote control to operate the television), but rather because we
embody the interactive properties and functions that enable to actively engage with the
domain itself and with everything that can be found there. While embodying online
interactive properties, we do not form and practice morality in a neutral domain.
Instead, we engage content we can modify in a domain that we can actively operate,
direct and shape to our own personal preferences. Our actions transform our general
perception of the online domain and how we relate to it. With this transformed
perception may come mediated moral intentionality. Through our embodied relation
with the online domain, we actively transform the online context in which we engage
with other people and interpret new information. And this may mediate our moral
practices toward those people and that information. We do not make decisions in an
objective and neutral online platform. When online, we make decisions while perceiving
an interactive domain that lets us accomplish operations and personalizations in so
many ways. Because of our active embodied relation with the online domain, it is not a
neutral domain; it is our own personalized domain in which we decide what happens.
Because these online interactive properties and functions are part of one’s body
scheme, much happens without one’s being conscious of it, as the technology moves to
the background. While being at the back of our consciousness, the embodiment of
online operational and personalized interactive properties and functions may
subsequently mediate our moral intentionality toward that what we find in the online
domain. Returning to the mediation schemes presented in this dissertation’s
introduction, we engage in an embodied relation with the online domain that mediates
our perceptions of and actions in that domain, and those perceptions and actions may
actively contribute to our online moral practices. This relation is further illustrated in
figure 3.
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Figure 3. We have an embodied relation with the properties and functions available within
the online domain that may unconsciously mediate our online perceptions of and actions
toward content and other people and thus our online moral practices.

Before ending this chapter, it is important to emphasize that the moral significance of
our embodied active relation with the online domain exceeds our being simply present
in an operational and personal domain. Actively modifying the domain also means that,
after their actions, users are present in a personalized domain. For instance, many
social media platforms allow the personalized function of uploading a selfie as a
background. This action logically changes the online domain in which information is
experienced to a new, and more personalized, domain. But seeing our active relation
with the online domain as an embodied relation with that domain shows that the moral
significance of the domain’s interactive functions may even go one step further. The
action of personalizing this platform may have moral significance in itself, beyond the
instrumental outcome of the action (e.g., being in a personalized online platform).

Further direction for this dissertation
Concluding that our embodied relation with online interactive properties and functions
mediates our perceptions of the online domain and therefore may actively contribute to
how we do ethics in that domain, raises the question about what kinds of moral
practices and moral decisions are mediated and to what extent. In the next three
chapters, I will turn to structured empirical observations to develop an answer to these
questions. Claiming that our relation with the online domain may influence our online
moral conduct suggests a new starting point in our understanding of our online moral
practices. In chapter 1, I showed that current empirical explanations primarily see the
online domain as a technological instrument of moral practices. The technology’s role is
mostly seen as something that “generates” certain conditions (e.g., perceived anonymity
and physical distance) that may influence our moral decisions in our online relations
with others.
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In this chapter, with the use of the philosophy of technology, I have argued that the
online domain may also play a different mediating role in our online moral practices
and that our active relation with the domain itself may play a role in those moral
practices as well. To further develop the value of this notion, I will add empirical
observations to my analysis. I will examine whether the mediating role of our active
relation with the online domain can be recognized via structured empirical
observations. The following chapters will report on the empirical studies I conducted.
The reasons are twofold. First, the explanation of our online moral practices that I have
developed so far is rooted in a philosophical analysis of how our relation with the online
domain mediates our moral perception. I aimed to examine whether our active relation
with the online domain could indeed be empirically recognized and appointed a
mediating role in our online moral practices. Second, as the first part of chapter 1
shows, many of the current explanations on online moral conduct have been empirically
tested. I want to examine the worth of the explanation I have developed regarding our
online moral practices by including this empirical paradigm.

2.3. Conclusion
The central aim of this chapter was to explain how our relation with the online domain
could be understood by investigating what kinds of actions can be performed toward
the domain. Though many of these actions are conducted to communicate with other
people or to find information, they are first directed toward the domain itself. To
understand these actions and what type of relation they constitute between the user
and the online domain, the philosophical literature on the ontology of virtual online
places was introduced and investigated. This philosophical subfield examines
properties that come with virtual places and provides answers regarding how our
actions toward the virtual domain can be understood.
Søraker (2010) defines two ontological properties of virtual places. While (1)
interactivity defines what types of actions can be performed in virtual places, (2)
computer-simulation defines with what is interacted.
The online domain is (1) interactive by nature. Unlike many other forms of media, when
users are online, they can visit one of many networked, computer-simulated places to
retrieve information at will. Online places allow for diverse interactive actions. Users
can act upon the online virtual platform and the informational objects within it.
Further, users interact with (2) computer-simulated places. Where interactivity
explains what kinds of actions can be conducted, computer simulation explains the
difference between the virtual and the physical domain and describes what exactly can
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be acted upon and what is restricted. All interactive actions are directed at virtual
representations of physical and ordinary reality (pictures, text, a virtual place
representing a bar) that strongly rely on sound and vision.
Based on these ontological properties, I categorized two types of ways users may relate
to virtual (and online) domains via their actions. The operational interactive relation, or
operational interactivity, refers to the potential to navigate through virtual places and
the functional ability to use virtual objects that logically follow actions and provide a
natural informational response. It refers to how online information and content is
discovered and acted upon. Online, users can navigate hierarchically through different
webpages, operate informational objects (e.g., scrolling through a text document,
rotating virtual objects, clicking hyperlinks) and move avatars through game worlds.
Besides allowing users to operate online places and informational objects, many online
places allow for a personalized interactive relation or personalized interactivity.
Personalized interactivity means that users can modify online places and objects to
personal preferences that persist across sessions. Platform interfaces can be adapted
(e.g., uploading background photos in social media platforms), content can be
personalized (e.g., selecting what specific content is seen and shown) and informational
objects can be set to personal preferences (e.g., choosing fonts using a text editor).
After categorizing these types of interactive relations with the online domain, I
examined the moral significance of these relations by returning to the postphenomenological approach of human-technology relations. First I explained what type
of post-phenomenological relation with the online domain is constituted via our actions.
Based on Rosenberger’s (2009) work I concluded that our active relation with the
online domain (both operational and personalized) can be conceptualized as an
embodied human-technology relation. Interactive properties and functions become part
of our body scheme through which everything (others, information, and so on) in the
online domain is further engaged. The interactive functions that constitute an
operational interactive or personalized interactive relation with the online domain
should be evaluated apart from the embodiment relation users have with a physical
device (e.g. operating a computer mouse) and from the hermeneutic relation (e.g.,
chatting with friends, finding information) or alterity relation (e.g. playing a one-player
game) constituted in the online domain. Though interactive properties and functions
are “non-bodily”, Brey’s (2000) translation of Merleau-Ponty’s work on embodiment
provides a clarification to why “non-bodily” and non-tangible artifacts may still mediate
an embodiment relation. Embodiment does not necessarily require body contact;
distant objects that require navigational or interactive skills may also be embodied.
Interactive properties and functions can be conceptualized as objects of skilled action
through which the online domain is engaged, since they are not directly connected to
the body but do require skilled action. While operational interactivity primarily
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requires navigational skills (e.g., steering an avatar), personalized interactivity
primarily requires interactive skills (e.g., using properties and functions to modify a
website).
In the last part of this chapter, the moral significance of our relation with the online
domain was discussed. Based on Verbeek’s (2011) work regarding how embodied
relations constitute moral actions and perceptions, I suggested that our active relation
with the online domain is not only directed at the instrumental function of the online
domain, but that is also contributes to our perception of what the online domain is.
Through our embodied relation with the online domain, we actively transform the
online context in which we engage with and interpret other people and new
information, and this may mediate our moral intentionality and moral practices toward
those people and that information. Our active relation with the online context shapes
our perception of the online domain and may therefore mediate our moral practices in
it.
The question of how our active relation with the online domain plays a role in our
online moral practices will be further investigated by means of structured empirical
observation. Chapter 3 will report the first exploratory empirical study to address this
question. This exploratory study was conducted for three goals. First, to gain better
insight into how users perceive their relation with the online domain and in what way
that may shape their engagement. Second, to explore how users describe their online
moral practices. Third, to determine whether use’s active relations with the online
domain is something that mediates their online moral actions and perceptions.
Therefore, the next chapter will report on a structured empirical study to answer the
following research questions:
(1) How do users perceive their relation with the online domain?
(2) How do users describe and reflect on their online moral practices?
(3) Can the active relation with the online domain be empirically recognized as a
mediator of online moral practices?
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Chapter 3: Exploring how users describe their
active relation with the online domain and
(their) online moral practices
Introduction
Human practices are caused by countless factors. Without a doubt, this
also applies to online practices. Countless motives exist for why people
would want to show love and companionship online. And countless
motives exist for why people use the online domain to express hate and
hostility and for why people conduct online piracy. The online domain
mediates so many new moral practices that recognizing how our active
relation with the online domain may play a role in those practices this
does not seem to be an easy task. One way of answering this question is
through empirical observation. Through observation, an effort can be
made to analyze whether a causal relation exists between two factors. I
began my empirical observation by letting people describe and explain
their online experiences. How do they perceive their active relation with
the online domain and how do they describe and reflect on (their) online
moral practices? And in what way may these be related? This chapter
offers an initial answer.
I will start this chapter with a short overview of the previous chapters
that led to this first empirical study. Then, I introduce the methodology,
target group and empirical instruments of the study, and I describe how
the raw data was gathered and processed. In the second part of the
chapter, I report and discuss the results. Two moral mediations are
derived from the data. Based on the data, I suggest that our active
relation with the online domain plays a role in users’ self-interested
practices in the online domain and in how users respond to others in that
domain. Further, I observed in the data that participants strongly
emphasized individual responsibility when discussing online moral
scenarios. The question is raised of whether an active relation with the
online domain may also encourage rationalization and place emphasis on
individual responsibility. The chapter ends by discussing limitations and
directions for a second empirical study to validate the first study’s
results.
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3.1 Initiating an exploratory qualitative study
This chapter will report on an exploratory empirical study that provides the first
empirical answer to the question of how our active relation with the online domain
mediates our online moral practices.
To get to this point, I reviewed the current theories on online moral conduct in chapter
1. I concluded that current theories regarding the online domain depict the online
domain primarily as a technological instrument that enables new (moral) relations with
other people, information and content. As new relations with people and content are
formed under certain technological conditions, those conditions may shape how people
behave. Though this idea is valid, I nonetheless questioned whether we may also form a
relation with the online domain itself and whether that relation may also shape our
moral practices in the domain. The online domain seems to be so much more than just
an instrumental means to communicate with people and find new information and
content.
To further examine this notion, post-phenomenology and mediation theory were
introduced in the second part of chapter 1 to analyze how our relation with the online
domain could be conceptualized. Post-phenomenology and mediation theory analyze
technology’s role in our morality. It was concluded that using the postphenomenological vocabulary to understand our human-technology relation with the
online domain raises challenging questions. The basic premise of post-phenomenology
is that technology shapes our relation with the world and that this may have moral
relevance. Using post-phenomenology to analyze the online domain was challenging
because the nature of the online domain makes it unclear what “part” of the world a
user is engaged with. Are users principally engaged with the technological domain itself
or are they more engaged with the other actual person “behind” the technological
domain? Therefore, it appeared difficult to conceptualize what kind of relation we have
with the online domain itself using post-phenomenology. A solution was proposed. By
first focusing on our relation with the properties and functions available within the
online domain, rather than describing how the online domain constitutes our relation
with the physical world, an improved understanding of how our relation with the online
domain shapes our online moral practices may become within reach.
To this end, in chapter 2, I examined the ontology of virtual places. By means of the
ontology of the virtual domain, our active relation with the properties and functions
available within the online domain was identified. I categorized two types of relations.
First, operational interactivity is the active relation with those functions available
within the online domain that allow users to freely navigate through virtual places and
give them the functional ability to use virtual objects that logically follow actions and
provide a natural informational response. It refers to how online information and
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content is discovered and acted upon. Examples include using hyperlinks, searching and
scrolling, and navigating an avatar through a virtual world. Second, personalized
interactivity refers to the active relation with those properties and functions available
within online places that enable modification of form and content to personal
preferences that persist across sessions. For example, a user can personalize interfaces,
fonts, avatars, and so on.
Chapter 2 described how our active relation with the online domain could be
understood as an embodied human-technology relation that mediates our perception of
the online domain and thus our engagement toward it. Through operational and
personalized interactive functions, we actively engage all that can be found in online
places. Though the domain’s properties and functions move to the background when
used, by using them to operate and personalize the online domain, we become actively
engaged with the online domain itself. Because of our interactive relation with it, the
online domain is not a neutral domain; it is perceived as a domain that can be
personalized to our preferences and as a domain in which we decide what happens. And
this mediated perception of what the online domain is may shape our moral practices in
it.
At the end of chapter 2, I postulated that structured empirical observation could be used
to further develop an understanding of how online moral practices are mediated by our
active relation with the online domain. The current chapter reports the methodology
and results of my first empirical exploration.

3.1.1 Methodology and instruments of the first empirical study
In chapter 2, the following research questions were formulated:
(1) How do users perceive their relation with the online domain?
(2) How do users describe and reflect on their online moral practices?
(3) Can the active relation with the online domain be empirically recognized as a
mediator of online moral practices?
Chapter 1 concluded that the current explanations of online moral practices do not
provide much insight into how our active relation with the online domain mediates
those practices. Due to the exploratory nature of this question, I decided to start the
empirical part of this dissertation with qualitative observations. Though not restricted
to them, exploratory research is typically associated with qualitative research methods
and instruments (Babbie, 2013). Qualitative research provides the opportunity to
gather rich and extensive data that can be used to formulate an initial exploratory
answer to a research question. It allows in-depth exploration of how people personally
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describe and perceive certain topics and is contrasted with the use of standardized
questions and answer categories, as is often the case in quantitative research (Babbie,
2013). This notion is important, because using standardized questions to ask people
why they perform certain behaviors requires that those people extensively understand
the reasons for their own online moral behavior and practices. However, many people
may not be fully aware about why they make certain online moral decisions (Sie, 2009).
For this reason, a research instrument that allows participants to extensively describe
their actions and opinions about the online domain may provide better insights.
Therefore, I chose a research instrument that required participants to extensively
describe two central topics relating to the research question: (1) How do they perceive
and describe their active relation with the online domain? (2) How do they describe and
assess (their) online moral practices.
As the possible actions on the internet are wide and diverse, I decided to create and
distribute a physical diary. Diaries allow for rich observations for a certain period of
time. They are a good tool for discovering how participants describe personal
experiences of situations (Alaszewski, 2006). Participants were asked to make note of
their online actions, motives and emotions in these diaries. Further, participants were
asked to detail their reactions to several online moral scenarios. Diaries were used
because they are a good way of gaining rich data, particularly because they offer social
and psychological understanding of everyday actions and coherent perceptions
(Alaszewski, 2006). Since many people spend hours per day behind a computer screen
and conduct numerous (moral) actions in online places, diaries may provide a wideranging and rich look into participants’ online actions and their views on online
morality.
For a number of participants, completing the diary was combined with taking part in
one of two focus groups. I expected that discussing the diaries with participants would
be of great help in recognizing and establishing valid results about whether our active
relation with the online domain plays a role in our online moral practices. Focus groups
were chosen as a method because I expected that a discussion in a natural
conversational setting with other people would provide more insight compared to
personal interviews. A focus group can be defined as a structured group discussion
designed to obtain perceptions on a predefined theme or topic for which group
interaction is important to gaining insights (Krueger, 1998; Smithson, 2000). Lunt and
Livingstone (1996) specify why focus groups are preferred over other qualitative types
of research. First, focus groups generate discussion and therefore may better reveal the
personal meaning surrounding an issue. This works in two ways: focus groups both
reveal the meanings that people read into a topic and show how participants negotiate
those meanings with other participants. Second, focus groups generate diversity and
differences in viewpoints and, therefore, stimulate talk and reflective argumentation.
Focus groups are able to identify the salient dimensions of complex social stimuli. They
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can be particularly useful in topics that benefit from spontaneous conversation between
participants. I consider online actions as a topic that may benefit from conversation
because most properties and functions available within the online domain have become
normalized in such a way that most users will not specifically recognize their
uniqueness. Thus, particularly with everyday online actions and moral decisions that
people do not think through that often, focus groups may initiate interesting discussions
about how participants explain their own actions and reflect on their online moral
practices and on the online moral practices of others. The diaries served as personal
preparation for participants of both focus groups. During the focus groups, participants
were occasionally asked to read back their personal reflections and discuss these with
the group.
Before I continue discussing the applied instruments and data processing in more
detail, I will first introduce the study’s target group.

3.1.2 Focusing on (soon to be) young adults
The empirical studies in this dissertation focus on teenagers and young adults. The
internet has clearly become indispensable in the lives of us all. However, there are some
key reasons why it is of particular interest for (soon to be) young adults. The
communication features of the internet, especially, have proven to be highly enriching
to their lives. Van Deursen and van Dijk (2015) show, by means of an representative
panel of Dutch respondents, that young adults have a more positive attitude toward the
online domain, have more material access to the online domain and are more motivated
to use it, compared to older adults. Young adults use the internet to connect with family,
friends and society and to boost their social cohesion (Schols, 2015). They use the
internet primarily to maintain (offline) social relations and to connect with groups of
friends (Reich, Subrahmanyam, & Espinoza, 2012). In her extensive qualitative study of
why and how young people use the internet, Danah Boyd (2014) pinpoints social
activities and entertainment as the main reasons why they invest so much time online.
Virtual communities are not seen as a bonus, they are considered a social necessity. In
her explanation, Boyd refers to the work of Gill Valentine (2004). Valentine observed
that, in contemporary society, the physical mobility of young people has gradually been
reduced. Mathew Thomson (2013) also noted the historical trend that children have
received less (physical) freedom over the last century and that society has changed its
risk management strategies regarding children. Today’s children and teenagers have
less autonomy to hang out than previous generations and live highly scheduled lives.
This low autonomy particularly manifests itself in low economic and political powers.
Most teenagers, 14–19 years of age, live at home under their parents’ rules. They attend
school or college but often have a limited say in what they learn. And when they live on
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their own in the Netherlands, many young adults, 20–25 year olds, are not (yet)
financially independent (Weel, 2016).
The lack of economic and political autonomy is clearly noticeable in the physical world.
They only have high autonomy in the realms of cultural expression (what music and
movies they like) and the social evaluation of peers (Milner, 2016). And it is exactly
these realms that are perfectly served by the internet. The online domain gives young
people the opportunity to be where the social entertainment and drama happens (Boyd,
2014). They can easily find all the entertainment they need. And the online domain
enables fast and effective peer social evaluation. Especially for adolescents and young
adults, social evaluation by peers attracts and fuels practices. For adolescents, forming a
personal identity requires social testing. Chein, Albert, O’Brien, Uckert and Steinberg
(2011) show that adolescents expose themselves to more dangerous practices when
watched by peers than when perceived to be alone. This is in contrast to adults, for
whom being watched by peers does not induce dangerous practices. Based on fMRI
results, Chein et al. (2011) suggest that the presence of peers increases adolescent risktaking by increasing sensitivity to the potential reward value of their decisions, thereby
decreasing personal reasons to not commit dangerous acts. Somerville, Jones and Casey
(2010) associate practical changes during adolescence with a heightened
responsiveness to incentives and emotional cues, while cognitive and emotion
regulation are still relatively immature. Van Hoorn, van Meuwese, Rieffe and Crone
(2016) also show that peer influence and cooperation is a significant factor in
adolescent and young adult practices: not only do they take more risks, but peer
influence may also encourage pro- and anti-social practices.
The online domain offers adolescents and young adults many positive experiences.
Online, they learn the value of attention and entertainment. The internet offers them a
platform to negotiate power and status. It provides a playground for the young to
discover social dynamics and learn how to form a social identity. Hasebrink, Livingstone
and Haddon (2009) define four positive improvements in the lives of children when
they enter the online domain. The internet can enrich children in (1) education and
learning, (2) participation and civic engagement, (3) creativity and (4) identity and
social connection. On the internet, children may (1) conduct self-initiated and
collaborative forms of learning and find new forms of entertainment, (2) interact with
peers in democratic processes, (3) create personal content and (4) express their
identities through cultural expressions, and emotionally bond with friends through
online social media accounts.
Though the positive consequences are progressively gaining attention in literature,
studies that investigate positive online interactions among children and adolescents are
still less numerous than studies that examine negative online conduct (de Leeuw &
Buijzen, 2016; Erreygers, Vandebosch, Vranjes, Baillien, & Witte, 2016). Hasebrink and
colleagues (2009) identify four dimensions that relate to negative online conduct: (1)
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undesirable commercial conduct, (2) aggression, (3) sexuality and (4) values and
ideology. For example, adolescents may participate in (1) illegal downloading, (2)
harassing peers by sending offensive messages, (3) publishing pornography and (4)
providing false information and impersonating others.
Pursuing commercial interests is mostly about online piracy. Online piracy denotes
downloading movies, music, games and software without permission from the rightful
claimants. Most online piracy occurs through the use of BitTorrent sites and peer-topeer (PTP) applications like The Pirate Bay. These types of sites and applications enable
users to download (or copy) content protected by copyright law to their computational
devices without paying any financial compensation (Bouhnik & Deshen, 2013a) from
which the content can be further distributed between friends and peers.
Harassment is probably the most intensely studied topic in the literature related to
negative online moral conduct (Erreygers et al., 2016). Online harassment is impolite
and obscene speech, threats and hurtful comments toward other individuals over the
internet (Bouhnik & Deshen, 2013b). Harassment is often directed at a particular
person with the intention of humiliating him or her, but it can also be directed at a
specific subgroup. It is often involves personal characteristics and beliefs such as
gender, race and religion. Harassment can be divided into many sub forms, but three
sub forms are often identified. Trolling is posting a hostile remark or opinion to
deliberately upset people online. Flaming relates to the rapid rise and continuation of
obscene, aggressive and profane remarks within online communication. Trolling and
flaming often occur between relative strangers. In contrast, Cyberbullying is the
(repeated) harassment of coworkers, classmates or acquaintances to deliberately hurt
them both emotionally and socially. Smith et al. (2008) follow Olweus (1993) when they
define cyberbullying as “an aggressive, intentional act carried out by a group or an
individual, using electronic forms of contact, repeatedly and over time against a victim
who cannot easily defend him or herself” (p. 376). Survey studies show that all types of
harassment are quite common on the internet, and many children and adults have
encountered at least one form of online harassment (Kowalski, Giumetti, Schroeder, &
Lattanner, 2014; Tsitsika et al., 2015).
Conducting pornographic acts refers to uploading pornographic material on the
internet. This may be homemade material or material that has already circulated on the
internet. It also includes uploading and spreading material of known peers without
their consent, which may also be considered cyberbullying.
The final negative online conduct Hasebrink et al. (2009) identifies refer to values and
ideology. This includes finding and providing biased information and misinformation.
Through the internet, it has become really easy to find and use information, pretending
it is of one’s own making (Bouhnik & Deshen, 2013b). Moreover, the internet allows for
“enriching” the world with false information. Providing false information does not only
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refer to content, it also includes impersonation. Impersonation refers to intentionally
presenting yourself as someone else or as a non-existing persona, which is rather easy
to do online. Often impersonation coincides with financial gain (fraud) or sexual
harassment.
With the wide range of potential online conduct, in their online social activities,
adolescents and young adults have to consciously create and think about their digital
presence. As the internet has also become an essential part of their social lives,
experimenting with it has become a vital aspect in their coming of age. Experimenting
with new social roles is not done negligently. For instance, Beth Coleman (2011) points
out that something as small as creating online avatars used for communication with
peers is well thought out. Many factors that play a role in social relations are difficult to
control in the online domain. For instance, comprehending the range of your audience
in the virtual world is extremely challenging. An important factor of understanding the
consequences of communication is the ability to imagine your audience, and this aspect
is more difficult in the virtual world than in the physical world, and especially for
younger people (Boyd, 2014). Further, recent studies in the United States and the
Netherlands found that many young people have difficulty critically evaluating online
information. They have a hard time distinguishing advertisements from news, and they
are not sufficiently able to identify where information comes from (Boeke, H. Dondorp,
L. Heijtink, M., Pijbers, R., 2017; Wineburg, McGrew, Breakstone, & Ortega, 2016).
In conclusion, the properties and functions available within the online domain are
embraced by nearly all, but for adolescents and young adults especially, the online
domain is essential in their (social) lives. It is interesting to focus this research on them
for at least two reasons. First, for young people, the internet is more than an additional
platform. It is the most important medium where much of their lives happen and where
social gathering takes place. This implies that, compared to adults, young people are
more often exposed to online moral situations. Second, though young people were born
in the digital era, because of their age, they are also most likely to commit risky
practices. As in the physical world, this could have far reaching moral consequences.
In the following sections, I will describe how I gathered, processed and analyzed data to
determine how participants’ active relation with the online domain mediates their
online moral practices.

3.2 Data gathering
In this first empirical study, data was gathered through two empirical instruments:
diaries and focus groups. These instruments were used to gather raw data on how the
target group describes and talks about two topics: their active relation with the online
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domain and their online moral practices and related moral views. First, I will introduce
the study’s participants. Then, I will discuss the instruments in more detail. In section
3.3, I will describe how the data was processed and analyzed. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 will
present the results.

3.2.1 Participants
A total of 67 participants completed diaries: 27 diary-only participants from a
secondary school, 29 diary-only participants from a university and 11 focus group
participants recruited by an agency. Tables 6 and 7 show the ages and genders of the
diary participants and focus group participants, respectively.

Table 6
Demographics of diary participants (including 11 focus group (FG) participants)
Diary participants
(including FG participants)

Age
Mean (SD)

Gender
Female / Male

High school students (n = 32)
Bachelor-level students (n = 35)
Total (n = 67)

15.4 (1.4)
21.7 (2.1)
18.6 (3.6)

14 / 18
15 / 20
29 / 38

Table 7
Demographics of the focus group participants
Focus groups participants

Gender and age (in years)

FG1: Secondary school students

Girl 17, Girl 18, Girl 18
Boy 16, Boy 16,
Woman 22, Woman 22, Woman 23,
Man 20, Man 21, Man 24

FG2: Bachelor- and master-level students

A total of 27 diaries were collected from two secondary school classes (third year
VMBO: preparatory secondary vocational education; and third year HAVO: higher
general secondary education) at a secondary school located in Zoetermeer. This school
was approached about a teaching internship for three students of The Hague University
of Applied Sciences and was willing to join this study as part of the internship. Each
student received a diary. In total, 31 diaries were distributed, but four students were
unable to complete their diaries because of illness. To encourage participants to
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complete their diaries, six of the seven assignments were completed at school during
homeroom class under supervision of their class mentor (both classes had the same
mentor). For assignment 3, the students were allowed to take their diaries home for the
weekend and report their daily online actions. The students were asked to bring their
diaries in again on the following Tuesday to complete the last assignments. Most
participants brought theirs in on Wednesday. Without reading their personal reports,
their mentor checked whether they had completed all the assignments. The diaries
were collected 10 days after distribution. For their participation, all participants
received (homemade) pie and soda during homeroom.
An additional 29 diaries were collected from two classes at The Hague University of
Applied Science (bachelor-level students of industrial design and marketing). There
existed no teacher-student relation between participants and the dissertation author.
All participants returned their diaries a week after distribution. To encourage
participants to complete their diaries, homemade pie was promised and provided
during the insanely popular classes on material science (industrial design students) and
multiple regression analysis (marketing students).
Lastly, 11 participants were enrolled by a recruitment agency to complete a diary and
take part in a focus group. These participants had registered themselves as optional
focus group members about various topics. They received the diary by post with the
knowledge that they would later join a focus group about their personal internet use.
Two focus groups were held. The first focus group consisted of five participants (two
girls, three boys) who attended secondary school (higher general secondary education
and pre-university-level education) who were 15–19 years of age. The second focus
group brought together six college- and university-level students (three men, three
women), 20–24 years of age. None of the focus group members had met each other
before; all came from different parts of the western Netherlands and attended different
educational institutions. Furthermore, focus group participants were selected based on
age and extensive use (several hours per day) of the internet and online virtual
communities. Focus group participants were each paid 70 euro for their contribution.
All participants signed consent forms. For those participants that were underage, their
legal guardians signed informed consent forms.

3.2.2 Diary design
The diaries contained seven assignments to be completed on seven days. The
assignments were designed to provide a comprehensive portrayal of how participants
perceive their relation with the online domain and how participants describe and
reflect on online moral practices. They required participants to report their factual
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actions but also their perceptions of the interactive potential of the online domain and
of common online moral practices.
To match the age and interests of the target group, the diaries had a playful and colorful
design, and they were printed on heavy-duty paper to guarantee safe transfer between
classroom and home. Figure 4 shows two pages of the diary.

Figure 4. The diary’s design was intended to be appealing to the target group. Left: Diary
cover page (participant’s name blurred by dissertation author). Right: Assignment 1.

The first two assignments required participants to briefly describe their social circle.
Assignment 1 served as an introduction in which participants noted their social (online
and offline) networks on a large sheet. I wanted to learn about their personal situations
to comprehend the importance of the online domain in their social lives. Assignment 2
investigated the perceived importance of social media by questioning what they would
miss most if it were not there.
Assignment 3 served as the central assignment of the diary. To learn about their
personal experiences of the online domain, participants were asked to keep track of
their online actions, including their reasons and personal reflections on a large A6 sheet,
for three consecutive days. I asked participants to describe what they do online, how
they perceive the online environment in which they do this and their main reason for
doing this practice. Participants were asked to describe their perceptions of the online
environment to see how they perceive online platforms through the platforms’
interactive properties and functions and how their perceptions may affect their
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practices. Further, participants were asked to connect emotions to their actions. It was
assumed that this could give extra insight into how participants experience the online
domain. Three days were considered sufficient for gaining a detailed understanding of
participants’ online actions because of the so-called first day effect, which is often
emphasized in diary-based research. This effect describes how the most interesting
details are often shared within the first days of keeping a diary (Alaszewski, 2006) An
image of assignment 3 is presented in appendix A.
Assignment 4 required participants to formulate and reflect on their personal rules for
using the internet. The diary contained an envelope with eight cards for participants to
write their rules for how to behave on the internet. With this assignment, I wanted to
learn what personal rules participants follow in their online practices. What personal
rules do they employ in online contact with friends, acquaintances and perceived
strangers? And what personal rules do they employ in dealing with online information
and online informational objects? Assignment 5 questioned participants about
computer use and energy saving. This question tried to examine if energy saving played
a role in their computer use, for example, did they keep their computer running to
download during the night.
In assignment 6, participants were expected to assess and reflect on 15 moral scenarios.
With this assignment, I wanted to study participants’ online moral practices and
opinions. Participants received 15 stickers, each representing a moral scenario. The 15
scenarios depicted a wide range of actions to encourage participants to compare all
sorts of online practices and included scenarios on addictive online behaviors and
commercial, aggressive and sexual conduct online. These 15 scenarios were based on
Hasebrink et al.’s (2009) four dimensions that relate to negative online conduct: (1)
undesirable commercial conduct, (2) aggression, (3) sexuality and (4) values and
ideology. Examples of examined items are software piracy, cyberbullying, commenting
negatively on others (e.g., famous people), posting revealing photos and using addictive
smartphone practices when among friends. Participants had to arrange each sticker on
a large (A6) paper with a quadrant depicting two dimensions: whether they considered
the action to be wrong and whether they frequently committed that action themselves.
This quadrant and the 15 scenarios are presented in appendix A. Further, participants
had to explain their choices on the next page. Placing stickers was expected to be a
simple and effective method for encouraging participants to contemplate online
morality.
In the last assignment, assignment 7, participants’ opinions on interpersonal contact
were examined. Participants received 10 stickers that related to online friendship,
online conflict and being a bystander. Participants were asked to position the stickers
on a spectrum ranging from “I always do this” to “I never do this” (e.g., I intervene in
online fights and When I have a discussion on social media, I include outsiders). Table 8
summarizes all seven assignments.
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Table 8
Summary of diary assignments
Assignment
1
(day 1)

Description
Participants were asked to position their friends and family members from
most close to least close in a spiral.

2
(day 1)

Three questions about using social media: What do you like? What would
you miss if it were no longer there What do you dislike about Facebook?

3
(days 2-4)

Keep your internet activities up for three days. What did you do and on what
platform? And how? What kind of emotion did it trigger?

4
(day 5)

Write your personal internet rules on these little cards. Which are your most
important rules?

5
(day 5)

Energy use and your computer. For example, do you keep your computer
running at night? To do what?

6
(day 6)

Participants received 15 stickers briefly describing 15 scenarios that may
occur or may be done online (e.g., posting negative comments about a
classmate). They had to place these stickers on a quadrant with two
dimensions, whether they found it wrong – not wrong and whether they did
it often – not often. Subsequently, participants were asked about their
motives.

7
(day 7)

Questions about online fights. Participants were asked to place 10 stickers
indicating what they thought about online conflicts and bullying (e.g.,
whether they would intervene in online bullying, and how serious they
thought offline and online fights were).

3.2.3 Focus group design
After completing their diaries, the 11 focus group participants met in two focus groups
(one with five participants, one with six) to discuss their diaries. They also discussed
their relation with the online domain and their views on online morality. Both focus
groups were held at The Hague University of Applied Sciences in July 2012 and each
took a little over 2.5 hours (3 hours with dinner). Both focus groups were semistructured and guided by a professional moderator. During the focus groups, a note
taker and I were seated in the corner of the room. The second researcher could
introduce new topics and questions to the group. This happened several times during
each focus group.
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To ensure an inspiring discussion between participants, it was essential to create a safe
and happy atmosphere in which participants felt free to speak their minds. For this
reason, focus groups were based on age, dividing adolescents and young adults. The age
difference between 16 and 24 may be too large for participants to feel as if they were
among peers. To create a safe atmosphere, both focus groups started with pizza so
participants had the chance to meet. Initially, participants had been unacquainted with
one another to prevent the influence of existing (online) social positions and to
stimulate an open conversation without future consequences. After dinner, the focus
group started with the moderator informing participants that this research was meant
purely for scientific purposes, that all participants would remain anonymous and that
they were free to speak their minds. The moderator also assured that all participants
had equal opportunities to share their views, opinions and experiences.
Five topics were introduced in the focus groups and extensively discussed between
participants. These topics matched the topics in the diaries: (1) participants’
perceptions of the online environment, (2) participants’ relation with their
smartphones, (3) participants’ relation with virtual communities, (4) participants’
relation with online information and online content and (5) participants’ reflections on
(their) online moral practices.
To address these topics, an interview guide was used (see appendices B1 and B2 for a
summary and the full guide, respectively). This interview guide contained several
predefined questions, projective techniques and cooperative games to stimulate
discussion between participants. For example, one projective technique used was the
“planetary system”. The group was asked to imagine the following situation:

Imagine all the things you do on social media. Now position these actions on
this map depicting a planetary system. You are the sun, and all the things you
can do on social media are the planets surrounding the sun. Planets that are
close are most important, and planets that are further away are less
important. When I give you some planets to position on this map, define what
kinds of actions these planets are and how close they are to the sun.

Participants had to cooperate to define the planets and achieve consensus on where to
place them. Such cooperative games serve as a good starting point for discussing what is
important on social media and what is not. They can immediately trigger thinking about
what one values and does not value about social media, fueling discussion between
participants.
After the last topic, participants were asked to leave their diaries and were thanked for
their teamwork and input.
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3.3 Data analysis
The diaries and focus groups were used to gather raw data about two topics: how
participants perceive and describe their active relation with the online domain and how
participants describe and assess (their) online moral practices. These topics were
studied to investigate whether moral mediations can be derived from the data. This
requires analyzing the observations to develop theoretical assertions about how our
active relation with the online domain relates to online moral practices.
By interpreting and analyzing the data, theoretical assertions about patterns in the
observations could be identified that may have stayed concealed without the
researcher’s interpretations. However, this also suggests that the qualitative
interpretation of raw data has a relatively high subjective element as the researcher is
destined to bring in a personal perspective during data analysis (Charmaz, 1990; Denzin
& Lincoln, 2011; Saldaña, 2016; Silverman, 2013). To minimalize the negative
consequences of the researcher’s subjectivity, two aspects in data analysis are often
encouraged (Babbie, 2013). First, it is required to follow a methodological sequence in
deriving theoretical assertions from anecdotal data. Second, it is important for
researchers to critically assess each other’s results and conclusions. In this section I will
further explain how I have tried to come to valid interpretations on how our active
relation with the online domain mediates online moral practices.

3.3.1 Analyzing the diaries
Analyzing the data from the diaries took place in three phases. These phases describe
the process of developing new insights about data (Charmaz, 1990; Denzin & Lincoln,
2011; Saldaña, 2016; Silverman, 2013): they are transcribing the data  coding 
categorizing the codes. This process was completed independently by two researchers
(Researcher 1: Dissertation author; Researcher 2: Postgraduate student). After
determining the categories from the diaries and focus groups, in a final phase, these
categories were compared and combined to identify two moral mediations. The
postgraduate student took extra classes in qualitative empirical research in preparation
for this project; he also received course credits for his contributions to this research.

Transcribing diary data
Each participant’s diary was fully transcribed. Transcribing the data is often advised in
qualitative research (Charmaz, 1990; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Saldaña, 2016; Silverman,
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2013) as transcriptions allow for extensive line by line coding and permit several
researchers to simultaneously analyze the diaries independently from each other.
Participants’ responses to assignment 2 (what do you like and dislike about Facebook),
assignment 3 (three-day report about their online actions, motives and emotions),
assignment 4 (personal internet rules) and assignment 5 (energy and computer use)
were entered into Microsoft Excel. Excel was used because it allowed researchers to
create an extensive spreadsheet in which all assignments from all participants were
jointly organized. For assignments 1, 6 and 7, transparent templates were created to
measure the exact positions of the names and relations (assignment 1), positions of
moral-scenario stickers (assignment 6) and positions of the stickers about online
interpersonal contact and interpersonal relations (assignment 7). The sticker positions
for assignments 6 and 7 were quantified on a range with endpoints from 1 to 10. This
data was included in the full transcriptions of the diaries.

Coding the diary data
After transcribing the data, coding began. Coding relates to highlighting observations in
the data and assigning identifications to them in the form of a short word or phrase
(Saldaña, 2016). Coding was performed line by line to compel the researchers to
analyze all data instead of just the specific parts that suited their interests (Charmaz,
1990). Coding was done for transcriptions of two specific subjects relating to
participants’ descriptions of their active relation with the online domain and their
reflections on (their) online moral practices. All descriptions that mentioned either
topic were highlighted and further investigated. To assign codes, participants’ daily
online activities and rules were compared to their scores and responses on the moral
scenarios related to commercial, aggressive and sexual conduct in assignment 6.
To increase objectivity and decrease the risk of anecdotalism,11 both researchers
analyzed the raw data separately by tentatively coding the topics in the data. Two
diaries were jointly coded to discuss the coding process. In particular, researchers
discussed data that referred to the active relation participants have with the online
domain. All active actions directed toward the online domain and their related emotions
were coded. This was done for online actions that referred to an operational interactive
relation as well as for online actions that referred to a personalized interactive relation
with the online domain.
While coding, the researchers used memo writing to identify recurring labels and views.
Both researchers independently coded those actions and perceptions that either related
to online interactivity or moral practices and described these codes with short memos,
11

Anecdotalism, as described by Silverman (2013), refers to the practice of accentuating specific quotes
and conversations to support a preliminary conclusion or concept.
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as advised by Silverman (2013) and Charmaz (2014). Memos are short descriptions of
codes, and writing them catches a researcher’s thoughts and comparisons. Charmaz
(2014) suggests that, through writing, rewriting and comparing, the researcher looks at
the data from several perspectives and can learn about the implicit and explicit
conceptual categories. Table 9 displays this coding and memo-writing process.12

Table 9
Representation of the coding process (Researcher 1)
Diary
(assignment)

Highlighting assignments 3
&4
(yellow: active relation;
green: morality)

Memos of assignment 6

Codes and memos

1 (3)

Action: “Keep my computer
running at night to download”.
Reason: “Why spend money
when you can have it for free?
That would be stupid”.
Emotion: “Happy with all the
content”.
Action: “Chat with friends
during homework”.
Reason: …
Emotion: “Emotions are gay”.
(…) “Need to be socially
relevant”.

Scores high on online piracy =
immoral (= outlier). High on act.
Not right, but doesn’t have the
money.

Moral perceptions.
Piracy. Right to pursue
self-benefit in online
environments.
Rationalization to
justify personal need.

Few problems with posting
movies of angry teachers, posting
threats and revealing pictures.
“They should know better”.
“Because I can”.

Posting and being active
online is important to
gain social relevance.
Blaming the victim.
“Online, I can do what I
want”.

Action: “Spent hours on
Facebook”.
Reason: “Want to see what
friends are doing”.
Emotion: “Facebook ‘steals’ a
lot of time”. (…) “There should
be more options to personalize
what is relevant”.
“I need to know what is
happening in my area”.

Scores high on all scenarios being
immoral. Scores high on
commercial conduct: “Can’t help
it, nowadays everything is
illegal”.

Interactive relation.
Online personal
network = time
consuming. Addiction
and self-defense. Wants
more personalized
content and relevant
information.

4 (3)

9 (3)

Table continues on the next page.

12

Translations from Dutch by author.
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Table 9 continued
Representation of the coding process (Researcher 1)
Diary
(assignment)

Highlighting assignments 3
&4
(yellow: active relation;
green: morality)

Memos of assignment 6

Codes and memos

26

Action: “Uploaded photos of
myself”. “Because I like it”.
“Downloaded some music on
pirate bay”.
Emotion: “It’s nice to upload
pictures and show what you
are doing”.

Scores high on placing personal
pictures online = ok. Justification:
my body and my Facebook. Is just
for fun. Scores high on piracy.
High on immoral but high on act:
“bad, but artists make enough”.

Personal place. I can do
what I want.
Entitlement to things.
Some things may be
illegal, but stakeholders
should not complain.

54 (4)

Rule: “Never have fights
online”. (…) “Don’t post
negative comments, it can get
you in a fight”.

Emphasizes consequences of
practices. Actions are wrong if
they can result in personal
negative consequences. Don’t
post negative comments on a
friend’s post. “it can get you into
a fight”.

With increased
potential consequences,
actions become more
important.

Categorizing the diary codes
After coding, both researchers raised their personal codes to categories. For this
process, memo writing was once again used. Generally, categories function as the first
elements of a larger theoretical framework and provide a first conceptual interpretation
of the data (Saldaña, 2016). To realize this first interpretation, codes and memos that
referred to online actions, beliefs and emotions and their relating moral issues were
compared, both between participants and within participants. Through memo writing
and rewriting, categories of participants’ actions in the online domain and views about
those actions were defined. Table 10 shows a representation of this process. Both
researchers defined these categories separately, but to clarify the act of memo writing,
they analyzed several codes together.
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Table 10
Representation of raising diary codes and memos to categories (Researcher 1)

Codes and memos

Categorization

Moral perceptions. Piracy. Right to pursue selfbenefits in online environments.

Right to favor the self; pursue selfbenefit. Active relation with virtual
environments creates entitlement
in virtual environments. “I can do
what I want, even if others think it’s
immoral”. “My place”.

“My personal place in which I can do what I want”.
Entitlement to things. Some things are illegal, but
stakeholders should not complain.
Posting and being active online is important for
gaining social relevance.
Personalized interactivity. Time consuming. Wants
more personalized content and relevant information.
Addiction and self-defense
With friends and acquaintances, you should think
carefully about actions. But with distant people (e.g.,
celebrities), more freedom in acting is perceived.
Keep your friends close and enemies away.
With increased potential, thinking about individual
consequences of actions becomes more important.

Interactive actions perceived as
inclusive dimension of efficiency;
fun and need to be relevant.
Increases engagement and
addiction.
Moral beliefs are based on
consequences. A “level playing
field”, but therefore negative
consequences are self-inflicted.
Responsibility / accountability lies
with the individual.

After both researchers defined categories from the data, those categories were
exchanged to discuss the similarities and differences. During two sessions (3 hours in
total), similarly identified categories were clustered and differences were extensively
discussed. Finally, a total of 12 categories were identified. Researcher 1 (dissertation
author) further deepened and rewrote these categories by comparing them to the raw
data. This involved mainly the raw data from assignments 3 and 6 in which participants
were required to describe their online practices for three days and assess the morality
of 15 online scenarios, respectively. During this final sequence of comparing categories
with raw data, categories were further refined and validated by the dissertation author.
Later, these categories were compared with those from the focus group data to derive
the final moral mediations. Analysis of the focus group data will be described in more
detail in the next section.
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3.3.2 Analyzing the focus groups
Focus groups were conducted after the focus group participants finished their personal
diaries. Analysis of the focus group data followed the same sequence as the diary
analysis: transcribing the data  coding  categorizing the codes

Transcribing and coding focus group data
During focus groups, a note taker transcribed the conversations. Three researchers
(Researcher 1: Dissertation author; Researcher 2: Second postgraduate student;
Researcher 3: Focus group moderator) analyzed the transcripts separately. As did the
first postgraduate student, who coded and derived categories from the diaries, the
second postgraduate student took extra classes in qualitative empirical research; she
also received course credits for her contribution. The dissertation author and
postgraduate student coded one conversation page together. For her contribution, the
postgraduate student received course credits.
As with the diary data, researchers coded those wordings that were perceived relevant
to two main topics: how do participants describe their active relation with the online
domain and how do participants describe and reflect on (their) online moral practices?
In addition, all three researchers used memo writing to identify recurring actions and
views. Table 11 shows a representation of the focus group coding.

Table 11
Representation of coding sequence of focus groups (Researcher 3)
Focus
group
1

Transcript (yellow: active relation; green:
moral consequences)
“It’s nice that you can upload photos and
make your account personal”.
“Oh, I don’t do that. I only follow some
football clubs”.

Codes and memos

1

“Often, you use things only once. You copy it,
that is not stealing. It so easy to take
everything”.

Rationalization of piracy. “I use it only
once”. Copy versus taking away. Victims’
fault because their work is easy to find
and download.

Table continues on the next page.
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Positive on personalized interactivity.
No need for personalized interactivity.
Need for personalization is not
unequivocal or sometimes not recognized.

Table 11 (continued)
Representation of coding sequence of focus groups (Researcher 3)

Focus
group

Transcript (yellow: active relation; green:
moral consequences)

Codes and memos

2

“I know someone who got fired because of
pictures he posted on Facebook”. “Yeah, but
then it’s his own fault”.

Online responsibility. Emphasizing
personal responsibility in what one does
online.

2

“All the information appears relevant,
because you select it yourself”. (…) “Facebook
does not give real satisfaction as it never
stops”.

Personalized interactivity. Negative
personal consequences of personalized
interactivity. Loss of perceived
gratification.

2

“For me as a student, I think the biggest
advantage of the internet is that it allows easy
information filtering”.

Operational interactivity as positive.
Finding personal relevant information.

2

“I really believe musicians should not
complain about online piracy, they earn
enough with concerts”.

Moral perceptions of online practices.
Rationalization.

Categorizing the focus group codes
After coding, each researcher formed categories based on his or her personal coding
schemes. The researchers compared their categories during two sessions in which 16
final categories were constructed.
A representation of the process of moving from codes and memos to categories is
presented in table 12.
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Table 12
Representation of raising focus group codes and memos to categories (Researcher 3)
Codes and memos

Categorization

Personalized interactivity is a positive
feature of the online domain.

Interactivity is a positive and important
feature. Creates perception of increased
personal relevance, ease and pleasure.
Access to so much, but interactivity boosts
perception that the internet was made
especially for you. A personal user interface
creates a closed attitude. Uninteresting
information that invades one’s “personal”
space triggers strong reactions. Feeling “king
of one’s castle”.

No need for personalization. Need for
personalization is not unequivocal or
sometimes not recognized.
Personalized interactivity. Finding personal
relevant information.
The easiness of practices causes people to
perceive personal entitlement to those
practices.
Personalized interactivity triggers feelings of
internet as a personal dwelling. “I want to
decide what happens here”.
Delicate consideration between personal
and public relevance.

“Everything is there, so take good care of
yourself”. Easiness of online piracy boosts
perception that accountability lies with the
company.
As everything can happen online, negative
effects of practices are perceived as selfinflicted. High individuality.

Strong rationalization of online piracy. “I use
it only once”. Copying versus taking away.
Victims’ fault because their work is easy to
find and download.
If something negative happens to you on the
internet, first look to your own actions.
Emphasizing personal responsibility in what
you do online.

Collapsing categories from diaries and focus groups into moral mediations
In a final step, Researcher 1 (dissertation author) examined all diary and focus group
categories and derived two moral mediations. To validate these mediations, they were
discussed during a session between the dissertation author and the focus group
moderator. The focus group moderator was asked to examine the derived mediations
and compare them with the formulated categories. In this session, the mediations were
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further clarified and made more precise. The first mediation describes how users relate
to online self-interested practices, particularly concerning content, in an interactive
online domain. The second mediation describes how users relate to other familiar and
unfamiliar people in an interactive online domain. These moral mediations between our
active relation with the online domain and online moral practices are discussed in the
next section.
After presenting the two moral mediations, I will present a third result from the data.
During the last session to validate both derived mediations, the dissertation author and
focus group moderator observed that, when participants discussed online moral
practices, they clearly reasoned from a specific moral stance. More than when
discussing moral scenarios from the physical world, participants emphasized individual
responsibility when discussing their own and others’ moral practices in the online
domain. Therefore, it is hypothesized that the identified mediations go together with
users having a more individualistic stance in the online domain. I will further explain
the relevance of this observation in more detail in section 3.5, but first, I will describe
the two moral mediations derived from the data.

3.4 Two moral mediations derived from the data
This section presents the two moral mediations that resulted from analyzing and
interpreting the final categories. Both mediations will be presented and further clarified
using original quotes. As the diaries and focus groups were conducted in Dutch, the
dissertation author translated all quotes presented in this section. All quotes have an
identification code displayed between parentheses. Quotes from diaries are identified
with a D followed by the diary’s individual identification (e.g., D1 identifies a quote from
diary number 1). Quotes from focus groups are identified with FG followed by two
numbers. The first number indicates whether the participant was a secondary school
student (1) or a bachelor/master student (2). The second number is the participant
identification number, which was assigned during coding. So FG: 1-2 indicates a focus
group quote, from a secondary school student, identified as Participant 2.
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3.4.1 Moral mediation 1: Our active relation with the online
domain stimulates self-interested online practices
Our active relation with the online domain provides the perception of being the
center of the online domain
The relevance of the online domain in participants’ lives was quickly recognized from
the diaries and focus groups. The domain’s impact on their lives is wide ranging and
well described by participants. One participant explained her smartphone’s position in
her life by suggesting that it is the only technology she can think of that gives her access
to her personal life, her social circle and the public domain. Her smartphone contains
her roster, alarm, and personal playlist. She uses the internet to communicate with her
friends, family, classmates and teachers. Plus, the internet is her biggest source of news,
content, information and entertainment.


My phone means a lot to me. It organizes my life. (…) It’s
how I keep contact with friends. (…) It keeps me posted on
what happens in the world. It’s so easy to find information.
(FG: 1-6)

On all three levels, personal management, interpersonal contact and source of
information/entertainment, the internet is perceived as highly productive and efficient.


When doing many things online, I feel efficient. (D12)



It makes all things easier, arranging banking matters and
completing school assignments, (…) keeping in contact.
(FG: 2-4)

From both the diaries and the focus groups, it appears that participants “divide” the
internet into two parts. First, there are open, online places in which specific information
and general entertainment can be found, and these do not require a personal profile
(e.g., Wikipedia, Google, torrent sites). Second, there are private personalized social
media platforms in which participants communicate with friends and family and find
personalized information and entertainment by means of a personalized profile (e.g.,
Facebook, Twitter, school site).


There is so much information accessible online. You can find
everything. (…) and there is a personal domain. I mean, I think
Facebook is really personal and private. (FG: 2-2)
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Both serve different values. When speaking more generally about the internet, all focus
group participants value the easy access of information and entertainment. They prefer
the internet over books because of its interactive properties and functions. Specific
operational interactive properties and functions like search, hyperlinks and copy/paste
were appreciated because they make finding information easy and efficient. The online
domain is perceived as an open world full of information and entertainment, and it can
all be found in your pocket or handbag.


You can find everything in Google fast and easy. No more
books! (FG: 1-5)



You have access to so much content. (…) It’s so easy to filter
information. Everything is findable and easy to search with
Ctrl-F. (FG: 2-5)

The ability to personalize a social media platform is valued. It makes every aspect of
one’s account feel personal and relevant. Many participants regard the act of
personalizing as fun and interesting.


It’s nice that you can upload pictures and make your account
personal. (FG: 1-3)



I like placing pictures on my account (…) you can do
everything you want with your account. (D63)



I love beautiful photos. So I scroll down the pages, looking for
beautiful photos. You can like them and place them on your
profile. If you like photos, that is so much fun. (FG: 1-5)

Personalized interactivity delivers a social platform in which most content is considered
relevant and interesting.



You can receive updates on everything that happens in your
neighbourhood. (…) I would not miss it if it wasn’t there, but
now it is there and I want to know everything. (FG: 1-4)



It is so informative. I want to know all the news facts about my
neighborhood. (FG: 2-5)
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Because of operational and personalized interactivity, the online domain is perceived as
a platform that puts the user in the center of everything. The online domain fulfils the
needs of every individual. Everybody can stay current on everything that is important.
Though this is strongly valued, it also has an important downside. While all the
personalized online information is interesting and relevant, it provides neither
gratification nor appeasement. Participants indicate that the endless status updates and
information provided by personalized social media platforms can sometimes provoke
negative sentiments. You know there is always something exciting or fun to see and this
causes addiction. And further, because it is perceived as a personal environment in
which everything is relevant, participants are always looking for information that more
interesting and more funny, which in the end, provide no real satisfaction.
A conversation about social media among three focus group participants included the
following comments:


All the updates appear relevant since you select much of it
yourself (…) I keep scrolling in my timeline. But in a way,
Facebook does not give real satisfaction because it never
stops. (FG: 2-1)



Oh, yeah, definitely. Plus, when you have nothing to do, you
watch everything all over again. (FG: 2-5)



I agree. Because everything is interesting you automatically
take out your phone. (…) You check your Facebook in the train
or at the bus stop. It is always there. (FG: 2-2)

The active relation with the online domain generates engagement and makes users feel
like the domain resolves around them. While operational interactivity makes the online
domain feel efficient, personalized interactivity makes it personally effective and
relevant.

Self-interested practices regarding online (copyrighted) content
All participants value the interactive relation because the user can be in control of
everything, especially content and information. Everything is possible if you have the
skills. Several focus group participants describe having good computer skills. For nearly
all participants, downloading copyrighted software and content is child’s play.
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Sometimes you can already see by the name that it is a virus. I
often visit Pirate Bay. You recognize viruses because the
download is too good to be true. (FG: 1-3)



Once I screwed up so bad that I did not own my computer
anymore. A company took it over, so I had to hack it back. (FG:
1-2)



Oh I really don’t understand how that works. I don’t even
know how to download content. (FG: 1-4)



I once hacked the school website and gave every student first
class period off. (FG: 1-2)

Though the variety between participants is large, many diary participants expressed
piracy skills equal to the focus groups’.


I use a torrent site because I need music. (D4)



Use a torrent site for downloading. (D18)



I download a movie using a torrent site. (D16)



Download a game through a torrent site. (D58)

When discussing participants’ practices and opinions regarding utilizing content online,
one participant summarized the general feelings:


Online, it feels like you can do what you want. (FG: 1-1)



They should not complain about online piracy. They make
money with concerts. It’s considered to be allowed. (FG: 1-1)

Nearly all participants mention that, on the internet, it is essential to benefit from all
that is obtainable. The internet is a supplier of content, preferably for free. Nearly all
participants mentioned some form of online piracy:



I download a lot: movies, games, software, music. (FG: 1-3)
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Spending money when you can have everything for free is
foolish. (D1)
With downloading, I really have no boundaries. I take
whatever I need. (D18)



Rule 1: Benefit from the internet; free music. (D9)



Rule 1: Get music and games for free. (D57)



I really don’t care if I hurt others. I need the music. (D17,
writing about online piracy)

Easiness and necessity justifies online piracy
To further understand their rationales for online piracy, focus group participants were
required to discuss a dilemma portraying a student who started late on a school project.
The project involved using a software program that students needed to buy at school.
As a consequence of his procrastination, he was too late to buy it. There were two
options left: download it illegally from a torrent site or fail the school project. In their
responses, all participants agreed that it was acceptable for him to download the
software illegally. One participant expressed the general opinion best:


Then he should download it illegally, he really needs it.
(FG: 2-6)

A participant from the first focus group presented the same argument.


It is less bad to download software for work without
paying than it is to download it for leisure. Since you really
need it. (FG: 1-3)

Participants reasoned that, when users take what they need, there is very little wrong
with online piracy. The fact that the user needs specific content, in combination with the
potential to download it at will, was the main factor in perceptions of right and wrong.
But opinions of what constitutes necessity varied widely:
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I download everything I want. Movie software costs 500
euro. I’m not going to pay that! So I download it. I think
that is completely normal. They should not overprice
these programs. The same applies to 50 euro PlayStation
games. (FG: 1-3)



Some people have external hard disk drives and download
everything. They don’t need that. There is no strict line
regarding what is right or wrong, but that’s needless. (FG:
2-4)

Some participants declared that they commit online piracy simply because they can. On
the question of whether online piracy equals stealing, opinions were somewhat mixed.
Some participants considered it stealing as it involves taking without paying. But most
participants explained it differently:



Often, you use things only once. And you copy it – that is
not stealing. (FG: 1-1)

Diary assignment 6 showed that online piracy was generally considered the least wrong
of all scenarios. The diaries showed a relation between how morally wrong participants
thought a specific act was and how often they committed the act. Acts that were
perceived as less wrong were committed more frequently. Table 13 shows the online
piracy results from assignment 6.
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Table 13
Actions and perceptions regarding online piracy
Three scenarios on
online piracy

I often do this

I think this practice
is wrong

M

SD

M

SD

Online music piracy
n = 63

7.57

2.31

3.90

2.44

Online film piracy
n = 62

6.99

2.76

4.06

2.52

Online software /
games piracy
n = 62

6.43

2.66

4.87

2.47

Note: Diary assignment 6. M = mean, SD = Standard deviation

The focus groups discussed participants’ individual answers on the piracy scenarios
from assignment 6. They were asked if they perceived downloading software and games
as more wrong than downloading music and movies. Their answers made it clear that
price is an important factor in their opinions on online piracy. Software and games are
more expensive per item and are therefore more wrong to download without paying.
But the easiness of downloading is also seen as a justification for why downloading
music is less wrong than downloading software.


Everything is hackable, but music is especially easy. (FG:
1-2)



Yes, when someone buys a music album, he can
immediately distribute it. I don’t see why that would be
wrong. (FG: 1-3)

Participants discussed the difference between taking online and offline content. One
participant suggested this distinction:


I think I download music because it’s just up for grabs. In a
store, it’s more difficult to take something with you. (FG:
1-3)
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How an interactive online domain matters in self-interested practices
How participants perceive the morality of their online acts relating to downloading
content was also explored. In response to the question of whether its easiness morally
justifies online piracy, participants answered that easiness indeed justifies the act of
downloading music, and so does the lack of money:


We all work for our money. I do not download games
because you have to bypass many rules. But I do download
music when I’m leaving on holiday, much easier. (FG: 2-5)



I have no problem with downloading content since it’s
easy and possible. (FG: 1-1)



It’s not bad to download, because I can’t pay for it. (D40)

Participants perceive that they are relieved of accountability and moral obligation
because of the fact that content is (easily) accessible at will. When asked if users are
entitled to use everything they find on the internet, participants responded as follows:


Why would you put content on the internet for others to
take if you don’t want people to use it? (FG: 1-3)



If it’s possible, I really think, why not? (FG: 2-3)



Once I downloaded a free version of a program. There was
a letter with it. It asked me to buy the program instead of
downloading it illegally, because the programmers need
an income too. I could only think, Shut the fuck up. (FG: 13)

When information or content is made available, it can be used. Thus, when discussing
someone not getting hired because of compromising pictures on online social media
platforms, the first response in each focus group was about personal responsibility:


That’s because she made it public herself. (FG: 1-2)



You should not post such photos on Facebook. (FG: 2-3)

To further examine the difference between offline and online moral practices regarding
content, the focus groups were asked to consider a scenario that depicted the negative
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use of homemade content. In this scenario, a boy bullied a girl by printing and physically
distributing 100 copies of a picture of her standing in a sensual pose, which she had
posted on her Facebook account. Though all focus group participants generally
acknowledged that this was a cruel act, many mentioned that the bully “received” the
picture from her in his social media account. She put this picture online herself and
made it available to his account. Because it showed up in his account, he had some
(small) right to utilize it. Along with condemning the bully’s act, participants criticized
the girl’s posting of a sensual photo on Facebook. A conversation between two focus
group participants expressed this:


If she was Facebook friends with him, she made this
picture public online herself. (FG: 1-5)



True, but this was not her intention. (FG: 1-4)



But she took a risk. (FG: 1-5)

All focus group participants agreed that, when one places certain photos on Facebook,
this involves risk. If bullies can simply utilize photos from social media, then, to some
extent, they have a right to do it.
To further understand their thinking, focus group participants were asked to respond to
a similar offline scenario. In this case, the photos were not printed from an online social
media account but copied from a physical collage the girl had made for a school project
on fashion that was meant for class exhibition. In general, participants’ reactions were
comparable to the online scenario, but an interesting difference was noticeable. Many
participants were more critical toward the bully when he took the picture from the
classroom rather than from his own Facebook account.


If he takes it from class to distribute it in school, it is
worse.
(FG: 1-2)

When asked what differentiated the online and offline scenarios, participants explained
that, online, the bully took the photos from his own account. In the classroom, the girl
also made the photo available, but there is a small but important difference. Though
participants considered it strange to use a sexy photo in a school project, they agreed
that, when she used the photo in class, she did not give others the right to use it, but
when she used the photo in the online environment, she more or less did. She made the
photo available to his account and therefore transferred some of its rights. Posting the
photo online was considered a bigger mistake, and the consequences were therefore
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considered more self-inflicted compared to the offline scenario. While the bully had no
right to take the photo from the communal classroom, on his personal platform, he had
some rights over the picture. But clearly not enough to justify what he did.


It is still childish. (FG: 1-3)

Conclusion
To summarize, a first moral mediation hypothesized from the data is that an active
relation with the online domain seems to play a role in self-interested online practices.
In the online domain, participants perceive that content can be utilized without (much)
moral constraint. Both operational and personalized interactivity may play a role in this
increased self-interested conduct because they generate the perception of the online
world as a personally controlled domain. Users feel like they are the center of the online
domain and perceive themselves to be in control of all the content and information.
Participants explained that online piracy requires little more than two clicks and is
therefore not morally wrong. Thus, participants seemed to include the amount of effort
necessary in their perceptions of what is good or bad when online. The online domain is
considered highly efficient, and the ease with which content can be downloaded
provides participants a clear and convincing argument for self-interested practices.
Increased engagement toward the online domain through personalized interactivity
seems to further strengthen this mediation. When content is accessible in one’s
platform, which is perceived as one’s personal space, moral obligation is relieved.
Because of the interactive actions to personalize their online platforms, users believe
they have the right to favor the self in those platforms. In other words, the data suggests
that, because of an active relation with online domain, users become more self-centered
when it comes to dilemmas involving personal interest.
In the next section, the second mediation will be presented.

3.4.2 Moral mediation 2: Our active relation with the online
domain amplifies responses in online interpersonal contact
Interpersonal contact is considered the essence of the online domain
During the focus groups, participants indicated that the facilitation of interpersonal
communication was the most important function of the online domain. When asked
what they would miss most if the online domain did not exist, most participants
identified networking with friends and family as the key function of the internet. In
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interpersonal communication, personalized social media platforms are especially
valued as the best way to keep updated on the lives of others.


You can do everything with social media; keep in contact with
friends and family. That’s what the internet is about. (FG: 1-5)



I would miss my friends since I almost only communicate with
others through my phone, (…) through Twitter, Facebook and
WhatsApp. (FG: 1-3)

In the planetary-model assignment, focus group participants had to think about what
the most important aspects of social media platforms were and position those closest to
the sun. In both focus groups, watching updates of family and friends was positioned
closest.


Watching what your friends are doing is the main reason to
use Facebook. (…) It is an effective way to keep in touch with
friends.
(FG: 2-1)

In their diaries, participants were asked what they perceived as having a higher impact
on their lives: having a conflict on social media platforms or having one in the actual
world. Almost all participants indicated a conflict in the actual world has a higher
impact because of the severity and physical proximity. However, participants reported a
larger amount of small conflicts on social media. When asked for the reason behind this,
they mentioned that, on social media platforms, conflicts start easily. Sharing your
opinion is a key aspect of social media platforms. During the planetary assignment in
which participants had to identify the essence of social media, sharing your opinion
scored high in both groups. After follow updates of friends and family, commenting and
liking was placed second. Commenting and liking was positioned closer to the sun than
finding information, presenting yourself, making photo collages and playing games.
Participants in the first focus group discussed then following:


Following your friends and family members is the reason
to use Facebook. (FG: 1-2)



That is what social media is all about. (FG: 1-3)



Reacting and giving your opinion is more important than
other things, for example presenting yourself. (FG: 1-5)
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Online, it is common to post opinions on others’ posts, even if the opinion is rather
negative. Participants perceived that many people who are active on social media post
updates just to get attention. So, it was not wrong to say something about it.


Online, many people are looking for attention and post
stuff just to get a reaction. (FG: 1-4)



Liking and commenting on others is most important. (FG:
2-5)



I used to post impolite stuff. But only as comments on
stupid posts by others. Then it’s easier because you are
responding to something stupid already being said. (FG: 21).

Though commenting on others’ posts is an essential aspect of social media platforms, it
is essential to be careful with what one posts. On social media there are many
spectators. Things can easy escalate. On social media platforms, there is always the risk
that others will turn on you, and therefore it is vital to be cautious. Several participants
mentioned that their most important online rule is about self-protection in social media
platforms.


Never fight online. Everyone intermingles. Settle fast.
(D63)



My most important rule is that it [the internet] should not
harm me or make me feel unhappy. (…) With many online
acts, results can really work against you. (FG: 2-3)



Don’t harm yourself on the internet. (D15)

The online domain amplifies perceived contact with others
From the data, it appears that our active relation with the online domain plays a role in
how we comment on what others post. The perceived value of this active relation differs
depending on whether the online domain is used to establish contact between user and
friend/close family or user and stranger.
When others are categorized as a peer or friend, responses are generally positive. The
interactive possibilities clearly aid in the richness of the perceived contact between
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friends and close family. The fact that you can easy find what friends are doing is
perceived as a huge plus.


It’s always nice to see what friends and family members are
doing. I love seeing pictures of their holidays in my timeline.
I’m just curious. (FG: 1-1)

When questioned about how social media distinguishes itself from physical contact,
participants explained that, with Facebook, they can get updated on the lives of others
in one click. A (photo) update gives an amazing amount of information, even when users
know most updates only reveal the positive side of someone’s life. And if a user wants to
know more than a simple update, much can be found in someone’s profile. Because of
the interactive functions, users feel they can get to know others exactly as much as they
want.


You can learn so much about people in Facebook. For example
when someone says she has a new boyfriend, you can look
him up. Then I’m just curious, and you can see what people
are doing. (…) You can’t do that offline. (FG: 1-4)

With friends and family members, much is permitted and perceived as amusing.


We call my sister shrimp because she quickly turns red in the
sun. Once I posted that on Facebook. But then it’s a joke
because she is my sister. (FG: 5-1)



If it’s a joke, it is not wrong. (FG: 1-3)

On the other hand, people categorized as relatively distant or unknown provoke
different responses, particularly if they are unlike minded. For example, when their
updates are uninteresting or conflicting with a user’s view, they result in rather strong
negative responses. Most focus group participants admitted that even trivial but
uninteresting status updates trigger relatively strong negative emotional reactions
when they come from unrelated people and perceived strangers.


Some people post everything on Facebook. Most of the time,
these are people I do not hang out with every day, so I think,
Good for you and enjoy your life. I get a bit sarcastic. (…) And I
really think, Why is this in my timeline? (FG: 1-5)
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I think it’s annoying. (…) To see people post so many photos of
themselves in my timeline. They are so full of themselves. (FG:
1-4)



A former classmate always has trouble with her friend. (…) I
really don’t want to know. (…) It’s all so theatrical. (FG: 1-5)

How an interactive online domain matters in responding in online interpersonal
contact
To further understand the role our relation with the online domain plays in responding
negatively to others, participants were asked if they have similar reactions to
uninteresting and conflicting ideas in open online platforms (like forums with open
access) and in the physical world. They explained that this was not the case. With open
access forums, it is easier to ignore the updates and opinions of people they do not
really know or like. They can just click them away. In contrast, on personalized social
media platforms, uninteresting updates and opposing beliefs cannot be ignored. They
are encountered in a domain that is perceived as private and are thus perceived as an
infringement on one’s personally controlled domain. Participants used the same
reasoning in explaining the difference between the physical world and personalized
social media platforms. In the physical world, it is easier to avoid stories and opinions
from people they do not really know or like. Plus, in the physical world, unknown
people do not come so close to one’s personal sphere. When encountering uninteresting
or opposing views in the physical world, these views are not met in one’s personal
domain and thus have less impact. Participants explained it like this:


With social media platforms, it’s like someone lives next to
you. That makes it so easy. (…) But you can see everything,
and everything comes really close, including things you don’t
like. (…) With the internet [e.g., open forums], it’s different.
(FG: 2-1)



I don’t like it when I see irritating messages in my Facebook
timeline. It’s not a problem when they are on the internet
though. (D53)

All participants perceived their personalized social media profile as personal and
private and are therefore careful with it. As a result, people perceived as relative
strangers are not hastily included in one’s personal profile. Participants have strict
acceptance policies. They do not want everyone to see their personal updates.
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I don’t accept strangers in my timeline, as you reveal personal
information to everyone. (FG: 2-6)



All my online profiles are only visible to my close friends. (FG:
2-4)



I have a very strict acceptance management. I select who is in
my timeline. One day, I accidently added my boss, and I could
not undo that. (…) It made things complicated. (FG: 2-1)



What I post is personal, so my account is private and only
visible to my close friends. (FG: 2-4)



My privacy settings are important. What I post is not for
everybody to see. (FG: 1-4)

A personalized social media platform should feel safe. A diary participant wrote that she
never has fights in her account, because then her personal place, which should aid in
her happiness, would suddenly become a threat.


Never have fights on social media. (…) Then your account
feels unsafe. (D54)

The diary and focus group data suggest that an active relation with the online domain
plays a role in the online responding to others. An active relation amplifies one’s
responses in interpersonal contact, and the categorization of others plays an essential
role in the amplification process. When others are categorized as peers or friends, their
personal updates and opinions are appreciated and valued. Most participants describe
their social media account as private and personal, and only close friends are invited.
These close friends and family members cannot do much wrong in their personal social
media account. On the other hand, when having contact with unknown and distant
others in one’s personal account, in particular if they are unlike minded, responses may
easily turn fierce and negative. Perceived strangers are fiercely judged about their
online contributions if those contributions are not in line with the user’s opinion.
Participants revealed negative emotions when discussing the presence of distant people
and perceived strangers in their personalized online platforms, where they perceive
themselves as having a high level of control. When uninteresting or annoying updates
are encountered in their personal platforms, they are difficult to ignore emotionally.
Participants speak of negative infringement in a domain where they set the rules, while
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online open access forums that do not allow for strong operational and personalized
relations do not activate such emotions.

Participants reveal a particular moral stance when discussing morality in the
online domain
The previous sections described how our active relation with the online domain (1)
stimulates self-interested practices and (2) amplifies responding in online interpersonal
contact. These mediations were derived by coding and categorizing diary and focus
group transcripts. They are based particularly on how participants described their
relation with the online domain and how this relation encourages their online moral
practices.
Additionally, deeper analysis of these mediations revealed that participants emphasized
a particular moral stance when describing their perceptions and actions relating to
online morality, but which they did not themselves recognize as being stimulated by
their relation with the online domain. As is observable in the previous sections, while
talking about online moral scenarios, they continuously stressed individual
responsibility in their own and others’ online practices. This emphasis on individual
responsibility was observed in both the derived mediation on self-interested practices
and the derived mediation on interpersonal contact. Therefore, researchers asked the
following: If people’s active relation with the online domain indeed mediates selfinterested practices and amplified responses in online interpersonal contact, does their
active relation also encourage the accompanying emphasis on individual responsibility?
In the next section, the observations that lead to this question are discussed further.

3.5 Participants emphasize individual responsibility in
online moral scenarios
While interpreting the data that led to the first mediation on self-interested practices,
researchers observed that participants showed a strong emphasis on individual
responsibility when evaluating online moral scenarios. For example, in discussing
online piracy, their reasoning was largely based on the notion that, when they are able
to obtain copyrighted software and content, it is the owner’s fault for making it
available in the first place. The online domain is seen as a free haven, and if owners do
not want their content to be distributed, they should not make it available. Especially
concerning music and movies, participants trivialized their own moral responsibility
and made content owners responsible. If they do not want their content to be used by
users, they should protect it better. Or they should not make it available at all. In the
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online domain, everything is allowed, and when content is found, it can be used and
distributed.


It so easy to take everything. It’s like they want you to
copy movies and music. (…) Guilt? No, why? (FG: 1-2)



The ones who make content are responsible. It’s their
business, so they should secure it. (FG: 2-1)



When it is on the internet, it can be used. (FG: 1-3)

As everything is so easy to obtain, this is perceived as a license to take what is needed.
Many participants reasoned that how wrong downloading content was depended on
how hard it was to do. During a discussion on software and game piracy, one
participant made this clear:


It is more wrong to download a game because it is more
difficult. (FG: 2-1)

A similar emphasis on personal responsibility regarding content was identified in the
second mediation, amplified interpersonal contact. It was reasoned that, when a girl is
bullied (for example, by distributing her privacy-sensitive content), it is to some extent
her own fault for making that content available in the online domain.
Other people should be aware that everything that is made available in the online
domain could be used more or less without (moral) boundaries. The online domain
comes with enormous opportunities for all, but exactly because of this, people should be
aware that available content can be easily taken and distributed. When one makes
personal content available in the online domain, it can go wrong. Thus, participants
reasoned that, when sensitive content is used for cyberbullying purposes, the bully is
not fully to blame, because the content was most likely easily retrieved. According to
participants, this especially applies to situations in which sensitive content was made
available to the bully’s personal platform in which the bully has certain privileges. In
that case, at least some of the accountability lies with the victim who created and
uploaded the content in the first place. In the first mediation, that of increased selfinterested practices, the scenario in which a bully distributed a sensitive picture of a
female classmate was discussed. And though the bully was blamed, the girl was also
criticized for making the picture easily accessible. The conversation on this scenario
continued later on in the focus group:


Be careful with an open account. (FG: 1-5)
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When discussing several online moral scenarios, many participants mentioned
individual responsibility early in the discussion. Often, this individual responsibility
related to making personal information available to the online domain. The scenario of
a boy who got punished for threatening his teachers in the online domain received
comments like the following:


I think it is pretty stupid that he has an open account. (FG:
1-4)



He is pretty dumb to do that in an open account. (FG: 1-3)



He should not have written that on a public social media
account. He would have been better to do that in a private
social media account. (FG: 2-5)

And when discussing not getting hired because of compromising pictures in online
social media platforms, the first response in each focus group was about personal
responsibility:


That’s because she made it public herself. (FG: 1-2)



You should not post such photos on Facebook. (FG: 2-3)

Interestingly, this argumentation about personal responsibility was not so strong when
comparing the online domain with the physical world. One reason seems to be that
participants had a simple rule about spreading information and content in the online
domain. When you make content available to the online domain, be prepared for it to be
used. And if one does not want personal content to be used, “just” do not put it there. If
something is used against one’s will, enough attention was not paid to what could
happen.
During the focus group discussions, all participants continuously emphasized the
individual responsibility of actors when they were discussing the online domain and the
online moral scenarios in particular. The individual responsibility of victims in the
online moral scenarios was emphasized more than when similar physical-world
scenarios were discussed. When participants discussed stealing from a physical shop,
less individual responsibility was placed on shop owners, and perpetrators were judged
more harshly.


Stealing from a shop is wrong. (…) Also because
everything gets more expensive because of that. (FG: 1-2)
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Similarly, when one’s personal photos are stolen in the physical world, the fault lies
solely with the perpetrator and not the victim. When discussing the bully who stole
sensitive photos, one girl argued:



If he stole it from her table or something, it is more wrong.
You should be able to rely on the fact that people don’t
touch your belongings. (FG: 1-2)

Conclusion
It was observed from how participants reported on their moral practices that selfinterested online practices and responses to online interpersonal contact are
accompanied by a strong emphasis on individual responsibility. Many participants
rationalized online piracy and spreading other people’s sensitive content online by
pointing out that often, content is retrieved from one’s personal domain, and one is thus
entitled to do whatever one wants with that content. Moreover, they reasoned that the
victim should not have made the content available to the online domain in the first
place. Because of this observation, researchers questioned whether participants’ active
relation with the online domain may also play a role in their emphasis on individual
responsibility in online moral scenarios. Though it is possible that participants provided
this strong individualistic reasoning simply to justify their own online practices, it may
also be the case that the individual scenery delivered by one’s active relation with the
online domain encourages an individualistic stance when assessing moral scenarios set
in the online domain. This notion will be explained in more detail in chapter 4 and will
be empirically validated in chapter 5.

3.6 Conclusions and limitations of this first empirical
study
3.6.1 Conclusions
This chapter reported on an exploratory empirical study of how our active relation with
the online domain mediates our online moral practices. The following research
questions guided this exploratory study:
(1) How do users perceive their relation with the online domain?
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(2) How do users describe and reflect on their online moral practices?
(3) Can the active relation with the online domain be empirically recognized as a
mediator of online moral practices?
To answer this question, 67 participants, 15–24 years of age, completed a diary
containing several assignments about their online activities and moral practices. After
completing their diaries, 11 participants joined one of two focus groups to discuss their
diaries with peers.

Two moral mediations were derived
Two mediations were derived from the data. A first mediation regarded how having an
active relation with the online domain stimulates self-interested practices in that
domain. This may be because the active relation generates the perception of the online
domain as a personally controlled domain. Participants feel like they are the center of
the online domain and perceive themselves to be in control of all content and
information. They therefore perceive that they are justified in favoring the self in this
domain and their moral obligations are relieved.
The second mediation derived from the data is how having an active relation with the
online domain amplifies responding in online interpersonal contact. In operational and
personalized online domains, familiar others are granted privileges, while strangers and
distant people are soon perceived with negative emotions and as conducting negative
practices. Participants perceive that they have the privilege of deciding what happens in
their interactive platforms. Friends and family members are more than welcome to visit
one’s personally controlled platform. On the other hand, unrelated and unwelcome
others, in particular if they are unlike minded, may be perceived as violators of one’s
personally controlled domain and are therefore judged severely.
In the succeeding empirical study, these mediations will be further validated.

Mediations are accompanied by an emphasis on individual responsibility
The data also suggest that these mediations are accompanied by an emphasis on
individual responsibility. Because the online domain encourages a perception of being
in control, it is a domain that accentuates individual competence and capability.
Likewise, the data revealed that many participants showed a clear individualistic
emphasis when talking about the online domain. Many participants explained online
immoral practices in terms of personal entitlement and individual responsibility. If
immoral practices (and most practices of online piracy were not labeled as immoral)
are made possible, users rationalized that they are entitled to do those practices.
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Moreover, they rationalized that the victim is at least partially to blame for enabling the
practice. This focus on individual responsibility was much stronger when participants
were asked to assess online situations than when assessing similar physical situations.
This raises the question of whether an active relation with the online domain may
encourage rationalization and an emphasis on individual responsibility. This question
will be answered in the succeeding empirical study.

An active relation with the online domain provides feelings of ownership over
the online domain and being in control
The conclusion that an active relation with the online domain mediates online moral
practices, rather than just enabling them, is motivated by how participants described
the difference between the online domain and the physical domain. While in the
physical domain, others are often encountered on more or less neutral ground; but
online, everything is engaged from a domain that is perceived as individually controlled
and idiosyncratic. This indicates that an active relation with the online domain that
mediates one’s perception of what that domain is may explain why that active relation
plays a role in online moral practices. Interactive online actions may encourage feelings
of ownership and of being in control and therefore may increase the perception of
having privileges and rights in the online domain. When an online domain allows for an
active relation via operational and personalized interactivity, it may encourage the
perception that users are entitled to set the rules and decide what happens in that
domain. Much content is found in online places in which high levels of operational and
personalized interactive control are perceived. This influences users’ perceived rights,
as it is believed that content found in an individually controlled interactive domain can
be utilized without moral or legal constraint. The same holds for engaging other people
online. When meeting others in the physical world, people frequently do not perceive
that they have certain personal rights. In contrast, nearly all contact with others in the
online domain is set in a place that is regarded as being personally controlled.
Participants mentioned that, in such places, it feels like they are entitled to do what they
want. And when they encounter opinions they do not agree with in their personal
domain, they are entitled to use all means necessary to defend their place.
The essence of these feelings of ownership and of being in control and having the right
to do what one wants in the online domain may be explained by the metaphor of being a
homeowner. At home, residents decide what is allowed and forbidden. Residents may
utilize everything they find in their house. They may grant privileges to guests. Near
friends may be granted with many privileges. From friends, much is accepted and
appreciated. They are allowed to take drinks from the refrigerator, tell uninteresting
stories and even make jokes about the resident. But new, unknown, unlike minded and
unwelcomed guests do not have these privileges. Moreover, mistakes are judged more
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quickly as they violate the resident’s privilege and perception of being in control in
one’s own house. If new or unknown guests take something from the refrigerator, tell
uninteresting or provocative stories or make inappropriate jokes, they will most likely
soon fall from grace because they are making use of privileges they are not yet entitled
to. While in the physical world, it is rather uncommon to come across people in a
domain that is personally controlled, online this happens all the time. The metaphor of
the online user as resident seems to specially refer to personalized interactivity. Indeed,
one’s social media account can be easily compared with one’s personal dwelling.
However, it is essential to emphasize that operational interactivity may also stimulate
one’s perception of having privileges in an online domain. Because an operational
interactive relation grants the possibility of deciding what is done online, operational
interactivity may equally strengthen the idea of having individual control and thus
ownership privileges online. Both operational and personalized interactivity elicit the
perception of being in control in the online domain. Through our active relation with
the online domain, the domain is perceived as one that is personally owned and
idiosyncratic. And with this perception comes increased self-interested practices,
amplified responding to others and increased emphasis on individual responsibility.

3.6.2 Limitations
The methodological design of this exploratory study had some serious limitations that
will be addressed in the subsequent study. First, and most important, no direct actions
were observed. Participants were asked to describe reasons and motivations for their
online actions and to assess several moral scenarios. For instance, in diary assignment
6, they had to evaluate examples of online conduct in terms of right or wrong and report
whether they often did these themselves. They were also asked to explain their opinions
on these scenarios. When completing this assignment, participants were not actively
present in the online domain. This was also the case during the focus groups.
Participants were not actually present in the online domain and did not experience an
active relation with the online domain while discussing online morality. Therefore, the
derived conclusions are based on how participants formulated and verbalized their
actions and views regarding their active relation with the online domain and online
moral practices. No direct causal relation has yet been validated. Though this limitation
also applies to the derived mediations on self-interested practices and amplified
responding in online interpersonal contact, it primarily applies to the hypothesis that an
active relation with the online domain encourages an emphasis on individual
responsibility. This hypothesis is grounded in how participants formulate and verbalize
their actions and views on moral practices in the online domain, compared to how they
formulate and verbalize their actions and views on moral practices in the physical
domain. Concerning the derived mediations, participants were capable of explaining
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how being in an interactive online domain influenced their ideas on content ownership
and interpersonal contact. But they were not able to explain how being in an interactive
online domain shifted their moral stance on individual responsibility. This conclusion
was derived from how participants talked about individual entitlement and
responsibility in the online domain. To validate the hypothesis that a direct relation
exists between having an active relation with the online domain and placing emphasis
on individual responsibility, direct observation is required.
Related to this first limitation, a second limitation concerns whether participants were
cognitively able to provide valid answers to the questions. Understanding and
verbalizing personal reasons and explanations for personal conduct is often difficult. It
is often suggested that, in many cases, the reasons people give for their conduct may in
fact be moral or emotional intuitions that justify one’s choices (Haidt, 2001; Haidt,
2007; Prinz, 2006; Roeser, 2011; Sie, 2009). Thus, participants may justify and explain
certain conduct with what they think are good reasons while their actual reasons stay
unrecognized and unreported.
Further, researchers were dependent on the willingness and competence of participants
to report and describe their online actions and moral practices. Though diary
participants were anonymous, there was little incentive for them to report all their
actions, including those they may be ashamed of. It is likely that many actions and
emotions remained unreported.
In addition, diary participants were asked to take their diaries home. This may have had
consequences, especially for assignment 3 (describing your online actions and motives
for three days). No verification was possible regarding whether participants completed
this assignment on a daily basis. It cannot be ruled out that some participants
completed this assignment all at once before returning the diary. In that case,
participants most likely did not report their actual actions but reported but those
actions they believed they do often.
Another limitation of the diaries and focus groups concerns the representativeness of
the participants. All participants came from urban areas located in the western
Netherlands. Though participants were attending different educational institutions,
most had attained either higher general secondary education or bachelor-level
education. Participants in secondary vocational education were all 14–16 years of age.
Lastly, as focus groups depend on group interaction, it is essential to maintain a safe
atmosphere and make sure that the discussion is not overtaken by a few dominant
voices (Krueger, 1998; Smithson, 2000). Though the atmosphere was positive in both
focus groups – participants were prepared and every participant had stories to share –
it is still plausible that people were not comfortable with sharing their deepest thoughts
and feelings.
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3.6.3 A direction for further research
Though this exploratory research provided insights, the absence of direct observations
raises at least three vital problems that require further research.
First, whether the observed mediation of online moral practices can indeed be
attributed to our active relation with the online domain or to the presence of possible
confounders has not yet been validated. The results describe how our relation with the
online domain could mediate online moral practices. However, the methodology and
instruments applied in the first empirical study do not ensure that the mediations found
were not caused by other factors. Chapter 1 described that several technological
conditions influence online behavior. It is possible that the derived mediations were
solely caused by these factors, such as anonymity, and not by having an active relation
with the online domain. This question requires a second empirical study.
Second, even if a relation does exist between having an active relation with the online
domain and online moral practices, the empirical set-up could not provide a valid
answer to the question of whether this relation is caused by the active relation with the
online domain and not by the instrumental outcomes of one’s actions. In other words,
can these results indeed be partially ascribed to our active relation with the online
domain or could they all be simply explained by the fact that, in the online domain,
content is found and online places are personal? In that case, our active relation would
still not do much more than enable an instrumental context in which moral practices
are possible. As mentioned at the end of section 2.2, the action of operating and
personalizing a platform may have moral significance in itself, beyond the instrumental
outcome of this action (e.g., being in a personalized online platform). The research
design did not provide decisive evidence for this notion.
Let me illustrate this essential point further with an example based on personalized
online interactivity. In this chapter, I conclude that in personalized online
environments, users are motivated to increase their self-interested practices. However,
this may be explained solely by the fact that people commit actions in personalized
places and not because of their active relation with these places through personalized
functions. If users were immediately provided with an extensive personal platform, for
example, because of system-initiated personalization,13 would they display identical
moral practices? To provide evidence for the moral significance of the active relation
with the online domain, further research is required.
Third, the design of the first study did not give a satisfying answer regarding how our
operational and personalized interactive relations differ in the derived mediations. In
chapter 2, I categorized our active relation with the online domain as an operational
13

With system-initiated personalization, personalization is performed by an intelligent system. Usually,
the user is unaware of the personalization.
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relation and a personalized relation. The first empirical study does not confirm whether
this categorization is valid – that is, whether operational and personalized interactivity
indeed provide different experiences of the online domain and thus mediate online
moral practices in different ways.
The next chapter is devoted to developing an empirical study that will address these
problems.
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Chapter 4: Developing an experimental study
on our relation with the online domain and
our online moral practices
Introduction
How can we empirically validate whether our active relation with the
online domain mediates our moral practices in that domain? This is not
an easy task. Even if a relation exists, online moral practices are induced
by so many factors that it is challenging to identify the role our active
relation with the online domain plays. For example, what aspects may
influence why someone persists in cyberbullying? There is the physical
relation between the bully and the victim and the online relation
between them. There is the online influence of peers. There is the
perceived online social strength of the victim and that of the bully. And
there may have been specific triggers that started the bullying in the first
place. These are only a few of the aspects that may possibly play a role. It
is safe to say that every online act is the accumulation of many factors
that may have influence. So, when many factors play a role, how can we
examine the influence of our active relation with the online domain? How
should an empirical observation be designed to validate a causal relation
between the active relation with the online domain and online morality?
This chapter will develop a structured empirical setting that will answer
these questions. Section 4.1 will describe the outline of that study. In the
first subsection, I will explain why a controlled experiment is best for
validating the derived conclusions from chapter 3, followed by an
explanation of why a new interactive online platform needs to be
designed. In the second subsection, I further describe what this platform
will look like and how it will provide a structured validation of the
derived moral mediations. I explain that the experiments will use a 2 x 2
(operational interactivity: high vs. low; personalized interactivity: high
vs. low) between-subject design in which participants are asked to
respond to several moral scenarios. The basic requirements for scenarios
that examine the derived mediations are also discussed. In section 4.2,
the construct of perceived ownership will be further operationalized
with the intention of including this construct in the experiments.
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4.1 Outline of the second empirical study
4.1.1 Decision to use controlled experimental observation
Chapter 2 described how our active relation with online interactive properties and
functions could be conceptualized as an embodied human-technology relation.
Interactive operational and personalized properties and functions become part of our
body scheme through which the online domain is further engaged. Therefore, this active
relation with the online domain may mediate our perceptions of what the online
domain is and subsequently mediate our moral practices in it.
Chapter 3 reported on an exploratory qualitative study in which two possible
mediations between our active relation with the online domain and our moral practices
were derived from diary and focus group research: First, an active relation with the
online domain may stimulate self-interested practices. Second, an active relation with
the online domain may mediate amplified responding in online interpersonal contact. In
addition, it was hypothesized that having an active relation with the online domain may
encourage placing emphasis on individual responsibility.
Limitations of the conclusions reported in chapter 3 were that they were not based on
direct empirical observation and that confounding factors could not yet be excluded.
Instead, results were based on self-reports from diaries and discussions from focus
groups. Though these were insightful, to validate whether an active relation with the
online domain mediates online moral practices, direct observation of actions is required
so that results can be validated and possible confounding effects can be ruled out.
Hence, a second, structured empirical study is needed.
To validate the results through direct observation, two research methods are
applicable. The first method is a systematic observational study, which implies that a
researcher observes and records data while guided by pre-existing questions or
hypotheses (Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1996). In a systematic observational study, the
independent variable is not under the researcher’s full control. Many systematic
observational studies are therefore naturalistic. Naturalistic systematic observation
examines the actions of participants (or animals or laws of nature) in their “natural”
surroundings (Babbie, 2013). Researchers observe participants’ daily actions in their
natural environment and specifically record and interpret those actions that concern
predetermined questions. For my purposes, this suggests the direct systematic
observation of participants’ online interactive actions and online moral practices. Thus,
participants should be observed while being online as usual. No controlled online
setting is required as only “natural” actions in “natural” online platforms are observed.
Systematic observational studies contrast the second method, controlled experimental
studies. In fully controlled experimental designs, the independent variable is completely
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controlled by the researcher. Structured experiments allow researchers to simulate a
causal relationship in a highly controlled setting in which they can manipulate the
condition (Rosnow & Rosenthal, 1996).
Though both types allow for direct observation of actions, for this dissertation, I chose
to conduct a controlled experiment as a follow-up to the exploratory qualitative study
described in chapter 3. Online moral actions and decisions are highly diverse and
undoubtedly motivated by an enormous number of factors. Thus, using (naturalistic)
structured observation is considered problematic for determining the extent to which
online interactivity plays a mediating role in those actions, as it is nearly impossible to
rule out all potential confounders.
In addition, naturalistic systematic observational research cannot satisfactorily validate
whether results on online moral practices are induced by our active relation with the
online domain and not by the instrumental outcomes of the conducted actions. In all
real-world online domains (especially those online domains that allow for personalized
interactivity), a strong intrinsic relation exists between the committing of actions and
the outcomes of actions. For instance, in social media platforms, every personalized
interactive action leads to a specific personalized instrumental outcome. Personalizing a
social media platform by uploading photos results in a platform that is not only actively
personalized but also personal. As explained in chapter 2, to understand our active
relation with the online domain through its interactive functions, it is essential to
distinguish the conducting of online interactive actions from the instrumental outcomes
these interactive actions bring. In that sense, naturalistic systematic observational
research cannot clarify if online moral practices are indeed mediated by online
platforms that can be operated and personalized or by the fact that particular content is
made available and decisions are made in a personalized place. It is thus difficult to
argue that a relation with the online domain exists apart from enabling certain
practices. My aim is to examine if the technological act in itself also mediates
perceptions of the online domain.
The limitations that come with conducting a systematic observational study do not
apply when conducting a controlled experimental design. First, in a controlled
experimental setting, participants’ actions and practices can be manipulated and
directly observed. To specifically understand the mediation of our active relation with
the online domain, a fully controlled experiment is necessary because it allows the
manipulation of online interactive actions while other factors are held constant. In such
a setting, participants can be motivated to conduct moral practices and their active
relations with the online domain can be manipulated. Simultaneously, other factors that
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may mediate14 moral practices and could function as possible confounders can be
excluded from the setting.
Further, a controlled experiment provides the opportunity to examine the mediation of
our active relation with the online domain apart from the instrumental outcomes of our
online actions. Participants can be presented with an online platform in which active
relations with the platform are manipulated between participants while,
simultaneously, none of their interactive actions have real instrumental outcomes in
terms of noticeable modifications to the platform. When participants’ perceived
relations with the online domain are manipulated in an experimental setting,
participants may perceive that they act and make choices in an high operational and
personalized interactive online place, though, in fact, they may actually be present in an
online place that is identical to all.
An additional advantage of conducting a fully controlled experiment is that it provides
the opportunity to manipulate operational and personalized interactive online actions
separately. This allows to examine if a distinct mediated perception can be observed
and whether each type of online action mediates online moral practices differently.
The decision to conduct a fully controlled experiment as a follow-up study to the
exploratory study reported in chapter 3 requires the development of a new online place
that allows the manipulation of participants’ active relations with the online domain.
This new online place should enable validation of the themes identified in chapter 3. As
mentioned previously, in this platform, the researcher should be able to manipulate
perceived online interactive actions while any potential confounders are held constant.
In the following section, the required conditions of such an online place will be further
conceptualized.

4.1.2 Designing a new, fully controlled interactive online place to
validate the research questions
In existing online places, it is problematic to isolate the effect of one’s active relation
with the place itself, and no differentiation can be made between actions and the
outcomes of those actions. Therefore, a new and fully controlled online place is
required. In such a place, participants should be able to perceive an interactive platform
and conduct practices relating to self-interest, responding to others and scenarios that
14

This is a clear example of two scientific fields using the same word to describe different concepts. In the
philosophy of technology, “mediation” describes how technology constitutes our actions and perceptions.
In statistics (and particularly in the social sciences) the term denotes a statistically found indirect
mechanism that underlies the relation between an independent and dependent variable. In this
dissertation, “mediation” is used to describe the relation between interactive actions toward the online
domain and our moral practices.
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concern individual responsibility. For this purpose, I decided to design and program a
new fully controlled online platform. To simplify matters, I chose to design an online
virtual community platform and not an online virtual world in which participants
operate and modify a personal 3-dimensional avatar. The platform had to contain
several interactive properties and functions that would allow participants to perform
both operational interactive and personalized interactive actions and thereby create an
active relation with the platform. Remember that operational interactivity refers to
actions that relate to the potential to freely navigate through a hierarchal virtual place
and to the functional ability to use virtual objects that follow actions logically and
provide a natural informational response. It refers to how online information and
content is discovered and acted upon. Personalized interactivity refers to actions that
allow the modification of form and content. It includes all actions of tailoring a virtual
environment or virtual object to personal preferences that persist across sessions
(Kwon et al., 2010; Kwon & Kim, 2012; Sunikka & Bragge, 2012). Personalized
interactivity entails those actions that create a more personally relevant experience
through the active organization of preferences and settings (Fan & Poole, 2006).
To examine their mediation, both operational interactivity and personalized
interactivity will be manipulated in high versus low conditions, leading to a 2 x 2
(operational interactivity: high vs. low; personalized interactivity: high vs. low)
between-subjects design. This means that participants will be randomly assigned to one
of four conditions.
To isolate the mediation of participants’ active relation with the online domain from the
instrumental outcomes of their conducted actions, the interactive properties and
functions in the high experimental conditions should create a perceived experience of
high operational and personalization of the platform without actually providing
participants extra operational possibilities and a personalized platform. This is essential
to confirm that a mediation is caused by having an active relation with the platform and
not simply by the outcomes of actions. Let me elaborate the implication of this
requirement with a very simple example relating to personalized interactivity. Imagine
that the high personalized interactivity condition actually permits participants to
choose a different background color: red15. When participants that choose this color
show different responses to the moral dilemmas compared to participants who did not
made this choice, it remains unclear whether their particular responses are mediated by
the perception of having an active relation with the online domain (modifying the
online domain to personal preferences) or by the enabled instrumental outcome of the
action (being in a red platform). In this case, whether the active personalized relation
with the platform mediates certain responses or whether those practices are simply
caused by being in a red platform cannot be validated.
15

There is evidence that the color red may have influence on human behavior, for instance it may
influence the outcomes of physical contests in humans (Hill & Barton, 2005).
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Therefore, in the high operational interactivity condition, participants should perceive
interactive operation that provides a high natural informational response through the
use of interactive and hierarchal hyperlinks, while participants in a low interactivity
condition should not perceive such navigation. However, in both conditions (high vs.
low operational interactivity), the operational possibilities and presented information
should be identical. For personalized interactivity, this means that in the high
personalized condition, participants should perceive that they have personalized their
platform even though their platform is actually identical to the low personalized
interactivity condition. Table 14 shows the four possible experimental conditions.

Table 14
Four experimental conditions of online interactivity

Perceived
operational
interactivity

Perceived personalized interactivity
High
High High operational /
High personalized

Low
High operational /
Low personalized

Low Low operational /
High personalized

Low operational /
Low personalized

Designing and programming the platform
To program the platform, the first step was to design the low operational/low
personalized platform. With the help of two programmers, a set of wireframes16 of the
simplest version of this platform was drawn during three sessions. The wireframes
displayed participants’ entire platform journey in the low operational/low personalized
platform. Several platform pages were drawn to show how the moral scenarios that
examined the moral mediations could be displayed and how participants could
complete online questionnaires relating to their moral choices and their views and
perception of the online platform. This step resulted in a coherent set of wireframes
that revealed participant’s possible journeys through the platform.
The second step was to design the two manipulations. First the condition of high
operational interactivity was designed. It was decided that the perception of high
operational interactivity would be realized through the use of interactive tiles. While
16

A wireframe is a schematic blueprint of a webpage’s framework.
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the low operational interactivity condition would consist of “simple” subsequent
webpages, the high operational interactivity condition would display a main page in
which several tiles would open different pages of the website. For personalized
interactivity, a “personalization page” was added at the beginning of the platform to
create the high personalized interactivity condition. On this personalization page,
participants would be asked to choose from several personalization options to modify
the webpage to their personal preferences. Again, all pages of the high operational
interactivity and high personalized interactivity conditions were depicted in the form of
wireframes to fine-tune the designs.
The next phase of creating the platform was to program it. Using the content
management system WordPress, the four different conditions were programmed. Every
experimental condition received an individual web address (URL) so that each
condition could be individually worked. By alternating these web addresses during the
actual experimental rounds, it was ensured that participants were randomly allocated
to one of the four conditions.
Finally, after programming the four conditions, they were further finalized by adding
introductory texts, moral scenarios that tested the three moral mediations and their
related questionnaires, and closure pages. The introduction pages were equal in
perceived operational and personalized interactivity conditions, but after this page,
participants perceived one of the four described experimental conditions. Though the
experimental conditions were different, the moral scenarios, which are described in
more detail in the next section, were identical for all conditions, resulting in four
different conditions with equal measurement items.
After finalizing the conditions, the manipulations, moral scenarios and questionnaires
were pretested on 16 third-year students 17 and two alumni to fine-tune the
experimental conditions, moral scenarios and language. These testers were not aware
of the platform’s intended use. Based on their remarks, adjustments to the platform,
measurements and textual explanations were made. Their responses were not included
in the data, and they were not invited for the final experiment. The final design of the
platform will be described and shown in more detail in chapter 5, but first I will
elaborate on how the results of chapter 3 will be further examined and validated.

17

To minimize risk of exposure, I asked third-year students who were doing an external internship at the
time of pretesting.
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4.1.3 Introducing moral scenarios to examine online moral
practices
In this structured experiment, the online platform examines three questions based on
the findings detailed in chapter 3. Two questions concern the derived mediations:
1) Does having an active relation with the online domain stimulate selfinterested practices? (RQ1)
2) Does having an active relation with the online domain amplify responding to
others in interpersonal contact? (RQ2)
The third question concerns the hypothesized relation between an active online domain
and placing emphasis on individual responsibility:
3) Does having an active relation with the online domain encourage placing
emphasis on individual responsibility? (RQ3)
To test these questions, this experimental study will make use of several moral
scenarios that require participants to make real, moral decisions. A scenario could be
understood as a “small bespoke set of structured conceptual systems of equally
plausible future contexts, often presented as narrative descriptions, manufactured for
someone and for a purpose, typically to provide inputs for future work” (Ramirez,
Mukherjee, Vezzoli, & Kramer, 2015 p. 71). Moral scenarios typically involve an actorspecific context. They are about what could happen in the near future that may involve
the participant (Heijden, 2005). The strength of using scenarios is that doing so allows
participants to respond to conceivable future situations. Convincing scenarios trigger
genuine responses that are made within a context that strongly involves the emotional
world of the participant.

Examining RQ1: Moral scenarios about self-interested practices
The first research question involves how an active relation with the online domain
stimulates self-interested practices. To explore this question, a moral scenario is
required in which participants are asked to choose between oneself and the group. To
make these self-interested practices genuine, these moral scenarios should be
presented as personal moral dilemmas. Personal moral dilemmas are a good way to
reveal real moral decisions that concern self-interest versus group interest. Moral
dilemmas exist in many different forms, but they share a number of essential
characteristics (McConnell, 2014). In a moral dilemma, an actor needs to make a
decision between two or more choices. All choices lead to different desired moral
outcomes. As the actor cannot choose both, the choice leads to at least one type of moral
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failure, and the actor is aware of this. No matter what choice the actor makes, there will
always be a loss, either for the actor or for others.
In this experiment, moral dilemmas will be used to examine decisions and practices that
involve conflicts between a participant’s personal interest and a group’s interest.
Generally, in moral interest dilemmas, two different types are distinguished. Dilemmas
of moral interest can be about not taking too much from a shared, finite common pool so
that others can benefit too or about contributing a personal share to a collective interest
so that others do not have to contribute more than their share (Forgas, Fiedler, & Crano,
2015). To study self-interested practices, both types of dilemmas will be tested in this
experiment. One moral scenario will revolve around taking collective resources, and
one will be about contributing personal resources. The dependent variable will
therefore measure whether participants choose to conduct self-interested practices or
feel a moral obligation to help the group interest.
For moral scenarios to elicit genuine responses, it is essential that the dilemmas are
convincing and that participants understand that pursuing self-interest will have
negative consequences for the group. Therefore, the scenario should be very clear in it
being a zero-sum dilemma: a moral situation wherein, when an actor chooses selfinterested actions, that choice comes at the cost of others.18 Researchers generally agree
that, to guarantee that participants recognize the proposed dilemma as a zero-sum
game, the dilemma should involve physical resources. Arguably, physical resources are
more easily recognized as transferable and finite.19 Thus, for participants, a scenario
will be correctly recognized as an actual dilemma if it applies to physical resources.

Examining RQ2: Moral scenarios about responding to others in interpersonal
contacts
In chapter 3, it was observed that online interactivity mediates amplified responding to
others in the online domain. Validating this observation requires a community in which
participants can respond to others. One way of doing this is to require participants to
assess the value of statements they perceive as being made by others who are equally
present on the online platform. In chapter 3, it was concluded that familiarity and
closeness is an essential factor in the response to others. In an active online setting,
friends are generally greeted with positive responses, while perceived strangers are
quickly met with negative responses, especially if they are unlike minded. Therefore,
the role that having an active relation with the online domain plays in how participants
respond to others in the online domain should be examined twice. What happens if

18

A non-zero-sum game refers to games where an actor’s gain does not necessarily come at the expense
of others.
19
Online resources are often perceived as duplicable and infinite (e.g., virtual content).
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participants are asked to comment on familiar others? What about perceived strangers?
The exploratory study discussed in chapter 3 showed that, when they were in their
personally controlled accounts, participants accepted a lot from familiar others, but
they were easily triggered to confront strangers about their wrongful ideas. Therefore I
will design two scenarios that require participants to react to conflicting opinions
provided by (1) familiar others and by (2) perceived strangers. Based on the derived
mediation on amplified interpersonal contact in an interactive online domain, I expect
that, when participants perceive an high interactive relation with the platform, (1) they
will react more positively toward familiar others with whom they disagree and (2) they
will react more negatively toward perceived strangers with whom they disagree.

Examining RQ3: Moral scenarios about emphasizing individual responsibility
Another conclusion from chapter 3 was that participants placed great emphasis on
individual responsibility when judging online moral practices.
In general, individualism is the moral position that centralizes the moral worth of the
individual and peripheralizes the moral worth of the social (Oyserman, Coon, &
Kemmelmeier, 2002; Triandis, 1995). Particularly in regard to applying individualistic
orientation to social situations, Waterman (1984) describes individualism as a focused
orientation on personal responsibility, freedom of choice and individual competence. In
that view, individualism is associated with a reasoning style that emphasizes individual
responsibility and individual equity and merit over collectiveness when judging social
situations.
An active relation with the online domain by means of operational and personalized
interactivity may partially set the context for this increased emphasis on individual
responsibility. Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher and Wetherell (1987) show that the
context a person is in may define how social phenomena are engaged. The online
domain allows being in a context in which individual control is accentuated. As
operational and personalized interactive actions increase the individualistic perception
of being in control, this perception may elicit a particular individualistic categorization
that could be used to interpret and take a position toward all that is encountered online.
Online interactivity may imbue the perception of personal competence and individual
action, resulting in self-categorization based on “I” rather than on “us” and thus
accentuating individuality. This individual self-categorization is not only used to assess
the self. Others may also be assessed according to it (Hornsey, 2008). Online, this
individual self-categorization, mediated by an active relation with the online domain,
may influence how users describe and accentuate the competence and responsibility of
others when assessing social situations. Regarding the online domain, Haythornthwaite
and Wellman (2002) coined this as “networked individualism”. They suggest that
personalization makes that the individual, and not the group, is becoming the primary
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basis of the community. In the online domain, it becomes the “I” that is the main
orientation in forming relations and making decisions and not “we”.
I intend to further examine this suggestion in the experiments. This will require a
scenario in which participants are asked to judge others based on individual
competence and merit. For this thesis, the scenario must let participants assess the
worth and value of individual merit against the value of collectivism.
In addition, the results derived in chapter 3 showed that, with placing emphasis on
individual responsibility comes moral rationalization. When discussing online moral
situations, many participants generally reasoned as follows: “The online domain grants
everybody a lot of control. This comes with responsibility. Thus, if one is hurt online, it’s
one’s own fault by enabling it”. This type of reasoning appeared to be encouraged by
having an active relation with the online domain. Because the online domain is
perceived as a different setting than the physical world, other rules apply. For example,
when content was made available in the physical world, it was not considered to come
with a transfer of rights, but when that content was made available online, it was.
Participants perceived that, when people made their personal, sensitive material
available to another’s personal online domain, they more or less granted permission to
utilize it. This specific rationalization – that moral rules do not apply in some situations
– is understood as moral disengagement (Bandura, 1999). According to Bandura
(1999), morality is embedded in self-reflective and self-regulative mechanisms. In the
development of morality, individuals adopt standards of good or bad that function as
guides for specific conduct. Morality is thus rooted in a reactive selfhood rather than in
fixed psychological traits. What people perceive as right or wrong is not fixed but may
be influenced by specific contextual circumstances. It may change between situations
and time. Moral disengagement is an individual’s ability to reinterpret the intentionality
of current actions as moral (Opotow & Weiss, 2000). Bandura Barbarelli, Caprara and
Pastorelli (1996) suggest that this moral reinterpretation of scenarios and situations
may happen through different cognitive mechanisms.
Bandura et al. (1996) propose that the moral reinterpretation of situations may work
through four sets of mechanisms, each of which contains several other mechanisms.
Disengagement may revolve around (1) redefining reprehensible conduct. It may focus
on (2) the agency of the action, to minimize one’s role. It may involve (3) minimizing the
detrimental effects that flow from actions, and it may (4) include victim blaming.
The first set, redefining reprehensible conduct, implies that immoral practices are made
personally and sociably acceptable by portraying them as being pro-social and of moral
purpose. According to Bandura, with moral justification, people act on a moral
imperative and preserve their view of themselves as moral agents. Practices that harm
others are presented as the right thing to do. One way to achieve redefining conduct is
through euphemistic labeling. As language shapes thoughts and patterns, reframing
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activities in metaphoric language may decrease the perception of immoral conduct. For
example, the term “collateral damage” almost makes you forget that it actually means
that civilian lives have been lost. A third mechanism of redefining reprehensible
conduct is advantageous comparison. Comparing reprehensible conduct with an even
worse action may redefine our ideas about the initial act, not because that act may be
moral in itself, but because it is not as immoral as the act it is compared with.
The second set of mechanisms of disengagement operates by obscuring or distorting
the agentive relationship between actions and effects (Bandura, 2002). It is about
people not acknowledging that they are contributors to harmful outcomes.
Displacement of responsibility means that people view their practices as resulting from
the pressures or dictations of others rather than as something they are personally
responsible for. Displacing responsibility to other authorities implies that people
perceive that they are not the actual agents of their actions and thus are not responsible
for negative consequences. Personal agency may also be obscured by diffusion of
responsibility. When it is perceived that everybody is responsible, one’s individual part
may appear rather limited.
A third set of mechanisms to disengage from the detrimental effects of actions is to
minimize their consequences. When the effect of immoral actions becomes less evident
and less personalized, those actions are more easily conducted. When the harmful
effects of an act can be ignored, minimized, distorted or disbelieved, people may
continue in that act (Bandura, 2002). People may either disregard the consequences or
distort the consequences of an act.
The fourth and final set of mechanisms to disengage moral practices is victim blaming.
When one sees other people as humans with interests and emotions, continuing to
harm them conflicts with one’s empathic feelings. Dehumanizing may solve this
dissonance that comes with harming others. Calling immigrants a plague may lead to
people’s indifference when immigrants drown at sea. Similarly, claiming that victims
brought their suffering on themselves may relieve the tensions that come from harming
them (Bandura, 2002).
In table 15, the four sets of mechanisms of moral disengagement are summarized.
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Table 15
Practices of moral disengagement
Set
Redefining
reprehensible conduct

Agency of action

Minimizing
detrimental effects

Victim blaming

Mechanisms
Moral justification

Disengaged argument
Present an act as the right thing.

Euphemistic labeling
Advantageous
comparison

Language may decrease the perception
of immoral conduct.
Making an immoral act appear less bad
by comparing it with something worse.

Displacement of
responsibility

Viewing your action as being due to the
pressure or dictation of others.

Diffusion of
responsibility

When everybody is responsible, each
individual part appears insignificant.

Disregarding the
consequences

The argument that the consequence of
an action is limited.

Distorting the
consequences

Claiming that the consequence of an
action is different than it really is.

Dehumanization

Depicting victims as not human so one
does not have to consider their feelings.

Attribution of blame
Note: Retrieved from Bandura (2002).

The victim did it to him/herself.

In chapter 3, I concluded that participants primarily showed moral justification and
victim blaming in their reasoning about online moral practices. Therefore, along with
validating whether an active relation encourages placing emphasis on individual
responsibility, the structured experiments will validate if this type of reasoning is
indeed encouraged in the online domain.
In the next chapter, the experimental conditions, moral scenarios and measures will be
discussed in more detail and the results of the three conducted experimental rounds
will be presented. But first, one more topic needs to be addressed: how to understand
the feelings of ownership and being in control that come with having an active relation
with the online domain. The rest of this chapter examines the topics of ownership and
being in control, with the intention of including this construct in the structured
experiments.
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4.2 Operationalization of feelings of ownership and
being in control
4.2.1 Three motives induce feelings of ownership
The results from chapter 3 suggested that our active relation with the online domain
mediates the perception of being in control and having ownership over the domain. I
observed that participants perceived the online domain as a privately controlled place
that centralizes the user and thus provides ownership privileges.
In two prominent studies, Pierce, Kostova and Dirks (2001; 2003) provide literary
overviews of the concept of psychologically experienced ownership that include the
construct of perceived control. They follow Helga Dittmar (1992) in their basic
underpinning that suggests that ownership over material objects and environments can
shape one’s consciousness and interpretation of the world. Particularly, ownership
plays an essential role in the owner’s consciousness of entitlement in a given setting. No
formal or legal ownership is required. The psychological feeling that an environment or
object is owned (e.g., a local pub) can equally shape consciousness and interpretation.
For example, when it is perceived that an object or environment is owned, the “owner”
may perceive increased rights. Ownership may also relate to ideas and artistic
creations. An observation by Susan Isaacs (1933) highlights this. She observed strong
feelings of ownership among young children toward rhymes that were new to them.
Children claimed the rhymes as theirs and were not really eager to allow other children
to use them.
Pierce and colleagues (2001) argue that perceptions of ownership derive from three
central human motives that explain why feelings of ownership show up in an
individual’s psychological state: people’s need for efficacy and effectance through
perceived control, people’s need for having a place through knowing the environment
and people’s need to express their identity through investing the self with positive
labor. Before I link the concept of perceived ownership to online interactive properties,
a short theoretical overview of these central human motives that induce perceptions of
ownership will be given.

Efficacy and effectance induce ownership through perceived control
The motives of efficacy and effectance relate to the mechanisms of gaining and having
control over an object or environment. Furby (1978) suggests that a central feature of
inducing the perception of ownership is the ability to affect and control the object or
environment in whatever way one wishes. Rudmin and Berry (1987) suggest that the
ability to use and control objects may create a certain perception of ownership as
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objects that can be controlled are soon regarded as a part of the self. Pierce, Kostova
and Dirks (2001) claim a positive and causal relationship between the amount of
control a person has over a particular object and the degree of ownership toward that
object. In further defining what control means, Averill (1973) categorizes three types of
control. Practical control is control over direct action toward the environment.
Cognitive control is the control a person feels in the interpretation of events. Decisional
control relates to having alternatives in courses of action. As mentioned before,
ownership is generally associated with control over tangible, physical objects, but it can
also be felt toward non-physical entities such as ideas, artistic creations, environments
and information (Pierce et al., 2003). When people perceive control over an
environment or object, they will increasingly perceive it as part of their selfconstitution. In relation to children’s social development, Furby (1978) suggests that, in
their development, children perceive controllable objects as part of the self, while
objects that cannot be controlled remain in the not-self region. This effect has a
biological foundation. Starting from a young age, control and ownership are intrinsically
linked: the act of asserting ownership through control appears very early (Litwinski,
1942) and is present in all human societies (Ellis, 1985). But a strong social foundation
also exists. The relation of ownership and control is strengthened by nurture since
children are often not allowed to touch objects they do not own.

Having a place induces ownership through knowing the environment
People tend to create personal places in work and social environments (Karahanna, Xu,
& Zhang, 2015). Within these personal places, one may perceive having more rights and
privileges than others and, thus, may perceive more emotional distress when those
rights and privileges are violated (Pierce et al., 2003). Apart from legal ownership, a
personal place may also be owned because of one’s association and familiarity with it.
The more knowledge a person has about an environment, the better the relation
between the self and that environment can be described in terms of a personal place.
When someone knows an environment and can control it, a perception of ownership of
that target is achieved. A simple example is a bullpen-type office. Though the space is
not personally owned and employees are intended to circulate, most employees will feel
ownership privileges toward a specific workplace, partly because they are familiar with
that specific place, but also because they may have set the environment the last time
they were there. When a coworker inhabits this place, this action, though technically
allowed, may be perceived as a (small) violation of one’s personal place and perceived
privileges.
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Self-identity induces ownership through investing the self by means of positive
labor
The third and last motive of ownership, according to Pierce and colleagues (2001), is
the ability to invest the self in an object or environment through labor, an idea that is
based on the work of the influential philosopher and physician John Locke. According to
Locke (1988), we own that which we create, shape or produce. By conducting actions
toward an object, the object becomes “part of us”.
The relation between labor and satisfaction is not a strictly human trait. Ellis (1985)
shows that rats prefer food for which they worked by pressing a lever compared to
easily available food. By means of labor, beings invest energy in the products produced
and, as a result, these products become representations of their selves (Marx & Engels,
1978). The investment of an individual’s positive energy, self-identity and effort
ensures the development of positive feelings of ownership over an object. Comparably,
Pierce et al. (2003) propose a causal relationship between the extent to which one
invests oneself in the potential target of ownership and the degree of ownership one
feels toward that target. Personalization of an environment therefore creates a
perception of ownership not only because of the instrumental outcome but also by
means of investing oneself through enjoyable labor.

4.2.2 Feelings of ownership and the online domain
The concept of ownership relating to the online domain has received considerable
attention. The general consensus is that interactive actions induce a sense of control
over virtual places that relates to increased perceived ownership and positively
influences psychological affection and involvement toward that environment.
Karanhanna, Xu and Zhang (2015) suggest that social media offers a platform that
strongly encourages the development of ownership. They conclude that, “although
users do not formally own the media, they still can develop a feeling of ownership
toward their virtual belongings, contributions, and communities”. Lee and Suh (2015)
found that a sense of control in online communities positively influences feelings of
ownership of these communities. Online actions induce a sense of being a creator and
thus create a perception of achievement and pride of ownership over the setting
(Franke, Schreier, & Kaiser, 2010). This conclusion is based on the idea that, when a
user perceives some degree of control over the properties and functions of an object or
environment, that may lead to an experience of the product or environment as an
extension of one’s autonomy and identity (Oulasvirta & Blom, 2008).
In a prior study, de Ridder and Rozendaal (2008) concluded that graphical interface
richness increases both the sense of control over and engagement with virtual
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environments. Examining the influence of touch interfaces on ownership, Brasel and
Gips (2014) found that touch interfaces increased the level of perceived ownership of
internet content. In their study regarding the influence of interactivity on workflow,
Rodríquez-Ardura and Meseguer-Artola (2015) found that interactivity positively
correlates with workflow and generates positive attitudes toward virtual learning
environments. When modifying and controlling online places and objects, users invest
time and physical effort and are likely to perceive ownership of that which they create,
shape and modify (Lee & Suh, 2015). Sundar and Marathe (2010) show that skilled
users perceive a higher feeling of control when given the option of personalizing an
online environment. The configured setting is seen as fitting to the user’s requirements.
Additionally, the hedonic benefit derived from the ability to modify is experienced as
intrinsically rewarding. Personalized interactivity increases process gratification, which
provides a more enjoyable experience of use. The environment or object is seen as a
personal domain. It may be perceived as a game that gives continuous responses about
configuration choices (Kamis, Koufaris, & Stern, 2008; Merle, Chandon, Roux, & Alizon,
2010; Trentin, Perin, & Forza, 2014). Blom and Monk (2003) found that a personalized
phone led to an increased cognitive recognition of the system and a greater emotional
attachment. Park (2014) found that personalization in social media platforms increases
perceived switching costs and predicts continuance in use.
According to Sundar and Marathe (2010), high perceived ownership of online places
may simultaneously elicit personal engagement with those places. However, Sundar and
Nass (2001) found that, when users were able to tailor news stories through
personalized interactive properties and functions, they liked the stories less and rated
them of lower quality. A prior study may explain this effect. Sundar (2007) suggests that
increasing personalization may raise engagement, focusing greater attention on
content. Sundar and Marathe (2010) write, “Heightened interactivity not only affords
higher potential for customization vis-à-vis content selection but also offers more
intimate contact with content and the environment, thus resulting in closer scrutiny” (p.
303). Online content may be judged more severely according to personal standards of
interest. As a result, interactive properties and functions may influence which standards
are used to assess the importance of content. Pierce and colleagues (2001) identify
expected rights and presumed responsibilities as one of the key consequences of
ownership. When users perceive ownership, they perceive the right and privilege to be
informed and have a voice in decisions (Rodgers & Freundlich, 1998). When actors
perceive that they are in control in a personal place, they may feel unhindered and
privileged in being self-centered.
Based on the studies discussed in this section, I expect that an active relation with the
online domain mediates perceptions of online ownership and that this mediated
perception may play a role in online moral practices. This leads to a fourth research
question on the influence of ownership, which will also be validated in the experiments.
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4) Do feelings of platform ownership play a role in our online moral practices?
The construct of perceived ownership will be included in the experiments through the
concepts of: (1) perceived control, (2) sense of place and (3) investing the self through
joyful labor.

4.3 Conclusion
This chapter presented the outline for a second empirical study. It was suggested that a
fully controlled experiment would provide the best follow-up to the study reported in
chapter 3. A controlled experiment allows an active relation with the online domain to
be isolated from other factors that could mediate online morality. Further, a controlled
experiment provides the opportunity to examine the mediation of that active relation
apart from the instrumental outcomes of actions. This is essential for examining
whether actions toward the online domain itself mediate online intentionality or
whether moral mediation only occurs by means of what our actions toward the online
domain enable. Therefore, an online platform is required that allows manipulation of
perceived interactive actions, though no actions will have real instrumental outcomes in
terms of new information or noticeable modifications.
When perceived relations with the online domain are manipulated in an experimental
setting, participants may perceive that they are acting in an operational and
personalized interactive online place, though they may actually be acting in an online
place that is identical to all.
To examine online moral practices, participants will be asked to react to moral
scenarios in this online platform. The strength of using scenarios is that they may
trigger participants to react to conceivable future situations that personally involve
them. Such scenarios are required to validate the research questions on self-interested
practices, amplified responding to others in interpersonal contact and emphasizing
individual responsibility. As this chapter explained, two scenarios are needed to
examine how interactivity mediates moral practices that concern self-interest. Separate
scenarios will test moral dilemmas about either taking from a shared, finite pool or
contributing personal resources to a common goal so that others do not have to
contribute more than their share.
To validate whether an active relation with the online domain mediates amplified
responding to others, the experimental platform should allow participants to directly
react to others. As friendship categorization is important, tests of how actions toward
the online domain influence responding to others in direct interpersonal contacts
should also be conducted twice: once where participants communicate with perceived
strangers and once where participants communicate with friends. Participants will be
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asked to react to these strangers and friends who all express opinions that conflict with
their own.
Lastly, a moral scenario is needed to examine whether an active relation with the online
domain encourages placing an emphasis on individual responsibility. For this purpose,
the scenario should require participants to assess the worth and value of individual
merit against the perceived value of collectivism. It is hypothesized that, in a setting in
which an individual user perceives a high level of being in control, this perception may
function as a specific categorization for how social reality is assessed and judged. When
a user perceives being in control, the technological context individualizes the user. This
perception of the online domain as a domain that brings individual control could
mediate an intentionality to judge others on individual competence and responsibility.
It triggers an “everyone for themselves” reasoning through which social situations are
judged.
In the second part of this chapter, the perceptions of ownership and being in control
were further examined and operationalized. Based on the results from chapter 3, it was
concluded that our active relation with the online domain mediates our perception of
having online ownership over that domain. This perception may play a role in how we
make moral decisions in the online domain. To examine this perception of having
ownership rights, three constructs need to be included in the experimental rounds. Do
participants feel as if they are in control in the online platform? Do participants perceive
the online platform as a personal place? And do participants feel like they are
personally invested in the online domain?
In

the

next

chapter,

the

three

experimental
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rounds

will

be

discussed.
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Chapter 5: Three experiments on conducting
moral practices in a perceived interactive
online domain
Introduction
When online, we have to make many moral decisions every day. We have
to make decisions that involve content. Am I going to download that
movie illegally? Am I going to utilize this content when I know it harms
others? Am I going to use this content in a presentation without making
proper references? We have to make decisions about how we engage
others. Am I going to go full throttle when I think someone is wrong by
pointing out his or her stupidity? Am I going to tell my friend that she
insulted me online? And we have to make decisions about how we react
when we witness people in distress in the online domain. Will I step in
when I see people are being harmed online?
The objective of this chapter is to examine whether our active relation
with the online domain mediates our moral practices in moral dilemmas
and moral scenarios, based on the findings of three experiments.
In section 5.1, the moral scenarios that serve as the dependent variables
for examining the research questions are described in more detail. Three
experimental rounds that examine the formulated research questions are
also presented. In section 5.2, the first experimental round is reported,
and the platform and manipulations are presented in more detail. The
first experiment examines whether the condition of high operational and
high personalized interactivity stimulates self-interested practices and
encourages an emphasis on individual responsibility. Section 5.3 reports
on the second experimental round. This experiment examines the
mediation of operational and personalized interactivity on responding to
perceived strangers. It also uses a more extensive scenario to validate
participants’ online emphasis on individual responsibility. In addition,
the scenario on self-interested practices was included for replication
purposes. Section 5.4 presents the final experiment. This experiment
examines a scenario regarding amplified responding to familiar others.
Significant results were found in all experimental rounds. The final
section presents these results.
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5.1 Introducing the experiments
Based on the findings of the empirical study described in chapter 3, the objective of the
experiments described in this chapter was to further validate whether our active
relation with the online domain plays a significant role in our online moral practices.
For this purpose, three questions were formulated in chapter 4. Two questions concern
the derived mediations:
1. Does having an active relation with the online domain stimulate selfinterested practices? (RQ1)
2. Does having an active relation with the online domain amplify responding to
others in interpersonal contact? (RQ2)
The third question concerns the hypothesized relation between being in an active
online domain and placing emphasis on individual responsibility:
3. Does having an active relation with the online domain encourage placing
emphasis on individual responsibility? (RQ3)
Additionally, chapter 3 suggested that an active relation with the online domain
mediates our feelings of ownership and that this mediated perception could play a role
in our online moral practices. This led to the following question:
4. Do feelings of platform ownership play a role in our online moral practices?
(RQ4)
To further examine these questions, a new interactive platform was built. Figure 5
shows the opening page (left) of this platform and a page in which a moral scenario is
presented (right).

Figure 5. Screenshots of the newly built interactive platform. Left: Opening page of the
platform. Right: Part of a moral scenario, including one measurement (RQ3).
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Using this platform, three experimental rounds were conducted. This chapter reports
on these experimental rounds and their results. All participants were students from The
Hague University of Applied Sciences (bachelor level). The platform and exact measures
will be described in more detail for each experimental round. First, a short overview of
the moral scenarios that served as the dependent variables in each round is provided
below.

Moral scenarios

For the first two experimental rounds, the scenarios involved university policymaking.
Participants were told the university had launched a new online platform to make it
easier for students to comment on university policy proposals. It was assumed that such
topics would trigger comparable engagement from nearly all participants and that
participants would probably not already have strong and stationary opinions on the
topics. For the scenarios, I deliberately chose themes that related to university policy
instead of debated contemporary social themes, as I wanted scenarios that provoked
“new” moral thinking. I assumed that many societal debates about powerful themes like
sexism and racism would trigger strong reactions that would dilute any effects of the
intended manipulations. In addition, it is likely that such themes would strongly divide
participants into those who are fully engaged and those who do not care that much.
Based on the requirements discussed in chapter 4, Experiment 1 presented two moral
dilemmas to examine the first research question, which concerned stimulated selfinterest. The first dilemma was a taking from the common good dilemma in which
participants were offered extra resources that benefitted their personal study results. It
was explained that, if they took these resources, it would deplete financial funds for
others. The second dilemma was a contributing to the common good dilemma.
Participants were informed that they had been assigned to an extensive follow-up task
that would require a significant contribution of time. However, they were allowed to
forward that task to someone else without personal consequences. This second scenario
was based on the zero-sum dilemmas developed by Batson and colleagues (Batson,
Kobrynowicz, Dinnerstein, Kampf, & Wilson, 1997; Batson, Thompson, Seuferling,
Whitney, & Strongman, 1999). This experiment also examined the third research
question, which was about placing emphasis on individual responsibility. Participants
were asked to give their consent on a university policy that financially rewarded
individual merit at the expense of students with lesser competences as a replacement
for the contemporary collective system. In addition, research question 4 was examined
on whether feelings of platform ownership play a role in participants’ responses to the
presented scenarios. For this experiment, perceived online interactivity was
manipulated into a 2 x 2 (perceived operational interactivity: high vs. low; perceived
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personalized interactivity: high vs. low) between-subjects design. The platform was
designed using the content management system WordPress.
Experiment 2 examined the second, third, and fourth research questions. To examine
the second research question, about amplified responses to others in online
interpersonal contact, participants were first asked to comment on an unpopular policy
proposal. After stating their own opinion, participants were asked to evaluate and
respond to perceived strangers who either opposed or supported their opinion in a
forum. Though participants were under the impression that the opinions presented in
the forum were made in real time, they were in fact standardized. This research design
was based on that of Christie and Dill (2016). In chapter 3, it was concluded that, in the
responses to others during interpersonal contact, the categorization of closeness plays a
role. Thus, the aim of this moral scenario was to let participants react to perceived
strangers to see whether they responded to strangers’ conflicting and supporting
opinions more profoundly than to those of friends. Additionally, the scenario in
Experiment 1 about placing emphasis on individual responsibility was extended and
included to examine the third research question. Lastly, similar to Experiment 1, RQ4
was investigated on whether feelings of platform ownership play a role in participants’
responses to the scenarios. Experiment 2 used the same 2 x 2 (perceived operational
interactivity: high vs. low; perceived personalized interactivity: high vs. low) betweensubjects design as used in Experiment 1. The platform design was also similar to that
used in Experiment 1. To create the platform for Experiment 2, the platform used in
Experiment 1 was copied to create four new URLs matching the four conditions. The
texts in these conditions were rewritten according to the new moral scenarios.
Experiment 3 was designed to further examine the second research question, this time
regarding how participants react to familiar others rather than to strangers. Similar to
Experiment 1 and experiment 2, the role of participants’ feelings of platform ownership
was also examined. To increase the ecological validity for Experiment 3, the online
platform was redesigned into one that allowed real discussion between two
participants. I wanted to examine whether having a discussion with familiar others in a
high interactivity platform would lead participants to conduct and assess a discussion
differently than participants in a low interactivity platform did. Half the participants
used a high operational and personalized interactivity platform in which they discussed
a moral dilemma, and half used a low operational and personalized interactivity
platform to discuss the dilemma. The scenario chosen was one that would immediately
involve them in a simple yet amusing discussion. After creating an account, all
participants were presented with an end-of-the world scenario. They were told that the
world was destined for imminent disaster that would bring an end to humanity. Luckily,
with an unidentified other (participants knew that it was one of their classmates but not
which one), they shared a large bunker that would save them. They were able to save all
their friends and family members and even had one place left. Participants were given
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five minutes to discuss which celebrity they would provide shelter to. This scenario was
chosen because I believed it would lead to high engagement, as participants were
required to defend their public heroes, without the risk of triggering strong reactions
and dividing the group into involved and uninvolved participants. This scenario was
based on Lapidot-Lefler and Barak’s (2012) design. Table 16 summarizes which
scenario examined which research question.

Table 16
Experimental rounds and related research questions.

Experimental Related research questions
round
Experiment 1

RQ1: Two scenarios on self-interest. Taking dilemma & contributing dilemma.
RQ3: Scenario on placing emphasis on individual responsibility.
RQ4: Examining the role of feelings of platform ownership

Experiment 2

RQ2: Scenario on responding to others in interpersonal contact. Perceived
strangers.
RQ3: Scenario on placing emphasis on individual responsibility.
RQ4: Examining the role of feelings of platform ownership

Experiment 3

RQ2: Scenario on responding to others in interpersonal contact. Familiar others.
RQ4: Examining the role of feelings of platform ownership

Ethical approval and pilots
The experimental design and procedures were approved by the ethical committee at the
University of Twente. All participants gave informed consent and were debriefed after
all experiments took place. To follow ethical guidelines, no participants under 18 years
of age were included.
To test the platforms, two pilots were performed. The first pilot (n = 16) revealed two
important problems with the design of Experiments 1 and 2. First, participants were
unintentionally able to skip an important part of the integrated questionnaire in the
high operational interactivity condition. By going back and forth in a specific sequence,
participants were able to skip parts of the experiment without their knowing. Second,
the data measurement did not work properly. These problems were fixed, and during
the second pilot (n = 14), no further problems were revealed. Participants from the
pilots were not included in the final data.
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5.2 Experiment 1: Self-interested practices and
emphasizing individual responsibility
Experiment 1 examined research question (RQ) 1 (Does having an active relation with
the online domain stimulate self-interested practices?) and RQ3 (Does having an active
relation with the online domain encourage placing emphasis on individual
responsibility?). It also examined RQ4, whether feelings of ownership plays a role in
participants’ decisions.
To reduce the change of reporting false positives20, I will follow the six requirements21
of Simmons, Nelson and Simonsohn (2011) about collecting and reporting experimental
data. With Experiment 1 and 2, I intended to collect 30 observations per cell (a total of
60 observations for the operational interactivity condition and a total of 60 for the
personalized interactivity condition). With Experiment 3, I intended to collect 20
observations per cell. Furthermore, I will list all variables that are collected in the
experiments. I will report all experimental conditions, including failed manipulations. I
will report when observations are eliminated from the analysis and I will report the
statistical results if those observations would be included in the analysis. Lastly, I will
report when I include a covariate in the data analysis and I will report the statistical
results of this analysis without the covariate.

5.2.1 Participants
A total of 115 students (51.3% female) ranging from 18 to 30 years of age (M = 21.12,
SD = 2.73) from five different faculties of The Hague University of Applied Sciences
(business, industrial design, IT, health and European studies) participated in this
experiment. For participating, students received a large chocolate bar and were entered
into a raffle to win one of fifteen gift certificates of 25 euros each. Participants were
randomly allocated within a 2 x 2 (perceived operational interactivity: high vs. low;
perceived personalized interactivity: high vs. low) between-subjects design.

20

Reporting a positive significant effect, when in reality this effect is not present.
In an influential article about flexibility in data collection and analysis, Simmons Nelson and Simonsohn
(2011) proposes six requirements for authors when reporting experimental data: “(1) Authors must
decide the rule for terminating data collection before data collection begins and report this rule in the
article. (2) Authors must collect at least 20 observations per cell or else provide a compelling cost-of-data
collection justification. (3) Authors must list all variables collected in a study (4) Authors must report all
experimental conditions, including failed manipulations. (5) If observations are eliminated, authors must
also report what the statistical results are if those observations are included and (6) if analysis includes a
covariate, authors must report the statistical results of the analysis without the covariate.” (p. 1362-1363)
21
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5.2.2 Procedure and design
Procedure
To recruit participants, students were asked to complete an online questionnaire on
potential future policies. On an informed consent form, they were asked to register with
their phone number for a specific date and time to visit a computer room and answer
several questions concerning university policy. It was emphasized that participation
was voluntary. One day before their registered date, the enlisted students received a
text message reminder.
Upon arrival, each participant was randomly seated behind a computer that showed a
welcome screen. The experiment took place in a large computer room that contained a
total of 80 single desk computers. To guarantee a tranquil experimental environment, a
maximum of 20 participants were accepted for each time slot. Therefore, a maximum of
20 computers, spread equally across the room, were made available. The other 60
computers were stored in the desks. After participants were seated, they were told to
create an account on a platform and then answer several questions concerning
university policymaking. Further, they received two additional short messages: (1) their
answers would be completely anonymous, and (2) the questionnaire was being carried
out in other places in the university at the same time. Because I worked with timeslots
and often more than one participant was present, participants could think that their
choices were automatically directed toward other people in the room. To avoid
participants showing more socially desirable practices, it was explained that this
questionnaire was being conducted in five classrooms simultaneously.
For Experiment 1, a 2 x 2 factorial design was used. The two independent variables
measured whether participants perceived that they had an active relation with the
platform. These independent variables were perceived operational interactivity
(operational interactivity: high vs. low) and perceived personalized interactivity
(personalized interactivity: high vs. low). Self-interested practices (RQ1), emphasizing
individual responsibility (RQ3) and feelings of platform ownership (RQ4) were
examined as dependent variables.

Manipulating a perceived operational interactive relation with the online
platform
The first independent variable involved participants’ perceived operational interactive
relation with the platform: perceived operational interactivity was manipulated into high
and low conditions. Participants were presented with one of these two conditions.
While both conditions allowed equal operations, the perception of operational
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interactivity in the high condition was different than that in the low condition. To
induce the different perceptions, navigation between the moral dilemmas and questions
differed between the conditions. Participants in one condition were required to conduct
different interactive actions to operate their platform than were participants in the
other condition, while the informational outcomes were the same in both conditions.
Figure 6 shows two screenshots comparing the layout of the high and low perceived
operational interactivity conditions.

Figure 6. Screenshots showing how operational interactivity was manipulated. Left: Tile
structure in the high operational interactivity condition (with high personalized
interactivity). Right: Fixed-pages structure in the low operational interactivity condition
(with high personalized interactivity).

Following Sundar and colleagues’ (2003) findings, a platform with a hierarchal mapping
structure was designed for the high operational interactivity condition. This mapping
structure appeared as four “tiles”, each with a different topic that could be visited by
clicking the tile. Behind every tile, the participant landed on a separate section of the
platform that contained dilemmas and/or questions. When a section was finished, the
participant clicked next to return to the homepage. To prevent participants from
finishing the platform in a random order, access to the next tile had to be “won” by
finishing the previous one. This element of perceived gamification was amplified by
showing a lock on the next tile when hovering over it. When access was attained, the tile
became green. Participants were free to enter green tiles at random. The perception of
operational interactivity was strengthened using visual feedback. When scrolling over a
tile, button or hyperlink, it changed color and size or the lock became visible.
In the low operational interactivity condition, completing the experiment was not
achieved through a tile structure, but through an aligned series of webpages. After
completing a page, participants did not return to the home page; instead, they had to
click next to continue to the following page. Identical to the high interactivity condition,
the low interactivity condition permitted going back and forth between different pages,
though not via the home page with tiles; instead participants had to go through the
other pages.
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Apart from the intended unequal perception of operational interactivity, the specific
build of the high and low operational interactivity conditions resulted in two
problematic dissimilarities that were fixed during programming of the platforms.
Because the high interactivity condition worked with links that went back and forth to
the home page, this resulted in extra clicks per participant compared to the low
condition. Therefore, in the low interactivity condition, extra pages were designed and
programmed between the content pages to align the number of clicks between both
conditions. Further, because of the tiles on the home page, participants in the high
condition had a clear impression of where they were in the sequence and what activities
were still to come. To ensure that participants in the low operational condition were
equally informed about what parts of the platform they had completed and what was
yet to come, a header was designed that presented their position in the platform.

Manipulating a perceived personalized interactive relation with the online
platform
Like operational interactivity, perceived personalized interactivity was manipulated by
creating high and low personalized interactivity conditions. Perceived personalized
interactivity influenced participants’ personalized interactive relation with the
platform. The aim was that participants in the high condition would perceive that they
were able to modify the platform to their own preferences without their actions having
actual results. In the high condition, participants were required to conduct interactive
actions to personalize the platform, while participants in the low interactivity condition
received filler questions. Login pages for the high and low personalized interactivity
conditions are shown in Figure 7. The left screenshot shows the high personalized
interactivity login; the right screenshot shows the low personalized interactivity login.

Figure 7. Account pages. Left: High personalized condition. Right: Low personalized
condition.
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In the high personalized interactivity condition, participants moved from the welcome
page to the second page, where they were asked to personalize their platform by
completing four pop-up screens, thereby making the platform feel personally and
contextually relevant. Table 17 shows an overview of the manipulations in the
operational interactivity and personalized interactivity conditions.
Three of the pop-ups made participants perceive that they were able to modify the
settings and graphics visuals of the platform. One pop-up allowed participants to choose
from two genderless avatars (an oval or a rectangle)22. In the next pop-up, participants
were able to modify the graphic look of the platform. Normally, each page of the
platform contained a large green header that showed the title of the contemporary
page. However, the pop-up allowed participants to choose one of three transparent
geometrical shapes that were projected over this green header. A participant could
choose between large squares, smaller squares with dashed lines, and large parallel
diamonds. These geometrical shapes were made transparent so the background color
(green) would not be affected. The next pop-up included seven questions corresponding
to three of the four possible personalization elements identified by Fan and Poole
(2006) and described in chapter 1: functional personalization (e.g., “Should we update
your platform automatically or would you like to control updates yourself?”); user
interface personalization (e.g., “Do you prefer normal or large font?”); and channel
personalization (“Should we make your platform accessible from a tablet and/or
smartphone?”). I chose to omit content personalization. As content personalization
would allow participants to indicate which topics they found interesting, I feared that
questioning participants about their ideas of important policy topics would affect
personal expectations about the platform and could influence policy engagement and
perceived platform relevance. Participants were allowed to specify some personal but
irrelevant content preferences. A final pop-up screen provided a checkbox list of eight
pastimes participants might find interesting, including “Going out”, “Dancing &
Theatre”, “Volunteering, Religion & Philosophy”, “Social Media, Internet Radio &
Television” and “Literature & Reading”. In sum, these two manipulations resulted in
four (2 x 2) conditions.

22

These avatars were successfully pretested on a jury consisting of 8 people. As intended, none of the jury
members was able to assign a clear gender toward either avatar.
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Table 17
2 x 2 operational and personalized interactivity manipulations in Experiment 1
Interactivity condition

High operational
High
Personalized

Low operational
High
personalized

High operational
Low
personalized

Low operational
Low
personalized

Operational interactivity:
Contingency

Mapping
structure,
Unfolding text
through
hyperlinks

No mapping
structure, No
hyperlinks

Mapping
structure,
Unfolding text
through
hyperlinks

No mapping
structure, No
hyperlinks

Operational interactivity:
Process

Gaming
perception to
open new pages

No gaming
perception

Gaming
perception to
open new pages

No gaming
perception

Operational interactivity:
Mapping

Possible to open
all pages directly
from home screen

Fixed sequence of
navigation (back
and forth)

Possible to open
all pages directly
from home screen

Fixed sequence of
navigation (back
and forth)

Operational interactivity:
Functional

Visual feedback
when cursor is on
target

No visual feedback
when cursor is on
target

Visual feedback
when cursor is on
target

No visual feedback
when cursor is on
target

Personalized interactivity:
Pop-up: User choice of
neutral avatar

√

√

X

X

Personalized interactivity:
Pop-up: Preference
questions about platform

√

√

X

X

Personalized interactivity:
Pop-up: Personal interest
questions

√

√

X

X

Filler personalized
interactivity:
CAPTCHA

X

X

√

√

Filler personalized
interactivity:
Questions describing the
platform.

X

X

√

√

Other than the chosen geometrical shape, none of the personalized interactivity choices
remained noticeable during the experiment. As explained previously, I chose to
manipulate perceived personalized interactivity instead of real personalized
interactivity to ensure that the actual results of personalized interactivity did not
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interfere with the experience of interacting with the platform. For example, enabling a
choice of background color (e.g., red) could affect participants’ general moods and
therefore their decisions and responses. In that case, the results could be due to, not
only the mediation caused by the relation with the interactive properties and functions,
but also the personalized platform. For the same reason, genderless avatars were
created to avoid compromising participants’ feelings of anonymity. However, to confirm
the feeling that participants’ personalization choices really mattered, their chosen
transparent geometrical shape did remain noticeable throughout the experiment. By
choosing geometrical shapes that only varied marginally, I expected that they would not
influence participants’ moods to a great extent. Besides using these four pop-up screens,
the high personalized interactivity condition showed a genderless grey avatar vector in
the header. Their self-chosen avatar did not return.
In the low personalized condition, no personalization pop-ups were presented. Instead,
participants were required to enter a CAPTCHA code (459CT) and answer various
questions about the web page. These questions served as filler tasks and were
introduced with the statement that the IT department wanted to verify whether the
platform worked properly. Examples of these questions are “Is the platform presented
in color or in grey tones?” and “Does the platform’s scrolling work correctly?”

5.2.3 Measures
Manipulation checks and intended non-effects
The success of both manipulations was examined using two manipulation checks. The
manipulation check that tested perceived operational interactivity was performed when
the participant was approximately through 3/4 of the platform. It consisted of the
following three statements, which verified whether participants actually perceived
operational interactivity on the platform, that is, whether they felt they could freely
navigate and operate the platform: “Navigating this platform seemed easy”, “I
understood what would come next if I clicked to the next page” and “I was able to
decide which part of this platform I visited”. The manipulation check was measured
using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = “I completely disagree” to 5 = “I completely
agree”. Reliability analysis indicated this scale was marginally reliable (α = .58).
The manipulation check that verified whether perceived personalized interactivity was
correctly manipulated was performed immediately after the “make an account” page.
Again, three statements measured perceived personalized interactivity. They checked
whether participants indeed perceived that they were able to modify the platform to
their personal preferences and whether they perceived the platform as personal. The
three statements were these: “I was able to define how I wanted to use this platform”, “I
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was able to set up this platform” and “This platform feels personal”. This manipulation
check was also measured using 5-point Likert scales scale ranging from 1 = “I
completely disagree” to 5 = “I completely agree”. Reliability analysis of the three items
measuring perceived personalized interactivity indicated the scale as reliable (α = .86).
In addition, the presence of several false correlations was tested. First, it was verified
whether the manipulations interfered with participants’ perceived anonymity. Based on
the literature described in chapter 1, it may be expected that a lack of feeling
anonymous could influence participants’ actions. Because the students in the high
personalized condition provided some personal information (e.g., personal hobbies),
this could have compromised their feelings of anonymity. This was checked by asking
participants in all conditions whether they felt anonymous (“I feel that I can express my
opinion anonymously”) and felt free to express their opinions (“I am free to express my
opinions”). Another possible consequence of the manipulations is that participants in
the high conditions (both personalized and operational interactivity) may perceive the
presented scenarios and themes as more important compared to those in the nonmanipulated conditions. Though the participants were not aware of the different
conditions, those in the manipulated conditions could perceive having a voice in
policymaking as more important simply because the university had created an
interactive platform to ask for student opinions. To verify that participants in the
manipulated conditions were not more involved in the idea of expressing their thoughts
about the presented policy issues, I checked whether participants in all conditions
expressed the same feelings regarding the importance of thinking about these topics (“I
think it’s important to think about these topics”). Lastly, I validated whether the main
objective of the platform was clear for all participants (“The main objective of this
platform is clear to me”). All items of the manipulation checks and intended non-effects
of Experiment 1 are listed in appendix C123.

Measurement RQ1: self-interested practices and RQ3: emphasizing individual
responsibility
In the first experiment, I examined two moral scenarios on self-interested practices to
validate the first research question. The first scenario consisted of a policy proposal to
aid students in their study and was presented as a common good dilemma in which
participants could choose between self-interest and group interest. The proposal
explained that the university was considering expanding financial contributions for
student tutoring. Participants were told the university was considering offering
students either additional personal tutoring or additional group tutoring. Personal
23

To report the measures of the Experiments as precise as possible, in appendix C1 the original
manipulation checks are presented in Dutch. This also applies to all other items of the experiments
presented in the appendices.
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tutoring meant extra individual support for exams, assignments and internships. To
convince students of the value of personal tutoring, statistics were presented to show
how tutoring may seriously boost grades and reduce study time. On the other hand,
group tutoring meant extra support provided to groups of five students. Again, statistics
were provided about the value of group membership. Though group tutoring was still
very helpful, it was explained (and the statistics showed) that group tutoring resulted in
smaller grade improvements and less of a reduction in study time compared to personal
tutoring.
Participants were asked what type of tutoring they would prefer to receive. They were
informed that they were free to specify how much they wanted individual or group
tutoring. However, because of financial limitations, selecting personal tutoring had
consequences for other students. If many participants requested personal tutoring over
group tutoring, the university would only able to provide tutoring to those participating
in this questionnaire (in other words, participant’s personal tutoring was guaranteed);
it would not be able to expand the tutoring program to all university students. In
contrast, if students showed no desire for personal tutoring but chose group tutoring,
the university would be able to expand the group tutoring program to all students in the
university, including those who had not participated in the questionnaire. Lastly, it was
emphasized that the university had no preference.
Their choice of personal tutoring or group tutoring was measured by their responses to
two subsequent statements: “I would like to receive personal tutoring” and “I would like
to receive group tutoring”. Responses were measured using 11-point slider scales (with
end points ranging from 0 = “I completely disagree” to 10 = “I completely agree”). A
screenshot of how this taking from the common good dilemma was presented to
participants is presented in appendix C2. The full dilemma and the items of the
dependent variable are described in appendix C3.
The second dilemma to validate RQ1 was presented on the final pages of the platform.
The objective of this second dilemma was to examine whether the manipulations
resulted in participants contributing less to a public goal so that others had to contribute
more. To examine this, the second dilemma concerned a scenario that allowed
bypassing one’s contribution by forwarding a task to someone else. This dilemma was
inspired by Batson and colleagues (Batson et al., 1997; Batson et al., 1999). Participants
were informed that they had been randomly chosen for an important extensive followup questionnaire in their platform scheduled a few weeks later. This new questionnaire
would take at least another 30 minutes of their time. However, it was also mentioned
that, as they were among the first participants, they were still allowed to forward this
questionnaire to a random (unknown) other participant. Instead, they would receive a
smaller questionnaire taking only 5 minutes. Furthermore, it was explained that,
because we needed a considerable number of completed 30-minute questionnaires, if
many participants chose to forward the questionnaire, the other participants were
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more likely to be required to take the long questionnaire.24 To forward the large
questionnaire, the participant could select a checkbox at the bottom of the webpage that
said: “I forward my questionnaire to another student”.
To exclude the possibility that both moral choices were motivated by a willingness to
enhance one’s contemporary situation, as in the first scenario, the second scenario was
deliberately chosen to be one that concerned the minimization of negative effects.
Participants would have to spend some of their time on a new questionnaire, but the
amount of time spent could be lessened; thus, their choice would not improve their
existing situation because some contribution would be required regardless of their
answer. A screenshot how this contributing to the public good dilemma was presented
to participants is included in appendix C4. The dilemma and the items of the dependent
variable are described in appendix C5.
Between these two dilemmas, three policy questions were presented, one of which
examined participants’ views on individual responsibility (RQ3). This question inquired
about participants’ opinions regarding a new college payment system based on students
paying per exam (a payment system strongly based on individual merit) instead of the
contemporary system of all students paying an equal amount. The objective of this
question was to investigate whether participants’ active relation with the platform
encouraged placing emphasis on individual responsibility. The scenario, which
elaborated on the payment system question, was introduced with a short explanation of
the consequences of the proposed policy. It was explained that, for the less-gifted and
less-hardworking students, paying per exam would probably lead to higher college
tuition fees, while gifted and hardworking students would benefit. In addition, it was
explained that students would only be required to pay if they actually made the exam, to
underline the fact that students would not be negatively affected when they were
confronted with bad traffic or illness. After this explanation, participants were expected
to answer the following question: “I think paying per exam is a good idea”. To answer,
participants had to operate a slider on an 11-point scale with end scores from 0 = “I
completely disagree” to 10 = “I completely agree”. The scenario that examined
participants’ views on individual responsibility is described in appendix C6, together
with the items of the dependent variables.
The other two policy questions functioned as filler questions and investigated
participants’ opinions regarding evening classes and whether all retests should be taken
during summer holidays.
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In both dilemmas, choosing self-interest created a chance of harming others. One involved taking from
a common pool, possibly resulting in other students being denied tutoring. The other involved
contributing to a public goal, possibly resulting in other students having to complete a long questionnaire.
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Measurement RQ4: feelings of platform ownership and additional measures
At approximately 70% of the way through, participants completed a questionnaire that
was integrated in the platform. This questionnaire contained 18 items that measured
four different constructs associated with feelings of platform ownership. These four
constructs were based on three elements of perceived ownership (perceiving being in
control, getting to know the place, and investing the self through positive labor)
identified by Pierce, Kostova and Dirks (2001). All items used 5-point Likert scales
ranging from 1 = “I completely disagree” to 5 = “I completely agree”.
Perceiving being in control was split into two separate constructs. Perceived control
over direct actions toward the platform (perceived platform control) was measured
using three items (e.g., “The platform works pleasantly” and “I perceive control over the
platform”). Cronbach’s alpha indicated low reliability (α = .51). Perceived cognitive
control over policymaking (perceived political control) was measured through six
statements (e.g., “With this platform, I can influence policymaking”). One item (“I think
it is important that the university considers students’ opinions in their policymaking”)
was dropped to increase reliability. The remaining five items had acceptable reliability
scores (α = .74).
Getting to know the place (personal place) was measured through four items that
questioned whether participants perceived the platform as their own and as personally
meaningful. Example statements are, “This platform feels like it is my own private
platform” and “On this platform, I feel like I am merely a guest”. Reliability analysis
indicated a relative low reliability (α = .53).
Lastly, five items measured participants’ perceived investment in the platform through
positive labor, or positive self-investment (e.g., “This platform kept my attention”). One
item, (“I was eager to explore this platform”) was dropped to increase reliability to an
acceptable level (α = .61).
To summarize, measurements of feelings of platform ownership were taken from four
constructs of perceived ownership to examine if those constructs play a role in how an
active relation with the platform mediates moral practices. The constructs are perceived
platform control, perceived political control, personal place and positive self-investment.
The last page of the platform collected demographic information. Participants were
asked to provide their gender, age, field of study, year of study and a short selfassessment of personal study success. All items that measured feelings of platform
ownership and demographics are listed in appendix C7.
The next section presents the results of this first experiment.
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5.2.4 Results
The results were analyzed using 2 x 2 (perceived operational interactivity: high vs. low;
perceived personalized interactivity: high vs. low) analysis of variances (ANOVAs).
Unless indicated otherwise, all measures use 5-point Likert scales ranging from 1 = “I
completely disagree” to 5 = “I completely agree”.

Manipulation checks and intended non-effects
Unfortunately, the manipulation of perceived operational interactivity appeared to be
unsuccessful. The manipulation check indicated a failed manipulation. The high
operational condition (M = 3.48, SD = 0.72) was not experienced as being more
interactive than the low condition (M = 3.48, SD = 0.70), F(1, 112) = 0.005, p = .943,
partial η2 < .001.
However, the analysis revealed a successful manipulation of perceived personalized
interactivity. A stronger personalized interactive relation with the platform was
experienced in the high condition (M = 3.72, SD = 0.60) compared to the low condition
(M = 2.15, SD = 0.79), F(1, 112) = 142.87 p < .001, partial η2 = .056.
Between the personalized and operational interactivity conditions, no significant
interaction effects were observed (F < 1 for both).
Because of the failed manipulation, participants in the high operational interactivity
condition (51) were excluded from the analysis. I chose to exclude these participants
because qualitative analysis revealed that they perceived cognitive difficulty with the
high condition. The failed manipulation will be further elaborated in the discussion
section for this first experiment. Thus, the final analysis included 64 participants from
the low operational condition: 33 participants in the low operational/high personalized
condition and 31 participants in the low operational/low personalized condition.
As intended, participants from both personalized interactivity conditions reported
equal feelings of anonymity. Participants in the high personalized condition did not
perceive less anonymity on their platform (M = 4.03, SD=0.81) compared to those in the
low condition (M = 4.23, SD = 0.72), F(1, 62) = 1.041, p = .312, η2 = .017. Participants in
both conditions felt equally free to express themselves on the platform. Participants in
the high personalized interactivity condition did not perceive less freedom (M = 4.21,
SD=0.70) compared to those in the low condition (M = 4.23, SD= 0.72), F(1, 62) = 0.006,
p = .939, η2 = .000.
Equally, no effect was found regarding the reported importance of thinking about these
policy topics. The high personalized interactivity condition did not result in higher
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scores (M = 4.18, SD = 0.46) compared to the low condition (M = 4.10, SD = 0.47), F(1,
62) = 0.526, p = .471, η2 = .008.
Finally, for both conditions, the main objective of the platform was equally clear. No
difference was found between the high personalized condition (M = 3.67, SD = 0.96) and
the low condition (M = 3.77, SD = 0.92), F(1, 62) = 0.209, p = .649, η2 = .003.

RQ1: Self-interested practices – taking from a common good
In the first dilemma, the university wanted to offer more tutoring. Participants were
asked to specify their preference of personal tutoring or group tutoring. To examine
self-interest versus group interest, it was explained that personal tutoring would result
in greater individual benefit but that choosing it over group tutoring would guarantee
extra tutoring only for the participants of the questionnaire instead of providing extra
tutoring to all university students. Their interest was measured using two 11-point
Likert scales ranging from 0 to 10, with higher scores indicating higher interest.
Participants in the high personalization condition showed significantly higher interest
in personal tutoring (M = 6.64, SD = 2.33) compared to the low personalization group
(M = 5.13, SD = 3.36), F(1, 62) = 4.388, p = .040, η2 = .066.25 No effect was found
regarding interest in group tutoring. Participants in the high personalization condition
did not indicate a greater interest in group tutoring (M = 6.48, SD = 2.43) than those in
the low personalization condition (M = 5.29, SD = 2.84), F(1, 62) = 3.284, p = .075, η2 =
.050.

RQ1: Self-interested practices – contribution of personal resources to relieve
others
In the second dilemma related to self-interested practices, participants were told that
they were randomly appointed to complete a long questionnaire at a later date, but they
were offered the option of forwarding that task to another student by ticking a
checkbox. In that case, they would receive received a much shorter questionnaire that
consumed only a quarter of the time needed for the long questionnaire. It was explained
that, if participants forwarded the task, other participants had a higher chance of being
obligated to fill in the questionnaire.
In general, most participants (38), kept the long questionnaire for themselves, while
only 26 forwarded it. A chi-square test of independence was calculated comparing the
25

With the eliminated observations of the operational interactivity condition: high personalized
interactivity condition (M = 6.52, SD = 2.58). Low personalized interactivity condition (M = 5.74, SD 3.07).
F(1, 113) = 2.180, p = .143, η2 = .019.
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high and low personalized interactivity conditions. No significant effect was found: 2
(1) = 0.043, p = .836. Participants in the high personalized condition were no more or
less likely to forward the questionnaire compared to participants in the low
personalized condition: 39% and 42%, respectively, chose to forward the
questionnaire.

RQ4: Examining the role of feelings of platform ownership in self-interested
practices
Including only the participants from the low perceived operational interactivity
condition, retests of the reliability analysis showed little difference in reliability for the
construct that measured participants’ feelings of ownership over the platform. Only the
construct of perceived platform control showed a clear increase in reliability from α =
.51 to α = .64. Perceived policy control remained similar (α = .74), as did personal place
(α = .49) and positive self-investment (α = .66).
Additional analysis showed no difference in perceptions of perceived platform control,
perceived political control, personal place or positive self-investment between conditions.
No effects were found between personalized interactivity and each of the four
constructs. Yet, two individual items within the constructs were predicted by high
personalized interactivity.
Participants in the high personalized condition indicated higher scores on the item “I
perceive control over the platform” that was part of the perceived platform control
construct. Participants in the high condition scored higher on this question (M = 3.70,
SD = 0.77) compared to those in the low condition (M = 3.16, SD = 1.07), F(1, 62) =
5.349, p = .024, partial η2 = .079.
Against expectations, on positive self-investment, the high personalized condition
reported less of a positive attention span. When responding to “The platform kept my
attention” as part of the positive self-investment construct, participants in the high
personalization condition scored lower (M = 3.66, SD = 0.55) than those in the low
condition (M = 4.03, SD = 0.55), F(1, 61) = 7.467, p = .008, partial η2 = .109.
Analyses showed that neither of these individual items regarding feelings of platform
ownership played a predicting role in self-interested practices (p > .05 for all analyses).

RQ3: Emphasizing individual responsibility
One scenario examined a statement related to policy that involved individual
responsibility. This question concerned the approval of a fee system in which college
tuition was based on the number of retests students take instead of on equal payment,
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as in the current system. It was explained that this policy would therefore benefit
hardworking students. This question was measured on an 11-point Likert scale with
higher scores indicating higher approval of the new system. Analyses revealed a mean
approval of 3.97 (SD = 3.28) in the high personalization condition and a mean approval
of 2.48 (SD = 2.87) in the low personalization condition. This difference was marginally
significant, F(1, 62) = 3.691, p = .059, η2 = .056.
The remaining policy statements, which were used as fillers (“All retests should be
taken during summer holiday” and “Classes should also be given in the evening”),
scored generally low in their approval and revealed no significant differences between
groups (F < 1 for each group).

RQ4: Examining the role of feelings of platform ownership on emphasizing
individual responsibility
Analyses showed that the individual items regarding perceived platform control (“I
perceive control over the platform”) and positive self-investment (“The platform kept
my attention”) did not function as underlying predictors for the dependent measure
regarding emphasizing individual responsibility (p > .05 for all analyses).

5.2.5 Discussion
Experiment 1 examined RQ1 (Does having an active relation with the online domain
stimulate self-interested practices?) and RQ3 (Does having an active relation with the
online domain encourage placing emphasis on individual responsibility?). Further,
Experiment 1 examined whether feelings of ownership play a significant role in
participants’ decisions concerning the moral dilemmas (RQ4).
To examine RQ1, two types of moral dilemmas were presented. The first scenario
involved taking from common resources. The moral scenario explained that the
university was thinking about providing extra tutoring, in the form of either personal
tutoring or group tutoring. Participants were allowed to express their preferences
about both systems. It was explained that, if they chose personal tutoring over group
tutoring, personal tutoring would be guaranteed for them, but it would come at the
expense of other students who would therefore have to be excluded from any tutoring.
As expected, participants in the high personalized condition revealed a greater
preference for personal tutoring compared to those in the low personalized condition,
indicating stimulated self-interested practices when experiencing a high personalized
interactive relation with the platform. More specifically, when participants perceived a
high personalized relation with the platform, they were more stimulated to personally
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benefit from the given situation, even if this meant reducing potential benefits for
others. Selecting options to personalize the platform also stimulated participants to
conduct self-interested practices in this platform.
The second scenario for RQ1 examined whether experiencing a high personalized
platform made participants less motivated to contribute personal resources. I examined
whether participants were willing to forward a long questionnaire to other students,
moving the burden of completing the questionnaire from themselves to others. Results
indicated no significant effect between the high and low personalized interactivity
conditions in forwarding the long questionnaire.
The results from both scenarios suggest that having an active relation with the online
domain mediates moral practices in that domain. A personalized interactive relation
stimulates taking resources, even when it comes at the cost of others, but it does not
stimulate refraining from contributing resources.
In Experiment 1, a role for participants’ feelings of platform ownership in participants’
self-interested practices was not validated (RQ4). Though higher personalization did
elicit more perceived control over the platform and simultaneously lowered
participants’ attention spans, these two items did not predict stimulated self-interested
practices.
Regarding RQ3, though only marginally significant (F(1, 62) = 3.691, p = .059), the
results for the scenario that examined participants’ emphasis on individual
responsibility suggest that having an active relation with the online domain might play
a role in emphasizing individual responsibility in that domain. In this scenario,
participants were asked whether they approved of a college tuition system that
rewarded individual merit over the system of all students paying an equal amount. In
the personalized interactivity condition, participants showed a positive tendency
toward a more individualized tuition system based on merit. This result suggests a
relation between having a personalized interactive relation with the online domain and
emphasizing individual responsibility. Lastly, no underlying mechanism of feelings of
platform ownership (RQ4) on participants’ emphasis on individual responsibility was
found.

Failed manipulation of operational interactivity
A weakness of the first experiment was the failure of the operational interactivity
manipulation. Further qualitative investigation with four participants about their
experience with the operational interactive platform revealed that they did not perceive
the locked tiles as a gamification element. Rather, they perceived the locks as a strong
limitation to their navigational freedom. When entering the home page, they were
immediately confronted with parts of the platform they could not yet visit. The element
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of gamification was not at all recognized. Further analysis of the manipulation check
specifically showed that neither high nor low operational interactivity conditions
provided a perception of navigational freedom, indicating a specific problem with the
high condition. Of equal importance, participants mentioned that the high interactive
platform came as somewhat of a surprise because, normally, questionnaires are long,
boring lists of questions. Though this seems positive, it also took them time to
understand how the platform worked, resulting in a loss of perceived operational
control and a higher cognitive load.

5.3 Experiment 2: Responding to perceived strangers
and replication of Experiment 1
From chapter 3, it was concluded that an active relation with the online domain
amplifies responding to others in interpersonal contact. In Experiment 2, this notion
will be further validated regarding the response to perceived strangers. In addition,
Experiment 1 revealed that a high personalized interactive relation with the online
platform had a marginally significant positive effect on placing emphasis on individual
responsibility. Experiment 2 will further explore this result: participants’ moral
reasoning will be examined more profoundly by asking about their moral
disengagement.
Thus, Experiment 2 is set up to examine RQ2 (Does having an active relation with the
online domain amplify responding to others in interpersonal contact?) and to replicate
results regarding RQ3 (Does having an active relation with the online domain
encourage placing an emphasis on individual responsibility?). In addition, RQ4 (Do
feelings of platform ownership play a role in our online moral practices?) will be
examined.
A final objective of Experiment 2 is to replicate the mediation between personalized
interactivity and stimulated self-interested practices that was found in Experiment 1.
The scenario will be included at the end of Experiment 2 to increase the validity of this
finding.

5.3.1 Participants
A total of 121 students from 18 to 26 years of age (M = 19.86, SD = 1.77) participated in
this study (64.5% female). Participants came from four different academies from The
Hague University of Applied Sciences (business, industrial design, health and European
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studies). For their participation, participants received a large chocolate bar and were
entered into a raffle to win a 25 euro gift certificate. Participants were randomly
allocated within a 2 x 2 (perceived operational interactivity: high vs. low; perceived
personalized interactivity: high vs. low) between-subjects design.

5.3.2 Procedure and design
Procedure
As in Experiment 1, students were recruited during class by asking whether they
wanted to join an online questionnaire on potential future policies. They were asked to
register their phone number for a specific time and date and to complete an informed
consent form. It was emphasized that participation was voluntary. One day before their
chosen date, students received a short text message as a reminder. Upon arrival,
participants were randomly seated behind a computer showing a welcome screen; they
received three short messages: (1) that they were allowed to create an account on the
platform, (2) that their answers would be anonymous and (3) that this questionnaire
was being carried out simultaneously in other places throughout the university. This
last message was included to avoid having participants think that they were responding
to people in the same room. Experiment 2 used the same platform and design used in
Experiment 1 but with improvements to the manipulation of operational interactivity
and its manipulation check.

Platform design: Improving the perceived operational interactivity condition
As the manipulation of perceived
operational interactivity in Experiment
1 was not successful, the design was
altered for Experiment 2. First, in both
high and low operational interactivity
conditions, an extra webpage was
added that explained the design of the
platform. See figure 8 for a screenshot
of the added page for the high
operational interactivity condition.
This page contained screenshots of the
upcoming pages along with a detailed
description of the platform. In the high
operational condition, it was explained

Figure 8. Added page that explains the
platform (High operational interactivity
condition).
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that the platform was organized into tiles and that each tile represented a different
section of the platform. In the low operational condition, it was explained that the next
page could be reached by pressing next. This adjustment was expected to eliminate the
“unexpectedness” of the high operational interactivity condition.
Second, the locks on the tiles in the high operational interactivity condition were
removed. Participants were able to immediately open all tiles. To ensure the right
sequence, the correct order from top left to bottom right was emphasized in the new
explanation page. Further, during the experiment, the correct sequence was visually
accentuated by turning the following tile green when the previous tile was completed
(as was done in Experiment 1). To validate that participants took the correct sequence,
the data measurement was programmed to measure each participant’s sequence.
Analysis showed that only two participants took a different path than intended. No data
problems arose, as their taken paths did not lead to uninformed answers.
A final adjustment to the structure of the platform pertained to the low operational
interactivity condition. While in the first version, one’s current position on the platform
was highlighted in green, this was removed to reduce the interactive “feeling” of the low
operational interactivity condition. Completed assignments (and forthcoming
assignments) were still clearly indicated in the header and title of the webpage.
The perceived personalized interactivity condition was not altered.

5.3.3 Measures
Manipulation checks and intended non-effects
The manipulation check for perceived operational interactivity occurred when the
participant was approximately 75% of the way through the questionnaire. Due to the
failed manipulation in the first experiment, one item was altered to be a more direct
statement about the perception of an operational interactive relation with the platform.
Examples include “Navigating this platform felt interactive” and “I was able to decide
which part of this platform I visited”. Reliability analysis for the three items measuring
interactivity indicated marginal reliability (α = .54).
The manipulation check of perceived personalized interactivity was similar to that in
Experiment 1. Example statements are “I was able to define how I wanted to use this
platform” and “This platform feels personal”. The manipulation check produced a
reliable measure (α = .82).
Similar to Experiment 1, it was verified whether the manipulations interacted with
participants’ perceived anonymity. During the questionnaire, two statements measured
whether the participant felt anonymous (“I feel that I can express my opinion
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anonymously”) and perceived the opportunity to express oneself freely (“I feel I can
express my opinion freely”).
Also similar to Experiment 1, it was verified whether participants in all conditions
considered talking about university policy to be equally important (“I think it is
important to think about these policy topics”). A non-effect was intended for this to
exclude the possibility that operational and personalized interactivity influenced the
perceived importance of thinking about these policy topics. A more extensive,
interactive platform, presumably supplied by the university, could be perceived as an
indication of how important the university thought the topics were, which could
influence participants’ responses and engagement.
Lastly, to validate the improvement to the high interactivity condition, a statement was
added that validated whether participants understood how the platform worked (“I
found it difficult to understand how this platform works”) in addition to the statement
already included in Experiment 1 regarding whether the platform’s objective was clear
(“The main objective of this platform is clear to me”). The list of all items of the
manipulation checks and intended non-effects is described in appendix D1.

Measurement of RQ2: Responding to perceived strangers and RQ3: Emphasizing
individual responsibility
The scenarios in Experiment 2 were drawn from Experiment 1 and extended. Because
of participants’ united disapproval of the retesting policy proposal in Experiment 1, the
first scenario of Experiment 2 asked for their opinion regarding the idea that all retests
should be taken during summer holiday. The participants were able to rate their
approval of this idea on an 11-point scale (ranging from 0 = “Not at all a good idea” to
10 = “Very good idea”). Several items further examined their opinions. Then,
participants were confronted with the opinions of three perceived strangers whom
participants believed were present on the platform at the same time. In chapter 3, it was
suggested that friendship categorization plays a role here. Experiment 2, therefore,
examined participant’s response to perceived strangers, while participants’ response to
familiar others will be examined in Experiment 3.
The design of this scenario was based on Christie and Dill’s (2016) experimental design.
Three standardized opinions were presented to each participant: one positive, one
negative and one neutral. The positive opinion said, “I think this would be nice, as you
have more time to prepare for your retest and it doesn’t interfere with your regular
exams”. The negative opinion quoted, “I think this is a bad idea. In that case, the retest
would be far from the regular test and you would have to learn everything all over
again. Takes more time and it costs us our holiday”. The neutral opinion stated, “Maybe
this is a good idea, as you are encouraged to study harder for your first test. On the
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other hand, it takes longer to know whether you passed the course”. These opinions
were “made” by other students who were unknown and unidentified to participants. As
practically all participants in the first experiment were very negative toward this policy
proposal (M = 0.53, SD = 1.12), the first standardized opinion served to conflict with
participants preferences, the second opinion supported their preferences, and the third
opinion provided a more balancing perspective. Appendix D2 shows a screenshot of
how these opinions were presented to participants.
After each opinion was presented, participants were asked to rate whether they
perceived the other student’s opinion as sensible, whether this opinion should receive
political power by including it for management consideration and whether the
participant wanted to see more opinions from this student the next time he or she logged
in for a new questionnaire. For this experiment, it was particularly expected that
participants in the high interactivity condition would appraise the conflicting opinion
proposed by an unknown other as less sensible, would reduce the political influence of
it and would show less curiosity regarding other opinions from the unknown and
unidentified student who expressed this opinion. Appendix D3 presents the full
scenario and the items of the dependent variables.
Next, the second scenario was introduced. The objective of the second dilemma was to
investigate whether an active relation with the platform stimulated participants to
emphasize individual responsibility. This scenario elaborated on the question from
Experiment 1 regarding participants’ opinions about paying per exam instead of the
current system in which every student pays an equal tuition fee. However, it was
introduced with an extensive explanation regarding the consequences of the proposed
policy. First, it was mentioned that some educational institutions were experimenting
with this system. Further, it was explained that this policy would aid the hardworking
students and would harm those who were not. To underline the policy’s focus on
individual merit, it was emphasized that students would only have to pay if they
actually made the exam; thus, students would never be negatively affected if they
missed an exam due to bad traffic or illness. Appendix D4 shows a screenshot of how
this scenario was presented to participants.
Participants’ opinions of this policy proposal were more deeply investigated by means
of 27 items. The dependent variable – whether they supported the idea of paying per
exam – was measured at the end of the questionnaire on a 7-point Likert scale26
(ranging from 1 = “I completely disagree” to 7 = “I completely agree”). Appendix D5
describes the scenario and the dependent variable.

26

In Experiment 1, participants’ opinions of this policy proposal were measured using an 11-point slider.
Technical difficulties (the location of the dilemma on the platform) prevented using sliders again. Instead,
a 7-point Likert scale was used.
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All other items were measured using a 5-point Likert scale with end points from 1 = “I
completely disagree” to 5 = “I completely agree”. One item measured how they
perceived the effect of this policy on their personal situation and was included to
distinguish emphasizing individual responsibility from pursuing self-interest. As all
participants were students, this policy could affect them too. To control if their
reasoning was induced by how this policy would affect them, a question towards their
personal situation was included.
Further, 25 items elaborated on participants’ moral rationalization and were based on
the moral disengagement sets described in section 4.2. The five constructs measured
moral justification, disregarding consequences for the study process, disregarding
consequences for dropping out/access to education, distortion of the consequences and
attribution of blame.
For moral justification, five items investigated how participants perceived the fairness
and benefits of this system (e.g., “It is fair that students who have to take more exams
also pay more”) but also whether participants found justification in the voice of the
majority (e.g., “When most students approve of this new payment system, it should be
introduced”). Cronbach’s alpha indicated the scale as acceptable (α = .76).
Disregarding the consequences was measured by ten items split into two constructs. Six
items measured participants’ ideas about the policy’s consequences for the study process.
These items investigated how participants thought this policy would affect studying
(e.g., “Paying per exam raises the importance of passing a test. Students would commit
more fraud because of this payment system, and paying per exam would make students
postpone their exams”). Cronbach’s alpha showed sufficient reliability (α = .71).
Another four items measured participants’ perceptions of possible consequences for
dropping out and accessibility. It was questioned whether participants believed this
policy would make education a privilege for the rich and whether this new system
would cause more students to drop out (e.g., “I think this system would benefit the rich
students too much”). Cronbach’s alpha (α = .67) showed acceptable reliability.
Distorting the consequences was measured using three items. As quitting an education is
normally a personal tragedy for a student, this construct measured whether
participants emphasized quitting as not only being beneficial for the student who
dropped out but also for the educational system and for society. An example statement
follows: “When students have to quit because of this system, because they can’t afford
school, it’s better for them in the end”. Cronbach’s alpha showed sufficient reliability (α
= .78).
Finally, attribution of blame was measured using seven items. This measure questioned
how participants assigned responsibility in cases where this system led people to drop
out because of financial problems. Six items referred to the personal accountability and
responsibility of students who had to stop their education due to financial difficulties,
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and one item questioned whether the government should provide aid in such
circumstances (e.g., “Students who can’t afford an education because of this system,
should have learned better” and “Students who can’t afford an education because of this
system should receive extra government funding”. Cronbach’s alpha showed good
reliability (α = .80). All independent items that measured moral disengagement are
listed in appendix D6.

Measurement of RQ4: feelings of platform ownership and additional measures
At approximately 75% of the way through, participants completed items that assessed
their opinions of the platform. These also contained the manipulation checks on
operational interactivity and the intended non-effects of anonymity, perceived
importance and platform understanding.
To examine if feelings of platform ownership plays a role, 22 items measured five
constructs of feelings of platform ownership. Four of these were similar to those used in
Experiment 1. Statements were formulated that examined participants’ perceptions of
being in control (perceived platform control and perceived political control), personal
place and positive self-investment. Further, perceived presence of others was measured. It
was expected that having an active relation with the platform might play a role in how
the presence of others is perceived and that this may also affect responses. All items
used 5-point Likert scales with end points from 1 = “I completely disagree” to 5 = “I
completely agree”.
Perceived platform control was measured using five items (e.g., “The platform reacts
pleasantly to my actions” and “I feel in control over how this platform functions”). One
item (“I was not able to determine how I wanted to work with this platform”) was
dropped to increase reliability. The remaining four items attained sufficient reliability
(α = .74).
Perceived political control was measured through six statements (e.g., “With this
platform, I can influence policymaking” and “With this platform, I am more involved
with policymaking”). One item (“With this platform, it becomes my responsibility to
contribute more to policymaking”) was dropped to increase reliability. The remaining
five items scored sufficient reliability values (α = .79).
Personal place was measured through five items that explored whether participants
perceived the platform as their own and as a personally relevant place. Example
statements are “This platform feels like my own private platform” and “On this
platform, I merely feel like a guest”. Cronbach’s alpha showed acceptable reliability (α =
.68).
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In total, five items were used to measure positive self-investment (e.g., “I was eager to
explore this platform” and “During this questionnaire, I frequently thought that I had
something better to do”). Cronbach’s alpha showed acceptable reliability (α = .61).
Finally, perceived presence of others was measured to see whether participants in a
more interactive platform perceived others as more close and therefore felt more
engaged. Perceived presence of others was measured using four items (e.g., “With this
platform, I am more in contact with other students”). One item (“With this platform, I
can influence other students”) was dropped to increase reliability to an acceptable level
(α = .60).
On the last page of the platform, demographic information was collected. These items
requested gender, age and field and year of study. All items that measured participants’
feelings of platform ownership and demographics are listed in appendix D7.

5.3.4 Results
The results were analyzed using 2 x 2 (perceived operational interactivity: high vs. low;
perceived personalized interactivity: high vs. low) analysis of variances (ANOVAs).
Unless indicated otherwise, all measures use 5-point Likert scales ranging from 1 = “I
completely disagree” to 5 = “I completely agree”.

Manipulation checks and intended non-effects
This time, both manipulation checks revealed successful manipulations. Further, all
intended non-effects were indeed non-significant.
In the high operational interactivity condition, participants perceived a higher
interactive relation with the platform (M = 3.84, SD = 0.41) compared to those in the
low operational interactivity condition (M = 3.51, SD = 0.54), F(1, 118) = 14.31, p < .001
η2 = .11. A higher personalized interactive relation with the platform was perceived in
the high personalized interactivity condition (M = 3.83, SD = 0.67) compared to the low
personalized interactivity condition (M = 2.21, SD = 0.77), F(1, 119) = 153.37, p < .001,
partial η2 = .56. Between both operational interactivity and personalized interactivity
conditions, no significant interaction effects were observed (F < 1 for both).
In Experiment 2, several checks were made to rule out false correlations. To rule out a
possible influence of anonymity, participants’ perceptions of anonymity were
measured. As intended, and similar to Experiment 1, participants perceived equal
“amounts” of anonymity in Experiment 2. No difference was found between the high
and low operational interactivity conditions: F(1, 119) = 1.416, p = .236, η2 = .012.
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Likewise, no difference was found between the high and low personalized interactivity
conditions: F(1,118) = 3.138, p = .285, η2 = .010. Additionally, as intended, participants
perceived the same freedom to express themselves freely between the high and low
operational interactivity conditions, F(1,118) = 0.147, p = .702, η2 = .001, and between
the high and low personalized interactivity conditions, F(1, 119) = 0.011, p = .918, η2 <
.001.
Also as intended, no difference was found in the perceived importance of thinking about
policy topics between the high and low operational interactivity conditions, F(1,118) =
3.138, p = .079, η2 = .026, and between the high and low personalized interactivity, F(1,
118) = 0.528, p = .470, η2 = .004.
Lastly, as intended, no differences were found in participants’ understanding of the
platform. Neither operational interactivity, F(1, 117) < 0.001, p = .993, η2 < .001, nor
personalized interactivity, F(1, 117) = .982, p = .324, η2 = .008, yielded differences. In
addition, the main objective of the platform was equally clear for participants in the
high and low operational interactivity condition, F(1,118) = 0.015, p = .902, η2 = .000,
and for participants in the high and low personalized interactivity condition, F(1,118) =
0.982, p = .324, η2 = .006.

RQ2: Responding to perceived strangers
Participant’s response to perceived strangers was measured by nine items with 11-point
scale sliders. On their personal platform, participants were shown three different
opinions expressed from perceived strangers (a conflicting opinion, a supporting
opinion and a neutral opinion); for each they were asked if the opinion was sensible, if it
should get political status by including it for management consideration and if they
wanted to see more opinions from this student. The high interactivity conditions,
specifically, were expected to show a negative response to the conflicting opinion.
Experiment 2 did show support for the influence of operational interactivity on the
response to perceived strangers, but differently than expected. In general, the
conflicting opinion was not considered sensible (M = 2.40, SD = 2.29). But having a high
operational interactive relation with the online platform caused participants to appraise
the conflicting opinion as more sensible (M = 2.92, SD = 2.33) than did participants in
the low interactivity condition (M = 1.87, SD = 2.14), F(1, 119) = 6.659, p = .011, η2 =
.053. Though all participants found the opinion to be nonsense, it appears that
participants who perceived a high operational interactive relation with the platform
were protected from showing a strong negative response to the conflicting opinion. No
difference was found between the high and low operational interactivity conditions
regarding whether this conflicting opinion should be included for management
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consideration or whether they wanted to see more of this student’s opinions (p > .05 for
both questions).
A second effect was found in the response to the support opinion. The high operational
interactivity condition empowered the political status of the support opinion more than
did the low operational interactivity condition. On the question about whether the
support opinion should be taken into management consideration, participants in the
high operational interactivity condition scored higher (M = 8.49, SD = 1.53) compared to
those in the low operational interactivity condition (M = 7.82, SD = 1.81), F(1, 119) =
4.909, p = .029, η2 = .040. Table 18 presents these findings. Further, no differences
between operational interactivity conditions were found regarding the neutral opinion.

Table 18
Participants’ evaluations of conflicting and supporting opinions
Conflicting opinion
Opinion is
sensible

High
operational
interactivity
Low
operational
interactivity
Total

Supporting opinion

Opinion
should be
considered
M
SD

Interested
in person’s
opinions
M
SD

Opinion is
sensible
M

SD

Opinion
should be
considered
M
SD

Interested
in person’s
opinions
M
SD

M

SD

2.92*

2.33

3.92

3.00

3.25

2.31

8.67

1.67

8.49*

1.53

6.07

2.48

1.87

2.92

3.80

2.93

3.3

2.45

8.70

1.18

7.82

1.81

6.22

2.05

2.40

2.29

3.86

2.95

3.27

2.73

8.68

1.44

8.16

1.70

6.14

2.27

Note: Measured on 11-point sliders (0 - 10) Likert scales (*p < .05).

Against expectations, personalized interactivity had no influence on any item: no
significant effects were found (p > .05 for all). And no significant interactions were
found between operational and personalized interactivity (p > .05 for all).

RQ4: Examining the role of feelings of platform ownership on responding to
perceived strangers
Operational interactivity appeared to be a predictor in two items related to the
responses to others in interpersonal contact; therefore, whether feelings of platform
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ownership played a role in these effects was examined. In comparison to participants in
the low operational interactivity condition, participants in the high operational
interactivity condition revealed a significant difference on one of five perceptions of
feelings of ownership over the platform. The high operational interactivity condition
reported higher perceived platform control (M = 3.96, SD = 0.48) compared to the low
operational interactivity condition (M = 3.78, SD = 0.45), F(1, 119) = 4.301, p = .040, η2 =
.035. No significant effects of operational interactivity were found for perceptions of
political control, personal place, positive self-investment and presence of others.
When examining single items, the high operational interactivity condition showed
higher scores on the single item of perceived contact with other students (“This platform
allows me to communicate with other students”). The high operational interactivity had
a mean of 3.39 (SD = .90), while the low interactivity condition had a mean of 2.90, (SD =
0.93), F(1, 119) = 8.768, p = .004, η2 = .069. This effect was mostly driven by the high
personalization/high interactivity condition, since a significant interaction effect was
found, F(1, 117) = 7.754, p = .006, η2 = .062. In the high personalized interactivity/high
operational interactivity condition, participants perceived more contact with other
students (M = 3.68, SD = 0.83).
Analysis using bootstrap confidence intervals (Field, 2013; Hayes, 2013) did not
confirm either perceived platform control or perceived contact with others as an
underlying mechanism that explained the relation between operational interactivity
and participants’ response to unfamiliar others (t < 1.5 for all).

RQ3: Emphasizing individual responsibility
The second scenario inquired about participants’ approval of a pay-per-exam policy to
explore whether participants in an active online domain place extra emphasis on
personal responsibility. Participants were able to indicate whether they approved of a
pay-per-exam system that benefited hardworking students and deprived those who
were not. Analysis did not find support for an influence of the operational interactivity
manipulation. Using a 7-point Likert scale, operational interactivity did not predict
approval for the policy: the high interactivity condition (M = 3.32, SD = 1.41) and the
low interactivity condition (M = 3.00, SD = 1.62) valued this policy equally, F(1, 119) =
1.313, p = .254 η2 = .011.
In line with the findings of Experiment 1, the results from Experiment 2 showed
support for an increased approval of this policy due to a perceived personalized
interactive relation with the platform. Using a 7-point Likert scale, participants in the
high personalized interactivity condition showed higher approval (M = 3.52, SD = 1.62)
of the pay-per-exam policy compared to those in the low personalized interactivity
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condition (M = 2.78, SD = 1.33), F(1, 119) = 7.458, p = .007, η2 = .059. 27 There was no
reliable interaction between operational interactivity and personalized interactivity (F
< 1). These results indicate that participants in a personalized interactive domain place
extra emphasis on personal responsibility when assessing moral scenarios.
Concerning moral disengagement, analyses of all participants showed that all five moral
rationalization techniques were applied to justify one’s approval (or disapproval) of this
new payment system. Bivariate correlation analyses displayed positive effects, as is
shown in table 19. Overall, in this experiment, approval of a pay-per-exam policy
showed high positive correlation with moral justification, disregarding the consequences
for the study process, disregarding the consequences for dropping out/access to education,
distortion of the consequences and attribution of blame.

Table 19
Overall correlations between approval of a pay-per-exam policy and moral rationalization
Moral
Disregarding
justification consequences
for the study
process
.778**
Approval
n = 120
of payperexam
Note. **p < .001.

Disregarding Distorting the Attribution
consequences consequences of blame
for dropping
out/access

.543**
n = 118

.566**
n = 117

.431**
n = 116

.469**
n = 118

Further analyses indicated that participants’ in the high personalized interactivity
condition increased specific rationalization techniques compared to the low
personalized interactivity condition. The high personalized interactivity condition
showed higher moral justification (M = 3.13, SD = 0.74) compared to the low condition
(M = 2.75, SD = 0.80), F(1, 117) = .221, p = .008 η2 = .058).

27

When validating for how participants perceived the effect of this policy on their personal situation, the
effect of high personalization on approval of this pay-per-exam policy remained significant (F(1, 119) =
6.003, p = .016), indicating increased emphasis on individual responsibility apart from participants’
pursuing their self-interest.
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Participants in the high personalized interactivity condition disregarded the
consequences of dropping out and access to education more than those in the low
condition did, indicating rational minimization of the policy’s detrimental social effects.
The high condition scored significantly higher (M = 2.61, SD = 0.75) in perceptions of
how this system influenced dropping out and educational access compared to the low
condition (M = 2.35, SD = 0.59), F(1, 115) = 4.336, p = .040, η2 = .036.
In addition, participants in the high personalization condition showed a higher level of
distorting the consequences. Participants in the high condition more strongly agreed (M
= 2.48, SD = 0.82) that this system would benefit society, the educational system and
even the student, compared to those in the low condition (M = 2.18, SD = 0.86), F(1,
119) = 4.071, p = .046, η2 = .033.
This study found no support for disregarding the consequences for the study progress.
Compared to participants in the low condition (M = 2.77, SD = 0.56), those in the high
personalized interactivity condition (M = 2.86, SD = 0.56) did not give different
responses to a list of possible consequences of the proposed payment system on theirs
or other students’ study habits, F(1, 116) = 0.635, p > .427, η2 = .005.
Likewise, no significant effect was found in attribution of blame. No difference was
measured between the high condition (M = 2.31, SD = 0.75) and the low condition (M =
2.11, SD = 0.61), F(1, 118) = 2.650, p = 0.106, η2 = 0.022. However, one item for this
concept was significant. The high personalization condition scored higher (M = 2.42, SD
= 1.25) than the low personalization condition (M = 1.98, SD = 0.96; F(1, 119) = 4.625, p
= .034, η2 = .037) on the statement “If students have to stop attending college because of
this system, they should have learned better”. Tables 20 and 21, respectively, show the
effects of perceived high personalized interactivity on moral rationalization and on the
single item of attribution of blame. In the high and low operational interactivity
conditions, all participants showed equal moral rationalization (F < 1 for all).
Additionally, there were no reliable interaction effects between operational and
personalized interactivity (F < 1 for all).
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Table 20
Differences between high and low personalization in participants’ moral disengagement
regarding support for a policy that emphasizes individual merit

Moral
justification

Disregarding
consequences
for the study
process
M
SD

Disregarding
consequences
for drop
out/access
M
SD

Distorting the
consequences

Attribution of
blame

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

High
personalized
condition

3.13**

0.75

2.86

0.56

2.61*

0.75

2.48*

0.82

2.31

0.75

Low
personalized
condition

2.75

0.80

2.77

0.56

2.35

0.59

2.18

0.86

2.11

0.61

Total

2.94

0.79

2.82

0.56

2.49

0.69

2.33

0.85

2.21

0.69

Note. Measured on 5-point (1 - 5) Likert scales (*p < .05, **p < .01)

Table 21
Difference between high and low personalized interactivity in responses to one item regarding
the attribution of blame: “If students have to stop attending college because of this system,
they should have learned better”
Participants’ response
M
SD
High personalized
condition
Low personalized
condition

2.42*

1.25

1.98

0.96

2.21

1.13

Total
Note. Measured on a 5-point (1 - 5) Likert scale (*p < .05).
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RQ4: Examining the role of feelings of platform ownership in emphasizing
individual responsibility
Further analyses revealed that participants in the high personalized interactivity
condition had higher scores on one of the five constructs relating to feelings of
ownership: perceived political control (F(1,119) = 4.103, p = .045, η2 = .033). 28
Thus, analyses were performed to determine whether perceived political control could
be identified as an underlying mechanism of emphasizing individual responsibility. For
this purpose, bootstrap confidence intervals were used (Field, 2013; Hayes, 2013). A
first analysis revealed that high personalized interactivity’s effect on approval of a payper-exam policy was further explained by the underlying mechanism of increased
perceived political control. This underlying effect was small, b = 0.11, BCa CI [0.003,
0.355], with a determinant coefficient of R2 = .018 (95% BCa CI [0.001, 0.065]), meaning
that, of the total variance, 1.8% was explained by this underlying effect. Figure 9 shows
this underlying mechanism graphically.

b = 0.19, p = .045

Perceived political
control

b = 0.57, p = 0.030

Approval of pay-per-exam policy

Personalized interactive
relation with the platform
Direct effect: b = 0.63, p = .022

Underlying effect: b = 0.11, 95% BCa CI [0.003, 0.355]
R2 = .018, 95% BCa CI [0.001, 0.065]

Figure 9. The effect of having a personalized interactive relation with the platform on
emphasizing individual responsibility is partially explained by perceived political control.

In sum, though the effect was small, when participants perceived a high personalized
interactive relation with the platform, they experienced higher political control, which
increased their approval of the policy. This indicates an underlying mechanism that

28

Not to be confused with the previous result that an operational interactive relation with the platform
leads to higher perceived platform control.
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explains the relation between personalized interactivity and placing emphasis on
individual responsibility. In a personalized platform, participants perceive higher
political control, which predicts participants’ approval of the pay-per-exam policy.
A second analysis showed that the positive effect of high personalized interactivity on
increased moral justification was explained by the underlying mechanism of perceived
political control. A small but significant underlying effect was found, b = 0.08, BCa CI
[0.009, 0.219]; the variance explained by this underlying effect was relatively small: R2 =
.023, 95% BCa CI [0.002, 0.078]. Figure 10 displays this underlying mechanism
graphically.

Perceived political
control

b = 0.19, p = .045

b = 0.42, p = 0.002

Moral justification of pay-perexam

Personalized interactive
relation with the platform
Direct effect: b = 0.30, p = .033

Underlying effect: b = 0.08, 95% BCa CI [0.009, 0.219]
R2 = .023, 95% BCa CI [0.002, 0.078]

Figure 10. The effect of having a personalized interactive relation with the platform on
moral justification is partially explained by perceived political control.

No underlying effects were found on other constructs of moral disengagement.
Similarly, analyses that included personal place as an underlying mechanism revealed
no significant mechanisms (t < 1.5 for all).

Failed replication of Experiment 1’s self-interested practice result
In Experiment 2, the effect of personalized interactivity on self-interested practices
found in Experiment 1 was not replicated. Comparing the scores for the low
interactivity condition only, the difference between high personalization (M = 5.15, SD =
2.80) and low personalization (M = 4.07, SD = 2.53) produced no significant difference,
F(1, 54) = 2.294, p = .136, η2 = .041. Likewise, no significant result was found between
high and low personalization when including both interactivity conditions, F(1, 111) =
0.927, p = .338, η2 = .008.
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5.3.5 Discussion
Experiment 2 examined RQ2 (Does having an active relation with the online domain
amplify responding to others in interpersonal contact?) and RQ3 (Does having an active
relation with the online domain encourage placing emphasis on individual
responsibility?). Further, Experiment 2 examined whether feelings of platform
ownership (RQ4) played a role in these mediations. Lastly, Experiment 2 aimed to
replicate Experiment 1’s results for RQ1 (Does having an active relation with the online
domain stimulate self-interested practices?).
In the first scenario, RQ2 was examined. To validate whether an active relation with the
platform amplifies responding to others in interpersonal contact, participants were
asked to evaluate perceived strangers’ opinions about an unpopular policy proposal.
These opinions were presented in a standardized discussion forum that the participants
experienced as real-time. Three fictional opinions given by three fictional students were
presented: a conflicting opinion, a supporting opinion and a neutral opinion.
Participants were asked to rate each opinion on whether it was sensible, whether it
should receive political power and whether participants wanted to see more opinions
from this peer.
Perceived operational interactivity predicted a more positive evaluation of the
sensibleness of the conflicting opinion. This effect was opposite than expected. It was
expected that participants in the high operational condition would be more judgmental
about the student who proposed the conflicting opinion. Though the sensibleness of the
conflicting opinion was generally considered low, a strong operational interactive
relation with the platform protected participants from perceiving the conflicting
opinion made by the unknown and unidentified student as complete nonsense.
Participants in the high operational interactivity condition appreciated the conflicting
opinion more than those in the low interactivity condition did. On the other hand, this
positive evaluation of the sensibleness of the conflicting opinion was not confirmed by
an equal provision of political power. Instead, participants in the high operational
interactivity condition gave more political power to the supporting opinion compared
to those in the low interactivity condition.
To summarize, though participants who perceived a high operational interactive
relation with the platform (high operational interactivity condition) showed more
sympathy for the conflicting opinion, the net result was that they empowered the
supporting opinion more, compared to participants who perceived a low operational
interactive relation with the platform (low operational interactivity condition).
No difference was found between the high and low personalized interactivity conditions
regarding the response to perceived strangers.
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To examine the role of feelings of platform ownership in this mediation (RQ4), four
constructs were included in the analysis: perceived platform control, perceived political
control, personal place and positive self-investment. Further, perceived presence of others
was measured. Though participants in the high operational conditions indicated higher
perceived platform control, this did not predict their responses to perceived strangers.
Participants’ interpretation of the scenario may explain the reversed effect of
operational interactivity and the non-effect of personalized interactivity (besides
statistical irrelevance). Participants did not perceive other students who conflicted with
or supported their own opinion as unknown or distant others. Instead, they were
interested and felt a connection, as if they perceived them as fellow students who were
equally confronted with this dreadful policy. Qualitative investigation with six
participants to understand how they perceived these (fictive) students on the platform
indicated that participants saw the university as the instigator of a bad policy, while the
other students were not given much negative attention. In this scenario, the university
was considered the opponent and not those students who supported the policy. Thus
the scenario did not trigger the intended polarization between participants and the
fictional students.
Still, as mentioned previously, effects were found. Though participants in the high
operational interactivity condition were more open-minded toward the conflicting
opinion, they still served their own interests more compared to those in the low
interactivity condition: participants in the high operational interactivity condition gave
more political power to the supporting opinion. These two effects may be related.
Perhaps the high operational interactivity condition provided participants the
confidence to appreciate the conflicting opinion because they were equally allowed to
empower the support opinion.
However, the role of feelings of platform ownership was not validated. Participants in
the high operational interactivity condition perceived more presence and contact with
others on the platform, but no underlying mechanism was validated – no positive
prediction was found between their responses in interpersonal contact and their
perceived presence. Nor did the higher level of platform control play a role in these
mediations.
The second scenario examined and strengthened Experiment 1’s findings on the third
research question. The results suggested a relation between perceiving a high
personalized interactive relation with the platform and placing emphasis on individual
responsibility. In this scenario, participants were asked whether they approved of a
pay-per-exam system, which would benefit the gifted and hardworking students while
it deprived those students who were not. Participants were asked if they preferred this
system to the current collective system in which the tuition fee is equal for all students.
No effect was found in the operational interactivity condition. However, participants in
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the high personalized interactivity condition showed higher support for this payment
system based on individual merit and responsibility compared to participants in the low
personalized interactivity condition. This result indicated that a high personalized
interactive relation with the online domain stimulates a user’s individualist
categorization, which results in stronger online judgments related to individualistic
competence and responsibility.
The measures of moral disengagement gave some extra insight into participants’
reasoning in this scenario. Within the high personalized interactivity condition, robust
predictions were found in three of five types of moral rationalization. When
experiencing the high personalized interactivity condition, participants showed higher
moral justification and higher levels of disregarding and distorting of social
consequences. No differences were found between high and low personalization on
minimizing study consequences and personal accountability.
The fact that not all five rationalization techniques were correspondingly used in the
high personalization condition compared to the low condition may suggest that high
personalized interactivity caused a shift in participants’ moral evaluations of the policy.
Moral justification, disregarding the consequences for dropping out/accessibility of the
educational system and distorting the consequences were relatively stressed. This
indicates that, when experiencing a high personalized interactivity condition,
participants emphasize the fairness of individual merit and disregard and distort
potential negative consequences.
No support was found for a difference in disregarding the consequences for study
progress and blaming the victim. These non-effects suggest that the reason participants
in the high personalization condition did not approve of the pay-per-exam policy was
not because they think more ruthlessly about less-hardworking and less-gifted
students. Rather, it can be concluded that being in a personalized interactive platform
triggers moral decisions that are based on the idea that “individualism is for the greater
good”. Participants in the high conditions scored higher on the approval of statements
that paying per exam was more fair and increased students opportunities. They
reasoned that, if this system caused more students to drop out, that would be beneficial
for society, the educational system and even the dropouts themselves.
Further analysis gave insight into how feelings of platform ownership may have played
a role in this result. It was found that participants in the high personalized condition
perceived higher political control. And perceiving political control in the platform was
found to explain participants’ intention to approve this individualistic policy and to
trigger an emphasis on moral justification toward individual merit and responsibility.
As only the support of a pay-per-exam policy and participants’ moral justification were
explained by perceived political control, increasing the perception of political control
via personalized interactivity elicited moral rationalization based on individualistic
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principles of fairness. This suggests the idea that “benefitting the gifted and
hardworking is fair” was key, not the fact that it may harm the less gifted and those who
are not hard working. When experiencing political control in a personalized interactive
platform, one becomes more susceptible to the worth of individual merit. In this case,
political control refers to the perception that users can make a difference in how others
are treated. When participants perceive individual political control through their
personalized interactive platform, they feel more responsible for fair policy. And
because they perceive a strong individualistic context, they rationalize that a fair policy
should benefit the individual and, thus, make moral decisions accordingly.
In sum, the results for RQ3 validate that participants assess social situations by
emphasizing the actors’ individual responsibility when they assess this situation in an
online platform that allows for a high personalized interactive relation with the
platform itself. This effect is partially explained by perceiving higher political control in
perceived personalized platforms (RQ4).
The last goal of Experiment 2 was to replicate Experiment 1’s findings on the relation
between having a personalized interactive relation with the platform and stimulated
self-interested practices (RQ1). Unfortunately, Experiment 2 failed to replicate those
findings: no support was found for higher self-interested practice in the high
personalized interactivity condition. Apart from statistical irrelevance, another
explanation may account for this non-result. There were three months between the two
experiments. The first experiment was conducted in February, between the first and
second semesters of the college year, while the second experiment was conducted in
May, near the end of the college year. This may account for the sudden drop of overall
interest in personal tutoring (Experiment 1: M = 5.91; Experiment 2: M = 4.59). As a
smaller drop in standard deviations was observed (respectively, SD = 2.95 and SD =
2.70) this resulted in a higher coefficient of variation in the second experiment
(respectively, cv = 0.50 and cv = 0.59). The timing of the second experiment may have
produced more extreme reactions compared to the first experiment. At the end of the
year, participants who already know they will pass may reject extra tutoring, while
participants who are still struggling may be extra eager for personal tutoring. This may
have produced a lower overall interest in extra tutoring, but a relatively higher
variation between participants, ultimately resulting in a non-effect.
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5.4 Experiment 3: Responding to known others
In Experiment 2, participants were asked to respond to perceived strangers to examine
whether an active relation with the platform amplifies responses to others in
interpersonal contact (RQ2). Effects were found. Experiment 3 further examines how an
active relation with the platform mediates the responses to familiar others and whether
feelings of platform ownership play a role in this (RQ4). The purpose of this experiment
is to examine whether the mediation of having an active relation with the platform is
observable in actual interpersonal communications among friends. For this purpose the
platform design was rebuilt into an actual real-time discussion platform in which
participants discussed an end-of-the-world dilemma. In line with RQ2, the main
intention of this third experiment was to observe whether online interactivity amplifies
participants’ responses to their discussion partners, participants’ experiences of the
discussion’s sentiment and participants’ perceptions of their own attitudes in the
discussion.
The manipulations of operational and personalized interactivity were combined to
generate one high interactivity condition and one low interactivity condition (online
interactivity: high vs. low). In the first two experiments, the perceived relation with the
platform was manipulated rather than the actual instrumental outcomes. This was
required to understand whether the active relation with the platform, and not just the
instrumental outcomes of actions, plays a role in participants’ moral practices.
However, as discussed in chapter 4, nearly all online interactive platforms do not simply
generate an experience of online interactivity, they actually allow for a high operational
experience and personalized interactivity modifications. In this last experiment, this
strict setup will be loosened. Though the findings from Experiments 1 and 2 are food for
thought, the ecological value of those experiments is limited. The question of whether
such effects could be observed in actual online platforms remains. Thus, to increase
ecological validity, in Experiment 3, participants’ actions directed toward the platform
will actually make a difference in the setup and interface of the platform. Further, the
discussion between participants will be real. Experiment 3 will thus provide insight into
how an active relation with a platform mediates responding to others and whether that
mediation can also be observed in a real interactive platform where participants are
having actual discussions. Based on the results of chapter 3, it is expected that a
stronger relation with the platform (high interactivity condition) will have a positive
effect on how participants respond to their discussion partners and the discussion.
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5.4.1 Participants
During three rounds, a total of 40 (65% female) business students nearing graduation
participated in this experiment. Rounds 1 and 2 included 16 participants each; round 3
included 8 participants. Participants were randomly allocated to one of two
interactivity conditions (high vs. low).

5.4.2 Procedure and design
Procedure
An essential difference between the first two experiments and Experiment 3 was that
Experiment 3 was not fully controlled. Participants actually had discussions with one
another instead of reacting to standardized experimental stimuli.
Participants were recruited from the economics department and were busy with thesis
writing. To recruit participants, all fourth-year business students were sent an email
requesting their participation in an experiment. In return, participants would receive an
extensive clinic on statistical analysis that would aid them in their thesis writing.
Students were informed that the experiment would precede the clinic and that they
could register by replying to the email. Furthermore, the email explained that students
were permitted to join the clinic regardless of whether they participated. No student
took advantage of that option. All participants were familiar with each other as they had
classes together.
Upon arrival, participants were instructed that the experiment was unrelated to the
clinic and that it involved testing an online discussion platform. All three rounds took
place in the same computer room used in Experiments 1 and 2. Of the 80 computers
available, 20 were spread equally throughout the room, while 60 were stowed away in
the desks. Participants were instructed to find a seat behind an active computer, create
an account and engage in a dyadic debate with someone about a predefined topic.
Computers were randomly linked to create discussion dyads based on discussion page
landing sequence. As the computers were preset for either the high or low condition,
every combination between both conditions was possible. In total, six high–high, six
low–low and eight mixed discussions took place. Before beginning the experiment, all
participants received short paper instructions with screenshots that informed them
about how the platform functioned and what the discussion page looked like. These
instructions emphasized that the goal was to win the discussion.
Participants were not aware of the existence of the different conditions. They were
assured that everybody would remain anonymous and that the computers would
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connect discussion partners randomly. Participants were familiar with each other and
were aware of each other’s presence, but they did not know who their specific
discussion partners were.
After all participants were finished, an oral debriefing took place to explain the real
objective of the experiment: how the interactivity of the platform mediated the
discussion and their perceptions of the discussion.

Design and manipulation of the platform
For Experiment 3, a real-time discussion platform was designed. The platform looked
similar to the platform used in Experiments 1 and 2, apart from the discussion page.
Figure 11 shows the opening page of the platform and the login page for the low
interactivity condition.

Figure 11: Opening and login pages for Experiment 3. Left: Opening page, high and low
conditions. Right: Login page, low condition.

The platform was programmed using Hartcore. The high interactivity condition
presented several interactive properties and functions that required decisions.
Experiment 3 differed from Experiments 1 and 2 in that, in the high condition,
participants’ choices remained noticeable on the platform and during the discussion to
improve ecological validity. Being in the high condition meant participants had a more
extensive operational and personalized platform, while being in the low interactivity
condition meant navigating and discussing in a more “objective” platform. During the
discussion, participants were not aware of their discussion partner’s experimental
condition.
In the high interactivity condition, participants were allowed to choose their own
nicknames and were asked to generate a password. They were also allowed to choose
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an avatar (choice of four stylized animals), a background and the platform’s
architecture. In addition, they were asked for their interests and hobbies and their
platform preferences and were asked to present a short personal description. Many
choices (e.g., font, avatar, background choice, platform architecture) remained
noticeable throughout the experiment. To emphasize control in the high condition,
participants in that condition were also led to believe that they could choose their
discussion partner (by clicking on one of four animal avatars), while in the low
condition participants were assigned a discussion partner randomly (which actually
was the case in both conditions). In the low condition, participants were only allowed to
choose a nickname. Furthermore, participants in the low condition were asked to enter
a captcha code and answer questions about the platform (e.g., whether the scrolling
worked properly). Table 22 summarizes the manipulations in the high and low
conditions.

Table 22
Manipulation of high and low conditions in Experiment 3

High interactivity
condition

Low interactivity
condition
√

Pop-up: Choice of background pattern

√
√
√
√
√

Header alignment

√

X

Interests

√

X

Platform preferences

X

Perceived choice of discussion partner

√
√
√
√

Filler: Captcha code

X

√

Filler: Questions (e.g., about the
scrolling of the platform)

X

√

Choice of nickname
Creating password
Pop-up: Choice of animal avatar
Pop-up : Choice of font

Short personal description
Interactive ‘touch and feel’

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

After participants created an account, the discussion topic was introduced. The setup of
this topic was based on the research design used in Lapidot-Lefler and Barak’s (LapidotLefler & Barak, 2012) study about anonymity, invisibility and toxic disinhibition during
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online discussions. In the current experiment, participants were asked to discuss the
following scenario:
Imagine that the world as you know it will come to an end. A major disaster
is imminent and inevitable. Luckily, you own a bunker that you share
equally with one other owner with whom you have a friendly acquaintance.
This bunker will definitely save you from the disaster so that, after 10 years,
you can return home. Fortunately, the bunker is big enough for both of
your families and friends, and you even have one place left to save one
celebrity. In this platform you have to discuss your choice with the other
owner. Which person do you think should join you in the bunker for 10
years and therefore be saved?
Please take into account: you may only choose one person (no more, no
less) who is still alive, and both of you should know this person by name or
occupation.
After the scenario’s introduction, participants landed on the discussion page (see figure
12 for screenshots of this page). Here, each participant was linked to another
participant and was asked to discuss which celebrity should be saved. A maximum of 5
minutes was given for this discussion, but if they needed less time to come to an
agreement, they were able to check the I agree button in the top right corner. A timer in
the top right corner indicated how much time they had left.

Figure 12. Discussion page for Experiment 3. Left: High condition. Right: Low condition.

Immediately after the discussion, participants landed on a page that contained a
questionnaire about the discussion. At the end of the questionnaire, participants were
thanked for their contribution.
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5.4.3 Measures
Manipulation check
Prior to the discussion, three items were used to perform a manipulation check to
validate whether participants in the high condition indeed noted the platform as more
operational and personalized (e.g., “This platform feels personal”). Cronbach’s alpha
reported sufficient reliability (α = .75). One item measured perceived anonymity to
validate a non-effect (“I felt anonymous during the discussion”). The list of the items of
the manipulation check and the intended non-effects is described in appendix E1.

Measuring of RQ2: Participants’ responding to familiar others and their
evaluation of the discussion
The platform automatically measured which participants formed dyads and provided
the transcribed dialogs. To analyze the discussions, two methods were used. The first
was the expert ratings method. The discussions were printed without any demographic
properties, nicknames or condition indicators. Two researchers and one student
researcher assessed all 40 participants and 20 dialogs on two items: whether
participants manifested unfriendliness in the discussion, using a 4-point scale (1 =
friendly, 2 = a bit unfriendly, 3 = unfriendly, 4 = very unfriendly), and whether there
was a winner. The expert raters noted unfriendly statements participants made toward
either their discussion partner or their discussion partner’s chosen celebrity. Kendall’s
coefficient W of inter-rater concordance measured 0.73 (p < .001), indicating sufficient
consensus between the expert raters. The qualification “winner” was appointed when a
participant’s designated celebrity was chosen by the end of the discussion. A draw was
appointed when participants did not reach clear consensus before time had run out. All
expert raters identified the same discussion endings about who won, who lost and who
achieved a draw.
Apart from the expert ratings, an integrated questionnaire assessed participants’
sentiments about the discussion. Directly after the discussion, participants were asked
to complete a questionnaire with 22 items. All items were measured using a 5-point
Likert scale with end points ranging from 1 = “I completely disagree” to 5 = “I
completely agree”.
In total, 15 items measured six dependent constructs that examined participants’
perceptions of the discussion.
Four items measured participants’ perceptions of the discussion. They measured
whether participants perceived the discussion as enjoyable (e.g., “I found the discussion
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exciting” and “I liked how this discussion was going”). Reliability analysis showed
sufficient reliability (α = .74).
Perception of the discussion partner was measured by five items. These items measured
whether participants perceived their discussion partner as unfriendly and aggressive.
Example items are, “I think my discussion partner pushed his/her preference too much”
and “I felt personally attacked by my discussion partner”. Reliability analysis showed
sufficient reliability (α = .74).
One item measured the perceived influence of the discussion partner on the participant’s
attitude: “During the discussion, my behavior was caused by my discussion partner’s
attitude”.
Three items measured participants’ perceived personal attitude. These items
investigated whether participants perceived their own attitudes in the discussion as
unfriendly (e.g., “I was a little too pushy in this discussion”). Cronbach’s alpha indicated
mediocre reliability (α = .59).
Perception of the discussion partner’s presence was measured by three items (e.g., “This
platform gave me the feeling that we were both present in the discussion page” and “I
perceived my partner’s presence as if we were talking face-to-face”). Reliability analysis
showed mediocre but acceptable reliability (α = .61).
Lastly, two items measured participants’ perception and importance of winning (e.g., “I
won this discussion”). Acceptable correlation was found (r = .62, p < .001). All items that
measured participants’ sentiments about the discussion are listed in appendix E2.
The purpose of combining both expert ratings and the self-evaluation was to achieve a
better understanding of the dynamics of the discussions. In this experiment, expert
ratings functioned as a more objective description of the discussions, while participants’
evaluations served as a subjective description. As the stimulus in this experiment was
not fully under experimenter control, the expert ratings were used to better understand
how participants from either high or low interactivity condition evaluated their
discussion. How participants perceived and reported about (the unfriendliness of) the
discussion is a direct consequence of the discussion itself and the unfriendliness of the
discussion partner. As each discussion follows a different course, to verify participant’s
perception of the discussion, an unbiased rating of the course of the discussion and the
attitude of the discussion partner may be included as covariate.
A consequence of the experimental setup was that neither condition (high or low) acted
in a homogenous condition. Not all participants in the high condition were confronted
with discussion partners in an equal condition, as their discussion partners were
randomly selected from either the high or low condition. Though this may account for
interesting analysis, the small number of participants did not allow a valid review of the
discussions in the four different dyads (high–high, low–low, high–low and low–high). As
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the main intention was to study whether the high and low groups evaluated and
responded to their discussion partners differently, no tests were conducted regarding
the specific dyads participants were in.

Measuring RQ4: The role of feelings of platform ownership
Feelings of platform ownership was measured using four items (e.g., “I had the control
to set up this platform according to my own preferences” and “This platform feels like a
private domain”). Cronbach’s alpha indicated mediocre but acceptable reliability (α =
.64). The items that measured participants’ feelings of platform ownership and the item
that measured gender are listed in appendix E3.

5.4.4 Results
Unless indicated otherwise, all measures used 5-point Likert scales ranging from 1 = “I
completely disagree” to 5 = “I completely agree”.

Manipulation checks and intended non-effect of anonymity
The manipulation was successful. Participants in the high interactivity condition
perceived their platform as more interactive (M = 3.72, SD = 0.51) than did participants
in the low interactivity condition (M = 3.18, SD = 0.933), F(1, 38) = 5.027, p = .031, η2 =
.12.
As intended, participants in the high condition did not report a different perception of
anonymity (M = 3.75, SD = 1.21) than did participants in the low condition (M = 4.05, SD
= 0.69), F(1,38) = 0.932, p = .340, η2 = .024.

RQ2: Objective analysis of the discussion (expert ratings)
In their objective evaluations of the discussion dialogs, expert raters indicated 14 wins,
12 draws and 14 losses. Expert raters noted no difference in the number of wins
between the high and low conditions (2 = 0.619, p = .734). Further, expert raters
registered primarily friendly participants having pleasant conversations. Measured on a
4-point scale with endpoints from 1 to 4, the mean score of participants’ unfriendliness
was low (M = 1.23, SD = 0.46). Raters found no difference in unfriendliness between
participants in high (M = 1.20, SD = 0.44) and low interactivity conditions (M = 1.25, SD
= 0.49), F(1,38) = 0.115, p = .737, η2 = .003.
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RQ2: Subjective analysis of the discussion (participants’ ratings)
In the questionnaire following the discussion, participants were asked to evaluate the
discussion on six dependent constructs on 5-point Likert scales. During the statistical
analysis of these constructs, the expert ratings of the unfriendliness of a participant’s
discussion partner were included as covariate, as the discussion partner’s attitude was
not under the researcher’s control.
Participants in both conditions had identical impressions of their discussions: they all
perceived the discussion as equally enjoyable. The high interactivity condition did not
report a more positive or negative impression of the discussion (M = 3.35, SD = 0.85)
compared to the low interactivity condition (M = 3.21, SD = 0.63), F(1, 37) = 0.344, p =
.561, η2 = .009.
A difference was found in how the participants perceived the unfriendliness of their
discussion partner. Corrected 29 for the experts’ objective ratings of friendliness,
participants in the high condition appraised their discussion partner as less unfriendly
(M = 1.67, SD = 0.59) – that is, more friendly – compared to those in the low condition
(M = 2.02, SD = 0.52), F(1, 37) = 4.647, p = 0.038, η2 = .11. Participants in the high
interactivity condition appraised their discussion partner as more friendly (less
unfriendly) compared to participants’ appraisals in the low interactivity condition.
No difference was found in how participants evaluated their own friendliness.
Participants in both groups perceived themselves as equally friendly, as shown by their
self-evaluations of friendliness: high condition (M = 1.70, SD = 0.57), low condition (M =
1.70, SD = 0.57), F(1, 36) = .011, p = .918, η2 < .001.
A difference was found in the how participants perceived the presence of their discussion
partner. Participants in the high interactivity condition reported higher feelings of
presence and commitment toward their discussion partners (M = 3.54, SD = 0.50)
compared to those in the low interactivity condition (M = 3.23, SD = 0.43), F(1, 36) =
4.286, p = .046, η2 = 0.11.
Further, a significant effect was found for the perceived influence of the discussion
partner on the participant’s attitude. Participants in the high interactivity condition
reported their discussion partner’s attitude as less influential on their own practices (M
= 2.20, SD = 1.06) than did participants in the low condition (M = 2.79, SD = 0.63),
F(1,36) = 4.280, p = .046, η2 = 0.11.
Finally, participants had equal perceptions about winning the discussion. There was no
difference between perceptions in the high condition (M = 2.83, SD = 1.00) compared to
those in the low condition (M = 3.05, SD = 0.97), F(1,37) = .419, p = .521, η2 = .011.
29

Without this covariate: high interactivity condition (M = 1.68, SD = 0.12), low interactivity condition (M =
2.01, SD 0.12), F(1, 36) = 3.522, p = .068, η2 = .085.
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In summary, significant effects were found. Participants in the high interactivity
condition perceived their partners as more friendly, perceived themselves to be less
influenced by their discussion partner in their own practices and felt more commitment
toward their discussion partner.

RQ4: Examining the role of feelings of platform ownership on participants’
responses
The role of feelings of platform ownership was examined. No underlying effect was
found. Between conditions, there was no difference in platform ownership. Participants
in the high interactivity condition indicated equal feelings of platform ownership (M =
3.33, SD = .69) compared to those in the low interactivity condition (M = 3.20, SD = 0.71),
F(1, 37) = .472, p = .497, η2 = .013.

5.4.5 Discussion
While Experiment 2 examined how an active relation with the online domain mediates
participants’ responding to perceived strangers in a fully controlled experiment,
Experiment 3 involved an actual real-time discussion between known peers.
Participants, who were familiar with each other, took part in dyadic discussions about
which celebrity should be saved from imminent disaster. While perceived online
interactivity was manipulated in Experiments 1 and 2, in Experiment 3, the outcomes of
participants’ interactive choices persisted across the platform, and participants were
offered more choices (e.g., with whom they wanted to discuss). The main purpose of
this change was to validate whether a mediation between having an active relation with
the online domain and responding to others can also be observed in real interactive
platforms during actual discussions. Participants were randomly allocated to either a
high or low interactivity condition, and whether participants in these conditions
perceived the discussions differently was examined. Six constructs were measured
regarding how participants perceived the discussion, their own attitudes and the
attitudes of their discussion partners: perception of the discussion, perception of the
discussion partner, perceived influence of the discussion partner on the participant’s
attitude, perceived personal attitude, perception of the discussion partner’s presence and
perception of winning.
Evidence was found that three constructs were perceived differently in the two
conditions. While the expert raters did not report a difference in the unfriendliness of
discussion partners, participants in the high interactivity condition perceived their
discussion partner as more friendly than did participants in the low interactivity
condition. Operating a highly interactive online platform and selecting options to
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personalize this platform also made participants perceive their discussion partner as
more friendly during the discussion. This finding is in line with those in Experiment 2,
which showed that, when evaluating a peer with a conflicting opinion, participants in
the high operational interactivity condition were more positive about the sensibleness
of that conflicting opinion.
The expert ratings gave some idea of the route of this effect. As the experts rated the
discussion partners as generally friendly (M = 1.23, SD 0.46), it can be concluded that
participants in the low condition reacted more strongly to negative cues (M = 2.04, SD =
0.11) compared to participants in the high condition (M = 1.66, SD = 0.11). Therefore, it
seems that, in this scenario and procedure, a strong interactive relation with the
platform protects from placing extra emphasis on negative cues. Participants in the low
interactivity condition showed a stronger reaction to negative signals coming from their
discussion partner, while participants in the high interactivity condition were less
susceptible to external (negative) signals from their discussion partner. As all
participants were familiar with each other and were aware that they were having a
discussion with a familiar other, the “politeness baseline” was relatively high, resulting
in friendly conservations, but participants who perceived a weak interactive relation
with the platform were significantly less “protected” from accentuating negative cues.
A second result was also found. In the high interactivity condition, participants reported
a lower perceived influence of the discussion partner on their attitude. Participants in the
high interactivity condition reported that it was easier to stand their ground in the
discussion and their attitudes were less influenced by their discussion partner
compared to participants in the low interactivity condition.
Finally, participants in the high condition felt their discussion partners as more present.
They perceived more commitment toward their discussion partners and reported
closer involvement.
No effects were found on perception of the discussion, perceived personal attitude or
perception of winning.
It can be concluded that having a strong interactive relation with a platform has a
positive influence on the relation between two acquainted peers. When communicating
with friends in an online domain that allows for an interactive relation, users may be
less susceptive to negativity and may be more persistent in their own personal course
while simultaneously perceiving more involvement with their discussion partners.
Unfortunately, no underlying role of feelings of platform ownership (RQ4) was
observed
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5.5 Conclusions and limitations
5.5.1 Conclusions
Does our active relation with the online domain have a role in our online moral
practices? Based on the conclusions from chapter 3, four research questions were
formulated to further examine this question. Two questions concerned two possible
mediations:
1. Does having an active relation with the online domain stimulate selfinterested practices? (RQ1)
2. Does having an active relation with the online domain amplify responding to
others in interpersonal contact? (RQ2)
The third question concerned the hypothesized relation between an active online
domain and placing emphasis on individual responsibility:
3. Does having an active relation with the online domain encourage placing
emphasis on individual responsibility? (RQ3)
The fourth question validated the role of feelings of platform ownership in our online
moral practices:
4. Do feelings of platform ownership play a role in our online moral practices?
(RQ4)
To examine these questions, a new online interactive platform was built in which a total
of 225 participants successfully responded to several moral scenarios. Based on the
conclusions from chapter 2, the platform allowed for the manipulation of perceived
operational interactivity and perceived personalized interactivity, resulting in a 2 x 2
(perceived operational interactivity: high vs. low; perceived personalized interactivity:
high vs. low) between-subjects design.
In Experiment 2, after improvements based on the results of Experiment 1, the attempt
to manipulate operational interactivity and personalized interactivity into four separate
conditions was successful. No interaction effects between the two types were found
indicating that perceived operational interactivity and perceived personalized
interactivity together did not activate accumulative effects. Nonetheless, this result on
the successful manipulation of operational and personalized interactive actions is
noteworthy as it indicates that the categorization made in chapter 2 is valid. It shows
that our active relation with the online domain can be categorized into these two types
of interactive actions that account for distinct perceptions of the online domain. First,
operational interactive actions allow for an active discovery of a virtual world in which
much is possible and much can be found. Second, personalized interactive actions allow
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modifying this virtual world to personal preferences. Not only can online platforms and
objects be discovered and used, they can also be modified and made personally relevant.
Both types of relations (operational and personalized) with the online domain appeared
to generate different effects in the presented moral scenarios.

RQ1: Does having an active relation with the online domain stimulate selfinterested practices?
Evidence was found that having an active relation with the online domain mediates selfinterested practices. Experiment 1 (n = 64) examined two moral dilemmas that
involved such practices. The first dilemma involved taking from a finite pool at the
expense of others. The second involved contributing from personal resources to relieve
others. The high personalized interactivity condition increased participants’ intention
to take from a finite pool. Compared to participants in the low interactivity condition,
those in the high interactivity condition were more eager to personally benefit from a
given situation, even when their actions came at the expense of others. In other words:
selecting options to modify an online platform to personal preferences also stimulates
participants to conduct self-interested practices in this platform. No difference between
conditions was found for the scenario that involved contributing personal resources.
Further, the expected role of feelings of platform ownership was not validated.
Unfortunately, Experiment 1’s result regarding self-interest was not replicated in
Experiment 2. A possible explanation is that this was due to the nature of the scenario
not being independent from the college year. Experiment 2 was conducted 3 months
later than Experiment 1, near the end of the college year. As the scenario involved extra
tutoring, participants at this point were more strongly divided into those who needed
extra tutoring and those who did not, overshadowing the effect of the manipulation.
Still, the results from Experiment 1 provided evidence that having a strong personalized
relation with the online domain stimulates self-interested practices. Personalized
actions directed toward the online domain activate an intention to benefit the self, even
when it comes at the cost of others. While on the other hand, they seem to not trigger an
intention to refrain from personal contribution.

RQ2: Does having an active relation with the online domain amplify responding
to others in interpersonal contact?
Two scenarios validated RQ2. Evidence was found that having an active relation with
the online domain mediates responding to others in interpersonal contact.
In Experiment 2, participants (n = 121) were asked to respond to perceived strangers.
Participants were confronted with three opinions about an unpopular policy made by
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three unidentified and unknown students. These opinions were presented in
participants’ platforms. Though, for participants, the discussion appeared to be in real
time, in fact these opinions were standardized. One opinion supported this policy,
conflicting with the participant’s opinion; one opinion opposed the policy, thus
supporting the participant’s opinion; and one opinion took a more neutral position
regarding the policy. Participants were asked to judge all three opinions on whether
they were sensible, whether they should receive political power by being included for
management consideration and whether participants wanted to see more of this
unknown student’s opinions in the future. Participants showed different intentions
toward the opinions depending on their interactivity condition.
Compared to participants in the low operational interactivity condition, those in the
high operational interactivity condition showed a more positive appraisal of the opinion
that conflicted with their own opinion. Though all participants found the conflicting
opinion to be nonsense, it appeared that the high operational interactivity condition
was to some extent protected from a strong negative response to the conflicting
opinion. This indicated that having a strong operational interactive relation with the
platform protects from assessing conflicting opinions of unknown and unidentified
others as pure nonsense.
Despite their sympathy for the conflicting opinion, participants in the high operational
interactivity empowered the opinion that supported their personal interest more than
the participants in the low operational interactivity condition did. Both effects may be
related. It may be that, in the high operational interactivity condition, participants felt
more safe to appraise the opinions of others they did not agree with, while
simultaneously perceiving the idea that they had the ability to empower the opinion
that supported their own.
This reversed effect op operational interactivity was unexpected and might be
explained by the scenario itself. Participants did not perceive the students who
conflicted or supported their own opinions as unknown or distant others. Qualitative
interviews with four participants after the experiment revealed that, in this scenario,
the university was considered the opponent and not those students who supported the
policy. Instead, these unknown students were considered peers who were equally
affected by the policy, regardless of whether they approved of it or not.
Against expectations, no effect of personalized interactivity was found. Further, no role
of feelings of platform ownership was found.
Experiment 3 validated whether having an active relation with an online platform
amplified responding to familiar others. In this experiment, pairs of participants
discussed which celebrity should be saved from imminent disaster. Participants were
aware that they were talking with a fellow classmate though they were not aware of the
identity of that classmate. To increase the ecological value of the results, in Experiment
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3, the instrumental outcomes of participants’ interactive actions persisted across the
platform. The main purpose of this change was to validate how an active relation with a
platform mediates appraisal of and responding to others and whether that mediation
can also be observed in a real interactive platform where participants are having actual
discussions. Participants were randomly allocated to either a high or low interactivity
condition. It was examined whether participants in these conditions had different
perceptions of (1) the discussion, (2) the friendliness of their discussion partner, (3) the
influence of the discussion partner on their own attitude, (4) their own personal
attitude in the discussion, (5) the discussion partner’s presence and (6) winning.
Participants in the high interactivity condition reported more positive appraisals
toward their discussion partner compared to participants in the low interactivity
condition. Participants in the low interactivity condition perceived their discussion
partner as less friendly and more aggressive. In other words: operating a highly
interactive online platform and selecting options to personalize this platform protects
participants from placing emphasis on negative cues made by friends in that platform.
Analysis of the experts’ ratings provided an explanation for this result. As the expert
raters indicated that the discussion partners as being generally friendly, it seems that, in
this experiment, high interactivity prevented participants from placing extra weight on
negative cues given by their discussion partner. The finding that participants in the low
interactivity condition thought their discussion partner had a stronger influence on
their behavior further clarifies this effect. As participants in the high condition
perceived their behavior as being less influenced by their discussion partner, it appears
that in the high interactivity environment, participants were less susceptive and
therefore more protected from external negative cues. Moreover, a third effect was
found. Participants reported a difference between the perceived presence of their
discussion partner. Participants in the high interactivity condition perceived more
involvement and commitment to their discussion partner compared to participants in
the low condition. The results from Experiment 3 indicate that having a strong
interactive relation with a platform mediates how strongly acquainted users engage
with each other in online conversations. When communicating with friends in a domain
that allows for an interactive relation, users may be less susceptive to and affected by
their friends’ negative cues while simultaneously perceiving more positive involvement
with those friends.
Though originally not intended, the results from Experiment 3 validated the results
from Experiment 2. Both experiments validate that known peers and friends are met
with amplified positive responses in online platforms that allow for a strong interactive
relation with the platform itself.
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RQ3: Does having an active relation with the online domain encourage placing
emphasis on individual responsibility?
Evidence was found that an active relation with the online domain encourages placing
emphasis on individual responsibility when assessing individual-collective scenarios in
the online domain. The results showed that when perceiving a personalized interactive
relation with the domain, participants were more encouraged to use the individual as
the primary orientation for making decisions, compared to participants that did not
perceive a personalized interactive relation with the online domain.
In Experiment 1, a moral scenario was introduced that examined participants’ valuing
of individual merit compared to collectivism. In this scenario, participants were told
that the university was considering a new payment system with a pay-per-exam policy
instead of the current system of paying a fixed amount per year. The information
explained that this would particularly benefit hardworking students and would be
detrimental to those who were not. Though only marginally significant (F(1, 62) =
3.691, p = .059), the result suggested that participants in the high personalized
interactivity condition were more likely to support this university policy that
emphasized individual merit and responsibility.
An extended version of this moral scenario was included in Experiment 2, which
replicated and strengthened the effect and provided better understanding. Similar to
Experiment 1, in Experiment 2, participants in the high personalized interactivity
condition expressed higher approval of this new university policy. This validated that,
when participants assess such scenarios in a personalized interactive platform, they
place increased emphasis on the individual responsibility of the actors. In other words:
selecting options to modify an online platform to personal preferences also encourages
participants to place emphasis on individual responsibility when assessing social
situations in this platform.
An accompanying effect of a shifted moral rationale was found. In general, all moral
disengagement techniques were applied to assess the presented scenario (moral
justification, disregarding consequences for the study process, disregarding
consequences for dropping out/accessibility of higher education, distorting the
consequences and victim blaming). However, participants in the high personalized
condition showed a greater use of moral justification, disregarding consequences for
dropping out/accessibility of higher education and distorting the consequences
compared to participants in the low personalized interactivity condition.
A particular aspect of the role of feelings of platform ownership appeared to partially
explain these results. It was found that high personalized interactivity induced the
perception of having political control on the platform. As no formal political control was
given, this perception was primarily caused by the personalized interactive properties
and functions available within the platform. This perceived political control predicted
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both participants’ overall support for the policy and participants’ moral justification of
this policy.
Combining the results on shifting moral rationale and the mechanism of perceived
political control gives further insight into how an active personalized relation with the
platform encourages emphasizing individual responsibility. The results suggest that, in
this scenario, participants in the high personalized condition did not approve the
individualistic policy of pay-per-exam because they were more ruthless toward
students who were not hard-working. Rather, an active personalized relation with the
platform triggered a perspective based on the idea that “individualism is for the greater
good”. Participants in the high personalized condition scored relatively higher on
categorizing paying per exam as more fair. They reasoned that, if this system would
cause more students to dropout, that would be beneficial for society, for the educational
system and even for the individual student. The observed role of perceived political
control gave some further insight into how this might have worked: Online personalized
interactivity induced a perception of increased political control in the platform. This
means participants perceived that the online platform granted them some control over
the course of action. Online interactivity therefore provided a specific individualized
context that shaped their online categorization of social scenarios. Since participants
perceived individual political control, they felt responsible for supporting a fair policy.
And because they perceived a strong individualistic context, for them, a fair policy
meant valuing individual merit and competence.

Small effect sizes and no strong validation of the mediating role of feelings of
platform ownership (RQ4)
With these conclusions it is important to point out some remarks. First, it is important
to underline that the effect sizes of the experiments were small as the effects showed
partial η2 between η2 = .040 and η2 = .140. Though this structured empirical set-up does
not allow to compare these found effects with other determinants of online moral
practices, it is safe to assume that the found effects of having an active relation with the
online domain and online moral practices is relatively small compared to other
explanations.
Unfortunately, the three experiments did not provide a convincing answer regarding
the role of feelings of platform ownership in online morality. In chapter 2, 3 and 4, it
was conceptualized that our active relation with the online domain mediates our
perception of what the online domain is: a personally controlled domain in which the
user perceives certain privileges. Based on the empirical findings in chapter 3, I
suggested that the mediated feelings of ownership and being-in-control plays a role in
our online moral practices. This role of feelings of platform ownership and being in
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control in the online domain was validated in the experiments reported in chapter 5.
Experiment 1, no role for feelings of platform ownership was found in how an active
personalized relation with the platform stimulated participants’ self-interested
practices. Likewise, in Experiment 3 no particular role was found.
Only in Experiment 2 was an underlying role of feelings of platform ownership revealed.
When participants perceived a personalized interactive platform, their perception of
political control played a role in how they assessed individualistic-collective scenarios.

Returning to the questions that started this chapter

Before proceeding to the limitations of this empirical study and the final chapter of this
dissertation, let me briefly return to the questions in the chapter’s introduction. Recall
that these questions were the following: Am I going to download that movie illegally?
Am I going to utilize this content even though it may harm others? Am I going to use this
content without making proper references? Am I going to go full throttle when I think
someone is wrong by pointing out his or her stupidity? Am I going to point out to my
friend that she insulted me online? And how will I react when I witness people in
distress online? Will I get involved when I see people are being harmed online?
The results of these three experiments provide evidence that having an active relation
with the online domain plays a significant role in these decisions.
The first experiment showed that, when participants perceived a high personalized
relation with the platform, they were more motivated to benefit from a given situation,
even if this meant reducing the potential benefit for others. This may suggest that, when
people encounter content in the personal online domain, they feel more entitled to
utilize that content, whether commercial content, such as movies, or private content.
When a beneficial opportunity presents itself, an active relation with the online domain
makes users more likely to choose to benefit from that opportunity.
Likewise, the results from the three experiments provide evidence that having an active
relation with the online domain mediates interpersonal contact in that domain. Because
of the setup of the experiment, no evidence was provided that an active relation with
the online domain increases negative responses to conflicting opinions. However,
results showed that an active relation with the online domain mediates how people
engage friends and peers in that domain: they are met with positive emotions. The
chance that people will be insulted by their friends’ online behavior is smaller in
personalized interactive platforms. Thus, it was concluded that a strong interactive
relation with the platform protects people from placing extra emphasis on negative
cues.
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Lastly, this chapter provides evidence that a personalized interactive relation with a
platform mediates approval of online distress and harm. Particularly in situations that
do not include familiar people, an active personalized relation with the online domain
makes users more likely to judge social situations according to individual responsibility.
If users think the victim deserves the online distress and harm because of his or her
own mistakes, they will be more likely to take part in the victimizing behavior from
their personalized online platform.
In the next chapter, these conclusions and their relevance will be elaborated further.
But before that, I will discuss the limitations of this empirical study.

5.5.2 Limitations
At this point it is important to address the limitations of the conducted experiments
more clearly.
A first evident limitation is the target group of this study. Chapter 3 explained that this
study would focus on young adults. Participants in these experiments were all young
adults who had attained bachelor educations. And though they had followed different
study programs (e.g., health, European studies and business), they did not form a
representative group of young adults. More research is needed to determine whether
the results would be valid when testing the research questions with a more diverse
group of young adults.
The second limitation is in line with the first: to what extent are these results
representative for other age ranges like children, middle-aged adults and elderly adults?
Because this experiment tested only one particular age group (18–30 years of age), no
decisive conclusions about how an active relation with the online domain mediates
moral practices in this domain can be provided for other age ranges.
The third limitation regards Experiments 1 and 2, in which the platform and the moral
scenarios were not unrelated to each other. The scenarios involved university policy
decisions, and participants were aware that the university was providing the platform.
Though the perceived importance of the presented scenarios was included as a
covariate, I cannot fully rule out the option that the responses were a result of preluding
positive (or negative) evaluations of the university because it provided such an
extensive and personal platform. In that case, neither operational nor personalized
interactivity manipulations may account for participants’ self-interested choices, but
rather the fact that the university provided a professional platform in which
participants were allowed to make important choices. When an institution puts notable
effort into hearing what students’ think, perhaps students are more willing to give their
opinions. Further, and more important, I could not rule out whether participants
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actually felt free to express their real opinions. In the platform, it was stressed that all
participants were anonymous, yet some may have still tended to provide socially
accepted answers, and this may vary among conditions.
A fourth limitation specifically relates to Experiment 1. Based on the results of that
experiment, it was concluded that personalized interactive actions increased the
likelihood that participants would decide to take from a finite pool, but that interactivity
did not mediate their decision to contribute personal resources to the group. An
important difference was that, in both dilemmas, different measurement levels were
used. The moral dilemma that measured participant’s decision to take from the
common pool used an interval scale, while the dilemma that measured personal
contributions used a nominal level. It is possible that the non-effect for the moral
dilemma involving the contribution of personal resources was caused by the rigid and
unspecific data measurement (yes/no) and that interval measurement would have
provided a significant result.
The fifth limitation specifically relates to Experiment 2. The scenario that tested
responding to others in interpersonal contact was not well chosen, for it did not seem to
instigate the intended rivalry between the participant and the unknown student who
made comments on the participant’s platform. Instead, the role of the university was
too dominant here. The scenario raised negative emotions toward the university and
not toward fellow students. On the contrary, these unidentified fellow students, even if
they supported the policy, were seen as peers who were equally affected by the new
policy.
A sixth limitation specifically concerns Experiment 2 and the measurements of RQ3: the
question regarding whether the support of an individualistic policy and the moral
justification of that policy are indeed perceived as different constructs by the
participants. Participants showed a high correlation between their support of the
individualistic policy and the moral justification of the policy (r = .778, p < .001).
Though moral support and moral rationalization were analyzed as separate factors,
participants did not perceive a strict separation. Further, the experimental design and
analyses gave no further explanation about the causal relation between support of the
individualistic policy and moral disengagement of that support. Whether an active
personalized relation with the online domain primarily changes moral rationalization
or whether moral rationalization is confabulated after the provision of support remains
unknown.
A seventh limitation can be found in the overall procedure of all three experiments. All
participants were placed in the same large computer room, but the conditions were not
identical. Some participants were alone in the room, while some completed the
questionnaire with 12 other participants in the room. Experiment 3, in particular, was
influenced by the experimental design. Participants were aware that they were talking
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with familiar peers who were present in the same room. As physical proximity may
have an influence in how people react during interpersonal contact, this proximity,
rather than the manipulation, could have influenced the decisions of some participants.
An eighth limitation was that, against expectations, the role of feelings of platform
ownership, which was clearly identified in the analyses of diaries and focus groups in
chapter 3, did not provide clear results in these experiments. In most experiments, no
effects were found. Participants in the high conditions did not indicate that they
perceived the platform as a personal place. Though I concluded that feelings of platform
ownership do not play a significant role in the found mediations, it may also be the case
that such feelings of ownership has to grow. In that case, this cross-sectional study did
not provide enough contact time for participants to perceive ownership over the
platform. However, it may also be the case that, apart from ownership, other factors
may account for the results. For example, there is evidence that emphasis on
individuality increases the fundamental attribution error (Miller, 1984). It may be that
an active relation with the online domain does emphasize individualistic reasoning but
that this is not imbued by feelings of platform ownership, but by the fundamental
attribution error. The fundamental attribution error implies that people put undue
emphasis on the internal characteristics of others (Jones & Harris, 1967). When placing
emphasis on one’s individuality is facilitated by operational and personalized
interactive actions, a fundamental attribution error could be elicited that would make
users especially judgmental of failure (e.g., others fail their exams because they are not
smart enough). This could make users support policy that punishes certain practices.
My findings did not provide precise answers that could exclude possible alternative
underlying mechanisms for the found relations.
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Chapter 6: General discussion
Introduction
How does our active relation with the online domain mediate our moral
practices in that domain? This dissertation examined this question by
combining the philosophy of technology with structured empirical
observations.
This final chapter will discuss the results found. In the first part, I will
discuss how the findings in this dissertation contribute to our
understanding of online moral practices. By returning to chapter 1 and
chapter 2, I will show that the results suggest adding a third fundamental
socio-technical explanation of how the online domain shapes online
moral practices: the moral matter of interactivity. The moral matter of
interactivity explains our online moral practices via our active relation
with the online domain. Next, I will analyze online moral practices
through the lens of the moral matter of interactivity. I will elaborate on
how online moral practices like online friendship, online aggression and
online piracy can be better explained with the findings from this
dissertation.
In the second part, I will discuss the implications of this dissertation and
my suggestions for further research. Successively, I will describe
potential implications for the design and policies of the online domain,
implications for our understanding of human-computer interactivity and
implications for the philosophical understanding of technological
mediation. The chapter will finish with two suggestions for further
research: how our active relation with the online domain could influence
online learning and how our active relation with the online domain could
influence individualism.
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6.1 Contribution to our understanding of online moral
practices
6.1.1 Adding a third explanation to our understanding of online
morality
By combining the philosophy of technology and structured empirical observations
research, this dissertation introduced a new empirical-philosophical approach to how
the online domain shapes our moral practices in that domain. To better explain users’
online moral practices, I provided evidence that the online domain is more than a
technological instrument that simply facilitates people interacting with content and
other people in moral or immoral ways.30 Not only does the online domain facilitate
certain moral and immoral practices, this dissertation showed that our active relation
with the online domain itself also plays a role in these practices.
Chapter 1 presented current explanations for online disinhibition – the observation that
people show different moral practices in online settings compared to roughly
equivalent offline settings. In chapter 1, I discussed that current explanations for online
moral practices depart from the idea that the online domain functions as a networking
instrument that facilitates certain moral practices under certain conditions. Two sociotechnical themes on online disinhibition were described in more detail. The first theme
– deindividuation and the absence of social cues – explained online disinhibition by the
fact that users in the online domain may perceive themselves to be relatively
anonymous and that the online domain does not provide as many cues as the physical
world does (e.g., the severity of bullying). The second theme that explains online
disinhibition emphasizes the role of online social networks, online social identity and
online social norms. In the online domain, users communicate with numerous others
(and much communication is stored and can be retrieved), learn from others and find
new content. Because humans are inclined to move their positions toward what they
find most persuasive, people move to more extreme positions when they are confronted
with new information (Sunstein, 2008), and this may infuse their online practices. This
also happens in the physical world, but finding new information and likeminded people
is much faster and easier in the online domain. The scale of the online debate is massive,
and as they are learning and witnessing new ideas every day, users are adjusting their
beliefs and practices accordingly, including their moral beliefs and online moral
practices.

30

The target group of the empirical research was Dutch young adults from 15 to 26 years of age. Though
the results are not representative for all online users, I will proceed with the term “our” in this
dissertation. Further research is required to validate these results for other age groups. At the end of
section 6.1, I will elaborate on the implications for the target group.
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Both themes depart from the idea that the networking function of the online domain
enables extensive interpersonal relations. The technological setting intrinsically comes
with certain conditional factors that define these relations (e.g., perceived anonymity,
physical proximity and lack of physical cues, but also the permanence of information).
Because of these conditional factors, people behave differently in the online domain
compared to how they would behave in the physical world. While relations are formed
between people in the online domain, the context of the domain triggers different
practices in users compared to how they would behave when meeting in the physical
world.
This dissertation shows that another explanation can be added to our understanding of
how the online domain shapes our moral practices in that domain. The empirical work
described here provides evidence that it is not only the network facilitation and
conditional factors of the online domain that mediate our online moral practices; they
are also shaped by our active relation with the properties and functions available within
that domain.
By returning to Søraker’s (2010) ontological properties of virtuality that were
described in chapter 2.1, the relevance of this conclusion within our understanding of
our online moral practices becomes more apparent. Søraker (2010) categorized
interactivity and computer-simulation as the fundamental ontological properties of
virtual places and thus of the online domain.
In current explanations of online moral practices, it appears that the ontological
property of computer simulation has a central role. The nature of the internet allows
users to meet and discuss other ideas, learn from others and form new views and
opinions that influence their practices. All this happens in a simulated domain that does
not allow for direct physical contact. Recall that Søraker (2010) defined simulation as
the aspect that some, but not all, properties of the physical world are re-created.
Because of its simulating nature, the online domain generates a particular virtual recreation of physical reality that amplifies and reduces (or withdraws) certain aspects
that could have prevented people from conducting immoral practices in the physical
world (e.g., lack of eye contact may increase hostility toward others). While simulation
is a central aspect in the current explanations of online disinhibition, the ontological
property of virtual interactivity only plays a role in our online moral practices by
principally enabling such practices.
However, this dissertation shows that the ontological property of interactivity also
plays a more fundamental role in our online moral practices because it allows users to
develop a relation with the online domain. My findings suggest that, apart from simply
enabling online moral practices, our interactive relation with the virtual domain can be
seen as an independent explanation of online moral practices, which leads to the
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following three explanations of how the technical properties and functions of the online
domain matter in our online moral practices:
(1) The moral matter of online networks relates to the online domain’s instrumental
capability to facilitate mass communication and to the fact that it allows users to
find new information that can change their moral practices. The online domain
enables users to find all sorts of new views, ideas and opinions, and when new
people meet, new beliefs and practices emerge. Naturally, the physical world
also enables people to find and learn new ideas, meet other people and adopt
new beliefs, but the scale, ease and speed of how the online domain provides
users with new information and new contacts is far from comparable. The online
domain enables users to make many new, engaging relations with different
people and their ideas that would not be possible without it. The instrumental
functions enable users to meet others, discuss new ideas, share content and
form new moral opinions. The scale, easiness and speed are essential differences
from those in both meeting others in the physical world and learning from other
sorts of media. As so much information can be found and as people are inclined
to move to more extreme positions when confronted with new information, the
online domain amplifies polarization (Sunstein, 2008) – while simultaneously
normalizing extreme opinions. The moral matter of online networks relates to
the widening of our informational and social life world by the online domain.
(2) The moral matter of computer simulation relates to the aspect that, in the online
domain, contact between users (and between users and downloadable content)
happens in a computer-simulated context and that the properties of computer
simulation can influence users’ moral practices. Computers simulate a virtual
representation of physical reality, and while doing so, the particular properties
of computer simulation amplify or reduce certain characteristics of physical
reality (e.g., they amplify the potential range and permanence of communication
while simultaneously reducing visibility and physical cues). These amplified and
reduced characteristics of virtual representation may cause users to behave
morally differently in online situations. For example, online piracy may be
stimulated because users perceive themselves to be anonymous and therefore
follow institutionalized online norms (Hogg, 2006). Users may be hostile to each
other because the relation between them lacks physical cues, like eye contact
(Lapidot-Lefler & Barak, 2012). The moral matter of computer simulation thus
relates to the fact that our online actions are set in a domain that simulates a
virtual representation of physical reality and therefore amplifies and reduces
certain characteristics that shape how users behave in that domain.
(3) The moral matter of interactivity is about the morality of our active relation with
the online domain. It relates to the aspect that users first interact with functions
available within the online domain before they have contact with other users (or
content) and that this can have influence in their online moral practices. Indeed,
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online interactive functions facilitate instrumental means to an end in the online
domain, but they also play an additional role in our online moral practices. By
actively using these functions, users form an engaging and purposeful relation
with the online domain, and this engaging relation mediates their moral
practices in that domain. Users can operate and personalize the online domain
to a great extent, and this generates the perception of the online domain as a
personally controlled place, which mediates online behavior. For example,
selecting options to modify an online platform to personal preferences protects
users from placing emphasis on negative cues from friends in that platform.
Also, personalizing an online platform stimulates benefiting the self in that
platform and it encourages participants to make online decisions from a more
individualistic stance. The moral matter of interactivity relates to those
properties and functions available within the online domain that provide an
active and personally engaging relation with the domain and that mediate online
moral practices accordingly.

These three explanations do not relate equally to all online places, and for some online
applications, they relate only marginally. For example, online video calling applications
generally do not facilitate mass communication, do not strongly reduce important
aspects of physical reality (e.g., users are often not anonymous or invisible) and do not
generally allow for strong interactivity. The low occurrence of these three elements
means that video calling applications have relatively limited effects on users’ moral and
immoral online practices during use.
But for other online places, all three elements do relate. For example, many social media
communities facilitate mass communication, allow for contact between users under
anonymous and invisible conditions and allow users to conduct various operational and
personalized interactive actions to the online platform itself. In that case, all three
aspects may add to the explanation of how that online domain shapes users’ moral
practices in it.
In the next section, I will further elaborate on the moral matter of interactivity, the main
theme of this dissertation.

6.1.2 Analyzing online moral practices through the lens of our
active relation with the domain
The basic idea behind the morality of our active relation with the online domain is that
the interactive relation with the domain plays a mediating role in users’ online moral
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practices. Interactive functions available within the online domain constitute a
purposeful and engaging relation with the domain and consequently shape our
interpretation of and engagement with the domain and what can be found there. Two
types of interactive relations with the online domain were categorized: the operational
interactive relation and the personalized interactive relation.31 Many of our online
decisions are made in platforms that constitute a high operational and personalized
interactive relation with users. Users have active control over these platforms through
navigational and use functions, and they can personalize them by uploading pictures,
modifying the interface and personalizing what content they see, just to name a few of
the interactive functions possible. While in the physical world, many decisions are made
on public terrain where no individual privileges are perceived by means of a
personalized interactive relation with the physical environment (e.g., most public
places, like bars, stores, libraries, and so on), in the online world, nearly every choice is
made on platforms that do allow high interactive involvement with the platforms
themselves.
The empirical observations conducted for this dissertation show that our interactive
relation with the online domain plays a noticeable role in our online moral practices in
at least two ways: it stimulates self-interested practices, and it mediates how we
approach and respond to other users in the online domain. In addition, the empirical
observations show that our active relation with the online domain encourages a more
individualistic moral stance when assessing online moral situations. These empirical
results provide more insights into various online practices, which I will describe in the
next sections.

6.1.3 Analyzing online interpersonal relations
Analyzing the success of online communication between friends and peers
The empirical results discussed in this dissertation can aid our understanding of why
communication in online interactive platforms is so successful and appealing. In the
literature, it has been proposed that computer-mediated communication is susceptible
to miscommunication and emotional charges, even between friends, as it often lacks
nonverbal cues and nuances (Byron, 2008; Cheshin, Rafaeli, & Bos, 2011). This suggests
that computer-mediated conversations can escalate easily, even when this is not the
31

Categorized in chapter 2, the operational interactive relation, or operational interactivity, refers to the
types of online virtual actions that allow the possibility of freely navigating through virtual places and the
functional ability to use virtual objects that logically follow actions and provide natural responses. The
personalized interactive relation, or personalized interactivity, refers to the types of actions that allow
active modification of a virtual domain’s form and content. It includes all actions of tailoring a virtual
environment and/or virtual object to personal preferences that persist across sessions.
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original intention of the participants. However, many online conversations do not
escalate (Schols, 2015), and this dissertation aids in our understanding why. It shows
that perceiving an interactive relation with the online domain contributes to positive
and peaceful communication between users who perceive each other as friends and
peers. In online interactive places, users feel more committed and involved toward their
friends and peers than in online places that are not highly interactive. Furthermore,
having an active relation with the online domain protects users from placing emphasis
on negative comments made by their friends. In an operational and personalized
interactive domain, more is accepted from friends, and negative cues are disregarded
more easily. The results of Experiment 3, described in chapter 5, showed that, when
friends have a discussion in an online domain, those in a domain with high operational
and personalized interactivity appraised their discussion partners as more friendly
during the discussion. Experiment 2’s results also showed a positive effect of high
operational interactivity on interpersonal communication in an online platform.
Participants using a platform with perceived high operational control were more
positive – that is, less negative – toward peers who disagreed with their opinion and
threatened their interests than were participants who did not perceive high operational
interactivity. In sum, in online domains with operational and personalized interactivity,
friendly contacts between peers were less sensitive to negativity, and more was
accepted from those friends.
The results described in chapter 3 provide extra insight into this effect. When users
perceive an online domain with operational and personalized interactivity, friends are
met in a domain that is considered personal and involving. In chapter 3, I compared
having a personal social media account with being at one’s home. Social media accounts
can be compared with users’ personal dwellings in which they perceive a high level of
control and a domain that is set according to their personal preferences. In the physical
world, when two people meet, this typically happens on neutral terrain or in one
person’s personal domain. However, in the online domain and particularly in social
media platforms, users meet in their own privately controlled domains, and nobody
perceives themselves to be a guest in the other’s domain. This may influence how users
perceive and respond to friends in social media platforms and how conversations
develop. In the online domain, all users perceive the ease and confidence of being in a
personally controlled domain when meeting others. All contact between friends takes
place in a domain that is familiar and informal and a place of comfort. It is perceived as
a personal place where jokes can be made between friends and as a place where users
are not easily upset, at least not when friends they trust or peers with whom they think
they share important personal characteristics are the ones making those jokes.
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Analyzing the occurrence of online aggression
The results also aid in our understanding of online aggression and hostility. In the
introduction of this dissertation, I described a controversial case of racism that
occurred in the Netherlands in 2014. A football player posted a photo in which he posed
with eight other players of color from the Dutch international team. Several online users
responded to this photo with extremely racist comments. Many of those commentators
were clearly identifiable by profile picture and name. In the introduction, I questioned
whether their active relation with the online domain played a role in why the
commentators expressed racist comments so easily.
The results suggest that the commentators’ relation with the online domain could have
played a role in their aggressive conduct. Remarkably, many commentators expressed
their comments from their personal social media platforms. Chapter 3 described how,
when users encounter strangers and unlike-minded people in their personal social
media platforms, it can feel like a negative infringement on their personal place, and this
can trigger strong emotional reactions. And because all this happens in their own
personal platform, users also perceive the right to express their emotions and confront
others with whom they disagree. This is different than in the physical domain. In the
physical domain, strangers and unlike-minded people (and their opposing views)
usually do not come so close to one’s personal sphere, and thus they have less
emotional impact. In addition, chapter 5 showed how participants who were allowed to
personalize an online platform to their own preferences were also more encouraged to
judge and deprive others whom they believed did not meet certain standards of
responsibility and competence.32
Speculating about this specific case of online racism, the results may help to understand
why commentators expressed their racist remarks so openly. In their personal online
domains, commentators’ intentions may have shifted from considering normal decency
to pointing out that this photo of all black players did not live up to their beliefs of what
the Dutch football team should look like. They may have perceived that this photo
violated their standards of the ethnic composition of the Dutch team, and their active
personal relation with the platform encouraged this emotion and their willingness to
express racist remarks. Because they found this photo in their own personalized online
platform, they felt personally offended by it and perceived the privilege to judge and
hurt the footballer for making and placing content that did not live up to their personal
standards. That this came at the expense of the football player is of no importance,
because in their personal platforms, the commenters perceive that they can do what
they want, including making racist remarks under the headings of “just being funny”
and freedom of speech.
32

In this particular experimental scenario on student fees, the standard was getting exams and not
burdening the educational system if failing.
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Importantly, I do not claim that these commentators did not already have (strong)
racist attitudes, but I do claim that such attitudes are more quickly expressed in an
online interactive domain. Such racist emotions can be more easily triggered and more
outspoken when perceiving a domain with high personalized interactivity because
users are more engaged with that domain. Because of this engagement they perceive
the right to make such remarks and think it is the football player’s own fault for making
the selfie and posting it to their domain. Certainly, the interactive functions in the online
domain enable them to make the remarks in the first place, but based on my results, I do
think there is an additional effect caused by the active relation users have with the
properties and functions available within that domain. If the commentators came across
this photo in a newspaper, they would not be able to respond to it so negatively though
they might have the same thoughts. In addition, if they came across this photo in a
physical newspaper, the photo would arouse fewer emotions because they would not
perceive a strong operational and personalized interactive relation with the newspaper.
In that case, they would perceive the photo as less of an infringement on their personal
domain and would keep reading on.
More generally, this dissertation suggests that, when users engage with opposing views
in their personal interactive online domains, their responses may be intensified. This
provides an additional explanation for several types of online aggression like flaming
and cyberbullying. In chapter 5, the stronger intention to judge and deprive others that
was found in the high personalized interactivity condition was motivated by an
increased focus on the importance of individual competence and responsibility. This
suggests that a personalized interactive relation with the online domain may encourage
users to attack others when they do not comply with the users’ standards of individual
worth. Being in a personalized online domain may therefore encourage users to insult
others whom they think poorly of. It may encourage users to provoke others when they
think others are overweight or ugly or that they have wrong political ideas, and so on.
This may not need to begin with the users themselves; users may also be more
encouraged to join bullies. Schacter, Greenberg and Juvonen (2016) show that online
bystanders place more blame on – and feel less empathy for – victims of cyberbullying
when these victims exhibit high disclosure practices on a social media platform. Based
on my findings, this focus on individual responsibility and blaming the victim when
witnessing cyberbullying is likely to increase in online platforms with personalized
interactivity. Because users are present in their personalized interactive domains, they
perceive themselves to be fully justified in joining the social condemnation and pointing
out others’ individual “flaws” to them. This encouraged aggression may have a
structural nature in the case of cyberbullying, but it may also have a more unstructured
nature that can ignite when users are confronted with opposing views in their
personalized interactive domains, as is often the case with flaming.
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Online aggression has a higher impact in personalized interactive platforms
Additionally, the results discussed in this dissertation can also provide a deeper
understanding of the impact of online aggression on the victim. When confronted with
negativity from bullies and strangers in one’s personal online platform, a victim is
harassed and bullied in a platform that is normally experienced as a personal and safe
place. When people are bullied and harassed on their personal social media platform,
they are not simply bullied in an additional place besides the street, school or work;
rather, the harassment occurs in a place that is considered more personal. Though their
platform should feel like a particularly safe and personally controlled place, it instead
becomes a place that is violated by bullies. Their personally controlled platform turns
from a safe and pleasant experience to an experience where one’s control, personal
identity and psychological wellbeing are aggressively undermined.

6.1.4 Analyzing ownership of content
Apart from increased insight into the morality of online interpersonal contact, the
results provide more insight into the occurrence of sharing homemade content and
commercial content under copyright.

Sharing homemade content
In the online domain, much of the content is self-made, and one of the most appealing
aspects of the domain is that content can be shared so easily. Berger and Milkman
(2012) show that high-arousal positive content, like amusing content, and high-arousal
negative content, like content about social injustice, have the highest chances of become
widely shared in the online domain. This dissertation suggests that having a
personalized relation with the online domain may play a role in this. The results in
chapter 3 show that, particularly in their personalized accounts, users find it important
to express themselves to their friends and peers with what they think is amusing and
funny or negative but important. A personalized relation with an online platform
encourages users to be selective about whom they have contact with in that platform
and to nourish that contact with positive and important content.
But having a personalized relation with an online platform may also have negative
consequences regarding sharing content. Sensitive content that users find in their
personal platforms can be easily used for bullying purposes. Let me particularly
elaborate on the occurrence of nonconsensual sexting. Sexting refers to sending,
receiving or forwarding sexually explicit content via any digital device (Ringrose, Gill,
Livingstone, & Harvey, 2012). Sexting can be a major problem for the person being
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portrayed when this content is spread without consent. In the online domain, teen girls
especially are often called upon to produce and/or send sexually explicit images. But
when they do, and the images start circulating on the internet, these girls face moral
condemnation and slut shaming (Ringrose, Harvey, Gill, & Livingstone, 2013). Without
challenging the influence of our double standards for male and female sexuality, the
results from this dissertation suggest that the spreading of such content and the
accompanying slut shaming may also be mediated by our stimulated self-interested
behavior and our increased emphasis on individual responsibility in platforms with
high personalized interactivity. Such content (or the web address to such content) is
often spread on social media platforms. Arguably, what happens with personal content
may be the same as what happens with commercial content. When users receive such
content in their personal domains, they perceive the right to further distribute it
without much moral concern. Because she (or he when the victim is male) plays a
central role in the content, she should have known better. She was either careless in
uploading it, or she was careless when the content was made. The distributer of the
content is not responsible here; the girl who made it available in the first place is. And
for that she deserves double punishment. As her explicit photos are spread across the
internet, she receives moral condemnation.
To be clear, the findings of this dissertation do not suggest that high personalized
interactivity is the main cause of nonconsensual sexting and slut shaming, but it does
suggest that a high personalized interactive relation with the online domain may
stimulate such behavior and encourage users to place the responsibility for the
situation with the victim.

Sharing commercial content
Furthermore, in the online domain, a massive amount of digital files and content under
intellectual property rights can be found, acquired, utilized and shared. Essentially,
everything that is uploaded and accessible in the online domain is protected under
copyright laws (Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens, 2018) but some work is clearly meant for
open sharing, for example, when it is published under an open license such as the
Creative Commons license.
However, much content is not meant for peer-to-peer sharing, and sharing this content
can be considered copyright infringement. The piracy of commercial content like music
files, movie files and software was not always as easy as it is today (Butland & Sullivan,
2017). The online domain creates new and excessive ways to infringe upon copyright.
Two major political views have formed since the beginning of the internet. The first
view is that cyber pirates are destroying the creative industry by stealing (copying) and
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sharing copyrighted content illegally. The opposing view is that cyber pirates are
promoting a new and innovative industry; it suggests that, “if you cannot protect what
you own, you don’t own anything”.33 This view claims that users in the online domain
have the right to enjoy media without any (financial) constraints (Butland & Sullivan,
2017).
This dissertation shows that a high interactive relation with the online domain
encourages the latter view in users. The results in chapter 3 showed that many
participants shared the aforementioned perception that, if content is not protected,
there is no formal owner. They proposed that the ones who create and place the content
online are also responsible for securing it properly. And if that content is not properly
secured (and properly secured means others not being able to take and share it) users
perceive that they are fully entitled to use it without paying. In chapter 5, it was further
validated that such behavior and reasoning is partially encouraged by an active relation
with the online domain itself. The empirical results from chapters 3 and 5 showed that
perceiving a high personalized interactive relation with the online domain stimulated
participants to pursue personal interests over the interests of others and encouraged
participants to place emphasis on individual responsibility. An online domain with high
interactivity encourages the reasoning that all users have the individual responsibility
to take care of themselves, and if something happens, it is probably their own fault.
Because high personalized interactivity also stimulates self-interested behavior, this
means that, in their personalized online domains, users perceive themselves as entitled
to take all the commercial content they need without paying, and they claim that it is the
content owners’ fault for enabling that behavior.
In the contemporary online domain, many online platforms permit the creation of
personal accounts and extensive file sharing. This dissertation shows that both can be
related. Such personal interactive platforms give users the perception that they have
some sort of legitimacy to use their platforms to gather and share copyrighted content.
This may also be part of the reason that users do not see online piracy as immoral. How
can it be immoral to use and share something they find in their own domains where
they decide what happens? And though this explanation does not necessarily explain
the extensive use of torrent sites, it does help to understand why users distribute
copyrighted content in peer-to-peer networks so easily without much moral concern.

33

Quote by Jack Valenti (longtime president of the Motion Picture Association of America) in 2002
(Wikiquote.org, 2018).
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A note about the target group of the empirical observations
To conclude this section on this dissertation’s contribution to our understanding of
online moral practices, I shortly return to the target group of the empirical
observations. These observations were conducted with young adults from 15 to 26
years of age. As explained in section 3.1.2, the online domain is indispensable in the
lives of many, but differences exist between adolescents and young adults, on the one
hand, and older adults, on the other. One important aspect is that today’s adolescents
and young adults have grown up in a digital world where a lot of their friendships,
information and entertainment is found in online interactive platforms (Schols, 2015),
and their lack of autonomy in the physical world increases the relative importance of
the online domain (Milner, 2016). Having never experienced it otherwise, they develop
friendships and find new information and content on online platforms that intrinsically
centralize the user. For this reason, it can be argued that my results specifically relate to
the online behavior of adolescents and young adults and less to that of other age groups.
Arguably, the relative importance of the online domain to the target group and their
extensive use of operational and personalized interactive platforms can make these
results especially important for understanding their online behavior. For example,
relating to online piracy, most 15 to 26 year olds do not know anything other than that
commercial content is easy acquirable in their personal online domains and can be
gathered without paying. And for this reason, perhaps, they are more stimulated to
make self-interested choices in their personalized domains compared to older age
ranges. Thus, it would be interesting to repeat the empirical setup for participants in
older age ranges to see how cohort is a determinant in the results. Furthermore,
longitudinal research can aid in our understanding of how age itself is a factor in the
results. Nonetheless, the results from this dissertation suggest that, providing
adolescents and young adults with an interactive – particularly a personalized
interactive – online domain may cause them to think and react differently in their online
decisions.

6.2 Implications of this dissertation
My findings contribute to ideas about how the online domain could be organized and to
scientific fields other than those that study online morality, which I will discuss in the
next sections. The first section will describe four proposals regarding how the design of
the online domain and the implementation of new policies could make use of this
dissertation’s findings. The second section will elaborate on the usefulness of the
findings for understanding human-computer interactivity. The third section will further
discuss how this dissertation may contribute to technological mediation.
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6.2.1 Implications for the design and policies of the online domain
De-anonymizing and de-identifying users does not necessarily minimize online
aggression
As explained in chapter 1, until now, it has been generally thought that an effective way
to minimize negative practices in online social media platforms is to make users
identifiable. In many social platforms, users are asked to make themselves known as it
has been suggested that this would minimize misbehavior (for example, Facebook
requires users to submit their first and last names, and using fake names may lead to
suspension). In that way, users who act disgracefully are identifiable and can be held
accountable, thereby preventing the misdemeanor in the first place. My findings show
that this method of de-anonymization may not necessarily produce the desired effects.
Asking users to personalize their platform may actually lead them to increase their
negative practices, like engaging in online aggression instead of backing down. When
users actively personalize their platform and place their name on it, they may perceive
increased privileges in that domain, including the right to be hostile to people who
invade their domain with unwanted opinions. Therefore, accentuating deanonymization by means of personalizing an online domain may actually increase
online aggression and polarization because it may cause users to increasingly defend
their personal domain, principally leading to increased escalation. There are many
reasons (for example political reasons) why being able to be anonymous in the online
domain is important, and with this dissertation, I hope to have provided another reason
why the importance of being anonymous in the online domain should not be given up
for the sake of minimizing online aggression.

Designing more personalized interactivity in community platforms is not always
better
Personalized interactivity is an important means to making the online domain more
engaging for users (Fan & Poole, 2006), and it will be one of the most important trends
in the online domain for the next few years (Meeker, 2018). However, my findings
shows that high personalized interactivity in the online domain does not have positive
consequences only. Though personalized interactivity plays a role in the positive
experience of friends online, it also plays a role in online aggression, cyberbullying and
copyright infringement. Users perceive platforms with high personalized interactivity
differently than they do platforms that do not permit a lot of personalization, and this
may mediate their beliefs and practices in the high interactivity platforms.
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Therefore, the question is whether online community platforms should always allow for
extensive personalized interactivity that elicits increased engagement with the
platform. This dissertation suggests that such interactivity does not necessarily
contribute to constructive discussion and debate. Between friends, it may; but between
unlike-minded people, debates may escalate more easily. When designing an online
platform, designers may want to think about what kind of personalization function they
want to include and to what extent those functions are essential for what they want to
achieve with the platform. For example, the personalized interactive function of
uploading a background picture may be appreciated by users, but it also ensures that
they will feel more justified in being hostile to unlike-minded others, even though this
personalized interactivity function originally had no other intended function than
making the platform more engaging for the user. Where this can be important is in the
design of social platforms for colleagues and students. For such platforms, where
constructive cooperation and discussion is essential, designing relatively simple
interactive platforms – which means, designing fewer and less-personalized interactive
functions – can promote positive and constructive discussions.
Furthermore, this dissertation shows that the intrinsic property of having a
personalized interactive relation with the online domain may cause a shift in
appreciating the worth of the individual versus the collective, at least when assessing
relating situations in the online domain. Ironically, this means that online platforms that
promote constructive collaboration and collectivity may also stimulate individualism.
Many online applications are designed to encourage social interaction and societal
cohesion, but though these designs may indeed stimulate social cohesion, they may also
provoke the more general consequence that a high personalized interactivity relation
with the online domain mediates an individualist categorization in that domain. And
though an individualist categorization is not immoral, the question is whether platforms
that are intended to stimulate collective collaboration want to provoke this type of
unintended categorization in its users.

News and information sites should stay away from extensive personalized
interactivity
My results suggest that our active relation with the online domain may also mediate
how users perceive information in that domain. For example, based on the results, it can
be argued that users may be less inclined to check whether news that fits their beliefs
and interests is fake when they encounter this news in their personalized domain. As
users are more stimulated to conduct self-interested practices in a highly interactive
online domain, this may also suggest that users will more easily distribute and promote
news that fits their beliefs and that proves they are right. There exists empirical
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evidence that people who perceive ownership over content are less likely to accept
information that diminishes their views and ideas and are more likely to adopt
suggestions that support their views and ideas (Baer & Brown, 2012). This effect may
also be triggered in domains that provide the perception of ownership over content
because the perception of personal loss in such domains may be larger. For example,
today, much news is consumed and discussed on social media platforms (Shearer &
Gottfried, 2017), and the nature of the online domain enables the easy creation and
distribution of fake news. Consuming news in personalized interactive online domains
may leave people less inclined to check whether this news is valid and more inclined to
use this news for their own interests, increasing their confirmation bias and intentions
of sharing. Though this conclusion needs to be further validated, I propose being careful
about enabling extensive personalized interactivity on news and information sites.
Furthermore, I propose that the design of news consumption in social media platforms
should aim for ensuring the news is, as much as possible, consumed from outside the
platform, where the active personalized relation between user and platform is less
prominent.

Personalized interactivity in online public spaces increases the importance of
stakeholder’s liability
The analyses made in this dissertation suggest that there exists an essential difference
between public offline and public online spaces34. Often, when two people meet on the
street,35 this meeting occurs in a public space in which neither of them has much
influence over how the domain is organized, nor can they set the domain according to
their personal preferences. In contrast, much online communication happens in
domains in which users perceive high operational control and in which they can modify
the domain to their individual preferences. Users are present in an individual place that
they can modify and that is therefore completely tailored and directed to them, an
impression that is comparable with being in the comfort of one’s home. Brown and Baer
(2011) show that, in physical negotiations, perceptions of being on one’s home field
confers an advantage to the resident party. This may also be the case in the online
domain, and in the online domain, everybody perceives themselves as being on their
own home field.
Portraying a personalized online domain as one’s home field is a helpful metaphor for
understanding why the online domain is often so personally engaging and immersive.
34

For a more thorough and profound philosophical and empirical analysis of how the online domain
transforms our concept of public spaces than is suggested in this dissertation, see the dissertation of
Robin van den Akker (2018)
35
Assuming it is a place where neither of them comes frequently.
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For example, it reveals that social situations in social media platforms are often not
simply non-physical representations of social situations in the physical domain. This
has positive consequences. For example, part of the fun of social media is that users can
modify it to their own preferences. But, it can also have negative consequences.
Encounters, like cyberbullying, can have more impact because they happen in a
personalized platform. This last reason is again why online aggression in social media
platforms should not be underestimated. Indeed, online aggression is non-physical, but
mentally, it can get very emotionally involving (Bonanno & Hymel, 2013; Slonje &
Smith, 2008). And this may be partially explained by the victim’s personalized
interactive relation with the online platform where the aggression happens. Today,
online aggression is a priority within many school programs on bullying, and this
dissertation provides another justification for why the impact of online bullying is
different but not necessarily less than that of physical bullying. This new perspective on
why online aggression can have so much impact could lead to better-informed
prevention programs and assistance for victims of cyberbullying and online
harassment.
Even more, the idea that many online social media platforms are primarily considered
as personal spaces may be a reason why it has taken a considerable amount of time for
governments to begin to address the need to make such social media platforms liable
under law for the occurrence of negative conduct like cyberbullying. In many physical
public spaces, especially those that involve children and adolescents, the prevention of
negative conduct is organized under law. For example, in the Netherlands, primary and
secondary schools as well as commercial parties like day care centers are obliged by law
to have an anti-bullying and social safety protocol (Rijksoverheid, 2018). However, the
legal requirement of such codes of conduct has been lacking for relevant parties in the
online domain. Companies that facilitate social media platforms are obliged to follow
many laws about the privacy and security of content, but no liability yet exists about
preventing negative online interpersonal contact like cyberbullying. Social media
platforms, where many adolescents and young adults are present, have redefined public
spaces for the online domain to personalized public spaces. Public spaces in the online
domain are spaces that connect users, while simultaneously allowing these users to
experience this public space from a strongly subjective virtual domain. And because of
the intrinsic characteristic of operational and personalized interactivity, online public
spaces are inherently different than physical public spaces, and this difference makes
users behave differently online.
Consequently, as nearly all online public places are facilitated by companies and as
these places are relatively out of sight of public institutions and as the intrinsic
characteristics of online interactivity shapes moral behavior in these places, I suggest
that the parties behind personalized public spaces should be held more accountable for
regulating what happens on their platforms than they currently are. By providing an
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operational and personalized platform, these companies also change the nature of
interpersonal contact in online public places and are therefore responsible for
regulating that interpersonal contact, similar to the physical domain, where many
institutions and parties are held responsible and liable for regulating what happens
under their supervision. Therefore, I believe the government should create laws that
require more action from these companies regarding keeping personalized public
online spaces safe from, for instance, cyberbullying and online violence. Regulations
that society already expects in physical public spaces should be expanded to the online
domain, especially to online communities that allow a personalized interactive relation
between user and platform.

6.2.2 Implications for our understanding of human-computer
interactions
The online domain facilitates users’ engagement in an exceptional interactive relation
with the domain itself. Chapter 2 conceptualized this interactive relation with the online
domain, providing two types of relations: the operational interactive relation and the
personalized interactive relation. It proposed that every online action is either
operational interactive or personalized interactive and that both actions provide a
separate relational experience of the online domain.
The manipulation checks presented in chapter 5 confirmed this categorization of online
interactivity by showing that these two types can be manipulated independently in a
fully controlled empirical experiment. The positive results from these manipulation
checks are in themselves noteworthy to the current perspective on human-computer
interactions. They suggest that users perceive a different experience with the online
domain when they use online interactive properties and functions to navigate through
information (operational interactivity) than when they use interactive properties and
functions to modify the online domain according to their personal preferences
(personalized interactivity).
In chapter 2, human-computer interactivity was further investigated, with Søraker’s
(2010) definition of interactivity as a starting point: “The user, as both sender and
receiver, can choose between when, how and what information to retrieve according to
specific actions carried out” (p. 37). Online actions can be considered interactive if they
modify the form and content of virtual places and objects for the benefit of retrieving
specific information. Søraker’s (2010) conceptualization of human-computer
interactivity is based on the combination of medium features and process-hierarchy
features. Medium features are related to “how things are done” in online platforms (e.g.,
to what degree form and content can be modified). Process-hierarchal features are
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about the relatedness of given information (e.g., does the system provide information
through a predictable process?). This dissertation shows that a further categorization of
interactivity can be made that specifically relates to the interactive functions available
within the online domain and explains how our interactive experience with the online
domain is shaped. What is special about online interactive actions is that they are
directed toward a computer-simulated world. Because of this computer simulation, two
types of interactive actions can be categorized: actions that allow operating the online
domain and actions that allow personalizing the online domain. Operational functions
(navigation, scrolling, search functions, and so on) provide a different experience of the
online domain than those functions that allow for modifying the platform to personal
settings (choosing background color, editing text, and so on). This insight is interesting
because it provides further explanation regarding how our actions in the online domain
can be understood and why these actions provide a different experience than
comparable physical actions. The difference in interactive experiences between reading
text from a screen and reading a physical book can elaborate this statement. Reading
text from screen allows for many operational interactive actions. Often, text can be
easily copied, pasted, and searched through, and (in the case of hyperlinks) background
information can be retrieved easily. Furthermore, text (e.g., font size, text color,
brightness) can often be personalized. All actions create a specific experience of a text
and distinguish the experience readers have with virtual texts from the experience
readers have with physical texts. These different operational and personalized
experiences can each have a distinctive influence on how readers read and interpret
virtual and physical text (an aspect that I will further elaborate on in the last section,
which describes suggestions for additional research). Further categorizing and defining
our interactive relation with the online domain could therefore contribute to
understanding the consequences and desirability of increasing our online action
potential.
During the last decade, the number of online interactive functions has grown steadily.
Every day, programmers are designing new interactive possibilities and interfaces.
Categorizing these possibilities as operational or personalized interactive properties
and functions may act as a basic frame for further understanding our online action
potential and its desirability. This categorization may, for example, serve as an input for
several normative questions: Do we want to develop the online domain to include
extensive operational possibilities? What types of online operational actions should be
possible, and what types should be avoided? Such questions also exist regarding
personalized interactivity: Do we want to develop the internet into an extensive
personalized domain? Should the online domain give an extensive personalized
experience to all, or should, for example, online public places refrain from a
personalized interactive relation with their users? As interactivity plays a role in all our
online practices, an increased understanding of how human-computer interactivity
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shapes our relation with the online domain can contribute to normative answers on
what role the online domain should play in our future lives.

6.2.3 Implications for our understanding of technological
mediation
In the introduction of this thesis, figure 13 was presented (figure 1). I explained how
post-phenomenological analyses of technology examine technology’s mediating role
between human and world. I also developed an additional analytic approach. I started
with specifically analyzing how the active relation between human and technology in
itself plays a role in how the online domain mediates our engagement with the world.
Though this dissertation specifically applies to our human-technology relation with the
online domain, analyzing the active relation between human and technological artifact
could also aid our post-phenomenological understanding of other human-technology
mediations.
Perception

Human  Technology  World

Action

Figure 13. Post-phenomenology examines how particular technologies mediate our
relations with the world (Verbeek, 2011) (identical to figure 1 in this dissertation).

Primarily, this dissertation shows that our active relation with a technology also plays a
significant role in how that technology mediates human-world relations. Not only does
technology enable people to engage in an active relation with the world, people engage
with the technology as well, and this is part of the total mediation. In figure 14, this is
visualized by adding two arrows from human to technology.
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Perceiving an active relation with technology also
shapes our perception of the world that is revealed by it

Human  Technology  World

An active relation with technology plays a role in how
we act in the world that is revealed by that technology

Figure 14. Perceiving an active relation with technology plays a role in how technology
mediates perceptions and actions in the world.

Personalized human-technology relations
The findings of this dissertation particularly suggest that having a personalized
interactive relation with a technology (being able to modify the technology to personal
preferences) plays a noticeable role in how that technology mediates our actions and
perceptions in the world. As shown, this finding can aid in our post-phenomenological
understanding of the moral mediation of the online domain, but also with related
technologies, like the smartphone.
Typically, post-phenomenological analyses of the smartphone describe how the
smartphone mediates users’ relations with the world (Eede et al., 2017; Wellner, 2015).
The smartphone allows for many new actions and brings many new perceptions.
Nonetheless, one of the appealing aspects of the smartphone is that it allows all these
new actions and perceptions with a device that can be completely modified according to
personal preferences. The smartphone has permitted users to perceive the world
through a personalizable technological device. Our window to the world has become a
personal device in which we upload personal background pictures, arrange our
applications to our personal preferences, and so on.
Furthermore, the smartphone and tablet have become main sources of information and
learning for many. However, there are studies suggesting that learning from a screen
has different results than learning from a physical book (Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2011;
Chance, Norton, Gino, & Ariely, 2011). For example, Ackerman and Goldsmith (2011)
found that learning from a pdf on a computer screen resulted in significantly lower test
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scores compared to learning from physical paper. Participants in both conditions were
allowed to make notes and use a yellow (digital) marker, and they were allowed to
decide how much time they needed before taking a short test (on screen or paper,
depending on the condition they were in). The difference in test scores between the
students who learned from screen and the students who learned from paper were
largely explained by the fact that participants in the computer condition took less time
to learn before the test than participants in the physical condition. This suggestion was
confirmed by the observation that no difference was found when learning time was set
by the researchers.
The results from this dissertation provide a post-phenomenological explanation for
what may happen when people learn information from an interactive digital device.
When I read a book, I do not perceive control over the information or how I can engage
the information; I can only decide where to start reading. In addition, I do not perceive a
strong personalized relation with the book; for instance, I cannot adapt font or text size.
However, when I learn information from a screen, I can do all this. I can easily search
specific information by typing the required words. I can cut and paste information,
adapt text size and font, and so on. The active embodied (operational and personalized)
relation with digital devices and digital informational objects far exceeds the interactive
properties and functions that are provided by books. However, the ease of online
operational interactivity can come with a price as it may affect our metacognition. The
more informational content allows for interactive actions, the more the boundary
between the self and this information may disappear. It may be that interactive
properties and functions induce a feeling of control over the text. They may also create
an unconscious feeling that, because everything can be found and modified so easily, the
reader is already knowledgeable about the information given. In a meta-analysis, Leotti,
Iyengar and Ochser (2010) suggested that perceived control influences cognition and
behavior by modulating affective and motivational processing. When users have so
much control over information, they may equally perceive this information as being a
part of themselves. As information becomes easier to engage (both finding information
and interacting with information), users may be more quick to think they are skilled,
when actually they are not. In addition, Adrian Ward (2013) described how the internet
may cause people to fail to distinguish between information stored online and
information stored in their own minds which may lead to the idea that we know more,
while in fact, we know less.

Interactivity as part of the moral mediation of technology
For a second example of how this dissertation may contribute to our understanding of
technological mediation, I return to Verbeek’s analysis of the moral mediation of
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obstetric ultrasound, described in section 1.2. Recall that Verbeek (2008) explains how
obstetric ultrasound constitutes our directedness and intentionality toward the fetus.
Obstetric ultrasound depicts a fetus larger than it actually is, and it displays the fetus
rather independently from the mother. Verbeek describes that bringing the fetus on
screen produces a new ontological status to the fetus and the mother. Its separate
imaging constitutes the fetus as an individual human instead of a part of a child-mother
unity. Verbeek discusses intriguing consequences of this technologically mediated
constitution between fetus, parents and health-care professionals. It shapes the relation
between parents and fetus. The mother’s privilege of having a singular relation with the
fetus is deprived as the father becomes more involved. The mother may be increasingly
seen as being only an environment for the fetus. Moreover, some privilege may shift
from mother to health-care professionals, who suddenly co-decide about the baby’s
health. And in the case of an anomaly, obstetric ultrasound constitutes the parents as
decision-makers regarding the life of their fetus. Verbeek emphasizes that the role of
ultrasound is ambivalent here. The information it presents may encourage abortion
because of its content, but it may also discourage abortion because of the enhanced
bond between parents and fetus. A simple look into the womb becomes a first step in a
moral decision-making process for which many couples had not opted (Verbeek, 2008).
Undeniably, Verbeek’s analysis describes the core of the moral mediation of obstetric
ultrasound. However, the results of this dissertation suggest that the active relation
with the obstetric ultrasound may be part of this mediated constitution. Not only does
obstetric ultrasound permit a hermeneutic look into the womb, it simultaneously allows
for an active engagement with the technology through which the fetus is perceived.
Obstetric ultrasound allows users to choose the angle from which the fetus can be seen,
and it allows zooming in on specific parts of the fetus. Naturally, it does not permit
direct contact and touch, but it does increase at least some active elements toward the
fetus. Instead of acting toward the pregnant belly, one is actively engaged toward the
fetus, and this may also mediate the ontological status of the fetus. The fetus becomes
an entity that you can actively examine. This active relation may equally strengthen
engagement with the fetus, not solely by mediating the context in which the fetus is
perceived, but also by enabling new choices. The active properties and functions
available within obstetric ultrasound extend the fundamental element of having choices
that require moral decisions. When examining the fetus, the interactive properties and
functions are embodied and (unconsciously) require constant moral decisions. In
general, obstetric ultrasound enables a clear overview of the fetus. But when an
anomaly with the fetus is witnessed, the interactive properties and functions (e.g.,
zooming in) allow for deeper examination. In that case, the interactive properties and
functions generate an intentionality of being able to further investigate the anomaly.
Such decisions may be taken unconsciously but could be considered an essential part of
the technological mediation of the obstetric ultrasound. With the decision to make use
of these interactive properties, new moral consequences may be exposed that require
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new decisions, indicating that the extent of the interactive properties and functions may
have a role in how the fetus is mediated by obstetric ultrasound.
Admittedly, the part of the mediation that is played by certain interactive properties
and functions may be minor, especially compared to the technological mediation of the
imaging itself. Still, it provides an interesting addition to how obstetric ultrasound
mediates our engagement toward reality. The embodiment of the interactive properties
and functions available within obstetric ultrasound mediates an additional
intentionality on top of the basic hermeneutic relation between parents, health-care
professionals and fetus. This intentionality originates from the property of being
actively involved with the fetus. In this way, obstetric ultrasound partially mediates
being actively engaged with the coming baby. Somewhere between the low-active
involvement at the start of the pregnancy, tickling the belly to provoke some interactive
belly kicking mid-pregnancy, and holding the new baby after the birth comes the active
experience of visualizing the fetus from all different angles and the (unconsciously
embodied) moral intentionality to use the interactive properties and functions available
within obstetric ultrasound to actively examine the fetus in the case of anomalies.
This addition to Verbeek’s analysis should primarily be interpreted as a call for a more
profound analysis of our interactive relation with the technology itself and what role
that relation plays in our moral practices. Though this dissertation may provide a
modest start to understanding why adding interactivity to moral mediation can be
useful, many philosophical questions remain unanswered. Are interactive technical
properties and functions embodied by definition? Can a separate human-technology
relation be identified in all active relations with technologies? To what extent is the
active relation with a technological artifact part of the “total” technological mediation,
or should it be considered as relatively unrelated to the existing concept of
technological mediation developed by Ihde (1990) and Verbeek (2011)? By means of a
more extensive philosophical conceptualization of the relation between humantechnology interaction and morality, more extensive answers can be formulated about
the fundamental role of having an active relation with a technological artifact within the
theory of technological mediation.

6.3 Suggestions for future research
Further validation of the empirical results
This dissertation has developed answers for how our active relation with the online
domain mediates our online moral practices. The explanations of our online moral
practices provided are based on an empirical-philosophical investigation of our active
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relation with the online domain. For the first time, empirical results have been gathered
on how operating and personalizing an online domain may also shape our moral
practices in that domain.
Though the experimental results provide evidence that our active relation with the
online domain shapes our moral practices in that domain, these results need to be
further validated. In the conducted experiments, only the significant findings on
participants’ positive responses to friends and peers in interactive online platforms and
their placing emphasis on individual competence and responsibility in domains with
personalized interactivity were replicated. Unfortunately, in Experiment 2, the effect of
personalized interactivity on self-interested practices found in Experiment 1 was not
replicated. In addition, the theorized effect on participants’ amplified negative response
to strangers and unlike-minded people in interactive online platforms has not yet been
properly tested.
Recent studies (Open Science Collaboration, 2015) have shown that the lack of
reproducibility in experimental psychology gives cause for concern. As reproducibility
of results is a defining feature of science, to further validate whether the moral matter of
interactivity indeed plays a significant role in our online practices, replication is
essential.
Apart from contributing to current explanations of online moral practices and the
philosophy of technology, the findings of this dissertation may also provide value to at
least two other themes, which I will discuss more extensively: online learning and the
global manifestation of rising individualism (Santos, Varnum, & Grossmann, 2017).

Our active relation with the online domain and online learning
As previously discussed, my findings may provide an additional post-phenomenological
explanation of what may happen when people learn from digital devices compared to
learning from physical paper. The interactive properties that come with screen-based
learning may affect our metacognition and simultaneously our learning outcomes. It
would be interesting to further investigate this notion via both the philosophy of
technology and empirical validation. The philosophy of technology could investigate
how embodied technological control could explain the experience of information: Can
technological mediation explain the differences between users’ perceptions of
information retrieved from digital sources compared to that from physical sources? And
can this empirically validated? It would be interesting to see whether available
interactive functions and properties would lead to different learning outcomes. I think
that many readers would recognize a phenomenon I experience: when I highlight
physical text, I often pay less attention to reading that text. It is interesting that such an
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effect could also happen when more interactive functions and properties are available
in digital learning environments. An experiment could be conducted in which
participants are required to learn a text from a digital device. One group has to learn
this text without extensive interactive functions, while the other group has these
functions at their disposal. Do the interactive functions indeed predict a difference in
participants’ test outcomes?

Our active relation with the online domain and individualism
A second field in which my findings may provide new insights is the scientific field that
investigates the determinants of individualistic and collectivist practices and values. My
results suggest that, because of their active personalized relation with online places,
users assess online social reality by means of increased individual categorization.
This conclusion opens up an intriguing question: Does this encouraged emphasis on
individual responsibility only manifest itself in the online domain or does it also occur
with users in the physical world? Does our active relation with the online domain
mediate a more general shift to an individualistic psychological nature? It has been
suggested that the moral stance of individualism is increasing on a global scale (Santos
et al., 2017). Our active relation with the online domain may play a role in this growth.
The online domain has enabled many new relations between people, but it has also
provided users a world that is strongly individually controlled. Users can find, modify
and engage endless information just by pressing two buttons. The online domain gives
users the perception that all knowledge and information is within their personal reach,
and it is all delivered by their own actions and perceived competence. Users enter a
domain that provides endless opportunities to find and modify information, and these
individual possibilities make individual competence the norm through which
everything is assessed. Thus, arguably, increasing the operational and personalized
interactivity potential of the internet may likewise increase our individualistic stance
when assessing social reality, not only in the online domain, but also in the physical
domain. However, this is a rather bold claim, and it actually contrasts with the general
claim in this dissertation – that the unique interactive functions of the online domain
encourage different behavior compared to the physical domain. Still, it would be
worthwhile to study if the individualistic frame caused by the personalized interactive
relation between the user and the online domain is also brought to the physical domain,
because an answer to this question could aid our understanding of how the computer
and the online domain mediate our ideas of how we should organize society.
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Final remarks
With this study, I have tried to combine the philosophy of technology with structured
empirical observations to introduce a new point of view regarding our online moral
practices. Though more replication of the results is required, I hope to have contributed
to our ideas of how the technological reality of the online domain shapes our online
practices, and how our relation with the online domain is more than one in which the
domain is simply a facilitator of moral conduct. My aim was to contribute to the idea
that empirical research can be philosophically informed and that philosophical
conceptualization can be further examined using an empirical approach. Therefore, I
also hope this dissertation has promoted the importance of the interdisciplinary
approach to exploring how technology and human morality are related, for I strongly
believe that interdisciplinary research provides new questions and answers to the
scientific challenges of today.
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Summary
Today, much of the world comes to me via clicking buttons. In the online domain, I
communicate with both friends and strangers, I find both information and entertainment,
and I encounter both friendship and hostility. In a sense, this is no surprise: when people
meet and form relations, these relations can materialize in different ways, in the online
world as well as in the physical world.
At first sight, the role of the online domain seems clear. The online domain facilitates
communication and information services. Where people used to communicate in the
physical world only, nowadays they also communicate in virtual worlds. In fact, the online
domain puts highly specific conditions on these online relations, which make them different
from offline relations. The online domain, for instance, brings physical distance and
perceived anonymity, which can make people behave differently and can even cause people
to make different moral decisions than they would make in the physical domain. But what
about the role the digital technologies I use play in how these online relations develop? Is the
online domain indeed merely a technological facilitator of relations between users and
between users and online information, or does its role reach further? The online domain
seems to be much more than simply a technological instrument that, under certain
conditions, shifts our communication and information services from the physical domain to
the virtual domain.
Within the philosophy of technology and the field of science and technology studies, the nonneutrality of technology has long been a central theme. Rather than merely being a neutral
tool, technologies have a profound influence on human beings and society.
In this dissertation, I will investigate the specific character of this non-neutrality in the
online domain. I will start from the observation that online places, unlike many other
technologies, typically allow people to do more than simply use them for a specific purpose;
they can also interact with them by modifying and personalizing the online environment.
The functions and properties of online environments often allow for an active relation with
the online domain itself: we open search engines to find information that we can copy, paste,
send and use in other ways, and we personalize our social media platforms. Our relations
with other users and with content in the online domain typically takes shape based on an
active relation we have developed with the online domain through its specific functions and
properties. How can we understand the implications of our active relation with the online
domain itself? How does it shape our online practices, and the moral frameworks to which
we orient ourselves?
To develop such an understanding, this dissertation integrates approaches from the
philosophy of technology with structured empirical observations. Chapters 1 and 2 are
dedicated to getting a clearer picture of our relation with the online domain and the moral
significance of this relation for our online practices. For this purpose, I have combined the
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post-phenomenological approach of technological mediation with the ontology of virtual
places. Chapters 3–5 examine the role of our relation with the online domain in our online
moral practices via structured empirical observations. Finally, chapter 6 brings
philosophical theory and empirical research together in order to develop an empiricalphilosophical approach to the moral significance of online environments. The following
briefly summarizes the main content of these chapters.

Chapters 1 and 2: Conceptualizing the moral significance of our relation with the
online domain
Chapter 1 starts with an overview of the current explanations for online moral behavior. The
aim of this overview is to examine whether the current explanations for online moral
behavior provide an adequate understanding of how our active relation with the online
domain plays a role in that behavior. Two themes have a central place.
(1) Theories about deindividuation and the absence of cues explain online moral practices by
emphasizing that the online domain facilitates a technological platform that leads to
decreased social evaluation, self-evaluation and personal apprehension. The online domain
provides a (perceived) anonymous setting in which many important cues that regulate
interpersonal contact, like eye contact and status functions, are lacking or reduced.
(2) Theories about online networks explain online moral practices by emphasizing the
communication function of the online realm. In the online domain, users communicate with
numerous others, learning from them and opposing them under anonymous conditions,
which possibly results in an online transition from a personal to a socially institutionalized
identity: under anonymous conditions, people are inclined to conform to online social
norms. Furthermore, the online domain facilitates large user networks where many users
can meet and discuss all sorts of ideas. Because, according to these theories, human beings
have a tendency to move their position to what they find the most persuasive, the scale of
the online domain makes it possible for users to slowly advance to extreme positions,
leading to increased polarization and immoral practices like online aggression and hostility.
Though this dissertation does not claim that these explanations of online moral practices are
incorrect, it does claim that they principally understand the online domain as an
instrumental means in which relations are formed between users (and between users and
content). These explanations do not leave room for the question of whether our relations
with the online domain itself may also play a role in our online moral practices. Therefore, in
the second part of chapter 1, I investigate how our relation with the online domain can be
understood and why this relation can also have moral significance in our online practices. I
look at the post-phenomenological approach to human-technology relations developed by
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Ihde (1990) and Verbeek (2011) in order to examine how our relation with technology
shapes how we perceive the world and act upon it.
In doing so, however, a problem appears in applying post-phenomenology to the online
domain. While the post-phenomenological approach to human-technology relations has
proven to be helpful in explaining our relation with various technologies, it has not yet
developed a framework to address the specificities of the online domain. Søraker’s (2010)
ontology of online environments explains that the online domain simultaneously constructs
an active computer-generated world and allows users to actively relate to this world. This
duality of simultaneously analyzing how humans relate to the technology itself, and through
that technology to the world, requires further conceptualization.
To this end, chapter 2 studies the ontology of virtual domains in more detail. Søraker (2010)
identifies and explains two properties that define the scope and experience of our online
actions – interactivity and computer simulation. Interactivity explains what kinds of actions
are possible, while computer simulation explains what digital entities users can interact
with. According to Søraker, actions in the virtual (online) domain are interactive when they
allow modification of the form and content of virtual places and entities for the purpose of
retrieving specific information. All interactive actions are directed at computer-simulated
representations that can be physically represented by sound and vision (e.g., photos and
music) and that can be institutionally agreed on (e.g., money).
Based on these ontological properties of the virtual domain, I categorize and explain two
types of relations that users can have with that domain and, accordingly, with the online
domain. (1) The operational interactive relation, or operational interactivity, refers to the
potential to navigate through virtual places and to the functional ability to use virtual objects
that logically follow actions and provide a natural informational response (e.g., clicking
hyperlinks, copy/paste functions). (2) The personalized interactive relation, or personalized
interactivity, refers to the potential to modify online places and objects to personal
preferences that persist across sessions (e.g., uploading background, setting font).
Returning to post-phenomenology, I then conceptualize in which ways our interactive
relation with the online domain has moral significance. Building on Verbeek’s (2011) work, I
conclude that, because of their interactive actions toward the functions and properties of the
online domain, users perceive it as a personally controllable domain in which they can
decide what happens. And this perception may affect their online moral practices. However,
investigating which online moral practices are mediated by our active relation with the
online domain and how these mediations take shape requires empirical research, which is
the central focus of chapters 3–5.
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Chapters 3–5: Structured empirical observations of how our relation with the online
domain mediates moral practices in that domain
The empirical studies to investigate the moral significance of the online domain comprised
diary-based research, two focus group studies and three controlled experiments. Chapter 3
explains the diary-based research and focus group studies that were done. To see whether
the mediating role of an active relation with the online domain could be recognized in their
online moral practices, 67 teenagers and young adults were asked to keep a diary about how
they perceived their relation with the online domain and to describe and reflect on (their)
online moral practices. After completing their diaries, 11 participants met in two focus
groups (one with five participants, one with six).
The participants described two moral mediations caused by their active relation with the
online domain. (1) An active relation with the online domain stimulates self-interested
practices. It was concluded from the data that, when participants perceive an active relation
with the online domain, they also perceive increased rights to be more self-centered and to
benefit the self. (2) An active relation with the online domain amplifies responses in online
interpersonal contact. It was found that, when participants perceive an active relation with
the online domain, this can cause participants to provide friends and peers with more
positive responses and provide perceived strangers with amplified negative responses.
Furthermore, participants’ descriptions of their relation with the online domain suggested
that they showed a strong emphasis on individual responsibility in the online domain and
that psychological ownership over the domain, caused by an interactive relation with the
domain, may play a role in all found effects.
To further validate these findings, chapter 4 examines the required outline for a second
empirical study. I chose to develop a new online platform to conduct structured empirical
observations for a deeper examination of the results from chapter 3. In this platform, the
perceived operational interactive relation (operational interactivity) and perceived
personalized interactive relation (personalized interactivity) were manipulated into a 2 x 2
(perceived operational interactivity: high vs. low; perceived personalized interactivity: high
vs. low) between-subjects design. In this platform, using moral scenarios, four research
questions were examined:
(RQ1) Does having an active relation with the online domain stimulate self-interested
practices?
(RQ2) Does having an active relation with the online domain amplify responding to others in
interpersonal contact?
(RQ3) Does having an active relation with the online domain encourage placing emphasis on
individual responsibility?
(RQ4) Do feelings of platform ownership play a role in our online moral practices?
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Chapter 5 reports the three experiments and their results, which are based on a total of 225
participants. RQ1 was tested in Experiments 1 and 2. In these experiments, participants
were asked to actively choose between personal benefit and collective benefit. Experiment 1
revealed that participants who perceived a high personalized interactive relation with the
online platform were more stimulated to conduct self-interested practices compared to
participants who perceived a low personalized interactive relation with the platform.
Unfortunately, this result was not replicated in Experiment 2. Apart from statistical
irrelevance, this non-effect may be explained by the scenario’s sensitivity to the
experiment’s timing within the college year. This effect was unforeseen when the second
experiment was scheduled three months after the first.
RQ2 was tested in Experiments 2 and 3. In these experiments, participants were asked to
react to other unknown students with supporting and opposing opinions (Experiment 2)
and to discuss an end-of-the-world dilemma with an (unidentified) classmate (Experiment
3). Both experiments validated that a high interactive relation with the online domain
amplifies positive responses to friends and peers. The results showed that participants who
perceived a highly interactive relation with the online domain kept away from placing
emphasis on negative cues and opposing opinions made by friends and peers. However, the
experiments failed to validate whether perceiving an interactive domain also amplifies
responses to perceived strangers. Participants perceived other students, unknown to them,
more like friends than expected; this was an unforeseen consequence of the experimental
setup.
RQ3 was validated in Experiments 1 and 2. The findings from Experiment 1 gave a clear
indication that an active personalized relation with the online platform encourages
participants to emphasize individual responsibility when they assess social scenarios in the
online domain. Experiment 2 replicated and strengthened this result. In both experiments,
participants who perceived a high personalized interactive relation with the online platform
showed greater support for a new policy regarding a college payment system based on
individual merit, compared to participants who perceived a low personalized interactive
relation with the online platform. Further analyses revealed that their choices were
explained by an increased focus on the value of individualism and not on a disregard for the
value of the collective in organizing society.
Differently than expected, the role of platform ownership (RQ4) was only marginally
validated. A small role was found relating to RQ3 only. The perception that a platform can be
used to politically influence outcomes played an underlying role in the result that perceiving
a highly personalized platform encourages placing emphasis on individualistic
responsibility. This result was interpreted as follows: in a personal account that can be used
to decide the course of fairness, participants perceive a high individualistic context in that
account, and thus, they rationalize that a fair policy should benefit the individual and act
accordingly.
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Chapter 6: General discussion
Chapter 6 discusses the contributions and implications of the results. In the first part, I
suggest adding a third socio-technical explanation to the already existing explanations of
online moral practices that focus on the network capability of the online domain and the
computer-simulated context that defines these networked relations (e.g., deindividuation
because of anonymity and the absence of cues in online domains): I introduce the moral
matter of interactivity as an explanation for our online moral practices. The moral matter of
interactivity relates to the aspect that, in the online domain, users first interact with
functions and properties available within the domain before they have contact with other
users (and content), and this interactive relation can play a mediating role in users’ online
moral practices. The moral matter of interactivity is about those properties and functions
available within the online domain that provide an operationally active and personally
engaging relation with the domain and mediate online moral practices accordingly.
Analyzing online moral practices from the viewpoint of our active relation with the online
domain provides several insights. Regarding interpersonal contact, this analysis helps to
explain why online contact between friends is so successful. In highly interactive online
places, users feel more committed and involved toward their friends and peers than in
online places that are not highly interactive, because friends are met in a domain that is
considered personal and involving. In the online domain, particularly in social media
platforms, users meet each other in their privately controlled domains, and this protects
users from placing emphasis on negative cues made by their friends. Because all online
contact between friends is taking place in a domain that is familiar and personal, friends do
not easily upset users.
The results also aid in our understanding of online aggression and hostility. This dissertation
suggests that, when users engage with opposing views in their personalized interactive
online domain, their responses may be intensified. Because high personalized interactivity
encourages users to make stronger judgments and deprive others based on individual
competence and responsibility, users may attack others who do not comply with their
standards of individual worth. This effect may encourage users to provoke others whom
they think are overweight or ugly, have wrong political ideas, and so on. And it may provide
an additional explanation as to why cyberbullying can have a high psychological impact.
Victims are not harassed in just another place; they are harassed in a platform that is
normally perceived as a safe and personally controlled place.
In addition, the results provide an extra explanation for why people are encouraged to share
homemade and commercial content, even when this may not be advisable. The empirical
results from chapter 3 and chapter 5 showed that perceiving a highly personalized
interactive relation with the online domain stimulated participants to pursue self-interest
over the interest of others and encouraged them to place emphasis on individual
responsibility. This may explain why users in the online domain feel free to gather and use
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(commercial) content at will. When they can gather and find content in their own
personalized domain, they feel entitled to use and distribute it without much moral concern;
indeed, it is the fault of the owner (or actors in the content) for enabling it in the first place.
In the last part of chapter 6, the implications of this dissertation are discussed together with
suggestions for future research. Four proposals are given regarding how the design of the
online domain and the implementation of new online policies could make use of the findings.
The following are suggested: (1) De-anonymizing and de-identifying users does not
necessarily minimize online aggression. (2) Designing more personalized interactivity in
community platforms is not always better. (3) News and information sites should stay away
from extensive personalized interactivity. (4) Personalized interactivity in online public
places increases the importance of stakeholders’ liability.
Next, how our understanding of human-computer interactions is influenced by the
categorization of operational and personalized interactivity is discussed. This categorization
gives further elaboration of how our relation with the online domain can be understood and
what it is that makes this relation different than our relation with the physical world. The
number of interactive online functions is growing steadily and the categorization proposed
in this dissertation can provide a better understanding of the desirability of this increased
online action-potential.
Finally, the implications for our understanding of technological mediation are discussed.
This dissertation shows that our active relation with the technological artifact itself is part of
how this artifact mediates our human-world relations. This addition may be relevant for
technologies that clearly have an active element in their use, like smartphones. The
smartphone allows new actions in and perceptions of the world and thereby mediates
morality. However, that is not all the smartphone does. The smartphone has permitted users
to perceive and act in the world through a strong personalizable technical device, and this
personalization may play a notable role in how the smartphone mediates our (online)
morality.
The dissertation ends with three suggestions for future research. Besides stressing the
importance of further validation of the empirical results, I suggest that the results of this
dissertation may provide input for the study of online learning as well as for studies
regarding the observation that the moral stance of individualism is increasing on a global
scale.
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Samenvatting
Veel van de wereld ervaren we inmiddels door op virtuele knoppen te klikken. In virtuele
online omgevingen communiceren we met andere gebruikers van over de hele wereld,
onderhouden we contact met vrienden en familieleden, zijn we getuige van
vriendschappelijkheid en ruzies en vinden we een oneindige hoeveelheid aan digitale
informatie en entertainment.
De rol die de online omgeving in deze voorbeelden speelt lijkt duidelijk. Deze rol maakt
communicatie en informatievoorziening mogelijk. Waar communicatie tussen mensen
vroeger alleen plaatsvond in fysieke omgevingen, kunnen mensen nu ook communiceren in
een virtuele online omgevingen. Online omgevingen creëren wel bepaalde condities die deze
relaties tussen mensen kunnen beïnvloeden. Deze condities zorgen ervoor dat online relaties
tussen gebruikers (en tussen gebruikers en informatie) anders zijn dan vergelijkbare
relaties in de fysieke wereld. In online omgevingen gaat communicatie tussen gebruikers
bijvoorbeeld vaak gepaard met fysieke afstand, de perceptie van anonimiteit en het gevoel
van onzichtbaarheid. Dergelijke condities kunnen ervoor zorgen dat mensen zich in een
online omgeving anders gedragen dan in de fysieke wereld. Maar wat is nu precies de rol van
de technologie in ons online gedrag? Maakt de technologie slechts nieuwe relaties mogelijk
tussen gebruikers of is er meer aan de hand? De online omgeving lijkt veel meer te zijn dan
alleen een neutraal instrument dat simpelweg onze communicatie en informatievoorziening
van de fysieke naar de virtuele wereld verschuift.
Binnen de techniekfilosofie en het vakgebied van wetenschap- en techniekstudies is deze
‘niet-neutraliteit’ van technologie een centraal thema. In plaats van technologie te
beschouwen als instrument dat gebruikt kan worden voor goed en fout gedrag, beschouwt
het technologie meer als iets dat ‘richting kan geven’ aan onze handelingen en onze
ervaringen. Technologie medieert hoe mensen in de wereld aanwezig zijn en hoe zij de
wereld beleven.
In dit proefschrift onderzoek ik een voorbeeld van hoe technologie onze handelingen en
ervaringen richting geeft, namelijk hoe de specifieke functies van online omgevingen richting
geven aan ons morele gedrag in die omgevingen. Ik start met de observatie dat online
omgevingen - in tegenstelling tot veel andere media technologieën - vaak meer zijn dan
alleen een platform waar gebruikers interacteren met elkaar en met informatie. Gebruikers
van online omgevingen interacteren ook heel nadrukkelijk met de technologie zelf. Online
omgevingen worden actief gebruikt, gemodificeerd en ingericht. De interactieve functies en
eigenschappen van online omgevingen zorgen ervoor dat gebruikers ook een actieve relatie
met de omgeving zelf hebben: we openen online zoekmachines om informatie te vinden die
we vervolgens kunnen kopiëren, knippen, plakken, aanpassen en doorsturen. We kunnen
online omgevingen, zoals sociale media platformen, vaak inrichten naar onze eigen
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voorkeuren en wensen. Voordat we interacteren met andere gebruikers en met informatie
gaan gebruikers een actieve relatie aan met de technologische functies van de online
omgeving zelf. In dit proefschrift staat de vraag centraal hoe deze actieve relatie met de
online omgeving ons morele gedrag in die omgeving medieert.
Om deze vraag te kunnen beantwoorden combineer ik in dit proefschrift inzichten de
techniekfilosofie met empirische studies. Hoofdstuk 1 en hoofdstuk 2 zijn gewijd aan het
begrijpen van onze actieve relatie met de online omgeving en de vraag waarom deze actieve
relatie een rol speelt in ons online moreel gedrag. In de hoofdstukken 3 – 5 wordt de rol
onderzocht van onze actieve relatie met de online omgeving in onze online morele
handelingen door middel van drie gestructureerde empirische studies. Tot slot worden in
hoofdstuk 6 de filosofische inzichten gecombineerd met de inzichten uit de empirische
resultaten om tot een nieuwe filosofisch-empirische verklaring te komen voor hoe de online
omgeving ons morele online gedrag vormt. Hieronder volgt een korte samenvatting van de
zes hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift.

Hoofdstukken 1 en 2: het morele belang van onze actieve relatie met de online
omgeving
Hoofdstuk 1 bespreekt de contemporaine verklaringen van online moreel gedrag. Wat zijn
de huidige inzichten in de redenen waarom mensen in online omgevingen soms andere
morele keuzes maken dan in fysieke omgevingen? Het doel van deze bespreking is het
onderzoeken of deze verklaringen inzicht geven in hoe onze actieve relatie met de online
omgeving een rol speelt in ons online morele gedrag. In de huidige literatuur identificeer ik
twee thema’s.
(1) Theorieën over de-individualisering en de afwezigheid van fysieke signalen verklaren
online (im)moreel gedrag door erop te wijzen dat de fysieke afstand, gepercipieerde
anonimiteit en onzichtbaarheid bij gebruikers kan leiden tot een verminderde zelf-evaluatie
van het eigen morele gedrag. Anonimiteit en onzichtbaarheid in online omgevingen kunnen
er ook toe leiden dat signalen die in de fysieke wereld een belangrijke rol spelen tijdens
sociaal contact, zoals oogcontact, minder worden opgemerkt. Door het afwezig zijn van deze
signalen kan contact in online omgevingen anders verlopen dan in fysieke omgevingen.
(2) Theorieën over online netwerken verklaren online (im)moreel gedrag door te wijzen op
de verbindings- en communicatiefunctie van online omgevingen. In online omgevingen
communiceren gebruikers met heel veel andere gebruikers en leren zij veel nieuwe
denkbeelden kennen. Dit gebeurt vaak onder anonieme condities, wat ervoor kan zorgen dat
gebruikers zich sneller conformeren aan de groepsnorm. Verder hebben mensen in het
algemeen de neiging om hun standpunten op te schuiven naar posities die ze het meest
overtuigend vinden. Omdat op het internet gemakkelijk de meest uiteenlopende en extreme
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posities te vinden zijn, zullen mensen op het internet relatief snel polariseren, wat kan leiden
tot online agressie en vijandigheid.
In dit proefschrift beargumenteer ik niet dat de hierboven aangeduide theorieën incorrect
zijn. Ik beargumenteer wel dat deze verklaringen online omgevingen vooral zien als een
instrument van immoreel gedrag en daarmee de rol van de technologie onderschatten.
Online omgevingen scheppen inderdaad bepaalde condities waarin gebruikers contact met
elkaar (en met informatie) hebben en deze condities kunnen ons online morele gedrag
beïnvloeden. Deze verklaringen expliciteren echter niet of onze actieve relatie met de online
omgeving zelf hier ook een rol in speelt. Ze geven onze relatie met de technologie zelf slechts
een instrumentele en neutrale rol in ons online morele gedrag. Daarom onderzoek ik in het
tweede deel van hoofdstuk 1 hoe we onze actieve relatie met online omgevingen beter
kunnen begrijpen en waarom onze relatie met de online omgeving zelf ook een rol zou
kunnen spelen in ons online morele gedrag. Om te analyseren hoe technologie onze relatie
met de wereld medieert en hoe gebruikers via technologie de wereld ervaren en erin
handelen gebruik ik de post-fenomenologische benadering van relaties tussen mens en
technologie, ontwikkeld door Ihde (1990) en Verbeek (2011).
Deze analyse laat zien dat de post-fenomenologische benadering van relaties tussen mens en
technologie nog niet goed bruikbaar is om onze actieve relatie met online omgevingen te
begrijpen. Søraker’s (2012) ontologische analyse van virtuele omgevingen toont dat online
omgevingen tegelijkertijd een computer-gegenereerde wereld construeren waarin
gebruikers met elkaar contact kunnen hebben als dat ze de gebruiker de mogelijkheid geven
om met deze omgeving zelf te interacteren. Deze dualiteit van onze relatie met de online
omgeving en onze relatie met de fysieke wereld door die online omgeving wordt verder
uitgewerkt in hoofdstuk 2.
Hoofdstuk 2 bestudeert de ontologie van virtuele omgevingen in meer detail om daarmee
onze actieve relatie met de online omgeving te kunnen begrijpen. Søraker (2010) benoemt
twee kenmerken van virtuele omgevingen die het bereik en de ervaring van onze actieve
online handelingen bepalen – interactiviteit en computersimulatie. Interactiviteit definieert
wat voor soort handelingen in virtuele omgevingen mogelijk zijn en computersimulatie
definieert met wat voor soort virtuele omgevingen en objecten kan worden geïnteracteerd.
Volgens Søraker zijn handelingen in virtuele (online) omgevingen interactief als gebruikers
de vorm en inhoud van deze online omgevingen en objecten kunnen aanpassen en daarmee
informatie kunnen verkrijgen. Alle interactieve handelingen in online omgevingen zijn
gericht op computer gesimuleerde representaties van de ‘echte’ werkelijkheid als ze kunnen
worden vertegenwoordigd door beeld en/of geluid (foto’s, muziek) en institutionele waarde
hebben (geld).
Gebaseerd op de ontologische kenmerken van virtuele omgevingen categoriseer ik twee
typen relaties die gebruikers kunnen hebben met virtuele (online) omgevingen. 1) De
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operationele interactieve relatie, of operationele interactiviteit, beschrijft de interactieve
mogelijkheid om te navigeren binnen virtuele online omgevingen en tussen deze
omgevingen. Ook verwijst deze relatie naar de functionele mogelijkheid om in deze
omgevingen virtuele objecten actief te gebruiken (zoals gebruik van hyperlinks en knippen
en plakken functies). 2) De personaliseerbare interactieve relatie, of personaliseerbare
interactiviteit, beschrijft de mogelijkheid om virtuele omgevingen en objecten blijvend aan te
passen aan de eigen voorkeuren (denk aan uploaden van een eigen achtergrond).
Na deze categorisatie keer ik terug naar de post-fenomenologie om het morele belang van
onze actieve relatie met online omgevingen te analyseren. Middels het werk van Verbeek
(2011) concludeer ik dat gebruikers door een actieve relatie met online omgevingen deze
beleven als persoonlijk gecontroleerde omgevingen waarin zij aan het roer staan. Die
beleving van online omgevingen kan hun morele keuzes en handelingen in deze omgevingen
beïnvloeden. Om te onderzoeken welke morele keuzes en handelingen worden beïnvloed
door onze actieve relatie met de online omgeving, en hoe dit gebeurt, wordt gebruik
gemaakt van gestructureerde empirische studies. De opzet en resultaten hiervan worden
beschreven in de hoofdstukken 3-5.

Hoofdstukken 3 – 5: Gestructureerde empirische studies naar hoe onze actieve relatie
met online omgevingen onze handelingen in die omgevingen vormt
Voor dit proefschrift zijn drie typen empirisch onderzoek uitgevoerd: dagboekonderzoek,
twee focusgroepen en drie gecontroleerde experimenten. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de opzet en
resultaten van het dagboekonderzoek en de twee uitgevoerde twee focusgroepen. Om te
onderzoeken hoe de actieve relatie met online omgevingen ervaringen en handelingen in die
omgeving beïnvloedt, is aan 67 jongeren gevraagd om een dagboek bij te houden over hun
relatie met het internet en hun mening over (hun eigen) online morele handelingen. Na het
afronden van dit dagboekonderzoek hebben 11 jongeren deelgenomen aan twee
focusgroepen (een met vijf en een met zes participanten).
De participanten beschreven twee wijzen waarop hun actieve relatie met online omgevingen
hun online gedrag bemiddelt. (1) Een actieve relatie met online omgevingen stimuleert
handelingen uit eigenbelang. Wanneer de participanten een hoog-interactieve relatie met
een online omgeving ervaren, ervaren ze ook het recht om zichzelf te bevoordelen in deze
omgeving, zelfs als dat ten koste gaat van anderen. (2) Een actieve relatie met online
omgevingen versterkt hoe gebruikers op elkaar reageren in deze omgevingen. Wanneer
participanten een hoog-interactieve relatie met een online omgeving ervaren, zorgt dit
ervoor dat zij in deze omgeving vrienden en bekenden vriendelijker en positiever
benaderen, terwijl zij vreemden juist afstandelijker en negatiever benaderen. Verder bleek
uit de beschrijvingen van de participanten dat zij door het ervaren van een hoog-interactieve
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online omgeving meer nadruk leggen op de individuele verantwoordelijkheden van
gebruikers. Tot slot kwam naar voren dat een hoog-interactieve online omgeving een
perceptie van eigenaarschap over online omgevingen creëert en dat dit effect een rol kan
spelen in het online morele gedrag van gebruikers.
Om de gevonden resultaten verder te valideren, komen in hoofdstuk 4 de randvoorwaarden
voor een vervolgstudie aan de orde. Ik heb ervoor gekozen om vanuit deze
randvoorwaarden een nieuw online platform te ontwikkelen waarin de resultaten van
hoofdstuk 3 verder worden getoetst. Met behulp van dit platform werd de ervaring van
operationele interactiviteit en personaliseerbare interactiviteit op online morele
handelingen onderzocht door beide vormen van interactiviteit te manipuleren (ervaren van
operationele interactiviteit: hoog tegenover laag en ervaren van personaliseerbare
interactiviteit hoog tegenover laag). Door gebruik te maken van fictieve morele scenario’s
werden de volgende vier onderzoeksvragen (OV) getoetst:
OV1: Leidt het hebben van een actieve relatie met een online omgeving ertoe dat gebruikers
meer handelen uit eigen belang?
OV2: Leidt het hebben van een actieve relatie met een online omgeving ertoe dat gebruikers
sterker op elkaar reageren in interpersoonlijk contact?
OV3: Leidt het hebben van een actieve relatie met een online omgeving ertoe dat gebruikers
meer nadruk leggen op individuele verantwoordelijkheid?
OV4: Spelen gevoelens van platform-eigenaarschap een rol in onze online morele
handelingen?
Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de opzet en resultaten van de drie experimenten waarin deze vragen
werden getoetst. De resultaten zijn gebaseerd op een totaal van 225 participanten. OV1 is
gevalideerd in Experiment 1 en 2. In deze experimenten werd participanten gevraagd om in
een moreel dilemma actief te kiezen tussen eigenbelang en de belangen van anderen.
Experiment 1 toonde aan dat participanten in de hoog-personaliseerbare interactiviteit
conditie meer gemotiveerd waren om hun eigenbelang zwaarder te laten wegen dan de
participanten in de laag-personaliseerbare interactiviteit conditie. Helaas werd dit resultaat
in Experiment 2 niet gerepliceerd. Naast door statistische irrelevantie kan dit insignificante
resultaat wellicht verklaard worden doordat de aantrekkelijkheid van de verschillende
keuzes in het scenario ontvankelijk was voor het moment in het collegejaar. Omdat het
tweede experiment drie maanden na het eerste experiment is uitgevoerd, kan dit het
resultaat hebben beïnvloed.
OV2 is gevalideerd in Experiment 2 en 3. In deze experimenten werd aan participanten
gevraagd om te reageren op een aantal, voor hen, onbekende studenten met gelijke of
tegengestelde meningen over een impopulaire beleidsmaatregel (Experiment 2) en te
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discussiëren met een bevriende (maar ongeïdentificeerde) klasgenoot over welke
beroemdheid gered moet worden wanneer het einde van de wereld nabij is (Experiment 3).
Beide experimenten toonden aan dat een hoge mate van interactiviteit ertoe leidt dat
vrienden en bekenden elkaar vriendelijker en positiever bejegenen, ook als ze het niet eens
met elkaar zijn. In het bijzonder toonden de resultaten dat een hoge mate van operationele
en personaliseerbare interactiviteit ervoor zorgt dat gebruikers minder ontvankelijk zijn
voor negatieve opmerkingen en tegengestelde meningen wanneer deze worden gemaakt
door vrienden en bekenden. Helaas tonen de resultaten niet aan dat een hoog-interactieve
online omgeving ook negatieve reacties op onbekenden versterkt. Anders dan bedoeld,
ervoeren de participanten de andere studenten in het platform, hoewel onbekend voor hen,
meer als vrienden dan verwacht. Hierdoor toetsten de experimenten alleen de communicatie
tussen vrienden en bekenden en niet tussen onbekenden.
OV3 is gevalideerd in Experiment 1 en 2. De resultaten van Experiment 1 gaven een
duidelijke indicatie dat een hoge mate van personaliseerbare interactiviteit ertoe leidt dat
participanten meer nadruk leggen op individuele verantwoordelijkheid wanneer zij een
sociale situatie beoordelen. Experiment 2 repliceerde dit resultaat. In beide experimenten
gaven de participanten in de hoog-personaliseerbare interactiviteit conditie meer steun aan
een nieuw betalingsbeleid, waarbij de hoogte van het collegegeld gebaseerd wordt op
individuele resultaten, dan de participanten in de laag-personaliseerbare interactiviteit
conditie. Verdere analyse toonde dat de participanten bij hun keuze de nadruk legden op de
voordelen van individualisme en niet op de nadelen van collectivisme.
Anders dan verwacht is in de experimenten de rol van platform-eigenaarschap slechts
marginaal aangetoond. Alleen bij OV3 bleken gevoelens van platform-eigenaarschap een
kleine rol te spelen. Het idee dat een platform gebruikt kon worden om politieke invloed uit
te oefenen speelde een indirecte rol in de significante relatie tussen hoog-personaliseerbare
interactiviteit en het ondersteunen van een betalingsbeleid van het collegegeld op
individuele resultaten. Dit resultaat wordt in dit proefschrift als volgt geïnterpreteerd: in een
persoonlijk platform ervaren participanten een hogere individualistische context. Wanneer
zij in deze geïndividualiseerde context keuzes moeten maken over rechtvaardig beleid,
zullen zij sneller kiezen voor het beleid dat het individu bevoordeelt ten opzichte van het
collectief.

Hoofdstuk 6: algemene discussie
Hoofdstuk 6 bespreekt de implicaties en bijdragen van de resultaten. In het eerste deel van
hoofdstuk 6 wordt een derde socio-technische verklaring geïntroduceerd van online
(im)moreel gedrag, naast de al bestaande verklaringen van online netwerken, online deindividualisering en het ontbreken van fysieke signalen in online netwerken door computer-
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simulatie. Ik introduceer de morele kwestie van interactiviteit als een verklaring van online
moreel gedrag. De morele kwestie van interactiviteit verwijst naar het aspect dat gebruikers
eerst interacteren met de functies en eigenschappen van de online omgeving voordat ze
interacteren met andere gebruikers en informatie. Deze interactieve relatie met de online
omgeving kan ook een rol spelen in de morele online handelingen van gebruikers. Het gaat
speciaal over de functies en eigenschappen die de online omgeving biedt waardoor
gebruikers een actieve operationele en personaliseerbare relatie met de online omgeving
ervaren en die hun morele handelingen mede vormt.
Hierna worden verschillende online morele handelingen geanalyseerd vanuit het perspectief
van de morele kwestie van interactiviteit. De resultaten geven onder andere nieuwe
inzichten in waarom online communicatie tussen vrienden zo succesvol is. In hooginteractieve online omgevingen voelen gebruikers zich meer toegewijd aan en verbonden
met hun vrienden en bekenden dan in laag-interactieve online omgevingen. In hooginteractieve omgevingen ontmoeten gebruikers hun vrienden in hun persoonlijke omgeving
waar ze nauw bij betrokken zijn. In online omgevingen, en vooral in sociale media
platformen, ontmoeten vrienden elkaar op hun persoonlijk gecontroleerde terrein. Omdat
contact met vrienden plaatsvindt in omgevingen waarin gebruikers zich thuis voelen, zijn ze
zich minder snel gekwetst en beledigd.
De resultaten geven ook meer inzicht in online agressie en online vijandigheid. De resultaten
uit hoofdstuk 3 laten zien dat wanneer gebruikers tegengestelde meningen krijgen in hun
persoonlijke online omgeving, hun reactie op deze meningen sterker kan zijn. Hoofdstuk 5
laat zien dat hoog-personaliseerbare omgevingen ervoor zorgen dat gebruikers andere
gebruikers sterker veroordelen en benadelen wanneer deze andere gebruikers niet voldoen
aan hun standaarden van individuele competentie. Dit effect kan ervoor zorgen dat
gebruikers in hoog-personaliseerbare omgevingen andere gebruikers sneller aanvallen
wanneer zij vinden dat ze te dik zijn, onaantrekkelijk zijn, de verkeerde politieke ideeën
hebben, enzovoort. Bovendien geeft de morele kwestie van interactiviteit een extra
verklaring waarom zulke en andere voorbeelden van cyberpesten zo hard aan komt.
Slachtoffers worden niet aangevallen in een nieuwe, neutrale omgeving, ze worden
aangevallen in een omgeving die veilig en persoonlijk zou moeten aanvoelen.
De resultaten geven ook extra inzicht in waarom gebruikers gemakkelijk persoonlijke en
commerciële mediacontent delen, zelfs wanneer dit niet wenselijk is. De empirische
resultaten van hoofdstuk 3 en 5 laten zien dat het ervaren van een hoog-interactieve relatie
met online omgevingen gebruikers stimuleert om hun eigen belangen zwaarder te laten
wegen dan de belangen van anderen en het stimuleert gebruikers om meer nadruk te leggen
op individuele verantwoordelijkheid. Dit kan verklaren waarom gebruikers zich vrij voelen
om content die niet van hen is, te verzamelen en te verspreiden. Wanneer ze content
tegenkomen in hun eigen persoonlijke online omgeving voelen ze zich gerechtvaardigd om
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met deze content te doen wat ze willen. Bovendien levert het gebruik weinig
gewetenbezwaren op want ‘het is de fout van de eigenaar of de belanghebbenden dat zij de
content beschikbaar hebben gemaakt’.
In het laatste deel van hoofdstuk 6 worden de implicaties en voorstellen voor verder
onderzoek besproken. Er worden vier voorstellen gedaan over hoe de bevindingen richting
kunnen geven aan het ontwerp en beleid omtrent online omgevingen. De volgende
suggesties worden gedaan: (1) de-anonimiseren en de-identificeren van gebruikers leidt niet
per se tot een vermindering van online agressie. (2) Het ontwerpen van meer
personaliseerbare functies in community platformen heeft niet alleen voordelen. (3) Vooral
nieuws en informatieve websites moeten zich onthouden van personaliseerbare
interactiviteit. (4) Het aanbieden van personaliseerbare interactiviteit in publieke online
omgevingen, zoals sociale media platforms, brengt extra verantwoordelijkheid met zich mee
voor de beheerders.
Naast nieuwe inzichten in onze online morele handelingen bieden de resultaten ook
inzichten voor het vakgebied dat zich bezighoudt met mens-computerinteractie. De
categorisatie van operationele en personaliseerbare interactiviteit verklaart hoe onze relatie
met een virtuele omgeving is en in hoeverre deze relatie anders is dan onze relatie met
fysieke omgevingen. Het aantal interactieve functies in virtuele omgevingen groeit gestaag
en de categorisatie voorgesteld in dit proefschrift kan een bijdrage leveren aan het bepalen
van de wenselijkheid van onze online interactieve mogelijkheden.
Tot slot worden de implicaties voor ons begrip van technologische mediatie besproken. Dit
proefschrift laat zien dat onze actieve relatie met een technologie zelf ook onderdeel
uitmaakt van hoe een technologie onze mens-wereld relatie medieert. Deze aanvulling kan
relevant zijn voor technologieën die een duidelijk actieve relatie tussen mens en technologie
bewerkstellingen tijdens het gebruik, zoals bij het gebruik van een smartphone.
Smartphones geven nieuwe handelings- en ervaringsmogelijkheden aan mensen wanneer ze
deze gebruiken. Maar de mediatie van hoe mensen in de wereld aanwezig zijn door middel
van hun smartphone is breder dan dat. De smartphone zorgt ervoor dat mensen aanwezig
zijn in de wereld via een sterk gepersonaliseerd apparaat, en dit kan ook een rol spelen in
hoe de smartphone richting geeft aan onze morele handelingen en ervaringen wanneer we
die gebruiken.
Het proefschrift eindigt met drie suggesties voor verder onderzoek. Naast de noodzaak van
het repliceren van de resultaten kunnen de resultaten ook verder worden gebruikt voor
studie naar de gevolgen en effectiviteit van online leren en voor studies naar de mondiaal
toenemende individualisering in de nabije toekomst.
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Appendix A: Diary design & moral scenarios
Images of Assignment 3 and
Assignment 6

Fifteen scenarios in Assignment 6
(Translated to English by author)
1. Plagiarism in a small school paper
2. Downloading software without paying
3. Distributing photos of a friend in a bathing suit
on the internet after an argument/fight
4. Posting a film of an angry teacher on the
internet/ YouTube
5. Placing ‘sexy’ or revealing pictures of yourself on
Facebook/Twitter, etc.
6. Posting on Twitter/Facebook: “I’m going to have
my teacher beaten up!” Followed by: ‘Just
joking!’
7. Checking your email on your smartphone during
a meeting, class or lecture
8. Adding photos of yourself using drugs on
Facebook/Twitter
9. Downloading movies/television shows without
paying for them
10. Downloading music without paying for it
11. Putting photos of yourself drinking beer on
Facebook/Twitter, etc.
12. Write an internet post using someone else’s
name
13. Writing comments about a famous person on
Facebook/Twitter, etc.
14. Interacting with your smartphone (e.g., updating
Facebook, checking news) while in a bar with a
friend
15. Writing negative comments about a classmate
on Facebook/Twitter, etc.
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Appendix B: Interview guide for focus groups
B1: Summary interview guide for focus groups (Translated to English by
author)

Topic:

Examples of questions

Introduction

o

Please introduce yourself.

Perception of
the online
environment

o
o

What does technology mean to you?
How do you ‘perceive’ the online environment? What about its functionality
and what you can do in it?

Smartphone

o
o
o

How does the smartphone help you live your life?
How do you perceive the online world through your smartphone?
What are your rules for your smartphone use?

Virtual
communities

o
o
o
o

What do you do on social media?
How do your social media accounts represent you?
How do you perceive and react to others in your social media account?
Do you have personal rules on social media? What you can and can’t do?

Online objects

o
o

Do you often acquire books, music, movies and games online?
What are your opinions about online piracy?

Moral
scenarios

o

What do you think of the following scenarios? (Eight scenarios on
cyberbullying, plagiarism, online piracy and flaming. Participants were asked
to identify differences in expectations between comparable online and
physical scenarios.)
1. A boy prints out a sensual photo of a classmate from his Facebook
account and distributes this in school.
2. A boy copies a sensual photo of a classmate from a school project on
fashion and distributes this in school.

Conclusion

o

What is your final reflection on what the internet is?
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B2: Full interview guide for focus groups (in Dutch)
1. Introductie (15 min) –
Uitleg onderzoek - Audio-opname.
Voorstelrondje & opwarmer (stel jezelf voor aan de hand van je favoriete product of
gadget + leg uit)

2. Technologie algemeen (15 min)
2a. Spontaan: associatieoefening Als je een woord of begrip hoort komt er vaak van alles
in je op, woorden, beelden, gedachtes, gevoelens, die voor jou bij dat woord horen. Bij
EK voetbal komen er bijvoorbeeld heel andere gedachtes en beelden in je op dan als je
denkt aan het woord trein... -‐‐ Wat komt er allemaal bij je op als je denkt aan
technologie (technologische ontwikkelingen)?
2b. Geholpen -‐‐ Wat betekent technologie en technologische ontwikkelingen voor jou? ‐‐ In hoeverre vind je technologische ontwikkelingen/technologie [doorvragen op
voorbeelden die ze genoemd hebben bij 2a] positief? -‐‐ Welke voldoening geeft het jou
in je dagelijks leven? -‐‐ In hoeverre vind je technologische ontwikkelingen minder
positief (welke problemen zie je of ervaar je/welke zorgen heb je)? -‐‐ Wat is voor jou
het grootste verschil met vroeger en nu? -‐‐ Hoe is je leven veranderd? -‐‐ Kun je een
situatie bedenken waarbij er in combinatie met technologie iets gebeurde wat je niet
helemaal had bedacht? -‐‐ In hoeverre had je toen het gevoel dat je misschien een beetje
controle verloor over de technologie? Dat je het niet helemaal naar je hand kon zetten? ‐‐ Hoe zie je de toekomst? -‐‐ Hoe wordt jouw leven dan anders denk je? -‐‐ +
doorvragen
2c. Creatief: fotosort Laten we eens op een andere manier praten over technologie,
namelijk met beelden. Soms schieten woorden tekort en helpt het om met foto’s over
iets te praten. Ik heb hier een heleboel foto’s, allemaal verschillende, met een eigen sfeer
en uitstraling. Kies nu eens een foto waarvan jij vindt dat die het beste past bij het
gevoel dat jij hebt, de voldoening die technologie jou geeft... - Schrijf in max 3
steekwoorden op een post-it wat deze foto voor jou uitstraalt. - Wat voor
sfeer/uitstraling heeft deze foto voor jou? - + doorvragen

3. Mobiele telefoon (20 min)
Laten we nu eens inzoomen op één zo’n technologische ontwikkeling, namelijk de
mobiele telefoon...
3a. Spontaan - Wat betekent je mobiele telefoon voor je? - Wat doe je er zoal mee? - Wat
voor voldoening geeft dat? - + doorvragen
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3b. Geholpen - Kun je je nog herinneren dat je voor het eerst een mobiele telefoon
had/kreeg? - Wat was voor jou de belangrijkste reden om er één aan te schaffen? - Wat
waren je overwegingen om het wel/niet te doen (en welke)? - Hoe is dat veranderd (wat
is nu het belangrijkste voor je m.b.t. je mobiele telefoon)? - + doorvragen - Welke ‘regels’
heb je voor jezelf als het gaat over het gebruik van je mobiele telefoon? - Wat doe je
wel/niet? Wat kun je, vind jij, ‘niet maken’? (bv. relatie uitmaken via sms, filmpjes
opnemen van de leraar, bellen in het openbaar, bellen als je bij vrienden bent, ..) - Wat
zie je bij anderen (vrienden/familie, klasgenoten,...) waarvan jij vind dat het niet kan? In hoeverre vond je dat altijd al/is dat veranderd in de loop van de tijd? - + doorvragen
3c. Creatief: withdrawal Stel dat er morgen een wet uitkomt die mobiele telefoons, alle
soorten en maten, verbiedt... - Wat zou je daarvan vinden? - Hoe zou jullie leven dan
anders zijn? - Wat zou er goed aan zijn? Wat minder? - Wat zou je het meeste missen? Hoe zou je dan (contact houden met vrienden, ... [wat ze noemen bij 3b])? - +
doorvragen

4. Sociale media (20 min)
Laten we nu eens nog iets verder inzoomen en het hebben over sociale media.
Tegenwoordig hebben veel mensen dat zelfs op hun mobiele telefoon beschikbaar. Hier
hebben jullie natuurlijk in je dagboek ook veel opdrachten over gehad...
4a. Spontaan - Welke sociale media gebruik je? (Facebook, Twitter, Hyves, YouTube,
Pinterest, ...) - Wat betekent sociale media voor je? - Wat doe je zoal op sociale media?
(opschrijven op post-it: input 4c) - Wat voor voldoening geeft dat? - + doorvragen
4b. Geholpen Interactie/gedrag - Wat doe je zoal op sociale netwerk sites? - Wat heb je
gedaan om het meer naar jouw eigen wensen in te richten? - In hoeverre wordt je
beheerst door sociale media? (Controleer jij sociale media of controleert sociale media
jou?) - In hoeverre is dat veranderd in de loop van de jaren? - In hoeverre onderneem je
actie om dit te voorkomen/te stoppen? - Privacy instellingen? Wat triggert je om hier
iets aan te doen? - Heb je wel eens iets gedaan waar je achteraf niet zo blij mee was? - +
doorvragen In het dagboek hebben jullie regels opgeschreven die je hanteert bij het
gebruik van Facebook. Hierbij heb je als het goed is de voor jou twee belangrijkste
regels voorzien van een (rode) stip. Laten we die er eens bij pakken... - Wat zijn de
regels die jullie het meest belangrijk vinden? - Hoe komt dat? Leg uit? - In hoeverre hou
je jezelf aan die regels? En anderen? (voorbeelden vragen) - Wanneer wel/niet? - Hoe
voel je je als je je er niet aan houdt? - Of als iemand anders zich er niet aan houdt? - +
doorvragen 4c. Creatief: planetenstelsel Stel dat je de verschillende dingen die je doet op
sociale media/Facebook in een planetenstelsel zou moeten plaatsen. Hierbij ben jij de
zon die in het midden staat en de verschillende dingen die je kunt doen zijn de planeten.
De planeten die dichtbij je staan zijn belangrijk voor je, de planeten die ver weg staan
zijn minder belangrijk. (Je zou het bv ok kunnen vergelijken met de Facebook ranking in
vrienden, vrienden van vrienden en iedereen) Maak nu eens samen dit planetenstelsel...
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[doel: relatie tussen belangrijkheid en moraal, ook observeren en luisteren wat er
gebeurt als ze gezamenlijk dit planetenstelsel maken] Bespreken planetenstelsel: - Wat
ligt er dichtbij de zon/jou? - Hoe komt dat? - Wat ligt er ver weg? - Hoe komt dat? - +
doorvragen

5. Auteursrecht (20 min)
5a. Muziek/films/software Laten we het eens hebben over downloaden van films,
muziek en/of software... - Wat download je zoal van internet? - Hoe/waar doe je dat? En
waarom? - Welke keuzes/overwegingen maak je hierbij? - Wat doe je wel/niet? - Waar
ligt voor jou de grens (of je iets wel of niet doet)? - Hoe is dit veranderd in de loop van
de tijd? (Dacht je daar vroeger anders over?) - Wiens verantwoordelijkheid is het om dit
te bewaken vind jij? - Hoe zouden ze dat moeten doen? - + doorvragen
5b. Bronvermelding Je moet vast wel eens een verslag/rapport schrijven voor school,
waarbij je op internet op zoek gaat naar informatie over een bepaald onderwerp... - Kun
je een voorbeeld noemen? - Wat heb je toen zoal gevonden op internet? - Hoe heb je dat
verwerkt in je rapport/verslag? - In hoeverre heb je de bronnen vermeld die je vond op
internet? - In hoeverre vind je dat dat moet/niet moet? - Hoe is dat veranderd in de loop
van de tijd? (dacht je daar vroeger anders over) - Wiens verantwoordelijkheid is het om
dit te bewaken vind jij? - Hoe zouden ze dat moeten doen? - + doorvragen
5c. Creatief Stel dat je dit vergelijkt met criminaliteit, van kleine misstanden tot grote
misdaad. Je kunt een aantal straffen uitdelen voor verschillende misstanden die je
begaat als het gaat om auteursrecht [eventueel uitleggen]. Welke straf (taakstraf, boete,
gevangenisstraf, ..) zou je geven voor... • Het downloaden van muziek zonder te betalen
• Het downloaden van films zonder te betalen • Het downloaden van software zonder te
betalen • Het downloaden van een serie zonder te betalen • Het niet vermelden van een
schrijver/auteur in je verslag voor school • Het niet vermelden van een schrijver/auteur
voor iets dat je privé gebruikt (bv op Facebook) - Wat maakt dat je de een strenger
veroordeelt dan het ander? - Waar zit hem het verschil in? - In hoeverre beïnvloedt dit
jouw gedrag? - + doorvragen

6. Dilemma’s/stellingen (40 min)
[We leggen een aantal dilemma’s voor met betrekking tot gebruik van technologie en
discussiëren daarover.] - Facebook - Auteursrecht/bronvermelding

7. Tot slot (20) We hebben nu een tijdlang gepraat over technologie en hoe wij daarmee
omgaan, wat we ‘goed’ en wat we ‘slecht’ vinden. We zijn hier onderhand wel experts in
geworden zou je kunnen zeggen. Zou je nu eens voor jezelf willen samenvatten wat jou
visie hierop is, wanneer is wat jou betreft iets ‘goed’ en wanneer niet? In hoeverre jij
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keuzes maakt voor technologie die je leven verrijken of als sociaal dilemma, omdat je
niet anders kunt? In hoeverre ben je er blij mee en hoe zorg je ervoor dat het niet je
leven beheerst? Schrijf het als je wilt even voor jezelf op... [We doen een afsluitend
rondje waarin iedereen aan bod komt] Bedanken
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Appendix C: Measures Experiment 1
C1: Manipulation checks & intended non-effects (Experiment 1, in Dutch)
Manipulation check
operational interactivity
α = .58

Manipulation check
personalized interactivity
α = .86
Non-effects of anonymity,
importance of thinking about
these topics and understanding
of the platform

Dit platform geeft me de vrijheid om te navigeren hoe ik zelf
wil (1–5)
Het was bij doorklikken naar de volgende pagina vooraf
duidelijk waar deze volgende pagina over zou gaan (1–5)
Ik kon zelf bepalen welk deel van dit platform ik bezocht
(1–5)
Ik heb kunnen aangeven hoe ik dit platform wil gebruiken
(1–5)
Ik heb dit platform zelf kunnen inrichten (1–5)
Dit platform voelt persoonlijk (1–5)
Ik heb het gevoel dat ik op dit platform anoniem mijn mening
kan geven (1–5)
Ik heb het gevoel dat ik mij op dit platform eerlijk kan uiten
over de Haagse Hogeschool (1–5)
Geef aan hoe belangrijk je het vindt om na te denken over
deze onderwerpen (1–5)
Het doel van dit platform is duidelijk (1–5)
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C2: Compressed screenshot of the first dilemma on self-interested practices
(Experiment 1, in Dutch)
Taking from the common good dilemma
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C3: First dilemma on self-interested practices and dependent variables
(Experiment 1, in Dutch)
Taking from the common good dilemma
De Haagse Hogeschool denkt na om extra geld vrij te maken om studenten beter te
ondersteunen. We overwegen daarom een proef te starten. Bij de opzet van de proef zijn er
twee mogelijkheden, of via persoonlijke begeleiding of via groepsbegeleiding.
Persoonlijke begeleiding
Bij persoonlijke begeleiding kan je denken aan persoonlijke ondersteuning bij het halen van
struikelvakken en extra begeleiding en ondersteuning bij het vinden van een stage en het
schrijven van je scriptie. Bij hulp bij het behalen van struikelvakken kan je denken aan
bijles, maar ook aan persoonlijke begeleiding om te leren leren of het schrijven van een
aanbevelingsbrief voor een stageplaats.
Eerder onderzoek van de Haagse Hogeschool laat zien dat wanneer een student gebruik
maakt van persoonlijke begeleiding, de kans om een struikel vak te halen stijgt met 31% en
er minder studenten uitvallen. De kans om binnen korte termijn een relevante stage te
vinden stijgt met 34%.
Persoonlijke begeleiding willen we ook nog 1 jaar aanbieden aan studenten na hun
afstuderen. Onderzoek laat zien dat de aansluiting tussen de hogeschool en de arbeidsmarkt
of universiteit hiermee sterk verbetert. Persoonlijke begeleiding zorgt ervoor dat studenten
33% meer kans hebben om binnen 3 maanden een geschikte baan te vinden.

(Volgende pagina)
Groepsbegeleiding
Groepsbegeleiding zou bestaan uit het extra begeleiden van studenten in groepen van 4
studenten. Bijvoorbeeld in de vorm van extra lessen voor moeilijke vakken of extra
begeleiding voor het vinden van een stage of voor hulp bij afstuderen. Ook met
groepsbegeleiding vallen studenten minder uit en vinden studenten makkelijker een stage.
Zo blijkt uit onderzoek dat de Haagse Hogeschool heeft uitgevoerd dat extra
groepsbegeleiding ervoor zorgt dat de kans op het halen van vakken stijgt met 25% . De
kans om een relevante stage te vinden stijgt met 29%.
Groepsbegeleiding willen we ook 1 jaar aanbieden aan pas-afgestudeerden.
Groepsbegeleiding zorgt er bijvoorbeeld voor dat studenten 28% meer kans hebben om
binnen 3 maanden een geschikte baan te vinden.
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Vraag vanuit de HHS
Uit het onderzoek komt dus naar voren dat persoonlijke begeleiding en groepsbegeleiding
beide positief werken, en dat persoonlijke begeleiding iets effectiever is.
Probleem is wel dat hoe meer studenten voor persoonlijke begeleiding kiezen dit een groter
beslag legt op ons budget. Er is namelijk maar beperkt budget beschikbaar en het bieden
van persoonlijke begeleiding is veel duurder dan het geven van groepsbegeleiding.
Persoonlijke begeleiding gaat ten koste van het budget van de komende jaren en dan
kunnen we de proef niet uitbreiden naar meer studenten. Dan kunnen alleen de
studenten in deze proef van begeleiding profiteren.
Hoe meer er door de studenten voor groepsbegeleiding wordt gekozen hoe meer we de
proef kunnen uitbreiden naar de hele Haagse Hogeschool. Dan kunnen alle studenten van
de Haagse Hogeschool van begeleiding profiteren. Bekijk hieronder nogmaals de
onderzochte procentuele verschillen tussen persoonlijke begeleiding en groepsbegeleiding
van de vorige pagina.

Persoonlijke begeleiding

Groepsbegeleiding

Kans op behalen struikel vak
stijgt met 31%
Kans op vinden relevante
stage of baan stijgt met 34%
Kans op behalen struikel vak
stijgt met 25%
Kans op vinden relevante
stage of baan stijgt met 29%

De Haagse hogeschool kan
maar een aantal studenten
begeleiden
De Haagse Hogeschool kan
alle studenten begeleiden

In deze twee mogelijkheden heeft de Haagse Hogeschool geen voorkeur. Graag horen we
daarom of je voorkeur uitgaat naar persoonlijke begeleiding of groepsbegeleiding.

Items: Dependent variable
Dependent variable: Selfinterested action
Taking dilemma

Ik zou graag in aanmerking willen komen voor persoonlijke
begeleiding (0–10)
Ik zou graag in aanmerking willen komen voor
groepsbegeleiding (0–10)
Het is belangrijk dat de Haagse Hogeschool investeert in
extra begeleiding voor studenten (1–5)
De Haagse Hogeschool dient zulke beslissingen zelf te maken
en niet aan de studenten over te laten (1–5)
Studenten krijgen nu al genoeg begeleiding bij het studeren
(1–5)
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C4: Compressed screenshot of the second dilemma on self-interested practices
(Experiment 1, in Dutch)
Contributing to the common good dilemma
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C5: Second dilemma on self-interested practices and dependent variables
(Experiment 1, in Dutch)
Contributing to the common good dilemma
Fijn dat je wilde meewerken aan het onderzoek. We willen graag nog meer van je
weten over deze onderwerpen. Daarom sturen we over enkele weken de helft van
alle respondenten een nieuwe uitgebreidere vragenlijst.
Het invullen van deze vragenlijst zal ongeveer 30-minuten duren.
De andere helft van de studenten sturen we een vragenlijst van 5-minuten over
wat ze van dit onderzoek vonden.

Jij hebt door de computer de 30-minuten vragenlijst toegewezen gekregen.

Misschien heb je het druk, daarom kan je jouw vragenlijst doorgeven aan een
andere student. Maar omdat we wel een minimaal aantal ingevulde vragenlijsten
nodig hebben moet de andere student deze vragenlijst dan invullen en kan
hij/zij niet meer kiezen. Voor deze student is het onbekend dat hij/zij de
vragenlijst doorgewezen heeft gekregen.
Geef hieronder aan of je de vragenlijst wil doorgeven aan een andere student.
Als je de optie niet aan vinkt ontvang je zelf de lange 30-minuten vragenlijst.
Vink de volgende optie aan als je de 30-minuten vragenlijst wil doorgeven aan een
andere respondent:

Items: Dependent variable
Dependent variable: Selfinterested action

Ik geef mijn vragenlijst door aan de andere respondent
(check/uncheck)

Contribution dilemma
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C6: Scenario on emphasizing individual responsibility and dependent variable
(Experiment 1, in Dutch)

Graag willen we ook weten hoe je denkt over een aantal beleidsideeën.
Op deze pagina zullen we je verschillende beleidsideeën voorleggen in de vorm van
stellingen om te kijken wat je ervan vindt. Nog niets van deze ideeën ligt vast.
We vinden het belangrijk te weten wat jullie vinden. Beantwoord de volgende
stellingen

Items: Dependent variable
Dependent variable:
Emphazing individual
responsibility

Iedere student maakt een aantal toetsen. Het aantal toetsen
neemt toe wanneer je meer herkansingen hebt. Hierover
gaat de volgende stelling.
In plaats van een vast bedrag per jaar moeten studenten
per toets betalen. (0–10)

Filler question

Hertentamens moeten alleen nog maar in de zomer
worden afgenomen. (0–10)

Filler question

Voltijdopleidingen moeten ook les geven in de avond. (0–
10)
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C7: Feelings of platform ownership & other measures in Experiment 1 (in
Dutch)
Perceived platform control

α = .51 (all conditions)
α = .64 (personalized)
Perceived policy control

α = .74 (all conditions)
α = .74 (personalized)

Personal Place

α = .53 (all conditions)
α = .49 (personalized)

Positive self-investment

α = .61 (all conditions)
α = .64 (personalized)

Dit platform is prettig om mee te werken (1–5)
Ik heb het gevoel van controle over dit platform (1–5)
Ik vind het navigeren op dit platform prettig (1–5)

Ik kan op dit platform goed mijn mening uiten over de
ideeën (1–5)
Met dit platform heb ik het gevoel dat ik invloed kan
uitoefenen op het beleid van de Haagse Hogeschool (1–5)
Met dit platform maak ik onderdeel uit van een community
van studenten om samen de Haagse Hogeschool te
verbeteren
(1–5)
Met dit platform sta ik meer in contact met de Haagse
Hogeschool (1–5)
Met dit platform voelt het als mijn verantwoordelijkheid om
een bijdrage te leveren aan het verbeteren van het beleid
van de Haagse Hogeschool (1–5)
Excluded: Ik vind het belangrijk dat de Haagse Hogeschool
de mening van de studenten op dit platform meeneemt in
haar beleid (1–5)
De onderwerpen op dit platform waren relevant voor mij
(1–5)
Dit platform heeft betrekking op onderwerpen voor de
hogeschool die ik belangrijk vind (1–5)
Dit platform voelt persoonlijk (1–5)
Op dit platform voel ik mij slechts een bezoeker (rev) (1–5)
Dit platform hield mijn aandacht vast (1–5)
De verschillende pagina’s van dit platform laden snel (1–5)
Tijdens het werken met dit platform heb ik regelmatig op de
tijd gelet (rev) (1–5)
Tijdens het werken met dit platform lette ik op wat de
anderen in dit lokaal deden (rev) (1–5)
Excluded: Ik vond het leuk om dit platform verder te
ontdekken (1–5)

Table continues on the next page
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C7 continued: Feelings of platform ownership & other measures in
Experiment 1 (in Dutch)
Demographics

Study success
Moral character

Wat is je leeftijd?
Welke opleiding volg je?
In welk jaar van je opleiding zit je?
Wat is je geslacht?
Studeren op het HBO gaat mij makkelijk af (1–5)
Ik denk dat het voor mij moeilijk is om een baan op Hboniveau te vinden (1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd aardig te zijn (1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd eerlijk te zijn (1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd betrouwbaar te zijn (1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd respect te hebben voor
anderen(1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd te delen (1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd de waarheid te zeggen (1–5)
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Appendix D: Measures Experiment 2
D1: Manipulation checks & intended non-effects (Experiment 2, in Dutch)
Manipulation check
operational interactivity
α = .54
Manipulation check
personalized interactivity
α = .82
Non-effects of anonymity,
importance of thinking about
these topics and understanding
of the platform

Het was bij doorklikken naar de volgende pagina vooraf
duidelijk waar deze volgende pagina over zou gaan
De omgang met dit platform voelt interactief
Ik kon zelf bepalen welk deel van dit platform ik bezocht
Ik heb kunnen aangeven hoe ik dit platform wil gebruiken
(1–5)
Ik heb dit platform zelf kunnen inrichten (1–5)
Dit platform voelt persoonlijk (1–5)
Ik heb het gevoel dat ik mij op dit platform eerlijk kan
uiten over de beleidsideeën van de Haagse Hogeschool
(1–5)
Ik heb het gevoel dat ik op dit platform anoniem mijn
mening kan uiten (1–5)
Ik vind het belangrijk om na te denken over deze
onderwerpen (1–5)
Het was snel duidelijk wat het doel is van dit platform (1–
5)
Ik vond het lastig te begrijpen hoe dit platform werkt
(rev) (1–5)
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D2: Compressed screenshots of the first scenario on responding to perceived
strangers (Experiment 2, in Dutch)
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D3: Responding to perceived strangers. Scenario and dependent variables
(Experiment 2, in Dutch)

De discussieruimte is een platform in je platform waar je berichten kan zien van
andere gebruikers die ook aanwezig zijn. Je kan reageren op hun mening. We willen
weten wat je van hun reactie vindt. Doordat studenten op elkaars mening reageren en
bespreken kan de Haagse Hogeschool beter de beste meningen selecteren en gebruiken bij
haar besluiten.

Je bent gekoppeld aan 3 studenten die reageren op de stelling:

“Hertentamens moeten alleen nog maar in de zomervakantie
worden afgenomen”
Mening 1: Ik denk dat dit echt fijn zou zijn want dan kan je veel beter leren voor je hers. En
dan stoort het ook niet met de normale tentamens.

Mening 2: Ik vind het geen goed idee. Dan is de her erg ver weg van de gewone toets, en
moet je alles opnieuw leren. Kost veel meer tijd en dan heb je minder vakantie.

Mening 3: Misschien is het wel beter want dan leer je juist beter voor de eerste kans? Dan ga
je wel wat beter studeren. Maar bij een her duurt het dan ook langer voordat je weet of je
het vak haalt.

Items: Dependent variables for all three opinions (3 × 3 = 9 items total)
Appraisal of perceived
strangers

Ik vind mening (1,2,3) verstandig. (0–10)
De Haagse hogeschool denkt na over dit onderwerp. Ben
je het ermee eens dat mening (1,2,3) meegenomen moet
worden in de besluitvorming van de Haagse Hogeschool?
(0–10)
De student die mening (1,2,3) heeft opgeschreven heeft
ook nog op andere ideeën gereageerd. Beantwoord de
volgende stelling: ik zou vaker de mening van deze
student op mijn platform willen lezen.
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D4: Compressed screenshots of the second scenario on emphasizing
individual responsibility (Experiment 2, in Dutch)
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D5: Emphasizing individual responsibility. Scenario & dependent variable
(Experiment 2, in Dutch)

Graag willen we nog weten hoe je denkt over de
volgende geselecteerde stelling:

"In plaats van een vast bedrag per jaar moeten studenten per toets betalen"

Lees dit goed:
Motivering:
In de landelijke politiek wordt nagedacht over dit systeem en in Amsterdam draait een
experiment.
Alleen wanneer je een toets echt maakt betaal je een bepaald bedrag. Zo voorkom je dat een
student door OV problemen of bijvoorbeeld ziekte toch moet betalen.
Bij dit systeem geldt dat studenten die weinig herkansingen moeten maken in totaal minder
collegegeld zullen betalen dan nu. Studenten die meer herkansingen moeten maken zullen
in totaal meer collegegeld betalen dan nu.
Een voordeel is dat de kosten voor de student meer conform zijn/haar inzet
is. Herkansingen maken het onderwijs namelijk duurder en dat wordt nu door
iedereen betaald. Een tweede voordeel is dat de student meer flexibiliteit krijgt.
Een nadeel is dat er een grotere administratielast komt voor alle studenten (maar vooral
voor de studenten die veel hertentamens moeten maken). Een tweede nadeel is dat bij te
weinig inschrijvingen vakken kunnen vervallen of toetsen naar een later tijdstip kunnen
worden verschoven.

Items: Dependent variable
Dependent variable

Ik vind betalen per toets een goed idee (1–7)
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D6: Items: Moral disengagement (Experiment 2, in Dutch)
Moral justification

α = .76

Disregarding consequences of
study process

α = .71

Disregarding consequences of
dropping out/access

α = .67

Distorting the consequences

α = .78

Het is rechtvaardig dat wanneer studenten meer toetsen
herkansen, zij ook meer betalen (1–5)
De flexibiliteit die betalen per toets geeft is een reden het
wel in te voeren (1–5)
Wanneer het onderwijs te duur wordt, is het beter om
alle studenten meer te laten betalen dan alleen de
studenten die veel herkansingen maken (rev) (1–5)
Wanneer de meerderheid van de studenten voorstander
is van het betalen per toets, moet het ingevoerd worden
(1–5)
Als de Hogeschool een experiment start voor betalen per
toets moet mijn opleiding daar aan meedoen (1–5)
Door betalen per toets zou ik het maken van toetsen meer
gaan uitstellen (1–5)
Door betalen per toets zou ik langer over mijn studie
doen (1–5)
Betalen per toets zorgt ervoor dat iedereen langer over
hun studie gaan doen (1–5)
De extra onzekerheid die betalen per toets veroorzaakt is
een reden om het niet in te voeren (1–5)
De extra administratie die betalen per toets veroorzaakt
is een reden om het niet in te voeren (1–5)
Door betalen per toets zullen studenten meer gaan
frauderen (bijvoorbeeld spieken) om hun toets direct te
halen (1–5)
Ik denk dat door betalen per toets er voor zal zorgen dat
studenten gaan uitvallen door geld gebrek wanneer ze
veel herkansingen moeten maken (1–5)
Betalen per toets maakt het hoger onderwijs minder
toegankelijk voor mensen die minder te besteden hebben
(1–5)
Betalen per toets bevoordeelt teveel de studenten die
meer geld te besteden hebben (1–5)
Betalen per toets bevoordeelt teveel de goede studenten
(1–5)
Wanneer door betalen per toets meer zwakke studenten
stoppen is dat goed voor de kwaliteit van het onderwijs
(1–5)
Wanneer door betalen per toets meer zwakke studenten
stoppen met studeren is dat goed voor de maatschappij
(1–5)
Wanneer door betalen per toets meer zwakke studenten
stoppen is dat uiteindelijk ook het beste voor de
studenten zelf (1–5)

Table continues on next page
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D6 continued: Items: Moral disengagement (Experiment 2, in Dutch)
Attribution of blame

α = .80

Personal situation

Studenten die veel herkansingen moeten maken horen
niet te studeren (1–5)
Studenten die door betalen per toets het studeren niet
meer kunnen betalen hadden beter moeten leren voor
hun tentamens (1–5)
Studenten die door betalen per toets het studeren niet
meer kunnen betalen hadden dan maar een bijbaan
moeten nemen (1–5)
Studenten die door betalen per toets het studeren niet
meer kunnen betalen hebben dat aan zichzelf te danken
Studenten die veel toetsen moeten herkansen zijn niet
slim genoeg om te studeren (1–5)
Studenten die nu veel herkansingen moeten maken
profiteren te veel van het systeem zoals het nu is (1–5)
Studenten die door betalen per toets het studeren niet
meer kunnen betalen moeten een extra beurs van de
overheid krijgen (rev) (1–5)
Ik denk dat ik door betalen per toets …






Aanzienlijk meer collegegeld zou moeten gaan
betalen
Een beetje meer collegegeld zou moeten betalen
Ongeveer gelijk zou uitkomen
Een beetje minder collegegeld zou moeten
betalen
Aanzienlijk minder collegegeld zou moeten gaan
betalen
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D7: Items: Feelings of platform ownership & other measures (Experiment 2, in
Dutch)
Perceived platform control
α = .74

Perceived policy control
α = .79

Personal place
α = .68

Positive self-investment
α = .61

Perceived presence of
others
α = .60

Dit platform is plezierig om mee te werken (1–5)
Dit platform reageert prettig op mijn handelingen (1–5)
Ik heb het gevoel van controle over dit platform (1–5)
Dit platform is overzichtelijk (1–5)
Ik kan heel weinig zelf bepalen in hoe ik met dit platform wil
werken (rev) (1–5)
Ik kan op dit platform goed mijn mening uiten over de
beleidsideeën (1–5)
Met dit platform heb ik het gevoel dat ik invloed kan
uitoefenen op het beleid van de Haagse Hogeschool (1–5)
Wanneer studenten op dit platform kunnen discussiëren
over de beleidsideeën zullen de beste ideeën overblijven (1–
5)
Met dit platform maak ik onderdeel uit van een community
van studenten om samen de Haagse Hogeschool te
verbeteren (1–5)
Met dit platform sta ik meer in contact met het beleid van de
Haagse Hogeschool (1–5)
Met dit platform voelt het als mijn verantwoordelijk om een
bijdrage te leveren aan het verbeteren van het beleid van de
Haagse Hogeschool (1–5)
Dit platform voelt als van mij (1–5)
De onderwerpen op dit platform waren relevant voor mij
(1–5)
Dit platform voelt persoonlijk (1–5)
Op dit platform voel ik mij slechts een bezoeker (rev) (1–5)
Dit platform heeft betrekking op onderwerpen voor de
hogeschool die ik belangrijk vind (1–5)
Dit platform houdt mijn aandacht vast (1–5)
Tijdens het werken met dit platform heb ik regelmatig op de
tijd gelet (rev) (1–5)
Ik dacht vaak tijdens het invullen van de vragen dat ik wel
betere dingen te doen heb (rev) (1–5)
Ik vond het leuk om dit platform verder te ontdekken (1–5)
Ik was gemotiveerd om de inhoud van dit platform verder te
ontdekken (1–5)
Met dit platform sta ik meer in contact met andere studenten
van de Haagse Hogeschool (1–)
Excluded: Met dit platform kan ik andere studenten
beïnvloeden in hun mening (1–5)
Ik ben geïnteresseerd in de mening van anderen (1–5)
Op dit platform ben ik geïnteresseerd om tegenovergestelde
meningen te zien (1–5)
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D7 continued: Items: Feelings of platform ownership & other measures
(Experiment 2, in Dutch)
Demographics

Moral character

Wat is je leeftijd?
Welke opleiding volg je?
In welk jaar van je opleiding zit je?
Wat is je geslacht?
Het is belangrijk om altijd aardig te zijn (1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd eerlijk te zijn (1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd betrouwbaar te zijn (1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd respect te hebben voor
anderen(1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd te delen (1–5)
Het is belangrijk om altijd de waarheid te zeggen (1–5)
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Appendix E: Measures Experiment 3

E1: Manipulation check & intended non-effects (Experiment 3, in Dutch)
Manipulation check
interactivity
α = .75
Non-effects of anonymity

Ik heb het gevoel dat ik dit platform zelf heb kunnen
inrichten (1–5)
Ik heb het gevoel dat ik veel zelf heb kunnen bepalen in
het gebruik van dit platform (1–5)
Dit platform voelt persoonlijk (1–5)
Ik heb het gevoel dat ik anoniem de discussie heb kunnen
voeren (1–5)
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E2: Self-report dependent variables: Participants’ sentiments about the
discussion (Experiment 3, in Dutch)

Perception of discussion as
enjoyable
α = .74

Perception of discussion partner
α = .74

Ik vond deze discussie spannend (1–5)
Ik heb mijn mening duidelijk kunnen uiten in deze
discussie (1–5)
De discussie ging zoals ik wilde (1–5)
Ik vond deze discussie prettig gaan (1–5)
Het voelde alsof mijn discussiepartner de baas speelde in
onze discussie (1–5)
Ik vond dat mijn discussiepartner haar/zijn zin doordreef
in deze discussie (1–5)
Ik vond de argumenten van mijn discussiepartner
verstandig (rev) (1–5)
Ik voelde mij soms persoonlijk aangevallen door mijn
discussiepartner (1–5)
Het voelde alsof mijn discussiepartner mij even kwam
vertellen wat er moest gebeuren (1–5)

Perceived influence of discussion
partner on participant’s attitude

Hoe ik mij opstelde in deze discussie werd veroorzaakt
door mijn discussiepartner (1–5)

Perceived personal attitude

Ik heb onaardige dingen gezegd in deze discussie (1–5)
Ik ben in deze discussie wat onaardiger geweest dan ik
zou willen (1–5)
Ik heb mijn zin doorgedreven in deze discussie (1–5)

α = .59

Perception of presence of
discussion partner
α = .61

Perception and Importance of
winning

Het voelde alsof we samen aanwezig waren in de
discussieruimte (1–5)
Ik ervaarde mijn discussiepartner net zo aanwezig als in
een face-to-face discussie (1–5)
Ik voelde me betrokken bij mijn discussiepartner (1–5)
Ik heb deze discussie gewonnen (1–5)
Ik probeerde deze discussie te winnen (1–5)

r = .62 (p < .001)
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E3: Items: Feelings of platform ownership & gender (Experiment 3, in Dutch)

Platform ownership
α = .64

Demographics

Ik vond het platform prettig om in te discussiëren (1–5)
Dit discussieplatform voelt als een privé omgeving (1–5)
De discussiepagina was op mijn individuele voorkeuren
afgestemd (1–5)
Ik voelde me slechts een bezoeker op dit
discussieplatform (rev) (1–5)

Ik ben een Man/Vrouw
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Dankwoord
Om te promoveren naast je werk, is allereerst vertrouwen en geduld nodig van je
leidinggevenden en collega’s. Daarom wil ik graag de Haagse Hogeschool benoemen en
bedanken dat men het vertrouwen in mij heeft uitgesproken en dat ik deze kans heb
gekregen. Gerard van Rijn, bedankt dat je mij gesteund hebt in deze periode en dat je
het mogelijk hebt gemaakt dat ik dit traject succesvol kon afronden. Simone Frederiksz
en Sanne de Vries, ik ben erg blij dat de hogeschool deze mogelijkheden heeft geboden.
Ik heb jullie steun, ook in de moeilijke tijden, altijd als zeer prettig ervaren.
Rianne, sinds de dag dat ik bij het lectoraat aansloot, heb ik jouw vertrouwen mogen
ervaren. Ik heb inhoudelijk enorm veel van je geleerd. Maar even belangrijk heb ik het
altijd gevonden hoe je me vrij hebt gelaten in mijn keuzes en hoe je me hebt
gestimuleerd om er mijn eigen onderwerp van te maken. Toen ik met het idee kwam om
‘iets met moraliteit en internet’ te doen, vertelde je mij dat ik dan maar even met 15
professoren moest gaan praten of het wel een goed idee was. Je gooide me vaak in het
diepe en dat was het beste wat je had kunnen doen. Ik heb enorme bewondering voor
hoe je altijd begrip had voor mijn keuzes en tegelijkertijd mij zo goed kritisch hebt
gevolgd. De contactmomenten met jou hebben mijn wereld enorm verbreed en mijn
interesse in design en technologie aangewakkerd.
Peter-Paul, na ons eerste gesprek in Den Haag had ik direct de wens dat jij mij zou gaan
begeleiden als promotor. Je visie over de techniekfilosofie heeft ervoor gezorgd dat ik
anders naar de wereld ben gaan kijken. De kans dat een buitenpromovendus de
eindstreep niet haalt, is behoorlijk aanwezig, maar je was direct enthousiast over mijn
project en de samenwerking met de Haagse Hogeschool. De combinatie van filosofie en
gestructureerd empirisch onderzoek wordt wellicht niet altijd gewaardeerd in je
vakgebied, maar toen ik je vertelde dat ik techniekfilosofie wilde combineren met
experimenten(!) bemerkte ik bij jou juist wetenschappelijke belangstelling. Je bent
enorm belangrijk geweest bij de richting en realisatie van mijn proefschrift en ik ben er
trots op dat ik bij jou heb mogen promoveren.
Ik wil mijn commissieleden, prof. dr. ir. M.C. van der Voort, prof. dr. J.A.G.M. van Dijk,
prof. dr. V.A.J. Frissen, prof. dr. R.L. Wakkary en dr. D. Bleeker hartelijk bedanken voor
het lezen en beoordelen van mijn proefschrift.
De collega’s van een promovendus hebben het soms net zo zwaar, bijvoorbeeld door de
continu terugkerende vraag: ‘kan je dit even voor mij lezen en … je mening over
geven/controleren/geweldig vinden!’ Joyce en Tiffany, ik ben erg blij voor jullie hulp
met mijn Engels, Tim en Simon, bedankt voor jullie hulp met mijn Nederlands. En Tim,
het is geweldig dat ik altijd je kamer in kon lopen voor een gezellig praatje ter
ontspanning. Ik heb veel van je geleerd over hoe ik mijn docentschap wil invullen.
Gerrit, Willy, Rob. en Paul, bedankt voor het brainstormen op de kamer. André, bedankt
voor je koekjes en gebakjes. En natuurlijk Alexander. Ik kon altijd bij je terecht met
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vragen over hoe een massive multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) nu
precies werkt en of jij die MMORPG dan ook een beetje ‘als persoonlijk’ ervoer. Domme
vraag en toch knappe antwoorden. En heel erg bedankt voor je wijze analyses en het
meedenken met mijn categorisatie van onze actieve relatie met het internet. Ik ben
vereerd dat je dat tijdens de ceremonie nog een keer wilt doen. Jos, ik stap nu uit de
gedeelde smart van het promoveren. Ik ben er straks bij als jij ook klaar bent. Verder wil
ik al mijn collega’s bedanken waarbij ik in de klassen mocht werven voor mijn
experimenten. En Ies, die mij geweldig heeft geholpen met het dagboekonderzoek
onder middelbare scholieren.
Met mijn collega’s bij het lectoraat heb ik veel bijzondere momenten meegemaakt.
Uiteraard onze reis naar Zuid-Korea, maar ook gewoon de diepgaande discussies tijdens
de lectoraatsmiddagen. Christianne, Jan-Dirk, Hanna, Theo, Coen, Paul, Renee, Lenny,
Nico en Jos, ik heb onze bijeenkomsten als zeer waardevol ervaren en het bracht me
altijd weer nieuwe inzichten. Door jullie designblik ging er een wereld voor me open.
Janneke, ik weet dat ik snel afhaakte bij de naborrel door de geboorte van Jonne, maar
jouw ongekende enthousiasme, liefde voor designthinking en liefde voor de studenten
ervoer ik ook toen de borreltjes en gesprekken wat sporadischer werden. Nog even
over het ongeloof in je ogen toen ik mij 10 jaar geleden afvroeg of twitter niet gewoon
sms’en voor grote groepen was. Ik ben inmiddels ook wel overtuigd dat dit niet zo is.
Onmisbare hulp heb ik gehad van interactieontwerpers. Matthijs, Jens, Klaas-Jan en
Christoph. Zonder jullie was het me nooit gelukt om mijn experimenten op te zetten en
dus aan mijn data te komen. Ik weet zeker dat mijn experimenten faliekant waren
mislukt als het platform niet zo goed ontworpen was geweest. Dat is aan jullie te
danken. Jullie inzichten in hoe het platform eruit moest zien bleken allemaal te kloppen.
Ook wil ik Maarten, Erik en Ard bedanken voor de gesprekken die ik met jullie had over
de benodigde randvoorwaarden om het platform te kunnen gebruiken voor
wetenschappelijk onderzoek. Uiteraard wil ik ook Hanneke bedanken. Net zo belangrijk
als de hulp die ik kreeg bij het uitvoeren van de experimenten was jou hulp bij het
uitvoeren van het dagboekonderzoek en de focusgroepen.
Yo sociologen, (Anne, Alexander, Claartje, Dorothea, Joris, Jornt, Marieke, Marloes en
Noortje), onze reisjes naar dichtbij en ver weg waren een welkome afleiding en
ongelooflijk gezellig. Met Joris, Jornt, Claartje, Alexander en Noortje lekker Dominion
spelen... Bedankt dat jullie mijn slechte humeur in dat geval duldden (en met Star Wars
risk en met klaverjassen en met enzovoort). Anne, Dorothea, Marieke en Marloes, blij
dat ik met jullie het, veel leukere, grote kletsspel kon spelen. Claartje, de balans in onze
gesprekken tussen zelfmeelij, droefgeestigheid en licht vermaak benaderde de perfectie.
Nu we beide klaar zijn, zal de zelfmeelij wat minder worden, maar onze gesprekken
worden dat zeker niet. En Noortje en Marieke, toch eindelijk mijn eigen theorie
ontwikkeld!
John en Seran, ik vind het zo tof dat onze vriendschap, jaren na de popo, nog steeds zo
sterk is. John, zelfs als ik na een paar maanden weer in de OC binnenstap geef je mij het
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gevoel alsof ik nooit weg ben geweest. Seran, onze gezellige avondjes met verstandige
en luchtige gesprekken hoop ik voor altijd door te zetten. Je bent mijn beste vriendin. Ik
ben blij dat jij mij wilt steunen tijdens de ceremonie.
O en Matt, bedankt voor onze toffe poolavondjes. Tijdens deze avondjes kon ik al mijn
vorderingen bespreken en uithuilen wanneer ik weer eens vastzat. Jullie zijn al sinds de
middelbare school mijn twee beste vrienden. Ik weet zeker dat dat altijd zal blijven.
Ik wil ook graag de domi noemen, Marjolein en Micha, Alexander en Deside en Marieke
en Michiel. Bedankt voor jullie vriendschap, voor het meeleven in die belangrijke laatste
periode en dat onze kinderen aan die van jullie zulke fijne speelmaatjes hebben.
Lieve familie, Froukje, ik ben je dankbaar voor alles wat je in de afgelopen jaren voor
ons hebt gedaan. Al die dagen dat ik Krijn bij je kon brengen en dat hij zo leuk met Roos
kon spelen. Ik vind het werkelijk geweldig dat je dat ook zoveel jaar voor Doris hebt
gedaan. Je hebt een grote bijdrage geleverd aan de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift.
Ik waardeer hoe je je leven vormgeeft met Rein en Roos.
Wico en Illkay, bij jullie was het altijd gezellig. In de periode van het uitvoeren van de
experimenten was ik niet altijd op mijn best, maar wanneer ik bij jullie binnenstapte
wist ik dat het een topavond zou worden. Wico, jij bent mijn hele leven mijn grote
voorbeeld geweest. Door jou heb ik dit kunnen doen.
Lieve schoonfamilie, Leen en Martina. Zo lang als ik bij jullie kom, voel ik mij welkom.
Jullie openheid, visie op het leven en geloof is voor mij een voorbeeld van het goede
leven. Ik dank jullie dat jullie ervoor zorgen dat ik mij al zo lang een onderdeel van jullie
gezin voel. Mirjam, Marieke en Hanne, Jaco en Jan-Erik en kinderen, de hechtheid en
hartelijkheid die ik in jullie grote gezin en jullie eigen gezinnen ervaar zorgt er mede
voor dat ik elke keer met zoveel plezier naar Dronten afreis.
Frank, de laatste twee jaar ben jij bij ons thuis onze steun en toeverlaat geweest. Je zorgt
zo goed voor onze kinderen en ik ben blij om te zien hoe gek Jonne, Krijn en Doris op je
zijn.
Lieve Tanca. We beloofden jaren geleden elkaar te steunen in alles wat we doen. Ik heb
jouw steun altijd mogen ervaren. Je hebt me door alle stressvolle momenten heen
getrokken met je rust, je analyses en je liefde. Met jou deel ik mijn leven, mijn plezier,
mijn zorgen en mijn liefde. Ik hou zielsveel van je en ik ben gezegend met elke dag dat
we samen zijn. Lieve Jonne, Krijn en Doris. Jullie geven mijn leven kleur, zin en
betekenis. Jullie laten mij met zijn drieën telkens zien waar het uiteindelijk allemaal om
gaat: er voor elkaar zijn en plezier maken met elkaar. Ik hoop voor jullie een goede
vader te zijn. Ik hou van heel veel van jullie en ik hoop er voor jullie altijd te zijn.
Ik gedenk met dit proefschrift mijn ouders. Jullie waren er aan de start van mijn
proefschrift, maar niet meer aan het einde. Mam, tijdens je lange ziekbed was je zo
sterk. Je zei zo vaak hoe trots en hoe blij je voor mij was. Je gaf me onvoorwaardelijke
steun. Ik probeer elke dag je voorbeeld te volgen in de omgang met mijn eigen kinderen.
Ik ben blij dat jij mijn moeder bent. Ik mis je en ik denk aan je.
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